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ABSTRACT


The period of grant activity (June 1, 1977 through December 31, 1978) has seen


dynamic results from wise use of NASA "seed" dollars in the Northern Califor­

nia Remote Sensing and Technology Transfer Project at Humboldt State University.


The grant, while broad in its scope, has effectively provided the Northern


California community with the means to create, design and implement a strong


working model for remote sensing technology transfer.


From the beginning, the northern California group has utilized a three-part


approach, essential to a comprehensive transfer program, including the univer­

sity and community college, the "community" at large, and potential/actual


direct user agencies, primarily state and local.


Each of three areas of approach, using the specific activities described in 
this document, have addressed eiaht stated goals and objectives, and inmul­
tiple ways. Each of the stated eight barriers to technology transfer was 
recognized as an initial guideline, which in removing, helped to achieve the


goals and objectives. All project activities were designed to help remove


traditional constraints, whether real or implied, that have hampered tech­

nology transfer efforts in the past.


The model, designed to serve local, regional and national needs, is still in


a 	 formative stage, needing further development, testing and evaluation before


transfer to an operational mode.


Analysis of the activities and accomplishments within each of the three major


transfer effort areas has identified the essential next steps.


These steps include the following:


--Complete transfer of a remote sensing capability to Humboldt State


University.


* 	 Integrate computer processing of remotely sensed data with a demonstration 
course. 
* 	 Integrate remote sensing training with activities of the Office of Con­

tinuing Education.
 

--Conduct a northern California county training/orientation series.


* 	 Provide information on what data products and services are currently
 

available


* 	 Introduce remote sensing, both photo interpretation and computer pro­
cessing of remotely sensed data, as a new resource planning and manage­

ment tool.


* 	 Help counties define their information needs and determine the best


mechanisms for meeting them.
 

Il


INTRODUCTION


To best document the activities and accomplishments of the grant, I will


restate the title and eight basic goals of the original proposal.


DEVELOPING AND DEMONSTRATING


AN INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISM FOR TRANSFERRING REMOTE SENSING


TECHNOLOGY TO 14 WESTERN STATES USING NORTHERN CALIFORNIA


AS THE TEST SITE


There is a strongly demonstrated and thoroughly documented
 

need for an ideal institutional mechanism to bring about the successful


and meaningful transfer of technology in the world today. It is an
 

acknowledged fact by many experts dealing in the various aspects of this


problem that no such mechanism exists. It is further acknowledged, and


documented, that the technology of remote sensing is, and can be, a fitting,


timely, cost-effective tool for inventory, assessment and monitoring of


the natural resource base of the nation.


A powerful example exists in the findings of the Pacific


Northwest Regional Commission's, Land Resources Inventory Demonstration


Project of the states of Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. Through this,


and other projects using remote sensing as an information gathering and


analytical tool, it has been shown that this technology, when used in


resource management and planning, can add significantly to the planning


and decision-making process at Federal, state, and local levels.


This proposal, and its related activities, will provide, on a


demonstration basis, a model for transfer of remote sensing technology


and the model institutional mechanism for transfer in 14 western states


of the United States.


The 	 eight basic goals of the proposal are


1. 	 To interact with the Pacific Northwest Regional Commission's


Land Resources Inventory Project, to make direct use of their


expertise and findings.


2. 	 To create, design, and implement a model for remote sensing
 

technology transfer usina a small test site in northern


California for maximum efficiency, interaction between


participants, and economy in both human energy and dollar


costs.


3. 	 To transfer and disseminate knowledge of thp techniques and


applications of remote sensing, as used in the test site,


to 14 western states in the western region.


4. To transfer and disseminate information and findings regarding

the transfer Model and its institutional mechanism to the


14 western states region, and nationally.


5. To establish and test a working communications model


(between project participants, and between the project


and the public at-large) within the 14 western states


region, and nationally.


6. To establish an innovative and effective documentation


system, and to test that system as used in the demonstration


project, add in the 14 western states region.


7. To establish and document communication links from the project


to decision makers, individually, to decision making bodies


and processes at Federal, state, and local levels within


the 14 western state region, and on a national basis, where


appropriate, as to viability of use of remote sensing in


the decision-making process regarding the natural resources.


8. To formulate a series of recommendations and guidelines with


input from all particinants in the demonstration project

and that will incorporate all of the above items, and will


also include such key elements as analyzing social implications


and cost-effectiveness of the use of remote sensing as an


information gathering and analytical tool in resource based


problems of northern California.


The proposal, and its related activities, will practically

address some specific resource based problems in the disciplines of Forestry,
Ocean and Coastal lands, River basins, and selected land use. In the


Inter-cooperative project, National Aeronautics and Space Administration


(NASA) personnel will participate with selected Federal, state, and local


agency personnel; Humboldt State University professors, schools, and


departments, The Center for'Community Development; and, a Citizens Task


Force and study oroup. The testing site will be physically located in


northern California in a demonstration area that has several overlapping

problems and projects already in existence, and will provide the ideal


testinq situation to achieve the goals of the proposal.


Coordination, documentation, dissemination, and communications


regardinq this test and demonstration site will be provided at the Center


for Community Development, Humboldt State University, under the direction


of the principal investigator, Donna B. Hankins, assisted by support staff


and Dr. Lawrence Fox, Humboldt State University Forestry and remote sensing

instructor. NASA will provide basic technical support (e.g., data needed


by project participants, imagery, image processing, orientation programs,
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and so on) and training of project participants in the basics of remote


sensing and techniques of application of the technology to the problems


at hand. NASA will also provide valuable assistance and cooperation in


the form of coordination, documentation, dissemination and communications


from the local test site, to the western 14 state region.


These latter activities will take place at a facility near Ames


Research Center, Moffett Field, California, which will provide for the


training and coordination activities by use of a team of individuals


selected especially for their demonstrated capabilities in the fields


of remote sensing technoloqy, communications, education, administration,


and research. The entire multi-disciplinary team will interact either


at Humboldt State University or at NASA Ames Research Center, or in the


14 western states region, as necessary.


The length of the demonstration project is expected to be


approximately 3 years, with a start date of June 1, 1977, and an ending


date of May 31, 1980.


Second, from the "Introduction" section of the orignal grant


proposal, I will restate the portions which:


--Outline the need for developing an institutional mechanism


for transfer of aerospace technology, and


--State the major barriers to developing and implementing


such an institutional mechanism.


There exists at present no institutional mechanism that permits


the large body of potential users--existing in federal agencies and in


state and local governments, in industry and the business community,


and in educational institutions--to express their needs and to have a


voice in matters leading to the definition of new systems. To date, it


is the providers of space systems and information who devise what they

believe are useful requirements and proceed to build experimental systems.


They then find themselves in the position of trying to "sell" this technology


to prospective users. While this process works well (and needs to be


continued) for stimulating technology, it needs to be reversed with


regard to involvement of the users. There is then a perceived need for


some institutional mechanism designed to assure participation in defining


new applications.


The institutional problems are ones of organization, communication


and leadership--problems which can only be ameliorated by establishing some


means in addition to those which the Nation has developed to date for


dealing with space technology. Such a mechanism (or mechdnisms) is
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required to serve the following functions-

A. 	 Provide general policy direction


B. 	 Set priorities


C. 	Provide for communication between users and providers


D. 	 Encourage non-federal involvement and investment


To facilitate these functions, the utilization, with their


fullest consent possible, of the services, personnel, equipment, facilities,


and 	information (including statistical information) of public and private


agencies and orqanizations, and individuals, in order to avoid duplication


of effort and expense, will be a necessary component. This utilization


will also provide the necessary building blocks to identify and define the


civilian problems at state, regional, and local levels which science,


engineering, and technology may assist in resolving and/or ameliorating.


As a necessary component, these "building blocks" will identify and


foster ways to facilitate the transfer and utilization of research and


development results to maximize their application to civilian-user needs.


Concommitantly, it will result in improved methods for effecting transfer,


innovation, and use of technology by users, and, by stimulating an


effective liason between Federal, state, and local agencies, and industry and


private user groups.


However, to achieve all of the fundamental and necessary components


mentioned above, it is well to recognize the barriers to the development


of an institutional mechanism. If these barriers are recognized and dealt


with in a positive manner, their potential for causing the failure of an


institutional mechanism will be eliminated.


The 	 major barriers are:


1. 	 Lack of awareness on the part of the public at-large, the


business community, state and local agencies to utilization


of NASA and space technology--inertia barrier.


2. 	 Too many federal agencies trying to transfer technology to


the private sector with no formal policies.


3. 	 Federal agencies not equipped to directly transfer technology-­

non-existent transfer mechanism.


4. 	 No organized effort on the part of agencies who develop

the technology to market or transfer it to others-­

non-existent transfer management and organizational structure.


5. 	 Communication barrier.
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6. Limiting budgetary constraints on NASA's transfer program


as well as other agencies--cost barrier,


7 
 Time and geographic distance barrier.


8. Reluctance on the part of industry to take the risks involved


with developing the necessary products to disseminate the


technology.


All of the above barriers should be addressed initially in any

program designed to transfer technology. Dr. Hans Mark, past Director


of NASA Ames Research Center, has stated the following:


The least successful way of "transferring technology from


one purpose to another is to have the federal government do


it directly....This is principally a result of the people within


the federal government not having the necessary skills to effect


the transfer. Successful transfer requires that a market for


the technological product be available,.. is adapted well


enough to that market so that accurate cost projections can


be made, that.. .risk capital be accumulated, and that the special


organization be created to carry the new product successfully


to the market-place."


As to the role of the federal government in facilitating this


process:


"The process of technology transfer is an important one that must


be nurtured and encouraged. It is strongly recomended that,


in view of our experience in this field, proper incentives be


provided for private industry and for individual technical people


to encourage the transfer of appropriate technology to commercial


markets as soon as feasible. In addition, it is important that


the Federal Government, in undertaking a technology development


program, understand thoroughly which part of the development is


best done by private industry and which part is best accomplished


under federal direction."


Mrs. Sally Bay, of the Task Force on Technology of the National


Council of State Legislatures in its 1977 report to the Council, stated:


"...the task force strongly emphasizes that the satellite


technology may not be transferred to the state and local


governments--due to flaws in the transfer process, rather


than in the technology itself."


Thus, the problems and barriers are present, but can be eliminated.


This proposal will deal in a real way with the problems from the very

beginning.
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The "model" being proposed will gather together all the elements


necessary to bring about complete coordination between those who do the


technical application, and those who will disseminate and publicize the


results. In this way, the institutional mechanism will not only be developed,
but will be in operation from the start. Itwill 
coalesce into a standard


operating mechanism that will, with changes relevant to each region, facilitate


the transfer of the technology, and, insure that the model is applicable


to other areas as well.


In designing a comprehensive technology transfer program for


our model region, careful consideration was given to the major potential

transferring elements of this program. Inother words, what are the


unique features of the region that will aid or facilitate transfer7


In Northern California (here described as Humboldt, Del Norte,

Mendocino, Siskiyou, Shasta, Modoc and Lassen Counties), Humboldt State


University and several community colleges were identified as prime factors
for technology transfer. 
 The two key places within the university and

community colleges where technology transfer can be facilitated are-

STUDENT BODY - University training in remote sensing in a multi­
disciplinary, well integrated program provides a core group of


trained and knowledgeable people that will more readily utilize

the technology as they go into their various discipline fields


to work. At Humboldt State University, over 2,000 persons are


enrolled as Natural Resource majors. By integrating remote sensing

technology into a wide range of curriculum areas at Humboldt State,

the technology users of the near future are created. 
 Furthermore,

this is an enhancement to the -current offerings of the university,

and should create new FTE dollares for the schools as more students
become aware of the opportunity to add a valuable new skill


to their regular discipline field.


ACADEMIC FACULTY/STAFF 
- By training of selected university

professors in remote sensing technology, integration of the


technology into various curriculum areas can more quickly and


easily take place. Furthermore, this training helps create


a core group of trained discipline scientists who can assist


in teaching and training those community and agency personnel

involved in projects using the technology. Finally, new


research in various discipline areas will take place after


such traininq, providing enrichment and personal development


for academic persons.


The report which follows documents the work of 1977-78 within


the university community.
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I. 	 HSU Student Involvement


A. 	 Remote Sensing of the Environment. In conjunction with Continuing


Education, the NASA grant, Schools of Forestry, Science, Natural


Resources, Winter Quarter 1978, an introductory course on remote


sensing was offered. The course, designed to provide an overview


of the theory and applications of the technology, had a concurrent


enrollment of 80 University students and 22 Continuing Education


students. In an attempt to provide wide coverage of the applications


of the technology, the grant provided the following speakers:


1. 	 Nancy Grabinski-Young" Tacoma, Washington, Urban Project,
 

Applications in Land Use and Urban Analysis.


2. 	 James Jeske: NASA Computer Applications Specialist; Applications


for Automated Image Interpretation.


3. 	 Dr. Floyd Sabins: Research Scientist for Chevron Corporation;


Applications in Geology, Soils, Mineral Resources.


4. 	 Ernest Daghir: National Environmental Satellite Service;


Applications in Climatology, Hydrology, Environmental Monitoring.


5. 	 Dr. Robert Hodgson: Humboldt State University; Applications
 

in Oceanography.


6. Alan Snell: COMARC, Inc., Applications for Social Impact and


Technology Assessment.


This course was repeated as a regular University offering during


Spring Quarter 1978 at Humboldt State. (See Appendix I.)


B. In an effort to provide students with information and resources on


remote sensing, the Project office has compiled a listing of students


wanting to become involved. This listing can be broken down as


follows:


1. Volunteers: Those interested in offering free time and


unpaid energy (15 studentsl.


2. Class Units: Those interested in gaining units under 199 Study


Series, Independent Research, Field Classes, etc. (23 students).


3. 	 Part-Time/Full-Time Employment- (12 students).


4. 	 Graduate Level Research: Interested in applications of remote


sensing to graduate research (15 students).
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Also, student requests for information that can be used for class


presentations of remote sensing applications (38 students).


NOTE- Three students in particular have been using remote sensing


materials to define class projects that will lead to graduate level


study.


C. During Spring Quarter, March 27 - June 10, 1978, a student intern


worked directly with the Project office to survey existing legislation

regarding remote sensing technology. It is hoped that a state-level


intern program will be developed from this research.


D. Career Development. The Project in conjunction with the Career


Development Center at HSU, held a one-day workshop on "Careers


inRemote Sensing." A brochure developed for the workshop has


begun distribution throughout 14 western states to colleges and


universities. It is hoped that other programs between Career


Dev~lopment and the Project will include conferences, workshops

and seminars to provide students with new ideas for future employment.


E. Throughout the past academic year, Donna Hankins, Joe Webster,


Dr. Lawrence Fox, and Kamila Plesmid have made numerous presentations


to classes and organizations on campus. This effort isviewed


by the Project as a necessary responsibility to keep students and


faculty fully informed and aware of remote sensing technology.
 

F 	 At the present time, two Graduate students, one inForestry and one


in Natural Resources, are currently working with the grant on


demonstration projects. Ken Mayer, graduate inNatural Resources,


isworking in cooperation with the Project and the U.S. Fish and


Wildlife Service on an investigation of the Hoopa Square. Jeff Soto,


graduate in Forestry, is doing thesis work related to an overall


vegetation cover classification on the Hoopa Square. Other activities


of these two stu'dents include- Mayer providing lab assistance to


Dr. Fox inthe remote sensing course, and Soto doing training in


photo-interpretation and mapping with Indian groups on the Klamath


River, both ptudents are gaining valuable training inthe use


of computer Processing of Landsat data on-site at HSU and at NASA


Ames Research Center


II. HSU Faculty Involvement


A. On December 3, 1977 and January 7, 1978, workshops were given to


provide,faculty and staff with information on remote sensing


technology. Forty-eight members of the faculty attended these


workshops and from them a series of action items were developed.


From the action items, a steering group, headed by Drs. Fox and


Hodgson, have developed a proposal for summer training at NASA


Ames Resparch Center. This advanced training isintended to
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provide Humboldt State with a core group of professors well-versed
in the technology and represent a multi-disciplinary group of


concerned faculty members. 
 It is hoped that through this training

the integration of remote sensing programs into existing curriculum


offerings can be accomplished.


B. Through arrangements and contacts at NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)

and in consultation with Dr. Joseph Leeper, a sabbatical for


Dr. Leeper to be spent at Ames has been given full approval (from

NASA Ames). We would hope that these types of arrangements, at


various times, could be provided other professors in the future.


C. Drs. Lawrence Fox (Forestry) and Robert Hodgson (Oceanography)

during the past summer were able to get further training in the


use of remote sensing and computer processing of the data. Through

this training, it is felt that the University has been able to
increase faculty awareness of the potentials of remote sensing

technology. 
 Also, Dr. Hodgson was able to gain valuable knowledge

concerning the current "State of the Art" in 
 remote sensing around


the United States. His input and documentation has led to a broader


outlook on the part of NASA Ames 
 as to what changes are necessary

vis-a-vis the dissemination of the technology. (See Appendix II.)


Dr. Fox has continued his association with the grant through a


consultancy arrangement. His valuable input on technical matters


has been instrumental in providing for coordination and development

of the existing demonstration projects. This will benefit Humboldt


State by having at least one professor who is cognizant of the


full use and applicability of remote sensing technology. Dr. Fox


will be employed by the Project throughout the upcoming summer to

provide continuity to new projects and planning for the future.


Also, he will be involved with insuring that the summer program for


professors is carried out effectively.


D. Various professors on campus have consulted with the Project on


the possiblity of gaining support for research proposals that


may or may not be applicable to remote sensing. At present, these


proposals are being reveiwed by many individuals in the NASA system.

We are hopeful that these proposals will be funded.


E. After consultation with representatives of HSU's Computer Center,


we feel positive about the integration of Landsat data processing

into the current system. There are, however, some very real problems.

Much of the existing equipment would need to be added to for full


capability. Also, storage and retrieval capacity would need


updating, as well as the possible increase inmanpower to work


with such a program.
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One of the unique features of any region that will facilitate


transfer of technology is the web of the "community." An informed and


aware community can assist technology transfer by influencing decision makers


and by passing needed legislation. We have defined this "community" to encompass


the general, lay public,'local and regional;agencies or potential/actual


user groups, local and regional; major industries and decision and policy


makers. Thus, our definition includes a "community" which reaches from


right outside the window to Washington, D.C. In Northern California,


this community is extremely diverse, if sparse. Here, the Natural Resource


is the direct economic base. The general lay public is employed by or


closely connected to the major industries which extract the Natural Resources.


Furthermore, the agencies work with, monitor, control or assist extraction


of the same resources and the regional decision and policy makers are


usually keenly aware of the problems of the resources, their allocations, etc.


Hence, any "tool" which even promises better and more cost-effective
 

inventory, assessment and monitoring of the same resource base is guaranteed


to at least receive modest attention.


So, the first stage of our approach in Northern California has


been to essentially "scan" the local market and decide upon several connunication


modes best designed to inform about and increase awareness of the technology


in the community as defined. Furthermore, assessment of all California was


judged a necessary task, to, again, determine what the potential market


might be for this technology in a state which has encountered numerous


past problems in getting involved. (No assessment has yet been made of


the projects and actual user groups of the WRAP area to determine the


entire potential market for the technology in 14 western states.)


Communication models are being currently assessed, after one


year of work, for identification of those elements which need further


attention.


The following report details the major efforts made by the project


in informing and involving the "community," as defined above.
 

III. 	 Community Involvement. As part of the overall tasks and responsibilities


of the grant, extensive community awareness has begun This community


program has been viewed as an integral part of any technology transfer


effort. (See Appendix III.)


A. 	 Community presentations - Project staff have made over 50 ptesentations


to business (e.g., Lions, Kiwanis, Rotary) and civic groups to


stimulate awareness in the community. The response from these


groups has been favorable and has led to many important viewpoints


being given expression. These presentation are expected to continue.


1. 	 Business and Industry- 286 people


2. 	 Decision-makers: 167 people


3. 	 General Educational: 634 people
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B. Signature - The project is currently publishing a newsletter which


isbeing sent to most of the fifty states and a few foreign countries.


The content of the newsletter provides a synopsis of activities


inthe Northern California area; information on legislative programs,


conferences/workshops; and, images of key personnel involved in


technology transfer. Under the editorship of Ms. Kamila Plesmid,


this newsletter isnow being expanded to cover the entire 14


western state WRAP (Western Regional Applications Program) service


area. (See Appendix IV.)


C. American Indian Tele-communications Satellite Demonstration Project -

Throughout the United States, a large percentage of landholdings


are held by various Indian Tribal groups. As they have recently


been given the right to develop their own lands, information and


training as to the best possible ways to achieve this task has


become important. The "tele-communications project" is a demonstration


inattempting a new method of education and information dissemination.


The grant, incooperation with Mr. Jerry Elliot of Johnson Space


Center, Houston, has been given two major tasks for this project.


First, to develop a video-tape that will show the technology


transfer/education program currently in operation in Northern California.


Second, to provide expertise inevaluation of the effects of this


overall program in its first attempt.


The video-tape program (20 minutes) will provide background to the


grant, its activities concerning technology transfer, and its


efforts on behalf of the Indian community on the Hoopa Reservation


and extension. The evaluation scheme isto provide for input


into the effectiveness of this type of program development throughout


the United States. This program was initiated inearly April, 1978.


D. Documentary Film - The grant has been involved with a documentary

program that is intended to provide visual documentation of its

activities. This film, in progress at this time, will cover

the interactions of the grant personnel indealing with day-to-day

problems, and development of the technology transfer mechanism.

This film will also be used to explain how technology transfer 
can work, who were the participants/actors inthe process, and how 
others can become involved. (Not finished - too costly. Film was 
incorporated into videotape, Part C, above.)


E. Simulation Activity - Inreacting with members of the community­

at-large, grant personnel have been developing a "simulation activity."


This simulation is intended to 1)establish a level of awareness


for the technology, 2) show how the information is needed, and


3) improve the awareness of how the techonology can be integrated


into traditional information gathering needs. Ms. Marion Dresner,
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graduate student inNatural Resources, HSU, has been instrumental


in providing the framework within which the activity isto take


place. The simulation has been used in a trial session with a


group from the community. From that session, we will refine the


activity into a format that can be applied inother areas and with


other groups.


SUMMARY -- The community awareness program of the grant is quite


extensive. Itinvolves not only Northern California, but the full


14 western state region. The arant personnel believe that this


program will be an ever expanding process and are taking the necessary


steps to insure its completion.


IV. Training activities. A major component of grant activities has been


to develop "training" programs that assist the transfer of technology

to users. Each of the following training sessions followed a basic


format of instruction:


1. Introduction to the technology - remote sensing theory.


2. Applications of the technology - applied remote sensing.


3. Exercises designed to provide use of remote sensing data.


4. Follow-up activities to provide better techniques for training


programs.


As more potential users become familiar with the technology, these


training programs will increase. Following is a list of training


programs completed as of May 31, 1978.


Each proqram was designed to give each participant knowledge of the


technology as itrelated to the specific agency. (See Appendix II.)


A. State Agencies 135 people


B Federal Agencies 126 people


C Local Agencies- 179 people


D. University/Faculty: 173 people


V. California Activities. As the grant isintended to pursue its goals


as a model to be applied throughout 14 western states, itis necessary


to develop the model inthat context. To do so implies gaining information


concerning those areas. The following is a summary of the activities


regarding the State of California.
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A. 	 Demonstration Projects - The technical demonstrations of the use


of the technology have been the hardest program areas to be initiated.


Part of the problem has been the lack of trained personnel to take


part in this activity. However, if the program here at HSU is


to be effective, this element must be increased. Working with


the technologists at NASA Ames, the project personnel are now in


a position to finalize and place more emphasis on this segment of


the program. The technical know-how and coordination will be


tightened and "brought-up-to-speed" to insure adequate technical


development and use.
 

At present, there are three demonstration projects in progress:


1) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service study of the Trinity River watershed


on the Hoopa Square; 2) Hoopa Square overall vegetation cover


classification graduate research project, HSU; 3) Klamath River,


basic photo-interpretation/mapping program for U.S. Census Bureau


and Indians on the Klamath River. These three programs are underway
 

and 	 the participants (Ken Mayer and Jeff Soto) are working in


conjunction with the aqencies and individual groups concerned.


(See Appendix V.)


Along with the three projects mentioned above, the following is a
 

list of proposed projects that are currently under negotiation.


1. Trinity River Task Force: Trinity River Basin in Northern


California; 11 agencies (federal, state, local) involved.


2. 	 Six County Regional Proposal: six counties in Northern


California possible joint powers proposal.


3. 	 California Parks and Recreation: Redding, California region.


4. Archaeological/cultural Resource Consortium: Northwest California,


proposal to utilize remote sensing techniques investigating


cultural and archaeological sites. These projects not attempted


due to time and funding restraints.)


B. Californa State Survey of Remote Sensing Activities - In many ways


the project has found that very little information has been shared


concerning the use of remote sensing technology. A survey has


begun on developing a compendium on these activities. Its


goal is to provide anyone interested with a list of projects going


on in universities, state colleges, federal and state agencies,


county departments and industry. This survey will be forwarded


to NASA Ames and the Governor's office as soon as complete (expected


This will be the first time that
completion -- end of June, 1978). 

such information will be available and represents seven months


of constant involvement and compilation. (See Appendix VI.)
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C. 	 Proposed California Task Force - The Project has assisted in


developing a proposal for a State of California remote sensing

task force. The purpose of the group will be to coordinate all


activities in the State of California using remote sensing technology.


As a beginning step, assisted in charter meeting of the California


Remote Sensing Advisory Council (CRSAC) representing agency persons

utilizing or wishing to use remote sensing in their activities.


The CRSAC is viewed as a foundation for coordination between state,


university, and industrial groups wishing to form State Task Force.

(See 	 Appendix VII.)


SUMMARY -- The activities in California are intended as initial steps

in providing for long-range planning for the use of remote sensing.

The "Survey" and activities of the demonstration projects are viewed


as focal points for future expanded use of the technology.


VI. 	 Western Regional Applications Program (WRAP). As part of the grant's

goals and objectives, we are to provide a "test-site" for ideas and


actions, and become a "model" for WRAP objectives in 14 western states.


The 	 project staff at Ames has been moving on all fronts in an attempt


to generate interest and ideas/actions throughout this area. The


following are highlights of that program: (See also Appendix VIII.)

A. 	 Centralizing State Interests - The team at NASA Ames has been in


contact with individuals within each of the 14 western states.


These groups represent legislators, top-level agency heads,


universities and industrial concerns. Many of these groups have


centralized their contact through one or more individuals who


will act at focal points for communication and activities.


Specifically, these focal point individuals and groups will provide

coordination between their states activities and those of WRAP.


Using the experiences gained through the Northern California


test-site, each state will have a coordinated and inter-cooperative


team to define project activities. A network for communication


dissemination will then be firmly established throughout the region.


B. -University and College Survey - As the Humboldt State Project office


is surveying remote sensing activities in California, the WRAP


program is surveying universities and colleges throughout their


service area. Specifically, each university and college will be


quizzed on 1) their existing (or non-existing) programs in remote


sensing, 2) their level of course work and/or knowledge of remote


sensing, and 3) if they are going to become involved with, or expand

the programs in, remote sensing.


C. 	 State Programs in WRAP


1. Arizona: Through ARIS (Arizona Resource Information System),


a data base for the state, WRAP is helping to define a series


of projects with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. This


support is now in its final state. One example of how this


is working is the legislative proposal to move ARIS into the


Arizona State Department of Lands. In doing so, increased data


needs and services will help expand the program.
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2. Colorado- The Colorado State Mapping Advisory Committee has


been appointed as the focal point for remote sensing activities.


Negotiations are now in progress to set-up a joint presentation
 

between WRAP and State offices inthe use and capabilities of


remote sensing.


3. Hawaii: In November, 1977, seven individuals representing various


resource agencies attended a two-week training program.


Sponsored by the grant, NASA Ames and incooperation with


U.C. Berkeley, the theory and application of remote sensing was


explained and hands-on training provided. From that session,


State agency heads have been designated as a Task Force to


coordinate any remote sensing programs. This group, in


cooperation with WRAP Program leaders, is now attempting to


define a project proposal plan.


4. Montana, A series of orientation and brief training sessions


at NASA Ames and inHelena have been accomplished by the WRAP


team. The state has developed 13 demonstration project proposals


which are now being evaluated. Plans are now inoperation


to attempt one major land use project with others to be added


later. Inlate April, agency representatives from Montana


participated in further training.


5. Other States: The WRAP team iscurrently innegotiations with


other states inthe region. From these negotiations, training


and project planning will occur and increased activity is


expected. By identifying a focal point ineach state, the


WRAP team will be better able to coordinate overall planning


with each state, as well as develop dialog and communication links.


D. Summary Reports to NASA Headquarters - Ms. Phoebe Williams, Director


of User Awareness at Ames, has been developing a series of monthly


activity reports. These reports go directly to NASA Headquarters


inWashington, D.C. on all activities of the WRAP.


E. Conference of Remote Sensing Educators (CORSE) - InJune, 1978,


the grant, WRAP, USGS, and others will hold a conference for


educators in remote sensing. The main goal isto "promote the


teaching of remote sensing at universities, colleges, and other
 

academic institutions."


F. National Council of State Legislators (NCSL) - Tahoe Conference -

As an on-going program of coordination between WRAP and its


service area, WRAP and NCSL co-sponsored a conference at Tahoe on


remote sensing. Various representatives of WRAP outlined the


objectives and goals of their program and explained the need


for legislative support.
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G. MATE (Mobile Analysis and Tele-communications Experiment) - MATE will 
give state people a chance to find out whether they can use remotedisplay terminals in different locations interacting with a 
Landsat image processsing computer in a central location. The 
WRAP team is supervising the use and deployment of the MATE 
throughout the 14 western state region. 
SUMMARY -- All of the above are highlights of the WRAP program and


the grant's personnel involvement inthose activities. There are many

others that are in progress and relate to one or more of the above.


The WRAP program relies on the "model" activities developed in


Northern California and incorporates those processes into their


operations with other areas.
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Number of 
Goals and Objectives Activities 
1. Interact with the Pacific Northwest Regional 
Commission's Land Resources Inventory Project. 11 
2. Create, design, and implement a model for 
remote sensing technology transfer in 
Northern California. 26 
3. Transfer and disseminate knowledge of techniques 
and applications of remote sensing. 16 
4. Transfer and disseminate information and 
findings to the 14 western states region, 
and nationally 26 
5. Establish and test a working communications 
model within the 14 western states region, 
and nationally. 22 
6. Establish an innovative and effective 
documentation system and test that system 
as used in the demonstration project, and in 
the 14 western states region. 13 
7. Establish and document communication links 
from the project to decision makers, individually 
to decision making bodies and processes at 
federal, state and local levels. 13 
8. 	 Formulate a series of recommendations and guidelines


to incorporate all of above items and include other


key elements for analyzing implications of the


use of remote sensing as an information gathering


and analytical tool. 26
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Participants


_Identified
Activity Goals and Objectives Barriers Addressed 
 
1 2 T3 14 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 

I. Student


Involvement--A 	 x x x x Ix x x x x 120

B xxxxx x x xxx xx x
 65 
C x x xx xxx x x x 1 
D x x x 1 x x x x x x x x -30 
E x xx x x xxx x x 300F x x x x x x x x x x x x xx x x 2


II. Faculty


Involvement--A xx x x x x x x x x 52


B x x xxx x x x x x		 1x 
 
C xx x x x x x xxx xx 2 
D x x x I x x 12 
E x I x x x x 1 -0-
III. Community


Involvement-A-I x x x x x x x x x x 286 
A-2* x x X x x x x x x xx 167 
A-3 xx x x x x x x xx 634 
B x x x x xx x xx x x x xxx 1,900
C* xx xx x x x x x x x x 200 
D* x x xxx x xx 'x x xx x 15

E x 	 x x x x1 x x xx 17 
IV. Training


Programs -- A* xx x x x x x x x x x 135 

B* x x x x x x x x Tx x x x x 126-_ 
C* x xx x xx x x x x x x -­179 
D*x x x x I x7 x7 x 173 
V California 
x x x x 	 UnavailableActivities ­ A* x x x x x x x x x x x x 
B* xx x 	 x x x x x 	 x x xxX x"x It 
x x Itx 
x X I xx x xx x xC 
VI. WRAP


Program* x x x x x x x x x xx x x x Unavailable 
TOTAL 11 26 16 26 22113 13 26 25 11 24 20 23 24 23 9 4,417 
* 	 Activities which were instrumental inidentifying and formulating conclusions 
discussed in the summary/conclusion of this report. 
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TECHNICAL SUMMARY


NOTE: 	 A full technical review will be completed after September 31, 1978.


This summary represents a brief overview of major technical accomplishments


to date.


The Project staff has advanced a greater understanding of remote


sensing technology along two major fronts: the university and the community.


There has been a positive effect on Humboldt State University students and


The 120 students taking the class, "Remote Sensing of the Environment,"
teachers. 
 
have been exposed to the influence of working professionals in remote sensing
 

through the grant's visiting lecturer program. This has enabled them to


see the relative advantaqes of enhancement vs. digital analysis techniques,


high altitude aircraft vs. Landsat, thermal vs. reflective techniques and


many other methods. The illustrations and case studies brought forth by


these individuals have provided a unique learning experience for the students.


About thirty students have also had the opportunity to view the computer


terminal hook-up to Ames in a live demonstration of unsupervised classification
 

techniques. This should repeat each time the class is offered (scheduled


for twice per year).


Of course, many more students have been at least exposed to remote


sensing These have begun to realize the difference between Landsat digital


and color-IR photographs as they have viewed the library displays acquired


by the grant staff. A few students (8 to 10) have become more deeply involved


in graduate studies using remote sensing. They have been helped tremendously


by counseling with the grant staff about every aspect of remote sensing


from ordering data from EROS to discriminating spectral classes using Landsat.


All of the faculty have been at least influenced by the grant


activity and understand a little more about remote sensing. Nine instructors


have or will shortly receive further training. Remote sensing has and will


be presented as a useful tool to be used in a fully integrated approach to


resource inventory. These faculty understand how Landsat may help in overall


stratification, or primary sampling unit description. They know how the


U2 and low altitude aircraft also fit into the picture as sampling tools for


maximum cost efficiency. They have and will also learn the basics of Landsat


digital analysis, contrast stretching, supervised and unsupervised classification


techniques, digitized summary strata and various output products. By the


end of this summer, these faculty members will be able to intelligently include


remote sensing as a useful inventory tool in their courses and professional


activities.


The emphasis on further remote sensing education at Humboldt State


will stress integration of remote sensing as an inventory tool. A new course


in inventory design may be taught in the School of Natural Resources. This


class would stress remote sensing techniques from aerial sketch mapping to


Landsat digital analysis showing the most beneficial application of each


or all in a multi-level approach This is one of the ideas proposed by the


Natural Resources Curriculum Committee.
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The major technical effort in the community is the U.S. Fish and


Wildlife Service Demonstration Project on the Hoopa Indian Reservation.


Ken Mayer and Jeff Soto (a cooperating graduate student) have received


extensive training in Landsat data analysis applied to vegetation mapping. The


approach was initially unsupervised using the ARPANET/Editor system to classify


a portion of a Landsat scene into 20 spectrally distinct categories. Using


LP maps, dicomed color coded prints and U2 photography, these two men have


evaluated the classification. They are now using supervised techniques and


guided clustering to establish valid statistics for the information classes


they need. It is through this often painful and frustrating process that


most of the truly technical expertise is being learned. A final session


at Ames will take place in the near future to evaluate all of the statistics


generated and arrive at a final classification. Most importantly, the day-to-day


work on resource category description is being done by remote terminal at


Humboldt State University, providing a level of independence from Ames
 

never before realized.


Gary Rankel (Ken's supervisor and a fisheries biologist with


the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) has been kept up to date on all phases


of the project. He has seen the raw data, partially classified data, and


will be thoroughly briefed on the final product. Because he has been involved


from the beginning, he will understand the final map thoroughly and be in


an excellent position to explain the benefits of satellite remote sensing


to his co-workers and supervisors. Of particular technical importance is


the relationship of this project to the overall project of the Trinity River


Task Force.


Several other working professionals in the U.S. Forest Service,


California Department of Forestry, California Department of Water Resources,


and many other agencies have been given a technical orientation to the technology.


Through specialized workshops and training sessions, the staff at Humboldt State


University has helped these people understand the most efficient use of the


varioo's remote sensing platforms available. Most importantly, they have


seen Landsat at full resolution (say 1 50,000) in combination with standard


topographic maps. This kind of approach will help them see high altitude


remote sensing in its proper light. It is a system to be integrated with


other techniques but also will stand alone in the ability to display resource


categories in aclear way with sufficient working space (large enough scale) on


the final product to make it a tool and not a wall decoration.


The overall technical achievements have been impressive. The Humboldt


State University effort is only limited by full time technical coordination.


It is considered that with the addition of both the Bendix MDAS equipment and


by activating use of Humboldt State computers (part of CSUC Computer system) to


process Landsat digital data as part of academic/instructional program, that


full time technical coordination will automatically come about.


This is a major problem that will be addressed as part of the technology


transfer to the university durinq fiscal year 1979.
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CONCLUSIONS


Several practical and useful conclusions have been drawn from


analysis of the last year's activities. These conclusions have been


prepared from Project staff examination and evaluation of nearly 2,000
 

pages of notes; evaluations of countless workshops and presentations and


the priceless input of hundreds of community members, agency personnel and


friends of the "space" group.


It is clear to all involved in the Northern California project


that whereas much work needs to be finalized and supported by NASA in the


next year, that practically, we are truly heading towards the goal set


several years ago. That goal is a regional appropriate technology center,
 

which will work with a variety of technoloqies, some coming from NASA,


some from other areas.


We have utilized our technoloqy transfer model building efforts


to the fullest extent and can demonstrate the next steps that must be


taken. The following conclusions will form the background and basis for


our fiscal year 1979 proposal, which should, at its conclusion, end NASA


support and see the region launched into an appropriate operational status.


The major conclusions are as follows­

--There is a resistance factor in most all agencies to accept


a change from traditional methods of data acquisition, reduction


and analysis. This resistance factor may well be overcome


slowly and gradually by building confidence in the new technology.


The gradual change must be facilitated by multiple exposures


to the new technological tools, and by a regional advocate


known to and trusted by the users.


--There is an "upside-down" syndrome being developed by NASA's


natural eagerness and enthusiasm to "sell" Landsat technology.


Lip service is being given to the need for integration of


the satellite data with conventional data and tools, but no


real up-front effort has been made by NASA to make sure users


are aware of what else is available. This appears to be a


serious oversight, since familiarity with what other conventional


tools (such as the wide variety of USGS-Geography, GIRAS, LIA


program materials) most often has lead (inour experience) to


a greater understanding of how Landsat data can work for them.


The idea is to help users aet the right tool to fit the task


at hand.


--There is a strong need for local or regional "arms" of the NASA ARC


involved in the WRAP. Most state and local agency personnel are


so busy and travel budgets so short, that the needed multiple


extensive training courses, often tedious human interaction with
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computer, calculator and light table, cannot take place as


they should. This results in projects being shortcut,


abandoned or poorly done. Day to day liason must be performed


on a local basis to insure good results and hence, real


technology transfer.
 

Furthermore, NASA ARC cannot respond to small localized


projects due to distance from such projects, time and


lack of people resources to respond. A localized "arm" of


NASA ARC, such as the Northern California Project team, can


easily respond to such localized needs, and at nominal cost.


--Users or potential users have a strong need to know that their


problems and projects can be approached ina timely fashion.


Dependence upon the uncertain or limited resources currently


available within NASA ARC has led to uncertainty and confusion


within various agencies desiring to get involved. Furthermore,


numerous entities in the Northern California region are not


really interested in demonstration projects per se. They are


interested in doing actual projects in a semi-operational mode


and simply need help to get started. A local or regional arm


for NASA ARC, by providing suoport to numerous small but
 

semi-operational projects and relying on regional resources,


will insure real integration of the technology into operational


programs.


Inthe near future, this type of "arm" can transcend into a


permanent technology assistance center, which would be totally


funded from sources other than NASA.


--There is a strong need to be sure that the projects and programs


under WRAP or RAP, in general, truly fit the locality or


agency from which they arise. Certain of these projects may


cover only small land areas, but will provide important individual


components of a regional data base. This "data base" concept


needs to be carefully developed and must be brought to the


users attention early in the game.


--There is a powerful need to train and educate the "legislation­

forming" strata instate and local government, regarding the


use and application of remotely sensed data. This "strata"


may not, infact, be the legislators themselves, but legislative


aids, research analysts, interns, etc. The strata must be


more clearly defined and an organized attempt made to set


up training workshops and initiate information flows to all


within this strata. At present, there appear to be no


recommendations or stipulations to use specific tools in


implementing work plans attached to legislation that affect


natural resources, as a result of lack of information at


the "legislation formation" level.
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--There is a strong need for information and education about


uses and applications of remotely sensed data to be extended


to all American Indian tribes. American Indians own a


startlingly large percentage of the total land mass of the


United States. Recent trends indicate that, more and more,


Indians will resume control and management of their own lands.


By the nature of the changing role of these citizens and their


often remote locations, they are prevented from knowing about


or using even conventional and traditional resource management

tools. Therefore, the needed education and information should


include several sections on the nature of resource management,

conventional management tools and resource data collection, as


well as sections on remotely sensed data collection and appreciation.


--A most critical need is the early resolution of the "experimental


Landsat" problem. Itis difficult to honestly tell users they


are absolutely assured of getting satellite data for extended


periods of time. Often, the repeatibility component, along

with well documented and archived satellite data records


isthe single most attractive feature to potential users.


In attempting to determine the status of this difficult theme,


itwas observed that certain critically needed and very basic


background information does not exist that decision makers


could plug into their deliberations. Among the basic information


needs isa detailed survey of what actual data users there are,


how the data isbeing used, and what data collection needs to


be repeated on a regular basis, either by federal, state or


local legislation, or by practice. This survey should be on


a state by state basis.
 

--There is a powerful need for NASA to encouraqe and assist


development of a wide array of remote sensing technology transfer


institutional mechanisms. Key among these is the transfer of


a remote sensing capability to universities and community


colleges so these institutions can begin assuming their rold


in training and educating students and community users.


The traditional "research lab" must not be abandoned inthe


rush to "transfer technology," since much research remains


to be done inon-coming satellite programs and systems. But


certainly, there must be clear definition with and to the


universities as to their role inresearch versus transfer
 

of technology.


--There is a growing need to direct a major communication effort


regarding the technology of remote sensing (and the possible


peripheral "spin-offs" and related business opportunities and


advances) to industries. These industries should not be those


particularly of or closely related to aerospace, but small


businesses and industries which deal with sale or distribution


and development of land, natural resources, etc.
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--There isa strong need for NASA to encourage and to take


an active role in creating an interface between the would­

be "user community" and the Remote Sensing private sector.


--There should be an evaluation made of the potential user


community within county governments and entities.
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APPENDIX I


Documentation* 	 Examples of Student Involvement in Remote


Sensing as a Result of Grant Activities


* 	 "Remote Sensing of the Environment" Brochure, 
January 11 - March 15, 1978 
* 	 "Office of Continuing Education Extension Course Offerings," 
Winter 1978 Brochure 
* 	 List of Students Interested in Involvement with Remote 
Sensing 
* 	 "Remote Sensing of the Environment" Report by Dr. Lawrence 
Fox III 
* 	 "Remote Sensing in Latin America," Report by David Hughell 
SF C 
0 4 
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C* 
< 
.cannot 

nIetrwtor Dr. Larry Pow eanining initial 
coputer printout from satellite data of 
Hmboldt Bay 
INST 10T RMJE SENSING OF 1E ENVIMIU*E fIV 
Today everyones to be feeling the 
information erwnf More information is 
needed, faster, in greater detail than ever 
before, esecial ,for resource management and 
planning. Remote sensing tools such as high 

altitude aerial photography and satellite 

imagery are adding significantly to the 

decision-making process at all levels of 

government and private industry. 

"Remote Sensing of the Environment" is 

designed for both the student and the comunity
member or agency'person that is interested in 

understanding the practical applications of 

remote sensing technology. The course, offered 

through Humboldt State University's office of 

Continuing Education, will take a comprehensive 

look at the theory of remote sensing as well as 

its current and potential uses. More than half 

of the lecture time will be spent on applications 
in such fields as forestry, range, wildlife, and 

agriculture; land use and urban analysis; geology, 
soils, and minerals; and climatology, hydrology, 

and oceanography, It is the feeling of the 

instructor, Dr. Larry Fox, that when people are 

familiar with what remote sensing tools can and 

do, they will be able to make intelligent
decisions about their use. 

The 10-week course, beginning January 11, 1978, 

will be held Wednesday evenings, from 6 to 8 p.m.,
in Room 206 Wildlife Building, Humboldt State 

University. The course can be taken for credit 

or non-credit with an optional 2-hour lab 

session. 

INST IT 	 PJSE NSIN W] O (2H AB) 
Companion to the introductory remote sensing
FM SENSING COURSE SC ULE Lecturer Lab Topic 	 course isa 2-hour lab immediately following the 
Week 
 
1 

2 

4 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Date 

Jan 11 	
 
Jan 18 

SJan 25 
Feb 1 	 
Feb 8 	 
Feb 15 	
 
Feb 22 
Mar 1 
Mar 8 
Mar 15 
S 
 
Introduction 
 
Application Examples 
 
Possible Data Products 
 
Sources of Data 
Electromagnetic Spectrum 
 
Kinds of Sensors 
Spectral Signatures 
 
Sensor Platforms:3 25Seor afs 
Space & Aircraft 
Multi-Concept 
Image Interpretation 
 
Scale 
 
Image Measurements 
 
Exam 
 
Applications in 

Agriculture, Range, 
Wildlife 
 
Applications in Forestry 
 
Application in Land-Use 
 
and Urban Analysis 
 
Automated Image 
 
Interpretation 
 
Applications in Geology,


Soils, Mineral Resources


Applications in


Climatology, Hydrology,

Environmental Monitoring 
Applications in Oceanography 
Social Impacts and 
 
Technology Assessment 
 
Final Exam


Dr. Larry Fox, HSU Photo Interpretation 
Dr. Fox Spectral Signature 
Exercise 
Field Photo Tour 
Dr. Fox 	 Color Film Interpretation 
 
Dr. Fox 	 Image Measurements 
Dr. Robin Welch, Natural Resource Mapping


NASA, WRAP Program 
Dr. Wayne Rohde,


EROS, Data Center 
Nancy Gmbinski-Young, Urban Interpretation
Tacoma, Wash. Urban 
 
Project 
Dr. Jim Jeske, Automated Classification 
 
NASA Computer Exercise 
 
Applications 
 
Specialist 
 
Dr. Floyd Sabin, Geologic Interpretation

Chevron Corp. 
NOAA Representative Weather Interpretation 
 
Dr. Robert Hodgson, Ocean Interpretation 
HSU 
 
Donna Hankins, E 
NASA/HSU Grant a 
Alan Snell, COMARC m 
COMARC, Inc. 
Design Systems 
2-3 UIlTS CREDIT: AN ADITIONAL $10 PER NIT 
For futher information contact: 
Continuing Education


Hwnbodt State University


Arcata, CA 826-3 l1


Wednesday night lecture. The lab is an excel­

lent opportunity for agency and community people 
to get "hands on" experience with the technology.
Lab sessions will cover the basics of photo

interpretation and natural resource mapping;


automated classification of satellite data; and


interpretation of urban, geologic, weather, and


ocean features from satellite and photographic


imagery.


GUEST LEI S IN[fl SENSING 
A group of guest speakers, nationally known for 
their work on key remote sensing projects, add 
another dimension to the remote sensing course.Each speaker represents a different aspect of 
the technology's application, whether in fed­
eral agencies, large area demonstration


projects, or private industry. Many of these


authorities, such as Dr. Robin Welch, Director 
of User Training for the Western Regional


Application Program (WRAP), are furnished


through the 	 NASA Remote Sensing grant, awarded 
to Humboldt 	 State University in June, 1977.


Coordinating the lectures and the lab session 
is Dr. Larry Fox, lecturer in Forestry at
Humboldt State and technical coordinator for 
the Remote Sensing grant. In that capacity, 
Dr. Fox works closely with the WRAP program


and with participants in the northern


California remote sensing demonstration 
Project. 
Dr. Robin Welch, WRAP remote sensing 
specialist with HSU grqnt people 
* * C!... 
0 v t2 
r &r 
404 
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN INVOLVEMENT


Stephen Alan Adams 
 
4257 Robin Road 
 
McKinleyville, CA. 95521 
 
707-839-3732 
 
Darrell A.Astor 
 
Photo Images Specialist 
 
PO Box 49 
 
Fortuna, CA. 95540 
 
Donald Barnes 
 
P.O. Box AD 
 
Trinidad, CA. 95570 
 
707-677-3675 
 
Deanna G. Donovan 
 
5645 Oakgrove Avenue 
 
Oakland, CA. 94618 
 
Linda Hoskins
 

1783 Patrick's Point Rd 
 
Trinidad, CA. 95570 
 
707-677-0122 
 
Markey Joseph Real III 
 
340 Union St. Apt. F


Arcata, CA. 95521 
 
Leslie Ann Manning 
 
634 G St. #1 
 
Arcata, CA. 95521


707-822-5405 
 
Glen Richard Miller 
 
1645 NW 23rd St 
 
Corvallis, OR 97330


Nancy Sessions 

1493 Chester Ave. 
 
Arcata, CA. 95521 
 
Edward Dennis Kildoff 
 
634 G St #1 
 
Arcata CA 95521 
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Craig Spaulding


9827 Vernon Avenue


Montclair, Ca 91763


714-626-5242


Dennis Therry


1757 Grange Road


McKinleyville, CA 95521


707-839-2366


Diana Jeanne Welch


635 J Street


Arcata CA 95521


707-822-8839


David A. Schwartz


663 J St
 

Arcata CA 95521


707-822-8536


Barbara Lesonsky


4228 Cypress Hall


Jolly Giant Comnons


Arcata CA 95521


707-826-4747


Dan Berkowitz


1304 E St, Apt. 2


Eureka CA 95501


707-443-9493


Michael David Dalke


701 Patricks Pt Dr


Trinidad CA 95570


707-677-0288


Kevin William Green


PO Box 93


Trinidad CA 95570


707-677-0164


David E.Johnson 
Rt I Box 524-B 
Arcata CA 95521 
707-822-6378 
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Bruce A Moore 
 
Rt 3 Box 259, #53 
 
Eureka CA 95501 
 
707-442-5193


James R.Rice 
 
PO #165 
 
Trinidad CA 95570 
 
707-677-3963


Sara Robertson 
 
200 7th St #14 
 
Arcata CA 95521 
 
707-822-9402


David J.Sander 
 
2331 Central Ave #K 
 
McKinleyville CA 95521 
 
707-839-2463


John Schlosser 
 
2346 Central Ave 
 
McKinleyville CA 95521 
 
707-839-3102


Charlie Simpson 
 
914 Grant Ave 
 
Arcata CA 95521 
 
707-822-2548


Tom Ray Williams 
 
4859 Angelis Ave 
 
Arcata CA 95521 
 
707-822-5018


Dean Diederich 
 
1990 Baird Rd 
 
McKinleyville CA 95521 
 
707-839-4147


Laura Molen Fennelly

6351 Florio St 
 
Oakland, CA 94618 
 
415-654-9018


Karen Diane Wiancko 
 
1823 Thomas Ave 
 
San Diego CA 92109 
 
714-270-0246


Jon Alan Ward


1695 11th St


Marion, Iowa 52302


Mitch Weiner


7409 Archer Circle


Raleigh, NC 27609


919-781-2076


Charles H. Fleckenstein


1145 Kentucky St


Lawrence Kansas 66044
 

913-842-6656


Patricia N.Tswelnaldin


177 Bayside Rd #2


Arcata CA 95521


707-822-9334


Rex Upp


1000 Thornton Way


San Jose CA 9512&


408-292-8519


Stephen Alan Adams


4257 Robin Road


McKinleyville CA 95521
 

707-839-3732


Frank R. Bickner-

PO Box 3581
 

Eureka CA 95501


707-445-1509


William A Cook


J-30 1100 West Chester Pike


West Chester, PA.19380


215-436-6286


Marion Dresner


Box 724 A, Rt 3


Arcata CA 95521


707-443-0107


Nancy Elmer


1108 14th St


Arcata CA 95521


707-822-6386
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Gilman G. Hoskins Jr 
 
225 Hillview Ave 
 
Los Altos, CA 94022 
 
415-941-1481 
 
Jeffrey A Kowal 
 
PO Box 587 
 
Oregon House, CA 95962 
 
916-692-9920


John G. Mensik 
 
1161 1 St #5 
 
Arcata CA 95521
707-822-5871


Michael R Kronenberg 
 
1214 Gillespie St 
 
Santa Barbara CA 93101 
 805-962-1046


Bruce Pettibone 
 
1008 0 St 
 
Arcata CA 95521 
 
707-822-6811


Garett L. Rempel


2609 Erie St


Eureka CA 95501


707-443-7698


Eric Rolseth


2129 Apaloosa Lane


Arcata CA 95521


707-822-8668


Iris Ruiz


General Delivery


Eureka CA 95501


John W. Schwabe


15870 Tomki Rd


Redwood Valley CA 95470


707-485-0743


Harry M. Smith


PO Box 797


Ferndale CA 95536


707-786-9890


Bruce A Stoker


2376-D Walker Valley


Mt Vernon WA 98273


James D. Toms


1614 Brown St


Carson City NV 89701


702-885-4810


M. Steven West


1189 12th St


Arcata CA 95521


707-822-3989


Anne Sutherland Sands


Rt I Box 2230


Davis CA 95616


916-756-3297


"REMOTE SENSING OF ENVIRONMENT" 
Winter Quarter 1978 
by 
lawrence Fox III 
Report prepared for Donna Hankins,


Principal Investigator NSG-2244 
INTRODUCTION


In January, 1977, an interdisciplinary course in remote sensing was


offered at Humboldt State University. Over 100 students attended the


class including 20 working professionals enrolled through Continuing 
Education. With this offering, remote sensing had become a permanent 
part of the University curriculum at an interdisciplinary level. Remote 
sensing was taught previously as a temporary course in the Geography 
Department. 
The Northern California Technology Transfer Project (D. Hankins, Pra­

cipal Investigator), through the NASA Ames Research Center, provided major


support for the course in the form of several guest speakers and laboratory


imagery. This paper is prepared to describe the course and document NASA's 
support and involvement.


COURSE OBJECTIVES AND OVERVIEW 
The course is designed as an introduction to remote sensing technology 
and applications. The lecture portion is two quarter units and the optional 
workshop section or "lab" is one quarter unit. Students need not possess a 
background in Physics or higher Math to understand the course. An orientation 
to Geography or other earth sciences is a valuable asset for students in the 
class. 
The first half of the class (six weeks) addresses the technology of


remote sensing including simple devices (aerial cameras) and complex systems 
(synthetic aperature radars). During the second half of the course (four


weeks), applications of remote sensing as an inventory tool are discussed.


Earth Science disciplines,includang Agriculture, Geography, Geology, Natural


Resources Management, and Water Resources Management, are addressed with re­

spect to inventory needs and application of remote sensing techniques.


LECTURE SUMMARY 
The class met one evening i week for ten weeks. Two laboratory sections


met during the day and one lab web after the lecture. The text for the course 
was: Eye in the Sky by Dorothy Harper, Multiscience Publications Ltd. 1976.


169 pgs. The subjects of each presentation and names of presentors are listed


below; NASA provided all presenters which are starred. Having these guest
 

lectures greatly increased student interest and provided class attendees with 
an opportunity to hear from people involved in a specific area of remote 
sensing. TheEe discipline experts provided by NASA gave very complete and 
exciting presentations on the application of remote sensing in their field


of study.


Session # Subject 
 
Introduction - Complete review of remote 
 
sensing concepts illustrated with slides.


Applications discussed within the frame­

work of various remote sensing systems.


2 The Electromagnetic spectrum and how to 
utilize it for remote sensing. U.V., 
visible, reflected infrared, thermal infra­
red, and microwave radiation described in 
terms of frequency, wavelength and systems 
used to exploit each part of the spectrum. 
3 	 The spectral signature and implb cations 
 
for multi-spectral remote sensing. Several


illustrations of spectral signatures using


color and color IR film. Expansion of the 
multi-concept in remote sensing; date, scale, 
sensor.


4 	 Platforms: space and aircraft. Resulting 
image characteristics, scale, resolution. 
Summary of the characteristics of conven­
tional aircraft, U-2, and satellite (land­
sat, Skylab) imagery. 
5 Application in Agriculture, Range, and Wild­
life Management. Examples of useful remote


sensing techniques in: i) Agricultural in­

ventory (multi-temporal imagery, Iandsat 
inventory - LACIE); 2) Range assessment 
(IR/red ratio as an indicator of biomass


low altitude photography, etc.); 3) Wild­
life Management, stressing habitat mapping. 
A) Application in Forestry. Examples of 
 
airphoto interpretation in forest inventory,


site analysis and timber management plan­

nling. Use of landsat data for timber 3nven­
tory and land-use planning. 
B) Applications in Land-Use Planning and 
urban studios.Landsat as a data base for 
regional urban studies and land use planning. 
7 	 Computerized image analysis. Description 
of computerized data format, masks and 
other analyss techniques. Philosophy of 
image processing, supervised and unsuper­
vised approaches.
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Presentor


L. Fox


L. Fox


L. Fox


L. Fox


L. Fox 
L. Fox 
N. Grabinski: 
Young * (City 
of Tacoma) 
J. Jeske * 
(NASA Ames Research 
Center) 
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Session # Sub-ect 	 Presentor 
8 	 Application in Geology, Image enhance- F. Sabins * 
ment techniques, band ratio, contrast (Chevron Oil Corp.) 
stretching. Orbital plateforms for the 
regional perspective. Remote sensing


as a first stage to mineral and oil 
exploration.


9 	 A) Application in Climatology. Global E. Deeger *


weather patterns, geosynchronous satellite (NOAA, NESS)


data.


B) Application in Oceanography. Remote R. Hodgson


sensing to provide synoptic view of the (Humboldt State)


vast amount of information needed. Data 
gathering by ship expensive and time 
co' suming. 
10 	 Environmental Data Base Concept. Definition A. Snell *


of a computerized data base, inputs (gee- (COMAR)


logy map, soils survey, remotely sensed


information on land cover) and outputs


(derived variable maps such as erosion


potential, development suitability maps).


FINAL EXAM 
LABORATORY SUMMARY 
The purpose in lab was to provide students practical experience in


interpreting remote sensing imagery and to give them a chance to complete


illustrative exercises using many of the concepts presented in lectures


The elements of image interpretation were introduced in the first lab


using conventional color photography. Basics of stereo viewing were pre­

sented and practiced.


Lab two was devoted to an exercise in whnh the students were re­
quired to view low altitude panchromatic photos as a multi-spectral scanner 
would. Each student was able to see how a pixel grid is placed over 
the landscape and what digital numbers represent for various features. 
The process of evaluating a multi-spectral classification was covered in 
lab three. Scanner classes were compared to "truth" an a contingency 
table. Simulated multi-spectral scanner data was graphed to gain a greater 
of the concept of "spectral signature."understanding 
Lab four was used for image interpretation (U-2, color-IR photo­

graphy). Landscape characteristics and features were pointed out and


discussed relative to several disciplines. A land use map was constructed


in lab five using Anderson's system (USGS) and U-2, color-IR photography


Frosted acetate was placed over the U-2 photo and the land use class


boundaries were traced in pencil.


R.S .ENV. 
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Computer analysis procedures were covered in lab six and seven. 
False zolor additive viewing was combined with single band Landsat image 
interpretation in six. lab seven stressed the use of decision algorithms


in a multi-spectral framework. Students were able to define a level slice


and classify simulated scanner data. 
Radar data was interpreted in lab eight for several land cover types
 

and landscape features.) Lab nine was devoted to a practical exam reviewing 
all of the material covered previously. Several stations were set-up


throughout the lab and students circulated to complete the open book/notes 
exam. 
1
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REMOTE SENSING IN LATIN AMERICA
 

Introduction


While remote sensing activities have become a valuable tool in resource


management in developed countries they are a necessity for the wise manage­

ment of natural resources in developing nations. With the increasing global
 

scariity of natural resources, underdeveloped nations are confronted with


both external and internal pressure to develop theirs. Often there are no


regulations or guidelines in the proper management of these valuable resour­

ces nor is there much information to draw upon. In the past this lack of


information has given individual companies the ability to over exploit


valuable resources and destroy the natural ecology of the area. The appli­

cation of sophisticated remote sensing technology not only provides a quick


and efficient way to locate valuable resources, but it gives those concerned


a data base towork from to serve as a baseline for intensive management pro­
grams.


The advantages of satellite imagery are numerous and obvious, such as


the production of a regional or national land classification map, the ability


to cover large inaccessable areas, the ability to monitor an area through re­

peated observations, and the ability to interprete and inventory areas quickly


and efficiently using digital processing techniques, to mention a few. Less


well understood are the dificulties confronted by developing nations in apply­

ing this technology. Latin America provides good examples of the potential


use of and the problems associated with the application of this technology.


This paper will first concern itself with the difficulties associated with


the application of remote sensing technology and then will review current and


recent projects in Latin American Nations.
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Difficulties Confronted by Underdeveloped Countries


One of the first obsticles to overcome in the initiationof a remote 
sensing program is the initial capital outlay for the technology and the 
training of the technicians to apply it. this is especially a problem in 
underdeveloped nations where little eapital is avialable within the country 
and the government must look to foreign sources. As the potential advantages 
in the application of remote sensing become clearer international loans and


grants are becoming more readily available. For example the Inter-American


Development Bank has put 5.2 million dollars into remote sensing activities
 

over the past five years (as of 1978) and anticipates doubling that amount


with a series of new Landsat projects in several Central and South American
 

countries (Aviation 1978).


Because most underdeveloped nations are a long ways from the sources of


remote sensing technology in the United States and Western Europe the mainte­

nance of the equipment and training of the technicians presents a problem.


Brazil's space agency, the Instituto de Pesquasas Espaciais (INPE) had many


problems with their Landsat programs during its first couple years of exist­

ence because film, replacement equipment, and other supplies had to come from


the United States.


Another geographical problem is the variation in the areas being studied.


Most remote sensing systems have been developed and tested in fairly develop­

ed temperate areas. On top of that the training seg;aons are often held in


this type of area, or in select centralized training centers (Contiz 1977).


Agriculture takes a different furm in underdeveloped nations with the farlds


being smaller and more dispersed. This remote sensing technology must not


only be applied to, but studied and tested in these areas. A change from


centralized training progrmas to scheduled regional one%. This would result


in sessions more oriented twoard the concerns of the local area with on-the­

spot application othe technology and more local involvement. At times wtM
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when a trainee returns from one of the foreign training sessions this "foreign 
training" has quilified him/her for promotion to a different non-remote sensing 
job (Conitz 1977).


Individual countries should also be encouraged to develop remote sensing


capabilities that will result in local analysis of the data rather than con­
tracting it out to organizations in industrialized nations. The FAO has been 
critised for employing non-local people to obtain ground truth data and foreign 
experts for the interpretation of this data.


Concern exists in the developing countries that there is no firm assurance


that programs such as Landsat will be continued beyond the technology demonstra­

tion phase. The impressive amount of remotely sensi data of earth resources
 

of the developing nations in the past came about principally because the satel­

lites used had on-board recording systems. A number of the newer satellites


will not have this and probably will not provide earth resource data of those


developing nations outside the range of a ground station. In particular,the-Sa 
developing nations will not derive any direct benefit from the Heat Capacity 
Mpping Mission (HCMM), the coherent imaging radar portion of SEASAT-1, nor


the Earth Observation Satellite (EROS) (Abiodun 1977). With the ground receiv­

ing station in Brazil this should not be a concern in most Latin American ,;o


Nations.


Except for a few countries, most Latin American governments are controlled


by military dictatorships which presents additional problems. As the bene­

fits of remotely sensed data become evident and political officials realize


that the decalssification of such data as Landsat aAalmost no threat to the 
national security, remote sensing techniques are becoming more accepted in 
resource management. When Brazil became the first country to establish a 
Landsat ground receiving station, in 1974, security restrictions dicted that 
the data from the station be regarded as classified. Military approval of 
'p
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the applicants and their purposes was required before data could be made


available to domestic users. Foreign users, except NASA scientists, were


prohibited access entirely. On top of that the prices charged by the Brazil­

ian agency in charge were so high as to discourage use. NASA threatened to


shut down the Landsat satellite in the range of Brazil's station unless other


countries were allowed access to the data at prices comparable to those


charged by the EROS data center in Sioux Fall, South Dakota. Since then


things have improved considerably with Landsat imagery now available to any­

one at competitive prices (Hammond 1977).


A difficulty in the application of any new technology is the creation


of an appropriate awareness of its advantages and limitations. With the


unrestricted access to Landsat data a new breed of organizations are now


involved in the production of "beautiful" tandeat images for use in resource


management. Often these organizations have little knowledge of the local area


covered yet they still portray the use of remote sensing techniques as the


sole answer to many resource survey problems without acknowledging the impor­
tance of ground truthlng. Many jobs are contracted out on the premise that 
no locally oriented company could handle the sophisticated analyses. The 
importance of ground truth b interpreters familiar with the area concerndd 
must be stressedAAo104 1


Current Latin American Projects


Argentina


A five year project has been initiated which includes the purchase of


equipment for a Landsat ground station and the training of 40 professionals


in interpretation of the data. The price of the project could run up to 20


million dollars, part of which will come fvom a grant from the Inter-Ameri­

can Development Bank. Among the frist products will be a series of thematic
 

maps of Argentina's resourcest(AVtx..to'h 1149.
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Bolivia 
Under the management and coordination of the Bolivian ERTS progrt m with­
in the bolivian deological Survey (GEOBOL), Bolivia is using Landsat - mages to 
obtain essential information about all its natural resources. The mo t import­
ant ispects is the development of national thematica maps for resource planning 
at both the regional and local level. Examples of where this newly fi und in­
formation can and is being applied is in geology where Londsat image: y is 
helpful in the location of new mineral and petroleum deposits, and in hydro­
lolgy in the selection of areas for hydroelectric power and irrigatio deve­
lopment. Landsat images are also being used for preliinary design 1i the 
selection of routes for highways and oil pipelines.(Slee and Perkinson 1977). 

Landsat images in conjunction with aerial surveys have been provadmng


basic information on all natural and cultural landscapes. This will berve as 
a basic tool to many Bolivian agencies. It provides information on the extent 
and type of forest resources. Areas with extensive erosion have been identi­
fied and located for conservation organizations to coordinate rehabilitation. 
The census office will be using this information to qquire data on the social, 
pconomic, and geographic composition of the population (Aviation 1975). 
I
Brazil 
 
Brazil has made the biggest strides in the application of Landsat data.


Ih 1974 it constructed the first Landsat ground receiving station outside of


the United States and Canada. It is administed by the Instituto Nacional


de Pesqunsas Espaciais (INPE). Now over 300 agencies in Brazil alone are


making use of the Landsat data, most of which are in the private sector.


Since Argentina plans to have its own ground receiving station by 1980, for­

mal agreements have already been made between the governnmnts of Argentina,


Brazil, and Chile to coordinate data reception and distribution to avoid un­

necessary duplication of efforts (Aviation 1978).
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Another spphisticated remote rensing technology Brazil has dedicated


itself to with great success is the application of airborne madar in the
 

reconnaissance of the Amazon Basin--the world's largest unknown wilderness.


This project is also under IPE and is known as Radam (for radar Amazon).


Essential in the Radam project is the extensivQ ground truthing of large areas


untouched by modern man. Involved is the establishment of small landing strips


and base camps in the remote parts of the Basin. From there helicopters ferry


crews out to sites choosen to be representave of a certain vegetation type.


First men with chainsaws strapped to their backs must be lowered to clear


a landing pad. They are followed by scientific crews to take soil, vegeta­

tion, rock,etc. sMnples. So little was previously known about the area that


a major new tributary to the Amazon River hundreds of kitometers long was


discovered and mountain ranges indicated on old maps turned out to be far from


was


their supposed locations. Formerly it was believed the basiIncovered by a


relatively homogeous rain forest, but Radam has shown that instead the area


a 
is composed of wide ranging diverse group of Boil, vegetation, and mineral


types (Hammond 1977).


Central American Group


Honduras, El Salvador,'Costa Rica, and Guatemala are coordinating their


efforts having each country define and execute a pilot study of a particular


aspect of its natural resources. This involves the use of Landsat images


complemented by aircraft data. A follow-up study will be the use of Landsat


3's thermal infrared data to help locate potential geothermal energy sources


(Aviation 1978).


Colombia


Because of the clouds that peraistantly cover many areas of the country,


remote sensing activities have centered around the use of radar along with


Landsat. Most of these activities are coordinated through the Inter-Ameri­

'P1
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can Photo Interpretation Center (CIAF) in Bogoti(.


nylW rTo study the inundation of the lower 1!agdalena-Cauca -reive basin in the 
northern part of the country Landsat images taken at different times durtig 
Wdefe USed4 
flood state* This in conjunction with radar imagery provided information 

on drainage conditions, sedimentation patterns, and land use.(Slee and Perkin­

son 1977). CIAF also found success in discriminating select commercial valu­

able tress using airborne sidelooking radar although others must await develop­

ment improved f'ohnology (Slee and Perkinson 1977). 

Mexico 

Mexico's development of remote sensing activities dates back to 1965 with


a series of agreements between the United States space agency and its hexican


counterpart, the National Commission on Outer Space (CONEE). Their most ambi­

tious project involves the National Water Plan which has required an inventory
 

of exa-trng landtfor the entire country. Included in this is the identifica­

tion of those areas with high, medium, or low agricultural and pasture poten­

tial as well as water erosion risk. This was accomplished with success through


the use of Landsat imagery, aerial surveys, and ground trughing.


The feeling as that there is much potential in the application of remote


sensing technology yet efforts need to be made to "show, prove, and illustrate


results" to convince people that these activities Should be expanded (Slee


and perkinson 1977).


Peru


A project involving the use of Landsat data, aerial photos, and on the
 

ground coverage to identify aad, locate the Aguaje Palm (Maurntia flexuosa)


and other forest associations has recently been completed with great success.


This study provides a good example of the advantages of using Landsat imagery


over more conventional remote sensing techniques and the direction that


should be taken in the management of a limited natural resourceA A Y 4SOw ski 
AS' 
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The Aguaje Palm of the lowland areas of the tropical forest region of 
eastern Peru has recently been found to have a high potential value as a 
domestic source of palm oil, edible food products for human and livestock 
consumption, and lignocellulose for woodpulp and paper production. Instead of 
jumping right into a program of exploiting this newly found resource for


quick economic returns the Peruvian government had an inventory of the resource


and its growing conditions made. From this a master plan was developed to 
insure a minimal impact on the natural ecology of the area and a continual 
with 
supply of this resource in the future. OnlYALandsat could such a study in 
a short enough time to keep the delay in utilizing the palms within accept­
able limits be possible. Of the 200 million Ha. of predominantly roadless 
tropical forest only two percent is occupied by the Aguaje Palm. The general 
coverage of the area by airplane was not praetizal because tlear days were too 
scarce to justify keeping airplanes on standby. 
The Aguaje Palm does lend intself easily for study using satellite data. 
Where ms most tropical forest communities are made-up of Lany species, the 
Aguaje Palm is generally found in monospecific stands of more than 2500 
hectacres in saze. This, however, should not discount in itself the feasi­
bility of applying Landsat imagery to the study of other species of interest. 
Not only is there a high species diversity in tropical forested regions but a 
wide variety of distinct plant communities with their characteristic reflect­
ance signatures. It is not important to be able to discriminate the species 
of interest with Landsat but to discriminate the community of which this 
species is a part. 
Another aspect of this study was a comparison between the manual inter­
pretation of Landeat data using a diazo machine to create false-color com­
podib mags images, and digital processing techniques. Manual interpreta­
are 
tion is important in developing countries where the aparatus /J often not 
available for the application of more sophisticated techniques. Also people 
unfamiliar with computers can relate better to some sort of image which has 
goD 
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not involved the computer for its production. The authors found that ddspite


the advantages associated with the manual interpretation of satellite imagery


the advantages in the quality of the product and the efficiency of digital


processing warrant "further testing, evaluation, and consideration for eventual


operational employment in the type of application presented in this paper" 
(Danjoy and Sadowski 1978). 
Conclusion 
Despite the sophistication of the technology involved and the price tap 
associated with it there is an important need for advanced remote sensing


techniques in developing countries, pet concern must be taken to make sure it


is utilized most appropriately for the informational needs

(including proper ground truthing)


of those concern In the past the axploitation of resources in developing


countries has often been a process of extracting them in the shortest amount
 

of time to realize the greatest capital gains. The application of remote


sensing technology has the potential of becoming a valuable tool in changing
 

this straight forward exploitation attitude to one of wise management for


the rest of


future use with a minimal impact oI\the environment. Examples where this tech­

nology has been put to such ends were found in many Latin American Nations.


The Landsat program not'only provides the capabilities for a develop­

ing nation to gather xesource information at the regional or national level


in a relatively short amount of time and monitor the changes by repeated
 

coverage, but also provides political incentive for these nations to manage


their resources wisely. Funding is usually needed to execute such a project


usually


whic must come from an international source. Also just because a project


involves satellite imagery there is much international interest in it. This


therefore opensthese projects to the scrutiny of developed nations who, after


004 
exploiting their , realize better the value of ones natural resources.


Hopefully as'the use of such information gathering tools becomes more wide­

spread blind projects (such as the trans-Amazon highway) will become a thing


of the past.
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Documentation" 	 Faculty Involvement and Professional


Development in Remote Sensing as a


Result of Grant Activities


* Memoranda, Agendas, Materials for HSU Faculty Workshops 
Proposed Paper, 	 "The Use of Guided Clustering Techniques
* 
to Aialvze Landsat Data for Mappinq of Forest Land Condi­

tion in Northern California" by Dr. Lawrence Fox III and
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REMOTE SENSING AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECT TOM PARSONS 
Director 
DATE: 	 October 5, 1977


DBH-77-MWorkshop


TO: 	 Project Leaders and


Project Staff


. P. 4rFROM: 	 Donna B. Hankins


Project Director


SUBJECT: 	 October 15, 1977, Workshop


To provide a better understanding of the technology of
Remote Sensing we are having a Workshop on Saturday,


October 15. It is designed to give each participant


basic knowledge regarding the technology and Its appli­

cations in your discipline field.


The 	morning session will give an overview of the theo­

retical aspects of Remote Sensing. The afternoon will


be devoted to a series of exercises which will enable


each individual to utilize the information gained in
the 	 morning.


Due 	 to the limited amount of time and materials we do


need to limit the amount of participants. Those re­

ceiving this invitation are those who 	have been con­

tacted beforehand.


Enclosed please find the following:


1. 	 Agenda for Workshop


2. 	 Background information needed to be reviewed.


a. 	 Olsen article on Photographic Interpre­

tation.


b. 	 Definition of scale.


Also, please review (ifpossible) the 	July 1976 National


Geographic article on Landsat.


Lookinq forward to seeinq you on: 	 October 15


q:OO a.m. to 4.00 p.m.


Forestry, Rm. 203 (HSU)


IN COOPERATION WITH CALIFORNIA'S NORTHWEST COUNTIES


OUTLINE FOR ONE DAY SHORT COURSE


ON REMOTE SENSING


Given Oct. 15,

Saturday in


Forestry 203


9:00 - 9:45 Theory of Automated Processing - Feature Space


vs. Image Space


9:50 - 11:15 Exercise - Two Channel Level Slice


11:30 - 12:15 Slide Presentation - The steps involved in processing


with interactive computers


LUNCH


1:15 - 2:00 Points of Field Data Collection


Review of Scale, Stereo Perception test


EROS Data Center - how to order
 

2:00 - 3:00 Exercise'- Panchromatic photo-interpretation


(optional discussion on Landsat for those already


familiar with this)


3:00 - 4:00 Exercise - Low altitude, color photo interpretation
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BQt %%]TAT professes does man interpret the cnvironnient that 
surrounds him through the images formed by reflected hghtp The ausu ers to this 
question are only partially nou i Man has binocularvision and because of tle 
parallax displacement of his (ift he' is able to ven this i orld stereoscopu ally with 
three-dimertional vision T/nis stereosi opic tsiou ane asstm ted depth perception 
are important methods in lhe interpretation of the environment Also, man gets 
an oblique or angular mew of most objects he observes The experiences, training, 
and education that an observer has developed in a lifetime of vietving his 
surroundings dinishtin value-aned cit perhaps even a hindrance-when he 
observes and tries to interpret a vertul air photogmph The photograph is flat, or 
tile-dimensional,unless vieu ed stereosc opially In the black and white mode, 
ohects have fl rcvealing colors Obectis are itraged at greatl reduced scale 
Finally, if the observer islooking at avertical air photograph, he ispresented with 
a nonoblhque viu, of a tor/l he (tinevperen e only front an airplane or spacecraft 
As a result, soic elements on the photograph assume a greater importance in 
image interpretation 
Tle interpreter must pay spectal attention to charm teratus tintd cluesf ithwh t all 
be identifiedon the image In the final analsts,although anyone can be trained 
to read a photograph, a reall gool interpreter has an dahost intuitive underytanding 
of the pecuhar meu prevented It in onithe unaer'll We (an define photo­
rt rprctalmna(sthe dentifi ation of nble ts on pihotographs and the determination 
of their meaning or significance In brawer terms this definition applies to the 
entire discipline i re'note sensing 
11-What is Photographic 

Interpretation? 

CHARLES E OLSON, JR 
I'iiI,tiRAPIiC INiI- BI'RF TATIO is def ied hy the Alls i- plhotographic images and calmore acnrately and cr.m­
,.11 (1960) ,, "Tire ill of pleelh ludge the significance of these objects than can,.otiety of Plitograminwtr 
-%raining photographic tnhges for the uiirj ose of idea all unvkilled or untraneLd observer 
i\ ng ohjet, a id jndging their agifi(aiae " 
Almost every indatlidal engatgc In ph)tlograjphit in- Photographs as Graphic Records 
h't retatiin liokis icWawrs, maga/ins, hinllboards Civl'/ation and man's ability to communicate developed 
10 Itlevision all uifer photographts o lo k at f.ai with together People may argue nbout the order in which 
ahiilook the observer gais ideai or tiplrcvdsons aboaut Co.mmnnicalltan media developed. but all agree that 
,m'ltthing lt', ideat.ifImnpr 511,11 are .ctutaini drawings came early Man'% first drawings may have 
hltgraplai( interpretatois Sods inthrltrtations may been finger markings an the dirt which approximated the 
1 'tillntsnlis or at iteor inacirte, shape (if things that he had seen When ome Indication 
Ituplele or partial hot interprt tatixn is .it essential part of swe, or scale, wa added, his drawings became more 
-- tihe 1)lw(.i11O5 hlt I nflnalln is nltlaut d meaningful Color and inditatim of fur, hide, or texturethough %%
hla phottg aphn images have )eti found inearly drawngs of the case man, fidf-
A photographic mterpi ter, or pbmtoiterpreter, isan eiting that the Importance (if these qualles wats recog­
io|utit al w(sall) traned or killed fitphotogia.qhu, ntzed it at early date As man and mait's civilizations 
Io,trlnitnitlon lie(ti in.o his Irninng tar skall, the photo advained, hibability to communicate improved Lin­
lotsirele', is hlt'r alhi It, ilenlti oit t from tin it gitageS became more expressive and drawings more 
... .- i- detailed Sit h things as shading and shadowas, repetitum110pa,ed for1969 Sireinet Short Course in Fundamental%O f lhm ad )nltnl t ral etrswe 
Remote Setition at the University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, of pattens, and c'ibinitititi of related features were 

Mich Reprinted wilh penission of the author added "lhese addition' inpr-oved his graphics, but man 

was not sattsfied lie wanted a complete picture of what 

WHAT IS PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION?/ 35 
he had seen, and he kept searching for some way to 
monad what his eye actually saw 
The search for beier graphic records led to the pi, to­
grapd process, but the road was a kng le and prog­
ress was neither direct nor stealy Aristlotle' cot rn 
with the nature of light (approximately 384-322 n I ) 
was an early prelude to photography Actuall, it- word 
"photography" was derved from Creek and means "to 
draw with light " 
A photograph Is nothig more fir "ss than a graplhi 
record of energy intensities 
Today, and increasmgly i, the }e.rs it) c(111W, lhotO­
graphic interpreters should not limit their coriaderalinat 
to images or records produced villivalh,!' light A 
photograph record the intensity of energy received at 
the local plane of the taking camera By vaaying the 
characteristics of the recording system, we can obtain 
records represetting waveleiagth% of eiaergs if) 11n.1il 
parts of the, elrt-romagietut slx-crum Im ih pail (f the
ckwctromagntmc petdlrmlIo I drVellieil Inforina, 
and most photographie Interpreters will have to work 
with graphic reards from s'xeral parts of the siet Iftun 
Their field (4 interest inchues the entire elecromaguM*tw 
spectrum and the images that (.tiibe plroducl %flh 
manay sensorv Unfortlunately, the antda.itatl o1; c\cul%(] 6 TextureIni lite visual impressions of ioiigliii%'s oU
obtaining the phtograpluc, or just graplic. a1t1. lnig4s 
several s'lasurs (tiseius to lo' sight Of ith 1)isjtsaltl­
ation that blnght these sesors into c'xastelin' Mai'% 
search for better graphic records led Itotiltog t.itila 
and any pdotograph, rVAgardlevs of itsOrigin fr thitiynt 
of imag v displayed, is nothilg neore ntr 1e% tIhn. a 
graphic record 
Eleincits of ltotographic linterprettion 
Photoiaphl. retords tome in many shalpes ,l'dst/es 
and repac iteneagy titmany patis of (he %pe( iiaim 
Ph itograpil(. ltrtpletafull i%( nit I to (lit' lh I 'e cis t. 
 
use of these ieetrd%, mtil iiiterl (t'1% %hiulill Ix,pact'p ' 
to hnl t1.e Ili,) terple*tation,1l Of thew .ril i UtSnks is% 
noat Is dlultt is it na} apj at, for l t elena' is 4t. 
pholographu Interpretation 'ppl4 Io .all giaphuc Ittic4.ds 
reg.aidh ss of the natlre (if ihe si(liig %%%(tllithat pio 
dind ttn 'lt lit4 'lplif e )rtinof i (, ota 41ih
trnm repiestolecl \Vhlnle I thor.igh knotlhdgc, ,I dlt 
(serotl(s 
iaiterprel iatn 
lara of the sensing ssteti is of lilss'llm. % ie, 
atm (If gr.iphl( aret l Is ,oa .is, st\ is!4I 
one or more slec ifi'propei lt's (f the am.ag'% miing tip 
the acorc.]a ha d I hes pi1l4vrt 5 N' tmInia.n'% 
called ck mesas Iofli ltographl uacipiitn. atinin finliI'el­
of hretati1 reiaih wiflirt'p(ogi.piu 'illitr (oiii- shows solme ii|iletsting hieai ii it(Clll. [helilt[ e.a. II.a­tloais ill iolit%ciontt% (iailtraitioin if till.' or ion(if I 
them, and pntefeaadvh, oif all of tihem ()lyuial 1'JM) 
Nine ele( nils if pliotogi ipi ( iatilapaetataioa irt ie­
scribed ant that f l]lnviag pi agsi p]hl I i' (lstIm]llIi s 
not inteilc'h-d to lx. eI tlhtis, fit a v'pal iAl ioIk t4(Iu14 
be vritten alsout ca h of tht n Appi(tittinolO ilt 
im|pOlall(e (if thes( helneaat gio\ss \ (S (g's)t1%%lilt( 
alm pl. .tice 
I Shupe lhe shtape ihfoamto f)(a 4)1)l Us ,isds % 
tinlite that the image, isi"iv ]eaitifliti ob(ls 1-Ilhh 
this c . miii flit, Ptitigoi Iiiltliiigl CIf(l ivshiiigiii 
1) C , is a V\ m5i(('inhple' 
2 Size In manv cases. length, width. height Ire,i
and/or volume are tssential to acut ' and enpit(w 
interpretation The volume fsouod ss hu h coukl he it 
from the stand inFigure I is delident lpo lit'e sit' 
stand density, and size (or area) of the %tand 
3 Tone Different ojN rwfl.'t't .UMitirit &liitb'. it] 
amounts and wavelength%Of eneig\ I I se difler,'s,ts 
are recorded as tonal, color, or c]ensits %anatuins in the 
revtud The stand of mixed Ihai]oo{tltmsa.i I igite 
I was photographed tit late (kiobier at the Ieak (iftil. 
fall coloor change Specles difertites show kari' an tilt 
ferent tones or shades of gray 
4 Shadow Shadows can help or hinder the Iatel 
preter, for they reveal Invisibk stlhoinuettes lout lite snke 
detail Shadows an Figure 2 provide Iiformti.n ot lilt­
size and shape of tint bilding whith is not appAien
from the image of the building alonie These ,anie 
shadows (obscure detail lithelaw lnd skitkvalk .rl'a uil 
front of the bulding 
5 Pattern Pattern, or relwtllatul, i%chatrat If i i ti . 
many manmade objects ad Of sant, niatuial h'atial 
1 St I.aii use p.t-trn %loios it Flglit. 1 |its pit.al Of al t.c 
t d(eep, wiadblown mulk (crliards tand strip troppiag 
ar' particularly OM.Pltpnits i(aaue Ou.fp ittern 
snohtlieSs createdl by some umages, arc oftei sauiable 
fi lii initerpretation Tice size is often inle'rietwd on 
lite basts of apparent tIxiare motcl wclely ('Iret-, 
.re Commanly .IksOiatt.d Willi )(otang S.apliigs. Wallie 
iiigher. cobbleti textutrestisi.illy adac'ate .hhr lrves ol 
sass limber ie 
7 %le The lotitin.a of oblet t%with it,-sixtI to)tt din 
fealin or other ohjettsIis Ofuit Ifiahlpful floodI In' i14 it 
.fill the ftincss iftitall Iof cldark-hoiel vi gvt,itian iii 
I-igille Ibothmi11it Itt . ct alnt'. % Ilnip Io thi, .an- I 
of \Iuligall 1d4ii) llsshal' ({lichai%.ls Iliai lac kt 
1'rat lie dIiina ull ifers 1 lie st Ilde the wamoi 
shoiwi here is at hall .iaixture of Ihl t s 
8 Atstac tuinllnS ilone.jIs .aitt nUnitn' .asa it tli, 
with othler ljtIs that l(tetile(slito aidtl It (oiliam 
tie oithe In l-igni' 5 ilt- Iwo tll[ s.etk s Loge 
huilding coal puimtt a %,s)or%anld co.liag oss, I iite 
Ol)htniu ly related This (olinlhatitgi iatll i a.tia. 'ingeoi 
(of feat iii's i tily tile Intalltt . ail thlmi 
Ilwer plant 
() Ilevlatin, Re')llii)l i]elwno on ;nai hling% 
lit It ..ls..} s pl.es . pratta.al limt till ijluacIititilt, 

wSome hbjc'cts are too) sin Ill Or llaeiwas ltkiig itforn 
I;{istiintt image On the pha..1t1ngslnh IS It,Li ii Fignaa 6 
(in Of the shorchlaC 1i nut %aab| filaing milt Il1 the' 
lsitadllary of the lake 1 lie lAti'loi falled Ilitsile'I-he­
c(oale Of a11isulfc t niial (ailas ts;elm(nalaidjlitil 
land 'iad walate] saiifates 
Note that stsea i.ill tilthIhlis ari ilialif s flilh 
manie tloped it iIns i %i drass\lag% 'lit last iile 
I11hiat. lift)oiliiit It)ililt)iprt.itiot e(iawtl;he ihid 
to iiit.grate Or set limits (oit ilt llitrs InI195 1,( )f%;t1 
]ales'nltd n statet'nflt ne tis; Inutgiallliikis(I h;ig 
(if iit'rpiattioas Ctf sWt-eia fl1ii[)()gIA.tI)ItI inigte% tinld 
lattt| litot ic( iit ii('t.ilvatimi of (coliditia"i ino Ilt ctltritt 
Visiblt'l tilt phiotlog .ph l ie alled ths applC) it h thae 
S / VISIBLE LIGHT SUBORBITAL AIR PHOTOGRAPHY, BLACK AND WHITE Reprodluced cpy. 
best aala61e copy. 
IX 
FilUre I Parirhromatir minus blue photograph of mixed 
hardw(od land at the peak of the fall color change 
tiphtest toned tree tr'wns are sugar maple, dark-toned 
crowns are 9f nerally oak (University of Illinois) 
Figure 2 ihe shadow of this building shows the steeple 
Inurfe (I arly than does the image of the steeple itself 
iliniversly of Illinois) 
Figure 4 Black spruce, northern white cedar, and balsam 
fir in swampy area in Leelanau County, Michigan (Urn 
versity of Illinois) 
FIgure 5 Thermal power plant at the University of Illinois 
(University of Illinois) 
Figure 3 Land use pattern on loess in Calhoun County, 
Figure 6 Shallow water revealed by twnt contrast, al 
though exact shoreline is not resolved, Leelanau County, 
'hnotS (L)S DA )Michigan (University of Illinois) 
WHAT IS PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION? 107 
o0pve gaof evidence Integration ifseveral of the and remain effective Ti photoulterpreter mtlt 
eleent of photographic mterpretatkm is essential tio all of the facto g MAIng tit all) terrin i % .ll 
ahy iterpretation and contributes to the convergence­
of-evidrice frame of mind Association, in particulr. 1% 
closely related to this onvcrgence-of-evkience cocept 
The Philosophy of Photographic Interpretation 
In recent years, p1oto1p"ajluc interpretation ha been 
called a new natural science (Lueder, 10.59, 1961) An 
increasing volume of literature has appeared, and is 
appearing, that attempts to establish rules or procedures 
for photolnterpretaton (Kear, 158, Lueder, 1059, 
Stone, 1956). However, no single, best method of pro­
cedure has evolved which is acceptable to even amasr-
Ity of photointerprieters It Is generally agreed that the 
Interpreter should work methodically, should proceed 
from general cpnsiderations to specific delails, and 
should proceed fLom known to unknown feature (Stone, 
196) Methodical work and interpretation of known 
special interest may be dirmily uikl\ to gvhlg I,,. 
trv, agrototnv, or ilgin paniig Failur hi gb, rit, ,,l, 
colmration to all aIVE cis t4 a terrasin pva(Imorali,, 
it miinterprelatkom lek-lir (197) pit it [lhi %%n 
during a discuraion of cnrrelations tIpti.emltAs .t,I 
ity and his envmioment 
the average Inkrpreter dt- twit knov .I.,p 
things ant he doesitralae lw. lack of knowhdg. 
he piaces twol akniensl of the .virito nt tog, ilkr 111 
pu1s a tionr, it isli't lw~auibe the envnlnintiot, Is 
ra lecaus, there w.W than' other t sit'. tlht 
heignred or caus know were thee. 
The Photographic lnterpretatlio Proces 
Photographic interpretation is a dethc live prll . ... 
features that call lie rct'ogtilTd and identified di,,II 
features before evaluating the new and unknown fea*4-lead the photolilerpreter to tihie, stEeittficlaon .,ltl Ii 
ture are almost axidmatlc tatscientific enleavirs Pro­
ceeding from general to specific considerations is Aiso 
desirable as long as the comsiderations of gent'ral (Maine 
times called regional) features do tiot bias the Infeiprela­
tion of the specifics Specifk'. local conslderattmu often 
provide the evidence needed to conplete or toifirin til 
broader regional pattern III rost vase, geseral atid 
specific features must be coinildereal tog lie 'rllity 
that one must come before the olier call inisleadiing 
To go further than lills and prolpoqe that iterprellition 
should proceed from one hsecific group iofeatuie to 
another is an unwarranted hiaint'lsatioti of il11llltte 
variation that the plolinterpreter encounters 
Drainage, landflorm, vegetaltioi,sit lual's ll~st",an 
are thoroughly scrambled t most plioiogratpl% lnd eat ] 
feature may he indicative of t iv iiinatue of tie itlivies Fol 
tillsreasoii, tie photolitelcei hould lie terrain­
vonsciOlus in the broad 1se" of terrain Ile %olilci indel­
land that the images lie isiteIl lln)1.t Ierrassirel • up 
and that tlie terrain he deals stl itsa oalniit s it(Sof 
interrelated features am.deinit.ally catalogued ais .aga­
cultture, botany, geology, eglisieci lilg elt ' lie tns ­
tance of these interrel.ttiotllips was hIrlv 9li t. s,'I iy 
C II Surnmeion (1954) when lie saild 
The subli ctnlutter of the phulnsiiitrp tl1, i'. .1, itt)*ha­
as the earth itself, 1it10it hm tartlhs %irfata is it t­
inendously %pned pattern of nattiritl fi itir.t%, tapo 
which nian his supt rasposed an equally orledthlislir.il 
pattern . Where there are so niisw rii i| im to 
be considered, our first inuationi is tIcl,,.|ifv ('Il. 
fication is indeed necnisar)y *bult 1i iI Always . lise 
rernemriered that groupings art'inoiltidm ,lnd plt 
rltural Coclulsitns is, .iiit ple1 a ililt a­
tions of isolated elernentsi ,IIa trr,i aitay ofteniix itry 
naectirate The knowIclege that i o I% I h'att lil. 
thing greatly nick the tntcrprcintr jii his alii1.i,lilt ii itfro 

the terrain 
BeLause aeal piolgraph eoid intialoIf ll Iqpc 5o 
tle of other features ilthe terrain under tosidelitp.ig1 
Even though all aspetts ifa terrain are lre'serstliTt I1 
tertwsined, the phalluterpreter tIst start maine pl,. 
lie cAn't conlider drauiage. landform. vegetatioii, I 
manmade features %imtltaltnJosy lie mxlt stil stihi 
otte feature or groupol ae.tres an(| then goi tnlit II i1, 
others, Integritting ea i ti fill[l %f I Itle itrra.lln
 
goes fitall prollbility, sin ot %tairtliigpoint saill%tith 
or he best in, all interprtter air any oase lit ltl'I 
*ll (iElie time For eachl terrain, Ihe inlerprlet iitsl paidt 
his ownlollit of legitisg and tillenttisidr tat Itof sit 
variou aspt t of the terrain Ii loigie.l fasnhui 
1he dc tit procevi whit it pIlotigraphic Ilit*'sp.' 
(ats lttli etiare' Ctlitio1l% Ilaiil%4 cnnnssI tanit
aMe plopmntinal hit ills ptll't's tiicit'l l.iIlli, 11 
[lie elemeils of photigraphic interli et.itin it.tdi ilt,, 
I lie (onlpleties% Itsid .t a al. o(if I it i lnlI owiio 
' 
how .and why pi l.r.ililIstsuni" show %lhl 'i,4 
 
tltle, shadow, P.tteri .laid .Intan uniditexture, 551i .itaid 
tng if %Itt', ,lt%5( ll [lilt gliii i Iti.id lhll %tit lglh  
111terpreler% abilitv to iiilegratt lit thllferent it titi 
making sia a I.rrdti Fir the lgiinnting tol rpltt'i \% 
tesrnti conssde atiol oflite elenieits ,,f lilaistmui ilila 
literpritatinit shold 1i)toede intet'gr.ted It'dlt Ipiit 
inelaton Ms.ter> jaf tili eltnlliit%tsi lihohlgr.ilh itt
teaprt'ttio is se'dom iii ij 
ilttrprelti gal 1 (1 l1md1er54hll 
itleristiallnii 
Photographic Intrpretaiol
Pct­
li' itit slfog t'l, 
p in |tsiwrlaiI'c' Is iiii 
and Phoograuielrhy 
Iesetileii i nat cin has lie it sumlil'n (liltnalit'll 
iig lite last 15 )ear%, airiin', irv iultstlsilsig slitt'%55 
atlltes (d tihrigl h iifrliielhIsi ofo ,trha pily.hlgifl 

.aidi' fail aid (nuiass puriv IlWthtiit 41114% 
[m t, 'url .iml continsag seliuf ats ist ie t 
p lit i i 't iSt' nil' .iuirv'ii lil,t11(l ii.aijljii i'riii 
it ril ulsotogi.spli oitnlht ilt d t th, l lh nitnill.(It 
io c%l t%'v% teiflihse iinitsits arc' usitall tois 
slihered ook i ilogianuini Is% it issinn Iin tilltov dliffs 
of terrain features, pitntllerpi ett iil has lottinit'a a%.t-it)dmitiiginsh ]elt%%el p1hol. ugin.nmetis laid plaliio 
uable tool in each of the eatth %( ttt'%, .laid fitwe ial 
other fields as well However, p1tolitterp)l t I cannl it 
be confined to geology, foiestry, soils, or jlti single field 
98 1 VISIBLE LIGHT SUBORBITAL AIR PHOTOGRAPHY, 
graphic iiift't 1e ta.itioal 
Plitogiinin Ir%i. (I[liast ill Antes it .i Jd In o sets 
Photograrnmetry (1960) a' "The SciencFe oir art (if ob-
BLACK AND WHITE 
tamning reliable me .sn 't'.si I ii fig cf philt graphs fetAfires %rich as (loiin"s fiult, and bedding planes Also, 
Photographic mii Ipt a(ion ssas cl'hiu d b% (lie sime (it Ii: % IS .ind %tii ainmgt' EA gr.( rise to straight 
source at (lietiwgaili g if II(%( 11c a iwie.I If ( 'or iugtilir blliotiiaris Ietveen Negetdtive-t)pes In 
examining pIhotogicp ,l s flittn lli (itiM' o - A ih('ilpristct ,bsence of definite shapesI hun tif sltit y .5i4, or 
hl4,llg o]l( (ts ,1'd iicrglrzn till ni sigtifif flat shuild Ise obiser ed and noted by the interpreter 
From t , d( fiiiti,ius it ISAt1ar that lIi't hllpitiialj­
mtrist (,is tilt sp Ailsti jIlchlgt Imni(rv i s c Ali(d) 1 oic(r I','nhur 
is pri if l]l ( Ll (rol (i %ttlh TJi1 i ftrig ,.i hI ilphito- Lsiit'.ti ft i tlIr'%--tllote thit are t,\Ct(ptillhtii%, Itlig com­
interpret r %till it 41 tfrIig 111(13it1ilg igin i v 11 pa.od Ili Il an IC(llh-are %onn( of the mosit obivious 
shoildIN In' AhItr thit tit plhtigi.namiflh Lst iages jhtcgraphii railroads, lunes,ul]. c ;inIt it floads, power 
ma nk.st'irv. oft util](% he firs tleot ifits h *Ii.l trt'.iiiris are soni of flIt- most IllSe,11li," is impoirtant of 
gloilg h, lilt.1514' a lit (Cr last the fuil to l.vit hi c'es.a1mehnIdth )lttliit( ijl niit rpr hi it-&neds i.ie the less ob­
iftent flit tsilirt (i) filll% .tt a fiiihl It'IllifItallts alt his c in lie%it% blliar et nituas (lie terrin % ltlrpretitig 
jougint lt (if %ig"Iftianvua Eieis dmtiigunistig 1,4(I5cii the trirt' cIvtiim listen 
Ilt merits pr( stit some diffi illites, but the flllowing
ncr (, om eli it l p ful,Iina%ad(rai 	 d setI'pg tursesInterpretation of Aerial Photographs 	 ciafni' iii.it'i hrt, b%brofaii 
1rlitu at t 'gr.al)hs-IvA%( t.aken %iilh titi- .iithl 	 if %hsir atItl 	 tle .istalli't' torsilos, t'xceptIt (ItimlpicI. 
(al axis lii (it tal ii ploittd crt aluli di Iotiswrds 4rosi!sc slinch art- ick.tuely rare Gradv, are ii li1is ly 
I(is .1rd| lit A tl-i (lit mlit 4'tihllltiii gr iplhic n l(5t iI,it, "lenlu ((iflil)di (| %Iflwith iigiip," .titll ,aiil fill% 
that lentia.1plshtintraplis anr lISSI best lt ititesliiela- lit jrc%c it "here'i he rI'ailrtiad rtis% %ticamsand sig­
(rlnic'li lls (I .1l 11 llti.ofitl iuia(l | Itsi hltij'i Iilinili fligs a lip ind antis c i'senbl'rilnrd lidbut hive 
tlill tlilit Igo % ili ( l ihliigras lit p1 iiitoigitllii hpl it' i t Iiigl-atigl iilcisetin (res aire 
iuittrit oilipalig pInaip Ntit i f gft atl, falld fill- .1iiutnsilt sit peet han wvih raiilitad't,arid Iiigiiiisvsin! tafollow 
1 stit (urof mappinig 1)tl Il 1 Alll ij|h ill llii ttiltal iiiati lilt- cotilittur (iia- li'ghtitll with ft 'r .aid ills 
griphliarc 1Tar11II ,acliI liillt It Itill tlll t5 pe% lii llgs nn 5Iat' iv'ded) but malniv sinllji ii 'IlC lli (me 
aeriali rn s sti esl iso' eritlu-Illl %(I 4iciverl%isjitead ofli higes 
Ilterpr etation if %tIti.l aerial phitioigrapjhs is smine- \1lit'sli sill(. liv n1t', hliglwld, ot(i sing asl t>' from tle 
hunit, df14 tilt fi flt Il girsie r 1't( iolc I%m, d ici) lt i.ilri,ld goiiing Ilitiali snhmil tciWil%, bill th e rtlhle-ii l iiu­
01)111(1 'l jlr flj Ineist' u( , i I i %t'i dI\ \ 1Ih it ii .ihls gtx11 stihid in ihroluh Vhile' iti i tieh at ill ' ntl\' r 
,e'elialls~ bilkl pl Ie| lcii look ltg (Ilmli %% i .1(|4' rgumeiiititarm'llrnt'ilill t% film %(' stilt ritgis hlt ' .uuiti ,gradeilnA
on the tiop% tif obijet 1%is mit I,- anli ir living I is''ihl nigI railroads tiel dual Lu's vith il ide meiu 
fnmihil, 111 pluls lIsNNln,111 ciiobltis%' ill AlM, till Io .ill)% fili(] the pse'.si(t.1dilM (if citlierlaf iit'aduaiges permit 
identifi from stli tlttl lhaui hlill Illtlglia ,ii plii~to rediIv tIijietlllii lit IlistiI ll (,aw 
Dh'spi' hfli% (oiret I niteg .hti stl from aii trwinl line sloll st iTi il ga nt ItLtL'lri. Ba tire ht.l, Ct)nljl 
a.l 	 wostiit oft leii note1' IIt 11 III% if Iil rill I thol in- of straight ('.cgiuv'iits, .id lead to tLtis% the terrain with 
lsille i'lli'r 1 1,iil eadl fi (I itisisit ti'll .14 it itslll io Wfereii ' top li.pogrtlhv 'ryeq Lire clared from 
Brief Ititiks at ittio" 4,1, if fIlit Ile iil fiti Ikc iprt Ilsii rsltsiif-wrv fnll tlves i nArrOw, hut tihstinitiv', 
catl t'4sliill ' tio ( i4't I 1ii(( ilitlItitili Itillthst I l(! te- star tlhiiglih fit( %ledarc is Som ies polt' or iyl ns 
(i us%%Iijitt us tt fir At5idel is lit, 4 n N111! I (.lc- Are. %I siuililhr Nestlest.I's i ists% so 	 sle, buitooit .1I [lit often t'ii.tuii­
aImn ir Ireatt'dit got it Iti iiiei oh i enli b,%fliitk lniterpretr Pile ItI AIMISit1w n Stioe­
together Ilums v. r %htllt, fs i stlrl i ig poil troft. ins	( lte' Idliihsed fhon the misissid if subsil left after 
whluui Interpi dalton ifo thie rompl"i, lt\ fltrrlatii|hips digging flit- piiho l hi s tilt e jIs. bhe wire% them­
prlraed it etriail pholtogrphslih etili begin St v' (,al ht s'e'eki t .it C%(ties Im ail ts 1 20,000 
F lht illraiistnisiiii lit% simi% 5r(iliii, ,id IavIie% 
Shaill %lttitl liridge%, |In rmtilit'naiie rods may Ix visible 
)i' of the llutih nukiliii npit of shajxc as .1 .ltoi g fir' tillit awV1 c lear pc il Ime 
fat tar Ilk Ilt'l'I ,itatoll is (t.li l(llt illi' illllitanll- Coy 7itp( lines resemble electric tranmisson linei, but 
('t111nilliii it ll of t Pet i I lil iliig Ili \Vlallll lg- so|loni 1it1 e lnllinictti' friaid(I altiiig them and are less 
(ciii I) ( Ix.atlis, i is% alia ill % siI ,it nti Iht 4,11htols tcItl io ipog al.pliv A enilitain tumn line of sulsoil, left 
Ali igil15 ilt litt C%(-I% shi )I iIgolfaa1(14 itC tile ifft'i digging tlie dist h for the pipe, pers sts as a distiic­
jdhiiilgiiphiiiC' lit[(ilt It's St itct|,itliitlulli %%,IV 'I Ie Shipe lt' featuir' fill sears Il smI ares. pipelines tian be 
Allw aiisigt is If wthir Ii it Ih sdrstrli liit iiolcl cont- sEP1 lit .101i11 plictoigiiplis .%liglit-iist't streaks crossing 
r I llgli Ihl 	 Wert­idt i IYI Ilh Iti ing fill Ago n (,"aIll fi'hl eli t l i's lt- pilgrpl% taken 
(til rllatitl o i ijlic tl Ilitdtc(,iril li'rit kni I en sear%%ci aft ti tlir jipi'linthliln WAi% ciinstnicted 
oih tel sylere t riiplptig is cintmixius, tire s ll0I i ital ftirln il I siitio)tiittitis ciiof rtt 'iltii whi disturballe
 
It iglit IIi lenugth i " l i it t t s imi it As%st i |i IlnitI differeti light
fifth MMIt'i ih pilii' itt's (|e re­
Atier tih'ecl timit1 s si iwlllit i 'il litihll' sicV I1*' talti%tlsili ii liitislirld areas, ndlavcet to it. And 
\M litii gi 114 tilt %i tit'%otl I4114Ali l llli't is ts%I  
 Ishlts nh well I) rsist for more than ten years Tit siu­
ilnumi ils'as tailist it. (i Sislnilhi shighii cii l)tt'lt'1 
 lplsli t ii l nin( ilitioder i xcistng rtizuds, pipelinet often hiond 
tlt iliar loill Ai 	 tit iii it tt Ii ltgoligit
 the road just befte lie&tii ii it ili 1 i  shirpl] tnar(i 	 point where the 
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A1 
tunneling begins This jog in the path of the linear lea­
ture Is rare with power ines 
Fence line: are difficult to identify except when laud 
use Isdifferent tan the two sides of the fett e Once hld 
use has been established fer a long jwrtod of time tl 
fence lines may be quile obvious in .erial pjhltogr.ipllo 
even decades after the land use pattern has teen ah in 
doned This is particularly true of old farms. thai hae 
been planted to trees fW alklwed to re.e'ed natnrall) 
Streans are seldon Lonaified with other linear fea­
tures Itnause of their irregular shape, varying width. 
and complete dependent* tn topiography 
Drainage ditche are common fi flat lands .nd are 
nusally easy to selprale from natum steam bea.i of 
their distinct tendemy Ltabe stilghl and ha'e unilrm 
width A tral of dredged nmterial ma) I . siale iuthne 
or both banks of time hich Some cnfiuson mal arise 
where existing stream ciannels are imp ro'ed to fa ilitate 
drainage, with or withouit a realignment of ill tlannel. 
but careful consdertion ( f tile total dlaniagee pattern 
usually IdKaei the trit, atialion i sc(me area%. 
ditchei are used ta transiiport irrigalltn w ier fom ankann­
tain reservnir tt dryer salleys tind plans Ina Ihest' %.1­
ley%, Irrigation dtc he. may reetble the t hninage dIlit's 
of other area% Omt agnan c'mph'te veausict ration caf li' 
dramtage %%. (or irrigation %svwhn) 'ill airtem cfear tili 
Gelogic nnl are linear f.I. (lfol o'ire.thlt i Ijuil 
nobvits when promin't ltek sirmureso at. e [Imu aId 
or r sadls d rsplavc'il In llh r ita.es kit]s lu, fall% ift'r 
extensise wealhernig fnih . filat.) Il Vt' diltilt |4t 
recognize 
Dal. re %flirter lhan div ft.iiIvo ( ist %ild ,int.', 
but mav well Ia meniot i( tlltf %it mtimtsaigt or 
smothttly I nrving sft lionas of linelgt slold it' %Ifillec (I 
carefollly ha be kor mIth.tthat et' flna, Ii I'I ic ialll\ 
the (].iin that indl atv Iin ilsln i.ii Ifkcas 1apio%(t(I Ifs a 
taltiral lie P"lht plivmt' oif h flank na litle( it Iht 
work of maiand11 ugi a , Iniliseti t I1ftaler mniail Iv illt 
Saime arta Ilt,er ailI dfllt tm' ilo mtinade li 
lac'.1l dinls nlt( lhan . milk a It gtll 'ia' isownee 
Tr spet let 
Slipe , oft'n it .uti ii liiI.ipreling tilt I',filti 
baranintlig fialits fitl total foitn ,at fai eltgetillIS Its 
ge'l, and In %i nel' ,aase lelvlsl slc i% %%]litle af 
genets S)l.lcb s'saolti prc '.le a p tile 1ew sIm h help 
i Intr idc'm Itllficat ict 
Soil Textre, 
Soil fexhre (.ti ofteni I. cit teirnild hin a. Ihml phcats­
graph, if carefol llh'stits is p)till t) tillt c loss sc hclal 
4.lle tif flh %mall golliles Iltl iie It soil its .il ftc'­
irs itve 1t lie t.icln'led .nd Itit I I its" iIn ike elitlli, 
esl'ec 1a1v %sIi iti ite lptis m .laeitil € Ig s ii stl It" 
tire villi dt pIli pituditlte coenlxliii gulls sls.ipa S 
Size 
Tile f.il itl bito llcis liol.lje( Is , h agge iIh iii cl'hli sh 
mintiini ulitI(ll'ei.iiecd rum.l.l'ol hot l olongiilii}g 
Otft,',) iciget that ih ist' ,i'. tiC dilt remit talijt( t Ill .i 
single phmlhgi il f all teis lt' tilili,'le il e folloe I'l­
le.c. art ,iis alentili 1. nll fitat if.tI .i' tlolt 
to ilie .ipplolin ulit'% ii iishlltt cliji I.i limt n l i 
100I/VISIBLE LIGHT SUBORBITAL AIR PHOTOGRAPHY, 
easily recognized In man taws hosseser reinth 'iw 
:1 noit enough fl tiile intlerqt.it r molist 1n5& memt o the 
tetnbinlues of tilt plmtogilmetrnt Iliw s%ll llt e 
distussed in detail, but ;om. Indication of the possibilittle 
seems in order 
Diance 
The tltslaot liehoen two litinh, or tile lengllh of an 
objec t, all lie determi d from .in a. ria pholgraph 
lite aecuraq., of uth ine.siremenis is a funls 1n of 
pnt) s.ae and the at of tnme photlo metasnlenit 
Oi standard (ISDA phot.giap I at a stale of I 20.0)0 
a ter c.tit nsnallm determine disance tIotaiefil interpr t 
an ac(irac, if apprintltlhs 1 5 feel Whenltite enld 
of tle dstlanct (s) measa. id ire at sign fl eantis chfflrrnl 
grnund elevatiwts, attiats' usally decreases 
IMtight 
'ihe heights of alaetl i dilerinte, n ,les.talmoh Ike 
twt'eit ground lpnato. ,in Iw detennau (I lin ,itr phIlnh 
graphs Several iit'lluls are asoailable baut ll INls 3 
that ihaved equl cilfferenNsi parallax between lisf 
serltal pliktilgr.apis of fll olect laken from dilfercim| 
ltaits in space Sterets opit plattngrapliw is teqired 
CXrt'fsil work pi.1 ovidle %loot lIt ight flat. (i e. height 
of a tree or hulditg) a. t ate to withn - 1/2(Xl cti 
the flying height l'apcgrjahi. mapping or t'tiuitonritig 
tai lio erformeda ilt) inetWiat lower aetnrac I,('mntuinr­
iiag retluiire'. contiltliiie, clt iuiiaf I t *l t ell %Iltlln, 
Intel I%mire tifittl [half dliirnin g tile lu'Ivi| nitf.1 
soigle small obt It 
Are 
Dtletmeiaatna of tile.ii.a if iegular aiev',s Is more 
Vaslyiv acomp shed from .verlial molt agrtl li' Ihthan wth 
gIollil met'hod's Act i at. I%iitled Il scale anuid slol. 
hul ha' INell fionel at vepali, forltlt natiral I(min144' 
pi% i errain it ift tnasitt If tiralfi Irtl a[rtiigh at 
hindarte fca hephlog.iplm' lt. 11141,ii' a plnlfitlil 
am en til. tIfh lati iilit ia'IImeidttijnimt ,lga o   dls 

I lok lite in ) lnitdaries 

o ehi 

%ills organil/,lions %stlil.mlg .mhlnallli.'. if I n. n
ma t1 
iil rclnhiielf n%( ,.u al plunta,,mphs to detentn lilt' 
]tinm1111e It I'llc, 9t1anill I lliiIof material opt'n pih 
Ii'llint (1 cdinunv, ha' 1aas.een ,it i ira tit mioiiih|t t,5 
pl'imil ueu'fil c'sllnlallsl1 of time tit ll'. osf the iilscd 
prd 't produced hv liht plint 
Tone 
'I'alle w.ether tie shad.e of gav in ,a i. k ,iod witi' 
photographa oir tif centliiima t ii i ]flil'. thrtmna it sit 
. 
oratto in Ia Ctolr jlhol.guall (,mievs 1110' illfti iltill 
I i ah it, kiilosItdglc.ilha' intc'rpic i tlli .ili\ titliti 
single cleimenl liti ilel.mliilll Ii aihantisi ill c.ase oi' 
v\ i, it i% it' ciffll'ieic ( Ini itllic' it hkissit tlshlc.t s it' 
tvl ( iti o.t1 l i I iat. Itsikt1gi]1iitl s4i..l I ilsinpei .inil 
In f itts'itlii a dmicuc t' In lf-n tstcii tilt back 
tiliicl ind tit lofe .imitlljlcI Ih iet a l n'sinl iti­
I((Ihil)le iniagc 
flel.itne, tout' ct.ll he. 1mi t11im1l6l fia tnl m'riMagl i e 
anitit l lif light trains iltltd tlrough a plnligr.lphtic 
BLACK AND WHITE 
negatl,,C or other atimpatrtn A%th ,ImonIt of silver 
present inItreasts the aimOnllt if light Ir netn(t d 
creases and w.e s,% h t %%Iha%( a (Illtser or dliker­
toned im ge \Iit na0lt mig|., Iers esit tlit ta ni 
photoglaph at ral,ais] 1hEhties tof sp 1(d If thli 
output of anli sele pltld for stgieitll it'titlit 
start at)los aIphotoglql %%v might get jplot s th as 
those slhsn i l'iga i 7 1 he Itl.0 r tige of deomtiss is 
greater lii (late A in li Ithlth t due I the uniform 
clhIage ini delsitv atrot ltic' p|,otogilph to Images 
,toold I.' dethti'lt I lit'- strip (if lit phatoguaph 
reprivotll I Iror A 1ht sectdliateI() •ho", is" 
disti,li Ilg N\.Iu e I}tast ,. that the ape tFli 
Irate il(It .lies Ih it tihere Is a tllt h st,,lpe c hatnge iti 
deitv at thie CIdgte f n..gc oMa'11l u11 httdge 
olatgt It l 1 he shaew of Il. nn umleixstaiflim t t I e or 
lt-eitg. gradient (Ioi, 1t95 nudnl<alP tiit image (ite 
%%ill I sharpier .mtid Easu r ta i". u tai ne moige two 
I be %i1trud uini.le |i ablod \%its R%, 1( uing ht kgt til
i

*llaptlr s a sanll illa rafiht lhi .tiniohtl I of tis 
Init t shale 
( h II(19S9) dentdlxd hte sgnitficante of tone 
i d edge graliihl ili tlt h Il, %at,,f sill wihen 
li, listed thue'. paril.r\ char ith-iilst% , go,"lsnig till­
'I1 i sif pi'llsr tn.g111h % fin phoilolll l Ila 'tton 
1I uwere 
I l ton tarmlor "fill diflt t 4 iii brightht %%lit 
ieon an imagetnd it%bhLcgroncd " 
2 Image %iarpnt ' or 'tii, auiaptnes %%tllh which 
Ite tone or codor tontrast app( trs to take pla ( ott 
tin' jthotugrapti 
A 
U, 
0IC, 
a) ' C3 
Width of Film 
 
B 
 
B 
4y 
Image Image 
o4 tw 
Widthof Film 
Fitlure 7 Potential macrodenstometer traces at two dif­
'It locations 
'3 Stereoscopic paralax, or "the displacement of the 
tlapp,1Iua Iostitin of bod) with 1lC9 X(.L i a refer­
(ite point or system tailsed brv a shift in he point 
oft%,tan ,ttion" 
Cobcl. flost itvo characterlstwic hase ust teen dts-
Inssed, aund It Ihnd "as mentioned ti tib remarks 
tildet Sile Ileight 
Shadow 
Ili aIdcition to pros ding a silhouette. the pri ;ene. or 
abheite taf shaIdow-and shadow lenglh.-pn. videq all 
mtdtrhe iadix (If tie relalire height of cliff rent tt 
Fjets in a phlotograph Shado's are (often the i I indcea­
lnf o rinhat' heighlt of objects when bnl,ig at a 
single pholighaph sNie', the advantages of II - stereo­
seopu view plouldeld by ,etlapping 1)ho10s are not 
obtanable ('onpt the shalow lengths of th, smoke 
st n k atid at hu lhigs In Figure .is iamp le 
Pattern 
Landal s' palteras arc' offein distinctive Agli cltural 
praclalv s an pail afafr, teae hnes; as to what has taken 
plte ihi thatin millh, l Olivt itdicahon of Ilie crop 
iorn paralepresent Itow lalItcrm li ,iltal soytran fields 
them from wheat fieklh and pastures am la & suh 
aIttei'rm+ WVie palli along tl ltliIes oflea reteal 
(he lpi eetce if sulan'iged olmtath's. such i,; sand­
bars and reefs, even Ihogh ilhe ohssjv'leceauslt be 
imaged directly , 
.. ) 1 
Texture 
Textur', hke-pattern, is uaic'n rChted to land Ise Planted 
'.egetation nmlally appears in smoother texthrttm than 
natural vegetation As abandoned agricultural areas re­
vert to forest, eat maebment ly wionly slpecis n itells in 
a rougher texture of fields that may or may not he ne­
cuampaned hy obvious tIeal differences Eventually, this 
encroachment produms a mottling whic ii+ djistinetive 
disruption of the AI:f+Mw~tinSt _- of the 
active fields 4 ,' 
Sate 
Just as some tree species grow in swamps and others on 
dry uplad rldges. so some manmade objects are found 
aiong rivers and others on hilltops Thermal power plants 
nteed an abundant supply of coolant water and are often 
(but not always) found near major itrears lydroelec­
tic plants must have water tnder pressure and are al­
ways associated with a natural or manmade waler supply. 
Early warning radar stations, on the other hand, are 
unoally placed on high promontories in mhiimize terrafn 
interference with the line of sight of the radars 
Association 
Associalion usoften one of the mint helpful cities to the 
identity of manmade iistallatitis 'he manufacture of 
aluminam reqaires large quantltles of eletirle power 
A in, taror ccanlnl t,,n. t nril phuotolshi",iu. bm 
til.,Il with Ile .,,I,"tcs pettion This flinied a disctaldo of the 
Neon A.wf Ile fi., a oprinI ftt. itMi eetnquscnm j#mtttie, of 
a. phiAtmg.asahi, tine ietr lialige mA vtnmlichnrbfr In. atwaerMA t icI M!.. I%'.,
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Abmene of the power supply rules out this industrv 
Schoch usually have associated playgrounds and ,thlete 
fields while churches do not Large farm ell% arc an 
indication that livestock are (or were) present Unex­
pectedly large culverts or bridge spans aross %mall 
streams indicate that heavy runoff occurs frequently 
enough to require the engineerng works necevsary to 
qoe with the water when it comes 
1 To the midtary interpreter, the presente (ifatiltcraft 
guns is almost positive proof of the Iesen.e of A target 
worth defending. If he hasn't found it. he had best 
look again 
Reslhttkio 
The ability of a photographic system (including lens, 
filter, emulsion, exposure, and processing, as well as 
other factors) to record fine detail in a dtstznginsinble 
manner is referred to as the resolution, or revolving 
power, of the system Unfortunately, resolution i one of 
the most manuderstood and misused qualities of the 
photographic system-at least by most photogiaphic 
interpreters 
Resolving power depends on many fitors The fint 
and often overlooked reqiiresment is that a dilffereat 
existe ini the energy reaching the focal plane- fdom fite 
object and its background If there I%no tach dffeictuc 
then nothing that the recording system tan di) will create 
a discernible image 
The importance Of tone contrast ,Ad edge gradient 
were Included tit the dis ti%%11t of lAnn' It shtwld lie 
clear that resolution s relAted to edge gradient If tht great lnught todifference Iii density a'rti at edge m% 
 
be detectable, thini tl stt.epi the( edlge ghtthent fhi, 
greater the probability that the cletsitv i I inge suIt Il'h
detetable as a visible cliange in tot, of fllt lhiologi.plh 
Edge gradients are inliented by the total phottogti ph f 
exposure, or the total energs involved it pitialtictig a 
particular image Steep gradu otN aliv maiiv *t55%t 
ciated with inlermediate tx'jniittm . id Ituslu gi idltan i 
occur at both extremes% I1ins, ielttition fall%tiff At high i 
or low exposure levels, eopairedl 1 th in moutill rntI 
mhltion athieved at stOaai Iitterrmedntath p imiiire Tils ItIi 
in resoluta in aie tif the aiajiir reasons% i %galtat it 
over or underexposure%are indiral ,le And is it imajo r 
problem enconnitered Iv the Ilitt'rfl( %%tlea ho miuat %seek 
with imagery containing butlh ei% light ,ibd %% dilk 
lmages in lhe some photograph 'I lit . .t'l itd-taul )t'.l­
ance of bro id-leaved trt es imaged tIa ii hrd ollhcito 
graphs is partitally dile tthe ]'"% of testi slui tt Ihat 
accompanies the overOtsiimre ti tbe titc e flit-. 
overall jihotographit. expelaire is %t to rtird l%%, if l ec­
tire object%ocutiltrrin g it the .ann t'tria o Als l. hiss 
of resolittiti ohberved it hadttiw ed *imus Is dil' to II,'1 
fact that objects in the, shaded irca%ielt t %it little light 
to the camera that they Are unlde t,powd 
Photographic interpreters are often thntsed hi erno 
in assessing resolution When telepane wires re'lve it 
does not necessanly fI'llow that antaohrt t ie tli knels 
Of a telephone wire will resolve Ike wire (or a paint 
line din a parking Let) is detcitalde because its length 
results in exposure to several aher halide grains, rather 
than because the (amt'ra %sstein can re.uie %ervsmall 
images Resolutunt eif the familiar UlS1A pliot.grapv at 
a scale of 1 20,00 is swlh that ronnd or stInare o iwtts 
less than 2 5 feet acrons tire seldom discernible Wheat 
measuring tree heights, iiterprwlers usually do quite 
well with round-toppid trees like large oak and maple. 
hut poorly with trees having sharp-pointed crowns like 
balsam-fir or spruce The crown of a balsam-fir may ex­
lend 10 or 15 feet higher titan the point where Ats 
diameter narrows to 2 5 feet 
The tone of the background affects resolution of %mall 
objece Ph tographic emulvci catn at i .ascattering 
media and some of the energy from highhl r fliec ite 
(bright) objects may ae exposure tf slkter halide 
grains adjacent to those At the geometric- location of tihe 
object Bright ohjcdct. .igaaa t a dark I.ekgrognd will 
appear larger titan they actually are, hut dark objects 
.againmt a bright background will appear smaller than 
they actitally are Small ushes otil a white sand beach 
often fail to resolve hectinie lateral irradiation of adja­
cvnt gians result an exposure of the grains that should 
have remained unexpow-ed to mark the location of the 
lish 
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102 1 VISIBLE LIGHT SUBORBITAL AIR PHOTOGRAPHY, BLACK AND WHITE 
(0O 
IMA4ER- CHAR 'i*T RIS1 lCS/4 
St ot 
rious 
has


Ut tS


these 
Xnd 
r the 	 IMAGERY CHARACTERISTICS 
kpho. 
\SVt 
ems \an%te\ts journil articles ind dotuments arc aa 1liit on thc 
science of remotc sensing in genLral, and the indaudual tehnoloiLsthe 	 
ot aerial and spate imag.ing WAeretcr the reader who is intercsrtd inensc 
ed at an in depth treatment ot thtse topicS to chse n\ clClnt 
term sources From the Lontext of understanding some of thc basic 
oto- tcrminologN and LharacteristiLs of aerial and spate imager% reltrted 
that to in this handbook, this section presents a brief introduction to 
these conteptsused 
 
id of


Scale Factor


and 
nent The tundamental characteristic ot aerial/space imagcs determining 
is co~ered and nhat can be seen or detectcdhots much ground area 
Is on the image is scale factor This is expressed as a represcntatl'e 
Ic or 
in 
lem 	 fraction (RF) and is a func.tion of the camera focal length oier thc 
height of the platform abote the terrain at the time the photograph'ther 
is taken, Thus, for a consentional %ertical aerial photo that is taken,al% 
tith a 6 inch focal length camera from an aircraft fi, ing at 10,000sion, 
 
unit feet aboe the ground, the scale wkould be


are 
'ther 
RF 05 ft (6 inches) 
on fl 
 
10,000 ft 20,000

or 
R F = 1 20,000 
24/SECTION 2 
 
Ehe scale taLrr is determined for the original negate and is 
often referred it,as contact scale Enlargements of the image, of 
course dhange the resultant scale tactor proportionatehl 
Table I - Representative space and aerial image scale characteristics 
Aree Covered per Frame 
Scale Feet per 19" x9" Film Format) 
Factor Inch Statute Iles Nautical Miles Comments 
I 1,000,000 
1 715000 
I 473.000 
1 120,000 
1 80,000 
1 63,360 
1 50.000 
140,000 
1 24000 
I 20000 
1 15840 
83,333 
59.583 
39,417 
10,000 
6,666 
$280 
4,167 
3,333 
2,000 
1,667 
1320 
115 x 115 
101 x 101 
68 x 68 
17 x17 
11 4 x 11 4 
9X9 
71 x71 
5.7 * 57 
34x34 
28x28 
2 25 x 2 25 
100x100 
88 X88 
 
59 X 59t 
 
14 8 x 14 8 
99 x9_9 
78x78 
62x6.2 
49x4_9 
3x3 
 
25x25 
2x2 
 
LANDSAT (ERTS) images 
enlarged to this scale (3 7X 
Skylab S-190A Photos en 
larged to this scale (4X) 
Skylab S-1909 photos enlarged
to this wcale 2X) 
 
ure to0.00tyi se 2XNSA ione 
scale/formt 6 focal 
length 
Typical NASA R8 57 
image scale/format " focal length 
Typical USGS 'High alttude' photo scale for map 
pig 32no 
1 mile per inch scale -Alaska topographic quad
tangle map series 
Voil become more common 
scale as metric system 
adopted 
Typical scale (curent) of 
LSGS and USDA mapping 
photography 
Scale of USGS standardtopographic map series 
7" quadrangles) 
Typical scale of older 
LSDA and USGS mapping 
photography 
 
Typncal scale of Forest 
Service photography 
­
mile Per nch 
IMAGERY CHARACTERISTICS/25 
Area Coveared ner Frame 
Scale Feet per (9 x9" Film Format) 
Factor Inch 
1 12.000 1.000 
1 400 400 
1 2,400 200 
Statute Miles Nautical Miles Comments 
1 7 x1 7 1 5 X 15 Typicaldetailed "large" scalephotogrammetforric 
surveys 
07x07 06x06 Ve
Vr Iarlr s scae or de 
tailed surveys - usually 
ery limited area 
1/3x 1/3 03x03 Very large scale for de 
tailed surveys -
ery limited area 
usually 
The RF or scale factor, like a map, expresses the relationship that 
unit of measurement (an%unit) on the image represents so man% 
units ot actual ground distance This has led to the other commonlh 
used convention of stating scale factor in "feet per Inch" - te, so 
many feet of actual ground distance are represented b%one inch ofphotodistance Table I lists representatr~e scale factors of rtpicalaerial and space images expressed both in RF and feet per inch A 
single scale factor generallh represents an image of vertical, orstraight don, orientation With oblique, or tilted images, however, 
uniform scale exists The great majonrit of aerial and space 
imagnrN is vertical though some of the early space photos,particularN the hand-held camera photos of the Gemini and Apollo 
series, and some aircraft camera configurations, are oblique Twoterms are used to differentiate the relative angle of obliquitv - in a 
high oblique the horizon is showing, in a low oblique it isn't 
Are of Covenage/Format 
The area covered bI a single aerial or space photo is determinedby its scale factor (focal length/altitude) and the image format size, 
or field of vieu Figure I portrays the relationship of the 
characteristics of vertical aerial or space photos Altitude, focal 
length, and format determine the scale and area of coverage on theimage The figure Illustrates the principle of stereo, overlapping 
ophotograph% hich isthe predommant mode in use 
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MEMORANDUM 
DATE: 	 December 6, 1977 
JLW.77-Facul ty 
TO: 	 Workshop Participanti 
FROM: Joseph Webster 
Remote Sensing roJect 
SUBJECT: Goals and Objectives from December 3rd Workshop 
- - - - , - - - - - -
The attached is the list of goals and objectives decided 
upon at the December 3rd Workshop session. They are listed 
first, in the order of presentation and, second, the over­

all consensus of the group according to priority. These 
goals and 	 objectives will be combined with those developed

from the January 7th session, You will receive a copy of 
those items after the January 7 session, 
I 
Ifyou have any suggestions concerning this ltst, or addi­

tions, please feel free to do so.


Thank you.


IN COOPERATION WITH CALIFORNIA'S NORTHWEST COUNTIES


FACULTY WORKSHOP - December 3, 1977 
ACTION ITEMS 
-considered by participants


1. Establish a coordinating committee for University Remote Sensing Center. 
2. Develop a cadre of instructors knowledgeable in Remote Sensing at HSU. 
3. Apply for personal grants. 
4. Obtain equipment for training.


6. Examine the goals of a remote sensing institute in respect to NSUniversity

goals and outline the benefits and limitations of such an institute. 
6. Develop a coordinated proposal for summer '78 training for five (5)professors.


7. Investigate other resources besides NASA for peripheral grants.


8. Seek outside consulting qroup for assistance indeveloping remote sensing


capabilities at HSU.


9. Develop the criterias for courses in remote sensing inuniversity and levels


of instruction.


10. 	 Community workshops and awareness programs beyond University.


11. 	 Integration of remote sensing resources and instruction efforts-with existing


efforts of instruction at HSU.


12. 	 Establish departmental priorities for remote sensing at HSU. 
13. 	 Secure community input and needs for remote sensing and utilize techniques


of the School of Behavioral and Social Sciences to qain this information.


14. 	 Gain a broad range of input from potential and actual users, technologists, and


universities inreference to remote sensinq.


15. 	 Present program of remote sensing to University in reference to "space"


priorities.


16. 	 Development of a Graduate Curriculum in Remote Sensing.


17. 	 Explore alternative avenues to reach curricular goals inremote sensing.


18. 	 Investigate the Administrative jurisdiction of a Remote Sensinq Institute at HSU.


19. 	 Obtain director and develop an implementation plan.


Cr1


Facu t w orksho 
Paqe 2 
The participants established the following as the number one and two priorities


for HSU faculty:


1. 	 Establish a steerina comittee to develop a cadre of instructors knowledqeable


in remote sensing, and,


2. 	 Develop a proposal 1fr Summer training-n remote sensina. (Seven indicated 
interest in dttndlgRgatraining session- John Longshore, Robert Rasmussen, 
Don Garlick, Hal AcksoicI oacFariane, Dennis Anderson/Mary Lauck.) 
The participants also aareed that any steering committee should be headed by
Drs. Lawrence Fox and Robert Hodqson. 
Also, the participants felt that the steerinq committee should work with the


goals and objectives of both the Dec. 3rd and January 7th workshops. These 
goals and objectives are to be prioritized for future interaction with the 
university.


8:30 - 9:00 
9:00 
9:30 - 10:30 
10:30 - 10:45 
10:45 - 11:00 
11:00 - 12:00 
12-00 - 1:00 
1:00- - 2:00 
2:00 - 2:30 
 
2:30 - 3:30 
3:30 - 4:00 
 
,lease detach and return 
FACULTY REMOTE SENSING WORKSHOP


December 3, 1977 and January 7, 1978


Forestry Building, Room 203


PROGRAM


COFFEE / REGISTRATION 
WELCOME Dr. Sharon K. Ferrett, Dean of Continuing Education 
INTRODUCTION What is the NASA Grant ? 
Donna Hankins, Project Director 
Dr. Robert Rasmussen, 	 Biology 
REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY - The Products, The Approach 
Dr. Lawrence Fox, Forestry, 
Project Technical Coordinator 
Industrial Applications and Implications
for the University 
COMARC, Inc., San Francisco and Denver 
DISCUSSION


COFFEE BREAK


REMYIE SENSING TECHNOLOGY - The Process 
LUNCH (Provided)


POTENTIALS FOR PROGRAM and/or EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS


A. 	 Undergraduate - Dr. Lamence Fox, 
Forestry 
B. 	 Graduate - Dr. Robert Hodgson, 
Oceanography 
C. Facilities Development


FACULTY DEVELOPMENT, OTHER POSSIBILITIBS


Dr. Hal Jackson, Geography 
Donna Hankins, ProjectDirector 
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP DISCUSSION


SUN4ARY


to Office of Continuing Education, HSU-
II 
/ 
f 
would like to attend the December 3, 1977 program. 
I Would like to attend the January 7, 1978 program. 
I cannot attend either program but am interested in learning about the 
Rate Sensing Grant and what it can do for faculty/students at Hsu. 
Name Department 
THE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
I HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Gravs Bldg, (No. 25) Grave Annex Bldg. (No 30) 
ARCATA, CALIFORNIA 95521 - TEL. (707) 826-3731 (23) 
REMOTE SENSING AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECT TOM PARSONS 
American Indian Comviui teis August 21, 1978 
TV Project LF-78-ProfMorkshp 
Amencan Indiin 
Languages and Uterature 
Program Dear V/'4 
Community Education 	 I wanted to remind you that the Humboldt State Professors 
Project 	 Workshop is beginning Wednesdays September 6, and will 
continue through Friday, September 15. The first three 
day session t. 6-8 will be held at the HSU ForestyHumboldt Co 	 Building, Room 203from 9 am until 4 pm eachda-y.Recreation Project 
The second phase of the training will take place at NASA


Menlo park, Calif. Joe Webster Indian Mainstream 	 Ames Research Center, near 	 
Industries Project 	 is making travel arrangements for you to depart Arcata, 
Hughes Air West on Sunday, Sept. 10 at 3;45pm, and return 
on Friday, Sept. 15, at 2:25 pm. Tickets and Per Diem

Kotim Een Karuk travel advances will be supplied during the HSU Session. 
Ceremonial Society State Vehicles will be made available for use while at 
NASA Ames. 

Multr-Cultural Education		 you would like to make different arrange­for any reasonProject If for travel to and from the Bay area, or if yourNAS A.Remote Sensing 	 ments 
plans for attending the session have changed, please con-
Technology Transfer tact Joe Webster at 826-3731.Project 
final version of the agenda for your information.
I enclose a 
 
National American Indian Don' t forget your homework!! 
Repertory Theatre Project B t 
Northern California Health /xV


Systems Agency Support 
Lwn OProject ProjectForestry 
Redwoods Community LF:jlw


Development Council


Project

 ORIGINAL P 
OF . A e iS 
" Q, ALPoWood for Seniors 
 
Project
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AGENDA


/ HSU PROFESSORS WORKSHOP


SEPTEMBER 6 - 11, 1978


Humboldt State University -	 Forestry Rm. 203 
Wednesday - Sept. 6 	 ASPECTS OF ORBITAL REMOTE SENSING 
9:00-9:15 am 	 Introduction


9:15-10:15 	 Comparitive evaluation of orbital


imagery. Increased dependence on


radiance when resolution is poor.


Effects of poor resolution on ra­

diance values for homogeneous and


heterogeneous scenes.


10:15-10:30 	 BREAK


10:30-11:30 	 Overall comparison, U-2 to Landsat.


Pixel concepts, radiance values in­

to grey levels, line printer maps.


11:30-1:00 	 LUNCH


1:00-2:30 	 Comparitive Exercise - Spectral Re­

flectance Curves, Two Channel Maps


2:30-4:00 	 Theory of Digital Processing, Super­

vised vs Unsupervised, Guided Clustering


Thursday - Sept. 7 	 STATISTICAL THEORY 
9:00-12:00 am 	 Statistical rules for Landsat classi­

fication, maximum likelihood and


clustering algorithms.


12:00-1:30 	 LUNCH


1:30-4:00 	 Advanced Sampling Theory, multi-level


schemes.


AGENDA - Professors Workshop


Page 2


I 
Friday - Sept. 8 	 COMPLETE REVIEW OF EDITOR SOFTWARE
 
9:00-11:00 am 
	 Choose Training Sites


11:00-12:00 
	 Enter Data into Computer


12:00-1:00 
	 LUNCH


1:00-3:00 
 Cluster on Training Sites


Run Unsupervised


3:00-4:00 
 Pool and Merge Statistics


Final Classification


NASA Ames Research Center -
Applications Branch


Monday - Sept. 11 
	 VISUAL INTERPRETATION OF LANDSAT WITH


FIELD EXERCISE


9:00-5:00


Tuesday - Sept. 12 
 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SYSTEMS


9:00-12:00 am 
 TDIMS demonstration:
' 
+ Water Search


+ Humboldt Bay


12:00-1:30 
 LUNCH


1:30-5:00 
 Digitizing Exercise


Wednesday - Sept. 13 
 LANDSAT CLASSIFICATION
 

9:00-10:30 am 
 Computer orientation


10:30-5:00 
	 Concurrent working sessions:


ARPANET & IDIMS


7:00-10:O0(evening) 
 Classify Humboldt Bay Scene


tQ 
AGENDA - Professors Workshop
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1 
Thursday - Sept. 14 
 
9"00-10.30 am 
 
10:30-11:30 
 
11:30-4:00 
 
4:00-5:30 
 
7"30-10:00(evening) 
 
Friday - Sept. 15 
 
9:00-12'00 
 
12:00 
 
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS


Map Legend Information vs


Spectral Classes


NASA Thermal Programs 
Free time to visit with NASA


scientists


How to get Started


Open for free play with IDIMS


and EDITOR


VISIT TO US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY


USGS programs at Menlo Park,


Geography Program and NCIC


Depart for Airport


rjo 
WORKSHOP-EVALUATION FORM


Inorder to effectively evaluate our presentations, we need your input.

Please fill out this form and return itto Joe Webster, Center for


Community Development.


Please rate the following workshop presentation on a scale from excell­

ent (4)to poor (0). Your coments would be appreciated.


H.S. U. Program


COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF ORBITAL IMAGERY:


Perceived Value to you.

Quality of Instruction.


(Speed, clarity, enthusiasmi-

Comments


OVERALL COMPARISON, U-2 TO LANDSAT:


Perceived Value to you. 
 
Quality of Instruction. 
-

Comments


COMPARATIVE EXERCISE:


Perceived Value to you.


Quality of Exercise.


Comments


THEORY OF DIGITAL PROCESSING:


Perceived Value to you.


Quality of Instruction.


Comments


STATISCAL THEORY:


Perceived VAlue to you.


Quality of Instruction.


Comments


REVIEW OF EDITOR SOFTWARE & COMPUTER PROCESSING: 
Perceived Value to you.


Quality of Instruction.


Comments 
OVERALL COMMENTS:


NASA Ames Program Perceived Value Quality of Instruction


1.Visual interpreta/tion of Landsat


with field exercise.


2. Introduction to computer systems.


3. Landsat classification.


4. Concluding thoughts.


5. Visit to US Geological survey.


Comments:


Ifyou have any other comments concerning the Program, please send them to


Joe Webster, Center for Conmunity Development.


-0S


CHARTING THE FUTURE


During the next academic year, one of my grant responsibilities will be to assist
 

and encourage developmnnt of integrated, multidisciplinary curriculum in remote


sensing at H.S.U. Thit workshop is designed not only for specific training for


you but also for the purpose of stimulting an interest among the participants


in beginning to integrate what is learned into the various teaching areas.


Itwould be very helpful if,during the workshop you would consider the following


questions.


After you have completed the workshop, I would appreciate it if you will answer


tFe-uestions and return the questionnaire to me before October 1, 1978.


1. Do you recognize areas where Remote Sensing Technology could be integrated


into your teaching field? Inyour department In your school


Could you itemize two such areas.


2. Could the areas of integration be simply augmentation of existing courses?


If so, please eqaborate.


a. at undergraduate level?


b. at graduate level?


3. Could the areas of integration also be new courses? If so, please describe


what these new courses should be?


a. at undergraduate level?


b. at graduate level?


4. What do you think student prereqiisites should be?


a. in 2A, B. 
 -
b. in 3A, B


5. What are the implications for staffing/faculty that you would see in


the above questions?
 

a. in #1 
b. in #2
 

c. in #3


6. What do you think the equipment requirements should be in any of the


above questions.


a. in#1

b. in #2 
c. in #3 
7. Would you be willing to consider being an instructor at future community


workshops, involving federal, state or local agencies and entities?


AGENDA


NASA-AMES WORKSHOP


Monday, September 11


8.00 - 8:30 Introduction 
all day Visual interpretation of Landsat 
with field experience 
Tuesday, September 12


8:30 - 10:15 Applications orientation and 
 
techniques 
 
10:15 - 10:30 BREAK


10"30 - 1230 Applications demonstration


Group I: 	 Humboldt Bay (IDIMS) 
 
Raw Data


Classified data


Band ratioing


Group II. San Francisco scene 
 
Digitizing lecture


12-30 - 1 30 LUNCH


1:30 - 3-30 Applications demonstration (con't)


Group II: Humboldt Bay (IDIMS) 
 
Group I: Digitizing 
 
310 - 3 45 BREAK 
3:45 - 8.00 IDIMS Workshop with Humboldt 
Bay data (supervised technique) 
Wednesday, 	 September 13


8 30 l00 Computer orientation lecture 
10-00 - i 	 15 BREAK 
Sue Norman


Chuck Poulton


Bill Likens


Sue Norman


Dave Peterson


Camle Butler


Dave Morris


Came Butler


Dave Morris


Charlotte Henry


Sue Norman


Bill Likens


Wednesday, Septemhnr 13 (con't)


10:15 	 - 12"15 LaO exercise (S.F. scene) with U-2 
 
photography and line printer output 
 
(Lab exercise to be developed by 
 
Norman/Poulton/Likens/Henry/week


of September 4)


12:15 - 1'15 LUNCH


1:15 - 2:45 Computer workshop (S.F. scene) 
 
Group I: EDITOR 
Group II: IDIMS 
2:45 - 3"00 BREAK 
3:00 - 4:45 Group I: IDIMS 
Group II: EDITOR 
4:45 ­ 8:00 IDIMS 
Humboldt Bay analysis (continue 
 
supervised technique)


Thursday, September 14


8:30 - 10:00 
 
10-0 - 11:00 
 
11 00 - 3:00 
 
3.00 - 5:00 
 
5 00 - 8 00 
 
Map legend information vs. 
 
spectral classes


Thermal Remote 	 Sensing


Free time to visit with NASA 
 
scientists 
 
"How to get started" 
 
& Wrap-up Session


IDIMS session with Humboldt Bay 
 
Friday, September 15 VISIT TO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.


9"00 - 12:00 USGS proqrams at Menlo Park, 
Geography Program and NCIC 
12 00 Depart for Airport 
-77


Chuck Poulton


Bill Likens


Sue Norman


Buzz Slye


Bill Likens


Charlotte Henry


Buzz Slye


Bill Likens


Charlotte Henry


Charlotte Henry

Sue Norman


Chuck Poulton


by appointment


with NASA


personnel


Chuck Poulton


N 
Charlotte Henry


COMPARATIVE EXERCISE
 

/ 
SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE CURVES - TWO CHANNEL MAPS


This exercise is designed to enable you to more fully understand the re­

lationship between spectral information and land cover information. Spec­

tral data is collected by Landsat and is correlated with land cover. It.is


important to understand this correlation so that one can learn to make pre­

dictions as to what land cover type is represented by a particular spectral


class. This understanding is especially important when one is faced with


the job of "assigning" land cover categories to a number of spectral classes


produced by the computer.


In this exercise you are to choose 6 land cover types that you are especially


interested in. For example, if you are interested in geography, you might


choose Urban-Conmercial, Urban-Residential, Agricultural, etc. If you are


interested in coastal processes, you might choose, Bare Sand, Dune Vegetation,


Surf, shallow water, deep water, etc.


The detail of your categories depends on the ability of Landsat to distinguish


differences. Also, you will find that the satellite isoften too sensitive.


That is,more than one spectral class is contained within one land cover


class. Your general class, Aqricultural, might include spectral categories


for mature crops, green crops, irrigated pasture, non-irrigated pasture, etc.
 

Therefore, you should allow your categories to "evolve" as you progress


through the exercise.


STEP 1 CHOOSE LAND COVER TYPES


By looking at the line printer (LP) maps displayed around the room, you


should choose about six land cover classes of interest to you. Each


land cover class should be represented by about 3 geographical areas which


are "pure" examples of your land cover class.


These are your"training sites" or "training areas." Estimate the mean ra­

diance level (ineach channel) for each training area using the LP map sym­

bol key provided below: 
Approx1 Radiance 
Radiance Grey 
Value Level Symbol Explanation 
0-3 1 0 overstruck $,W,B 
4-8 2 overstruck $,W 
9-14 3 B overstruck D,B 
15-20 4 W Cap W 
21-26 5 G Cap G 
27-32 6 % Percent sign 
33-38 7 semi-colon 
39-44 8 apostrophe 
45-128 9 blank 
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These radiance values vary from one channel to another but follow this


same pattern. The radiance values are assigned on the basis of the pixel


value distribution of the scene(the histogram) in one particular channel.


Level nine is always a large interval since very few data points occur


above 40 or 50 in any one channel.


Suppose that you choose a representative area of conifer forest. By


viewing each channel(all 4 LP maps) you should come up with 4 numbers or


grey levels, one for each channel. They could look like this:


Channel Grey Level Symbol


1 (green) 2 
2 1reI 
3 R3 a 
4 (IR) 3 B 
You will have to do some estimation here since your training areas will


probably not be completely homogeneous. That is,only one symbol or grey


level per cover class in each channel. You are to choose one grey level


or symbol which represents the entire training site. That is, the most
 

commonly occurring symbol. After you are done, you may have different


grey levels for training sites which should be the same. That is, several


training sites, which all represent the same land cover type, may have


different grey levels. Record all grey levels since this is the spectral


variability you will "have to live with."


STEP 2 PLOT A TWO CHANNEL MAP


Plot the representative grey levels of each of your training-sites on the


two channel map provided. You are to plot the channel 2 level and channel


4 level only.


Channel 1 is often highly correlated with channel 2, and channel 3 with 4.


Therefore, o6e can assess the majority of the spectral differentiation pos­

sible by viewinq a two dimensional plot of 2 and 4. Plot all of your train­

ing sites and en ;rjI those belonging to the same land cover type.


WHAT LAND COVER TYPES ARE ASSOCIATED WITH WHAT REGIONS OF SPECTRAL SPACE


ON THE TWO CHANNEL MAP?
 

To answer the above, make a list of your categories and indicate the lo­

cation of each cover class on the two channel map. For example, conifer


forest is usually found in the lower left corner.
 

STEP 3 PLOT LANDSAT SPECTRAL COUNTS
 

Plot the representative grey level of each of your training sites on the


4 channel spectral count charts provided. (Things are usually readable if


you plot about 3 land cover types per axis.) The plot will be very similar


to spectral reflectance curves with which you are already familiar. The


major difference between spectral count curves and reflectance curves is


the drop in radiance value between channel 3 and channel 4. This is a func­

tion of the dtector in the spacecraft and not the light reflectance of the


land cover category. The data in channel 4 is compressed into 64 levels


COMPARATIVE EXERCISE - PAGE 3


instead of 128 like th6 other channels.


WHAT LAND COVER TYPES ARE ASSOCIATED WITH WHAT SPECTRAL CURVE SHAPES


OR POSITIONS1


WHAT DOES THIS CHARACTERISTIC CURVE SHAPE MEAN?


WHAT OTHER CHARACTERISTIC SHAPES CAN YOU DEFINE?


go
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DIGITAL 
IMAGE PROCESSING 
Remote-sensor images are acquired by tethno­
logically advanced systems, hut are typically 
pitcrprcted through the use of simple classical 
techniques that have progressed little beyond the 
slereoscopet and magnifiers employed in the early 
days of aerial photography interpretation Exama­
nation of original images with the unaided eye 
often constitutes the cruUalInterpretation phase 
lor data produced by imaging systems that repre­
'-.nl millions oi dollars in research and develop­
ment The photographic, methods for contrast 
enhancement and color compositing desribed in 
( hapter 4 enable the interpreter to extrac.t more 
information from the original images but they lack 
jihe advantages of digital techniques The prnmipal 
.idvantages of digital processing methods are their 
ecrsatility repeatability, and the preservation of 
the original data precision 
('omputer processing of images is not ne%% the 
medical, agricultural, and military intelligence 
I .ommunities have employed digital image proces­
sing lor a number of year. Geographers wxere 
among the first scientists to recognize the potential 
il digital methods for investigating patterns of 
land use The availability of digital multispectral 
'fi ige%from the I ands~ii program accelerated the 
development and application of digital image 
protessmg in the mid-1970s, This field %sillsee 
major advances in tehnology and application in 
the future Some of the requirements for applying 
digital image processing to oil exploration have 
been sutureanzed by Sabrns (1974) 
IMAGE STRUCTURE 
Any image may be thought of as consisting of tiny 
equal areas, or pLture elements, arranged in reg­
ular lines and .olumns rhe position of any pis­
lure element, or pixel. is determined by an X and 
Y coordinate system with the origin at the upper 
left corner in the cast' of Landsat images the 
brightness of eaLh pixel has a numerical xalue 
ranging from zero for black to some higher num­
ber for white Any image can now be desrihed in 
strictly numerical terms on a three-coordinate svs­
tern with X and Y locating each pixel and Z giving 
the gray-sale intensity value An image mal, he 
recorded ongmally in this digital format. as in rhc 
case of Landsat An image recorded initially on 
photographic film may be converted into numer­
ical format by a prtxess known as dgiliiation 
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System for plottling an image from digital data From Bryant 
(1974 Figure 3) 
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Image Genrat Procedure 
Digital image data are converted into hardtopy 
Images hilm writers (t igurc 7 2) that operate 
in reverse fashion to dgiteirs. Recording film as 
mounted on a drum With each rotation a %tan 
line i. exlxsed on the him by a light source the 
intensity of which Is, modulated by the digital 
values tt the pixels Upon completion ofeah s.an 
line the carriage adsances the light )Urce t) cor­
mcnte the next line the exposed film is developed 
to produce A transparentyv from which print%and 
enlargements are made 
Flying-spot plotters produce an image %ith un 
electron beam that sweeps acros the fixed him in 
a raster pattern 1 his s)tern i%also ernploid 
to display images on a television screen. whitlh 
enables the interpreter to vIe% the processed Image 
real time rather than %ailtngJor the protesw|d 
data to be plotted onto film, developed and 
printed 
LaIded image Format 
A4mIjor advantage of Landsat multispectral stan­
ner MSS imagery is that it is directly recorded as 
digital numbers on magnelic tape This grealls 
fau.litatC, the applcaton of computer prtkes­
ing programs The oscllating mirror of the MSS 
sweeps across the terrain at a right angle to the 
orbit path (-igure 7 3) and records data only dur-
Ing the eastt'xnd sweep The 18S-km long sLan 
lines form a tontinuous strip of imagery that Is 
subdivided into lots of 2,340 san line, to product 
individual I andsatscenes(Figure 7 3) Iheground 
resoluiaon cell of each detector is a 79 by 79 ni 
square Solar energy reflected from this ground 
area onto the detector generates a response thait 
vanes in amplitude proportionally with the inten­
sity of the reflected energy. 
A segment of a san line showing the .arialltton 
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-- PIXEL No --- 32W 
SCAN DIRECTiON ­/ 1
SCA 
SCAN 5/ /Isi
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L - DIGITAL 10A"I FILES... 
Fiotisn 7 3 
Reference system of scan lines and pixels for Landeat 
MSS image Note location of digital image fiteon 
computer Compatible lapel 
WESI m DWintOI) EAST 
I- 116 km 
-- 20D CIU Of NISS 0OtdKtWC; 0 U 'i ' Glound Rnirluuon
o- Sapi 
I, I I A 
PIXEL No I 2 3 4 5 3240 
DIGITAL No l60 14.1 is 72 94 lie Io 
tausi 7 4 
Plot of terrain reflectance along a Landsat scan line The 7g-m ground
resolution cell of each MSS detector produces a reflectance curve that Is
sampled at intervals Of 57 m to generate the digital number for each pixel 
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SLAN MIRROR 
No IV OEI[CVOi He DIRECTION 
7 2 
3 3 3-Nut 
4 4 
1 I 
8 2 
10 3 
iC4 - W No 
_ 
12 . . . ... 6. 
floIu~s 7 5 
Detail of detector array for Landsat MSS 
in terrain rellectance is illustrated it I igure 7 4 
together %%iththe 79 nt dimension of the ground 
rtsolhilon cell I he curve shoIng reflcctance is a 
1uill.ll01 of dItanLe along the scan line Is called an 
Wlrhoy, drvp/it because th. data are shown in di­
rctlS neasurable quantities Analog displass 
difler from hiid cihrphi s%,hichrecord intorma­
(ion in nuni rital form Analog data are Lonverltcd 
iito digital dal hv sampling the Analog dipla) at 
rtgilar miersals and rectording the valut. At each 
samuple point tii digital form Onboard the I andsat 
%ehidle th analog signals are sampled at 57 m 
mtersals and onsercied into digital data that are 
tranmtied to earth rectea Ing stations As shown in 
I igure 7 4 the sampling of a scan line produces 
1240i pixels each %ilh a corresponding digital 
knumier that represents th. reflectance I he analog 
signal could b sampled at any interval the I 4 
ratio of the ground resolution tell to the sample 
niersal 79 in 57 i I 4) ,as determined theo­
retlt.ilh ind experimcntallv to be adequate for 
representing the analog signal A higher ratio 
('nallcr sample intcrval) would not appr ciably 
iinprotic the digital data a loker ratio would de­
'radt. the quahls of the digital data This infor­
mation 1,as prosided through the ioltres. of 
Virginia Noruood of the %pace and ( ommunica­
tions Group of Hughes Aircraft Company %hich 
designed and built the MSS Spatial resolution of 
the image is ultimaiel ditermined by the 79 b% 
79 in dimensions of the ground resolution cell 
the smaller sample interval does not alter this 
relationship 
Each sweep of the scanner mirror reflects light 
onto an array of six detetors for each of the spet­
tral bands simultaneously producing the arras of 
six scan lines shoin in 1Figure 7 5 1he adsantage 
of this design is that the number ot mirror 5Qceps 
and the mirror %Lanvelocity are redutid b%a at­
for of six A dziadvantage is thai the response ol 
one detector may difier from that of the other 
hve. causing cvry sixth scan line to be brighter or 
darker Digital methods for correcting this image 
defect., which i%called sixh-hlire banding. are di­
cussed later in this chapter Each of the four 
hands of a Landsat image contai 7 6 106 pixels 
(2 340 scan lines. each with 3 240 pixels) that are 
recorded on computer compatible tapes (( Ts) 
A tape contains four data tile% each ot hith re­
presents a strip that is 46-km viide in the cast-%est 
direction and 185-km long in the north-south 
direction (Figure 7 3) ['ach data file contains fit 
brightness values tor the four spectral band%int r­
leaved A fifth file contains data for the image 
annotation The C(is Are available from the 
FROS Data ('enter at a1cost of $200 per I andsat 
scnc Prior to processing. most laboratories con 
vert the ('c'"data into tour new files each con­
taming a single spectral band for the entire scene 
Details of the tape format are described by Ihoinas 
(1975) and in the"Landsat Data Users Handbook 
by NASA (1976) 
lhe bnghtness values for bands 4 5 and 6 Are 
recorded on C( ls using a seven-bit scale (0 to 
127), band7 is recorded on a six-bit scale (0 to 63) 
Prior to processing sme digital systems multiplh 
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IhLi. saluc.sh yloor four to produce a con~btent 
eight-bit ',ale ijir all lour baids In addition to 
consistency betveen MSS bands, the uniform 
eight-hi: format mmucs errors introduced by 
rounding of decimal values To reduce computer 
prtkesing time and core usage, integer (whole 
numberl mathcmat-is are used Aherever possible 
l)eumal values are integer truncated (rounded) 
to the nearest integer In sax-hit format (0 it 63) 
computcd Nalucsoffi 6 and 93 are both truntated 
to an integer value of9. in eight-bit (O to 255) for­
mat the equt%,alent of a six-bit value of 8 6 is repre­
seined by 34 and 9 3 by 37 (4 8 6 =-34 4. 4 
93 37,2) 
lie computer printout o pixel values in Figure 
7 6A represents a small subarea of a Landsat 
image The upper left corner (pixel I. line I) oin­
ce %iththe northwest torner ofthe image Fach 
pixel is represented b> a digital number (DN) with 
higher %alues indicating higher reflctane. of the 
itrrain The outlined diagonal %tripof pixels sith 
higher %alues represents the highly reflective Lon­
.rete surfate of the 280 1rce,q %hich is also 
slNnsn in the aerial photograph (Figure 7 6D) 
I tic printout IsgeonetrILcall, distorted because tvAo 
spatacs ire required tor i.ac-h pixel, plus a blank 
space beteen adjacent pixels 
Ii,. initial step in converting the numerical 
pixel arraA into an image Is to determine the 
tatistita.l distribution (t the brightness values of 
tht. pix is lhis is shn'.n in the histogram (Figure 
76b) \lere the number of pixels corresponding 
It Lach l)N %,alueare plned Ihe histogram as 
prcpartd Ibr a larger stene of \hich the pixel 
arr,ts in I agure 7 6A is onl a subarta hence the 
hitogrin does not exa,..l, match the pixel popu­
litton tof the subarea Ihe 14 gra\-scale symbols 
Aif ai. line printcr art then assigned to spcCiti 
rtlges ol t)N salues ,tnh the darker symbols for 
Ilk lovc.r INS Values of 10 and less are plotted 
itIi a solid black s,,nbol ,alues ot 35 and higher 
arL. plo'iid ,ith olid vhite th. 12 interm.daate 
ra\ aAtlt.s,mbolh are edh assigned It) to digital 
,Itl .'sishon along th. abs.l,,i of the histogram 
in Figure 76B ihe resulting image is shu%%n in 
Figure 7 6C. where each pixel is represented b ,a 
gray-stale symbol This portion of the Landsat 
band 5 image covers the northwest corner of the 
aeral photograph (Figure 7 6D) The dark tones 
on the image and photograph are vegetation the 
light tones are the 280 Freeway the Stanford 
Linear Accelerator, and residential areas These 
examples also provide a comparison of spatial 
resolution of the Landsat image with an aerial 
photograph at an original scale of I 60,000 
The MSS image data telemetered from Landsat 
arc redtaed on magnetic. tape at the Fairbank,. 
Goldstone. and Goddard receiving %tation% At 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) these tapLs 
are used to produce a 70-mm archival him for 
each of the four hand% A second-generation him 
is sent to EROS Data Center (ED) Ahich repro­
duces the images for sale to the public As. de­
scnbed in Chapter 4 this procedure Is s.heduled 
for change in late 1977 Most El( iniages repro­
du.ed from the GSI C hlms are satistactory for 
mans users. the major problem has been the high 
densit) and low contrast of 70-mm black-and­
%htepositive transparencies 'Ahlch %,asdiscusscd 
in ( hapter 4 In addition, sime images have de­
feLs that Lan be corrected or improved by digital 
processing the data from the CCTs 
IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
Digtal systems tr processing Landsat and other 
images have been developed by a number of uni­
scrsitles government facilities and commerial 
organazatons One of these is the Video Imag. 
Communication and Retrieval (VICAR) system 
dexeloped at the Jet Propulsion ldhoratory IJPi 
ubhth isa NASA facility it Pasadena ( alitorna 
operated by thealifornia Instatuteol 1 echnology 
Detadis of the VI( AR systcm ire given by (oeti 
ind others (1975) Fhe Laborator;, for Applications 
of Remote Sensing (I ARM,) at Purduc Universit 
has developed the I ARS SystcLm l ARSYS) for 
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[0,ita touttesy R J P Lyofl St~tlh 11-1" ist, 
lures and then ansigns pixels to categories based on 
similar signalures The two general types onclassl­
1jia'lon stlemes are supervised and unsupernised 
tIissit.itio which have the folloitang dastmnl­
1ions 
I 	 ,%aqwrvined inhtijuation use% independent 
information to define training data that Ire 
used to estahlish classIi.atitn 4.atecgortc Ihe 
independent information m11ay be sptiral re­
Illt...te data tor the classihation catcgorics 
,Is i the following example for the %alton Sea 
and Imperial Valley Another mourc. of inlor-
Intllton is knowldge ol the loctiAon oli arcas 
within tile image that tvpis each of the desired 
classilitalOn I.itegorte %utch lotalitis are 
knovn is training areas and are illustrated by 
the Pakistan example in ( hapter 8 Super­
vised classhiiation is the most widci used of 
the two classiflcation scheme 
2 	 L'nrilqnrvirde laitaiflta : use%only the stat,,t-
Lal propLrties of the image data as a bait for 
classifiation the computer alone defines the 
classflcatihon categones this. method is poten­
tilv useful for classifying images where the 
analsst has no independent Information About 
the stenc 
I-ach of these classifitation schemes can be further 
subdivided int)(I0)ptrainn ,rt th:tifnfctlu which 
assumes Lcrtain mathematical models and (2) 
lnnparanhlirt t1'avJiuinsoin. vhlich a,,umes no 
model restraints Hc.ause nonparametrit. lasq­
fication makes the fewest assumptions it is ton­
sidered to bhe the more poerful technique 
A simpldied example of supervised multispairal 
classihation uses a Landsat image covering the 
Salton Sea Impenal Vallei, and Adjacent moun­
tans and desert areas of southern California 
(I igure 7 24A) I rainng data Are the gencralaied 
reflectance spe.tra for %%ater agriculture. desert 
and mountain%shov,n in l'igure 7 25A 1he data 
polts are plotted at the Lenter of the spectral 
range ofl cach of the four Landsat MSS hands In 
I igure 7 250 the reflectance spectra are plotted in 
three-dimensional spdc using the 'valucs Ior hand' 
4. 5. and 6 as coonrdinate" The solid dots Are loti 
ol the speLra shown in I igurc 7 25A Kacsian 
Llassificalion mclhods a.tsumc that the sanples 
belonging to each l.as.s form a (dmlwer %lithin the 
dt..son spagc Ihe .lustcrs shown diagramatn ­
calls in I igure 7 25B represent ellipsoids it hose 
dilmensions are a lunclion ol the stattcr ol th. 
samples ,ithin the Luster 1he surfaLtc ot the 
ellipsoid forms a decision boundary %.,thin%hitlh 
all points t that class wcur 
Dunng classaltation of a Landsat (( I th(t 
omputer retrievs the four spectral values Ior eat h 
pixel and determines the position of the pixel an 
the la.ssifhation space Should the pixel lall w ithin 
one ot the decision boundaries, or lusters it Is 
.lssilied ac ordingly Pixels that do not Iall wathin 
a decion boundary Are considered mwitiu/ied 
In iactri.e, the Lomputer .alculates the mahe­
matital probability that a pixel belong%to a Llas 
if the probability exceeds a designated threshold 
tht, pixel Is asigned to that Llas Appling this 
method to the digital data of the Salton Sea and 
Imperial Valley scene produces the c-lassihcation 
map ol I igure 7 24H In this example the %olimit 
of data isreduLced byaveraging groups of adjaCItII 
pixels and using this value in lassifhcation Note 
that the un.lassihed category indc.ated hs the 
blank pattern. tocurs at the boundaries heteen 
classes %%here the pixels nclude more than one 
terrain t',pc rhe computer tlassifi.atton of I and 
sit data actually operates in four-dimen'aon.il 
spaLe using all four spectral bands but this cannot 
be shown on the three-dimensional plot of I ig­
ure 7 25B 
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PROCFSSING SEQUENCE - LANDSAT DIGITAL ANALYSIS


1 	 Interpret resource types - Identify on photo's, maps 7'pln. and Line


Printer maps.


2. 	 Select training areas on Line Printer map - up to 3 resource types,


2-3 training fields for each - try to make these resource types as


different as possible.


3. 	 Clip the Windows


4. 	 Create histograms of the windows and determine the number of clusters.


5. 	 Cluster the Windows


6. 	 Create STAT files


7. 	 Create Multi-Window files


8. 	 Pool and Merge STATS


9. 	 Create final STATS


10. 	 Classify your windows with the final STATS


11. 	 Print windows with classification


12. 	 Use Photos and Field Experience to varify the classification.


May determine errors of Commission and Ommission?
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EDITOR COMMANDS I


(for Selected Computer Steps Needing Further Explanation)


NOTE Operator Commands in CAPITAL letters or underlined 
STEP


3) lip a Window. !SUB 
Iii-t Window File= WINHAYFORK 77 
(Old Version) 
2 1COORDINATES 
*NRTHyWSy SOUTH,* EAST CR
*-r- - _ --- -- -n-- -V 
* (same for each window of that resource type)
* CR(tw ce)


2 WITE -(this writes the file)


2Ir-- (repeat steps for each resource type)


4) Print a Window: IPRINT


"WflFoutputDevice? T = (terminal)


Input window file-the resource window you


lippdc"

See the list of win eYw (yes) 
Which window displayed r-i * all) -1 
Which channel (lthru4) 2 (and the next run 4) 
Global or local Histogram G 
Display Histogram (YN or only) ONLY 
5) Cluster a Window: IRAW 
2!RWUIFY 
D-- Fle Name - ENTER YOUR CLIPPED WINDOW 
31Number of clusters - WHATEVER YOU CHOOSE 
2!LUSTER 
3IUbT-AWY - (for ordinary clustering)


Input Stat file N 
Input window file'the name You entered above


Minimum number of cat after merging­

the NUMBER of CLUSTERS
 

What % convergence 100


Max number of iterailons 20


Want to see Stats Y


(itwill then give you the separability matrix


, means and variances)


Do you wish to save Y


Output Stat File- NAK IT


Create a CAT wlndowfMe N


(repeat for each of your resource types)
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STEP


7) riratp a inulti-Winow File ISUB WINDOW 
Input window file=WIN.HAYFORK 77 
21 COORDINATES 
*1ATfl7V!S7 SOUTH, EAST, CR 
* r- -Tr- r -- -r w 
* (same for each window of that resource type) 
* CR(twice)
2 IW'ITE (and name it_ 
8) Pool and Merge Stats: !RAW


2! 1 T file editing


Inp-ut Stat file- enter your 1st State file


#WRITE


Low cat, High cat = 1 space?whatever number of


clusters you have,

#OPEN


Inpu Stat flles enter your next Stat file


#WRITE


LG and high cat a repeat for this file


#GENERATE


Outpu-tMat file- give these two windows a new


name


Do you wish to continue Y


Input Stat file- enter the same as above


#Separability Swain Fu


Mar a t resold-eI -T-

Threshold Values *AT


#VARIANCE


#FUWR OF CLUSTERS 
#WI (Whatever categories you want to save ­
inorder) 
#POOL (Whatever categories you want to save ­
inorder)
**tRepeat until you have written end pooled all


of the categories)


#GENERATE


Output Stat file= name the file


(repeat for the next Stat file)
 

#OPEN


Input Stat file = put the name of the file you


just created


#WRITE


(-ontinue on In this manner)
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IRAW 
2!tUSSIFY 
Nwitero Channels= 4 
3!Gaussian 
Enter-RTor restart CR 
Enter Tncrement to save CR 
Input Stat file = enter rnml Stat file 
Input Window file - enter Mult,-Window fi
Enter increment to Print CR 
Cat Window file - enter Ca-t Window file f 
for Multi-window file'


2fQUIT


GLO',SARY


,tive system


A remote sensing system which transmits its own electromagnetic


emanations at an object(s) and then records the energy


reflected or refracted back to the sensor.


bdrid


A group of wavelengths of light producing one color or convenient


group of wavelengths, such as near-Infrared.


CALSCAN


The set of classification programs for aircraft and satellite


data handling and analysis developed by the Center for Remote


Sensing Unit at the University of California at Berkeley.


color composite


Color composite of channels (bands) of multispectral data.


Generally, composites are third- or fourth-generation images,


compared to first-generation composites produced from computer­

compatible tapes using a film recorder.


corputer-compatible tapes


Tapes containing digital LAIDSAT data. These tapes are standard


19-cm (7 1/2-in.) wide magnetic tapes in 9-track or 7-track


format. Four tapes are required for the four-band multispectral


digital data corresponding to one LANDSAT scene.


concatenation


aerial images in a series which have been geometrically rectified


(often stretched) and edgematched to form a continuous, planimetric


vertical mosaic.


edge effect


As used here, refers to slight mis-registration between two or


more channels which produces computer misclassification.


emissivity 
A ratio relating the amount of energy given off by an object to


the amount given off by a "black body" at the same temperature,


and normally expressed as a real positive number between 0 and 1.


enhdncement


Refers to various processes and techniques designed to render


optical densities on imagery more susceptible to interpretation.


'1euur.ni truth 
(Field verification) Definition of Earth surface conditions


through direct measurements or visual inspections for calibration


or evaluation of remote sensing observations from satellites or


aircraft.


nec tare 
 2
Ha, a metric unit of area equal to 10,000 a or 2.47 acres.


imagery


The visual representation of energy recorded by remote sensing


instruments.


KANDIDATS


The set of computer classification programs for aircraft and


satellite data handling and analysts developed at the Remote


Sensing Laboratory, University of Kansas.


LANDSAT-l (ERTS-1) scene 2 
Collection of the image data on one nominal framing area (185 km )
of the Earth's surface. The scene includes all data from each 
spectral band of each sensor. 
LARYSYS


The set of classification programs for aircraft and satellite


data handling and analysis developed at the Laboratory for


the Applications of Remote Sensing, Purdue University.


line scanning

The use of a facsimile device, such as an intensity-modulated


cathode-ray tube, which produces an image by viewing and recording


a scene a line at a time.


maximum likelihood ratio

Maximum likelihood ratio in remote sensing is a probability

decision rule for classifying a target from multispectral data.

Two types of errors are possible: failure to classify the target

correctly and mis-classification of background as the target. In 
its simplest form the likelihood ratio is P /P This expression 
compares the probability (P)of an unknown peKra measurement 
being classified as target (t)to the probability of an unknown 
spectral measurement being classified as background (b). When 
Pt/P > I, the formula decides t; and when P Pt/P < 1, itdecides 
b. Probability density functions are computed frbm spectral


samples, often called training samples. As the number of training


samples increases, the mathematical computations of the maximum


likelihood ratio increase in complexity. As a result, digital computer


analysis is required. The analysis is called automatic data


processing of multispectral remotely sensed data or automatic


spectral pattern recognition of multispectral remotely sensed data.
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Multispectral' scanner system, sometimes called the multispectral


scanner. The MSS usually refers to the LANDSAT operational


scanning system.


mul tiband


A study using more than one band.


multispectral scanner spectral bands


The division of the visible and near infrared portions of the


electromagnetic spectrum into discrete segments. The bands 
employed in LANDSAT-I are as follows: 
MSS LANDSAT-l Wavelength, 
channel band nm Color 
1 4 500-600 green 
2 5 600-700 red 
3 6 700-800 reflective 
4 7 800-1100 infrared 
optical system 
A system whose basic function involves the recording of a scene 
by the use of lenses and/or prisms. 
passive system

A remote sensing system which images energy emitted or reflected


as radiation from a given scene. The system produces, transmits,


and records no energy of its own.


pe rileah 111ty


Capacity of a material to transmit fluids.


photographic system


A remote sensing system which produces an image directly on a


film emulsion from reflected electromagnetic radiation of wave­

lengths in the visible and near-infrared portions of the EN spectrum.


pixel


Picture resolution element, or one instantaneous field of view


recorded by the multispectral scanning system. A LANDSAT pixel


is about 0.44 hgctare (1.09 acres). One LANDSAT frame contains


about 7.36 x 10 pixels, each described by four radiance values.


pulatization


The act or process of filtering energy in such a way that the


vibrations are restricted to a single plane. Unpolarized energy


vibrated in all directions perpendicular to the propagatinq source.


Vfs


,, liance 
Measure of the radiant energy emitted by a radiator in a given 
direction. 
raster


A geometric pattern followed by the sending element of a detector,


system, or by the electron beam of a television transmitter or


receiver.


rectification


The process of coverting a tilted or oblique image to the plane

of the vertical.


reflectance


Ratio of the radiance of the energy reflected from a body to that 
incident upon it. The reflectance of a surface depends on the 
type of surface, the wavelength of the illumination, and viewing 
angles.


reflectance infrared


Radiation in the spectral region from 0.7 to 3.0 p which is


reflected as a result of illumination from natural sources.


The portion of the infrared region which is imaged on infrared


sensitive films extends only to about 1.5 v ; longer wavelengths


are recorded by detection.


resolution


The ability of a remote sensing system to distinguish signals that


are close to each other spatially, temporally, or spectrally.


sensor


An instrument used to detect and/or record electromagnetic
 

energy associated with an environmental phenomenon.


signature


A set of spectral, tonal, or spatial characteristics of a


classification serving to identify a feature by remote sensing.


spectral response


Spectral radiance of an object sensed at the satellite and recorded


by the multispectral scanner


supervised classification


Classification procedure in which data of known classes are used


to establish the decision logic from which unknown data sets (e.g., land


uses) are assigned to different classes.


threshold


The boundary in spectral space beyond which a data point, pixel,


has such a low probability of inclusion in a given class that


the pixel is excluded from that class.


q 
il.ing f i0id 
The Spdtlal sample of digital data of a known ground feature 
selected by the investigator. From the sample the spectral 
characteristics are computed for supervised multispectral classi­
fication of remotely sensed data. The statistics associated with 
training fields are often input to the maximum likelihood 
ratio computations to train the computer to discriminate between 
samples. 
VILKERS


The set of classification programs for aircraft and satellite


data handling and analysis developed at the California Institute


of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).


visible


That portion of the electromagnetic spectrum between wavelengths


of 400 to 700 millimicrons, which corresponds to the spectral


response of the human eye.


wavelenqth


The distance between two successive crests or troughs of a wave


at uniform frequency and oscillation, measured in the direction


of the propagation of the wave. Wavelength equals velocity divided


by frequency.
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SUBJECT: 	 HOW KNOWLEDGE MATERIAL FRCM NASA WORKSHOP APPLIED 
This quarter I have been able to sue a great deal of material and knowledge garnered
during our September workshop. I have prepared a rather extensive slide collection,


especially from the IDIMS screen and from various other imagery available at Moffett


Field. A sample of its usage follows.


1)	Geography 190 - Geography for Teachers. This class is composed of prospective 
teachers who have little if any prior knowledge of Remote Sensing or its applica­
tions. I prepared an illustrative lecture demonstrating samples of imagery and a 
handout listing the various addresses of imagery sources. In addition, I tried 
to discuss various teaching strategies involving the imagery. They were a most 
receptive audience and respresent a group who, if they use Remote Sensing, can 
reach a rather large audience. 
2) 	 Geography S - Economic Geography: Three different topics were used during the


quarter (Petroleum Exploration, Land Use Types, and Land Use Planning) that had


illustrated lectures using Remote Sensing as a tool. Several people will take


the Remote Sensing class in the spring if it is offered as they were attracted


by 	 the techniques.
3) 	 I have been invited to speak to our Cartography Club and demonstrate our Landsat 
work-up of Humboldt Bay. Larry has also talked to the Cartography Club this quar­
ter so they will have been exposed to Remote Sensing more than once. 
4) 	 I have given several informal slide presentations to a variety of students, faculty, 
and townspeople. Most got off on the U-2 launch, but I have received several in­
vitations to make formal presentations in the future and in early December I will 
be giving such a presentation to a civic group in Fortuna. 
JSL:bh
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INTRODUCTION


The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) cooperated


with Humboldt State University and the NASA, Ames Research


Center (ARC), in using Landsat multispectral (MSS) data to


inventory land condition and vegetation on the Hoopa Valley


Indian Reservation. The USFWS is using this data in their


continuing inveatigation of the declining anadromous fish


population within the Klamath and Trinity rivers.


Landsat digital analysis was accomplished via a remote


computer terminal at Humboldt State University. The terminal


was linked by phone to several computer systems which were ad­

ministered through the Institute for Advanced Computation (IAC),


an associate of NASA, Ames Research Center. The use of the


EDITOR software was critical to the success of this project.


EDITOR is a series of interactive sub-routines which allow


the analyst freedom in performing cluster analysis within


specified training areas (guided clustering).


The purpose of this paper is to discuss the successful


use of this analysis technique in defining the maximum number


of spectral classes within any one land condition or vegetation


cover category.


Description


Supervised and unsupervised classification techniques are


the two commonly recognized approaches to multispectral class­

ifications. These techniques have been used successfully in


the past, although operational difficulties exist.
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The supervised approach allows the analyst freedom in


identifying training areas on the ground which represent


specific resource categories. These areas are used to develop


sets of multivariate statistics which contain means, variances
 

and covariances. Statistics generated from these areas are then


used to classify areas of unknown composition. A maximum like­

lihood classifier is a common algorithm used in this process.


Difficulties often arise when variances are high (15-30) with­

in a given training area. This is especially common when cluster­

ing is preformed on areas of natural vegetation. Areas such as


agriculture are less likely to have confusion because of their


consistent composition.


Given a cohstant Euclidean distance, statistical distances


between classes are reduced when variances are high resulting


in fewer unique spectral categories defined. Areas which appear


to be single cover types on aerial photographs may consist of


several spectral classes. The analyst id often forced to accept


high variances if the area to be classified is extremely hetero­

geneous.


The unsupervised classification approach can alleviate this


problem. In an unsupervised classification the analyst estimates


a reasonable number of spectral classes that will be representative


of the area. There is no attempt to define small, homogenous


training areas. Multivarate clustering algorithms are used


to assign pixels to the selected spectral classes. Separablity


or divergence statistics are evaluated to identify inseparable


classes. This process may be repeated several times until the
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maximum number of spectral classes are defined. This technique


assures minimum variance within any one spectral category. The


unsupervised approach may cause several problems, however.


The analyst often has little concept of what each spectral


class represents in terms of resource or land cover category.


Since no training areas are defined, it becomes difficult to


assign meaningful resource labels to individual or groups of


spectral classes. Often the number of spectral classes defined


is more than twice the number of land cover classes required


for the inventory.


Guided or controlled clustering has recently been reported


in the literature (Rohde, 1978) as a means of solving the pro­

blems generated from the unsupervised and supervised techniques.


EDITOR is a software system that allows either a supervised or


unsupervised approach. Through EDITOR it is possible to use


these in conjuction creating guided clustering.


In our project, we approached the classification problem


with a supervised strategy, using guided clustering. Training


fields were defined for each vegetation category within the


study area. Histograms were constructed from spectral information


in each channel for the categories defined. A visual inspection


of these histograms indicated the number of spectral categories


present. Our training areas contained between three and six


spectral classes. A minimum distance clustering algorithum was


used to establish the spectral classes and separability statistics


were calculated. A separability of 0.45 for any two or more classes


required that the clustering process be repeated with fewer classes.


Statistical modeling indicated 0.45 as the minimum separability


(0
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needed to classify with an approximate 0.95 probability of


correct classification (Card, pers. comm. 1978). The cluster­

ing process was repeated specifying more classes when any of


the spectral classes possessed a high ( 10) variance. In this


way a maximum number of spectral classes was assigned to each


land cover category reducing class variance. This process was


repeated for every vegetation cover category defined.


Since each clustering was completed independently, several


spectral classes were inseparable (i.e., very similar statistical­

ly) when statistics from each vegetation cover category were


merged together. The individual clusters were merged and edited


to remove spectral confusion. Additional sets of spectral


classes were merged until all vegetation cover categories had


been included. Separability statistics were analyzed at each


step. A class was always deleted when it conflicted (i.e.,


separability of less than 0.45), with two or more other classes.


Two conflicting classes were pooled together creating a new


class if the variances were reasonably low, less than ten;


if the variances of one class was more than ten, it was deleted.


The new class contained all of the pixels present in the two


original classes prior to pooling.


The final spectral classes were merged with the unsuper­

vised classes to include any spectral categories not present


in the training areas. From this, it was possible to define


a maximum number of low variance spectral classes for the


entire Landsat scene. The classes were used to drive a maximum


liklihood classification for all of the training areas. The


classification was printed out in alphanumeric code at approx­

/DC
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imately 124,00 scale. The shape and location of each train­

ing area was preserved on this print out.


U-2, I132,500 color infrared photography was interpreted


to determine the exact vegetation-cover or land condition at


various points within each training area. This detailed photo­

interpretation enabled us to assign meaningful vegetation cover


labels to the spectral classes defined within the training


fields by guided clustering. However, spectral classes still


existed without resource labels, as some classes did not appear


in the training areas. A window was selected from the Landsat


scene that was representative of the study area and classified


with the final statistics. The remaining un-named spectral


categories were identified and labeled through further detailed


interpretation of U-2 photographs.
 

Conclusion


Guided clustering was instrumental in defining all of the


spectral variability present in the project area. The maximum


number of separable spectral classes was defined insuring a


minimum ( 10) variance per class through guided clustering.
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APPLICATIONS ASSISTANCE FACILITY


EROS PROGRAM


NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES


Bay St. Louis, Mississippi 39520


August 9 and 17, 1977


I visited the EROS Applications Assistance Facility on two separate days


in conjunction with my trip to the NASA Slidell training course. The first


visit to EROS was as a member of the group being trained at Slidell. We re­

ceived an orientation lecture and a tour of the facility.


The center assists a user in ordering NASA Satellite and Aircraft data


by providing f direct link to the Sioux Falls computer and microfilm of Landsat,


Manned Spacecraft and Aircraft imagery. One is able to obtain the EROS computer


listing which results from a geographical computer search while at the center.


The outcome of a search is usually printed within one hour. Microfilm readers


are available for one to view the scenes of interest that are selected from the


computer listing.


The Center also provided assistance in non-digital'image interpretation.


They have photo-interpretation equipment that is available for use free of


charge. Anyone may sign-up to use the equipment for a reasonable period of


time on site. The equipment is impressive including two Variscan enlargers,


a rear projection 30X enlarger, a Zoom Transfer Scope, several light tables and


B&L binocular viewers, an ISl image analyzer, and digitizing table. The director


mentioned that their emphasis on photo-interpretation of U-2 photography and
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other high resolution data is inconflict with the NASA effort to push Landsat


technology. The people at EROS simply prefer U-2 data and they come right out


and say it. These "anti-Landsat" remarks were quickly followed with a fairly


strong pitch for Landsat. The NASA aircraft program is down-played by stressing


that aircraft data isonly available for some areas and at limited times. They


point out that Landsat covers every area within the U.S. on a 9 day cycle.


Another service of the center iseducation inremote sensing. One or


two hour seminars are given free and a 3 day training course isoffered at


$140 per student. This course was described as a hands-on workshop in photo­

interpretation skills. Itappeared from the examples available around the


room that emphasis would be placed on interpreting high altitude color-infrared


transparencies.


Finally, the center maintains their own library of full reports and micro­

fiche. They will search literature inremote sensing and allow one to borrow


the microfiche copies of the reports.


I returned to the Assistance Facility a second time to search the Sioux


Falls computer for Landsat coverage inNorthern California and to use their


image analyzer. Itwas very helpful to see the output generated by my Sioux


Falls data search immediately. Particularly important was knowing the number


of accessions. When the search produced few entries, for example, I re-ran it


with relaxed quality and cloud cover specifications.


Dr. Anthony Lewis, a professor at L.S.U., had brought some radar data to


be interpreted as part of a geology study that he was involved in. We used an


image analyzer manufactured by Interpretations Systems Incorporated and were


not able to bring out the linear features,that are often important for geo­

logic interpretation, any more effectively than we were by using a 30X
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INTRODUCTION:


I have attended an Earth Resources Training Course produced for 
Murray State University, Kentucky from August 8 through August 19 (2weeki). 
The course was designed to provide classroom and "hands-on" experience to 
5 faculty members from the College of Environmental Sciences, Murray State. 
I was able to gain a tremmdous amount of experience in processing Landsat 
tapes. As a "mdmber" of the group from Murray State I was also able to 
observe part of the technology transfer technique employed at ERL. I was 
able to talk extensively with NASA personnel and with the people from 
Murray to gain a solid picture of both sides of the technology transfer 
effort. 
This report is divided into five sections -- Technology Transfer at ERL,


The Kentucky Reaction, The ERL Computer System, The Training Course, and


Lessons Learned for Northern California.


I. Technology Transfer at ERL


What is Transferred - The ERL Offer.


The effort at ERL is explicitly limited to transferring the techniques


necessary to process Landsat digital data using a computer. The final


product is a geographically referenced land use classification. The view
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of the management at ERL isthat only Landsat should be considered and


further, only the computer classification of Landsat digital tapes should


be promoted. For example, a training course management decision*was made


not to purchase an image display system (CRT) which is capable of storing


and showing all four Landsat bands separately or any three in a color addi­

tive rendition. Itwas felt that this type of system would promote the


photo-interpretation of Landsat Imagery rather than the statistical class­

ification of Landsat digits. They decided to purchase a two channel version


to limit enhancement capability.


Given the above limitations of the transfer effort, the basic ERL


proposition isto provide software and training. A prospective transferee


isfirst offered a training course (the one I attended) at Slidell fol­

lowed by a period "at home" to collect ground truth. Finally a one week


follow-on course isoffered to process their own Landsat data. ERL did


not pay for travel or per-diem, only tuition and supplies were provided


free for Kentucky. ERL usually does not purchase CCT's for prospective


trainees other than the Louisiana data processed inthe first course.


ERL then suggests that a group purchase the hardware (computer and


data input/output devices) necessary to process Landsat digital data.


This requires a capital outlay by the transferee of between $100,000 and


$200,000. No brand names are suggested as being superior inquality or


are "recommended" by NASA. Any mini-computer system meeting the specifi­

cations provided by ERL may be purchased by the future user of the


technology. ERL then offers to provide all of the software


*As reported by a Lockheed employee.


(computer programs) developed at Slidell to purchasers of the


hardware system. Also, people from ERL offer to spend two weeks


at the transferee's facility to "bring up" the system at no cost


to the cooperator.


Even though ERL claims to give private industry equal opportunity,


I feel they do a grave injustice to industry by supplying free software.


The ERL approach may give equal opportunity to the manufactures of


general purpose mini-computers but they virtually eliminate people like


GE and Bendix from the market place. How does a specialized image


processing system like the Image 100 have a chance priced at about
 

$500,000 when the NASA, software subsidized mini-computer system is


available at $200,000 tops?


How The Technology is Transferred


The method is still being reviewed and modified according to


Bob Barlow,an ERL administrator. The process begins when the director


makes a presentation to a group of decision makers inState Government.


ERL offers to provide training and software ifthe State will establish


a remote sensing center to carry on regional projects in cooperation


with various State Agencies. The State isrequired to purchase a mini­

computer hardware system or designate a university within the State or


a State Agency to house the hardware system.


PNW type demonstration projects are also a part of the ERL program.


For these, the Landsat data is processed by ERL (Lockheed). For example


one ASVT going on while we were there seemed to be having the transfer


process placed into it. The cooperating group was becoming more involved


in the actual processing of data than I am used to seeing.
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As is often the case, the scenario did not develop as planned


inthe State of Kentucky. People from Murray State University


contacted ERL before ERL had made complete arrangements with Kentucky


State Government. ERL allowed Murray to come for a two week training


session and will allow them to return for another week to process


their own data. However, that will be the limit of NASA high priority


cooperation with Murray State until Murray becomes officially designated


by The Kentucky State Government to be a State University Remote Sensing


Center. When and ifthat happens, ERL will provide software and de­

bugging efforts for Murray State, provided that the University can


purchase the necessary hardware. Barlow made itclear to me that NASA


can not recommend Murray to the State. Ithas to be the State's choice.


Barlow did provide the Murray people with a list of key State people to


contact however.
 

II. The Kentucky Reaction


The people being subjected to the transfer effort were amazingly


receptive compared with my experience with people inNorthern California.
 

They quickly grasped the significance of large area coverage, repeat


coverage, and computer assisted, image interpretation. Inshort, they


really appreciated the advantages of Landsat. They also perceived the


satellites limitations but did not let those dominate their evaluation.


They were not as "resolution hungry" as the people I've been dealing


with inNorthern California. The Kentucky group included two geogra­

phers and two agronomists and it is likely that they do not have the


resolution requirements of the natural resource managers we have been


dealing with inNorthern California.
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Murray's reaction to the NASA strategy of working with a


State Remote Sensing Center was also positive. A member of the


Murray group mentioned that they would like to see two remote


sensing centers develop within the State, however. One within


their university to train and develop individuals in remote


sensing and one within State Government to be production oriented


toward the inventory needs of government agencies.


III. 	 The ERL Computer System


The Hardware consists of an image processing system, computer


and an output recording device. The image processing system contains


a typewriter keyboard/CRT terminal so that a user may interact with


the computer and a large 3 color CRT to display Landsat imagery.


The computer can be any small or large CPU equiped with a


FORTRAN compiler. The output devices vary from simple digital plotters


to color film recorders.


A large group of computer programmers (Lockheed people) are located


at Slidell and they are constantly working on more effecient and other­

wise improved programs with the NASA principle investigators there. All


of 
their past, present and future efforts are offered as the software


package from ERL.


Programming exists to do four major tasks. Landsat CCT's are


reformatted and classified according to the maximum likelihood decision


rule by the PATREC group of programs. The supervised technique is used


and provision is being added for unsupervised classification. The data


are then referenced to the U.T.M. projection by the GEOREF programs.
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A body of programs exist to then input the Landsat classified data


into a geographical data base with a minimum cell size of 40 acres.


Finally, applications programs are available to compute acreage,


estimate crop production, measure erosion hazard and calculate


carrying capacity for deer.


The hardware and software systems are described inNASA Technical


Report number TR R-467, "Low-Cost Data Analysis Systems for Processing


Multispectral Scanner Data"by S.L. Whitley. The system we worked on


at Slidell is configuration 4 (p.
27) in that report.


IV. The Training Course 
The course began with a two day orientation to remote sensing and 
computer processing of scanner data. The "hands-on" experience of 
computer classification began on day 3 as we selected training fields 
on a CCT of the New Orleans area which had been reformatted but not 
de-striped Training field selection isa tedious and time consuming 
process taking two full days and we only defined five classes of land 
use. The clasification was complete by day 6 and we continued to reduce 
the unclassified area and improve the classification during day 7. Day 
8 was spent referencing the data to the UTM coordinate system. Days 9 
and 10 were used to produce black and white plots of the classification\ 
and demonstrate the water search programs (new unsupervised techniques) 
and the data base programs. 
Overall, the course was excellent because it had plenty of time for


experiencing the system first hand. I just could not keep my fingers


away from that keyboard and so acquired the name "Crator Fox", due to


my uncanny ability to blow down the system in an incredibly short


in 
period of time. We were encouraged again and again-to touch the keyboard


and that no matter what, we could not hurt the machine.


Two major points of criticism however. We did not really have 
any ground truth to use for selecting our trainin,!'amples. The 
people from Kentucky and 'Iwere not at all famifr with the area 
insourthern Louisiana and we had no aerial photography to work with. 
I know that light tables and NASA aircraft transparencies were 
available because the NASA principal investigators were using them. 
Possibly they did not want us to see the superior resolution of


aircraft data, just a guess. Barlow felt that mine was a valid


criticism and said that more ground truth would be available in


future courses.


Since the course was taught by electrical engineering/computer


prograndng types, the theory of Statistical Classification was not at


all covered adequately. My background in remote sensing includes a


good understanding of multivariate classification techniques and so


I was not very sensitive to the omission. Most of the others were


completely lost, however, because multivariate discriminant analysis


isnot usually covered'in standard university statistics courses.


V. Lessons Learned for Northern California


I will now be able to communicate and illustrate, using slides


taken at Slidell, computer analysis of Landsat digital data. Also,


I will be able to describe Landsat "at full resolution" since I have


worked with the CRT display. My experience will enable me to build


confidence in the Landsat system among potential cooperators since


I am now very certain about what the fully computerized system can


and cannot do.


II9 
Requiring the user to purchase a computer seems almost to


transfer the technology by "force". For example, I could imagine a


government agency continuing to use Landsat digital data after they
 

have determined itwill not do the best job for them. Itmay be


difficult to admit that a $100,000 to $200,000 expenditure was a


mistake. This could be the source of a poor NASA image. By this
 

I do not mean to imply that the "NASA process it for you approach"


issuperior because here the technology isnever really transferred.


Somehow there needs to develop an atmosphere where future users could


be "weaned" away from aircraft photography, onto automated Landsat


processing and thereby allow them time to carefully consider a


decision to invest in their own computer hardware.
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INTRODUCTION:


Durinq the summer months of 1977 I travelled 12,000 miles visiting
 

21 agencies to learn about remote sensing. Basically, my itinerary in­

cluded visits to three types of organizations- educational institutions


involved in the training of remote sensing, NASA facilities charqed with


implementina technology transfer programs, and research centers applying
 

remote sensing technology to the marine environment.


Before embarking on this trip, I had established certain objectives
 

for myself.* Briefly, they were:


1) to become acquainted with the oceanographic applications
 

of remote sensing technology so that I could become effec­

tive as a technical liaison between NASA and local oceano­

graphic-oriented projects,


2) to develop a course, or perhaps a curriculum, inremote


sensino technology for undergraduate students of marine


science, and


*Memorandum 3, 21 ,June 1977, from myself to the Director, NASA Remote


Sensinq and Technology Transfer Project, Center for Comnmunity Develop­

ment, Humboldt State University.


3) to help plan and/or evaluate education programs and facili­
ties being planned for the Western Regional Applications 
Assistance Program. 
This report is divided into three parts. The first part reflects 
my thoughts on transferring the technology of remote sensing to the 
oceanographic counity. The second part is a journal describing my 
activities this suwer in chronological order. The third part contains 
an outline for a remote sensina course intended for the Western Regional 
Applications Assistance Program. 
I feel the summer has been very rewardinq. I am fortunate in having 
participated in the remote sensing short course at Purdue and invisltinq 
various laboratories, agencies, and universities. I have obtained a bet­
ter understanding of how remote sensinq can be applied to marine science 
and hope that my experiences can be of value to the NASA Remote Sensing 
and Technoloqy Transfer Project.
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PART I - Technology Transfer of Remote Sensing to Oceanography 
During this sumer, I found that oceanographic applications of remote 
sensing technology fall into two classes: those inwhich the color of the 
ocean is important versus those inwhich it is not. 
In the first case, some of the techniques developed for the analysis 
of multispectral imaqes (Landsat) have been useful in oceanographic appli­
cations, such as inthe analysis of chlorophyll distributions or in the


monitoring of oil spills.


However, Seasat-A, a satellite dedicated to oceanic investigations.
 

does not employ mltispectral imaging optics. This suggests that micro­

wave, non-imaging sensors might play the dominant role inoceanographic


applications of the future. Perhans the most obvious reason for the lack


of optical sensors on Seasat-A is due to the amount of cloud cover nor­

mally present over the ocean coupled with the relatively short residence


time of many oceanic phenomena. Virtually all Seasat-A sensors have all­

weather caaability.


I suspect, therefore, that a transition will occur in the nature of


experiments associated with satellite oceanography. Until the Seasat


Program isoperational, investiqators will continue to employ Landsat­

type methodoloqy. Later, the emphasis will Drobably be in the microwave


region of the spectrum.


Of course, this presents a oroblem to potential users (and teachers)


of oceanoqraphic applications of remote sensing. They may need to become


trained intwo relatively new fields -- multivariate statistics applied


to pattern recognition and classification, and the interaction of micro­

waves with the sea's surface. I recommend the oceanographic community,
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first be trained in Landsat-type data analysis in order to appreciate 
some of the present applications of remote sensing technology. As future 
applications develop, using the microwave region of the spectrum, addi­
tional training will be necessary. 
Indesigning a university curriculum to transfer remote sensing 
technology to students of marine science, a fundamental educational 
choice must be made -- to train or to educate. In certain technological 
areas, for example in the operation of a milling machine, the objective 
may be to train, i.e., to teach the solutions to a limited set of pro­

blems. (Many subject areas are not mutually exclusive. Consider the


traininq, or education, of a physician, engineer, or auto mechanic.)


Inchoosing an approach that incorporates the technology of remote


sensing into the study of marine science, I have opted for the latter


position -- to educate. My choice ispartly determined by my philosophy


of undergraduate education and partly dictated by the state of remote


sensing technology inoceanography, which is still in its infancy. Pre­

sently, I feel there ismore to oain by teaching fundamentals, relying
 

on the student to use new technology inhis investigations of the ocean.


To develop a curriculum in remote sensing of the marine environ­

ment, I first listed a number of applications topics. By constructing


a curriculum for each topic, some curricular areas, common to a number


of applications, should emerge. These will represnt the basis of a core


course (or courses). Self-study units, or seminars, could be developed


for the remaining topics.


As an example, here is a list of oceanographic topics inwhich remote


sensing technology could be applied: sea state measurements, wave statis­

tics, sea ice analysis, oceaA current description, oil spill detection,
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surfn temperature distribution, heat capacity measurements, chloro­
phyll distribution, fish or mammal distribution, ocean color distribu­
tion, wind speed measurements, tidal analysis, salinity distribution, 
and fishing fleet location (especially with respect to the 20-mile 
limit). 
Inorder to Illustrate the range of curricular subjects related to


these application areas, I have chosen chlorophyll distribution as an


example. The associated curriculum might include: basic optics of


water, optics of phytoplankton, principles of ocean color analysis,


characteristic vectors and principal axis transformations, Mueller's


(NASA) and Smith's (Scripps) approach to color analysis, recent papers


by Maul (NOAA), Morel (MIT) and Duntley (Scripps), multivariate statis­

tics, acquisition of remotely sensed data, the LARSYS software system,


physical versus physioloqical color, etc. This list is not complete,


but does suqgest how remote sensing technolooy might be applied to the
 

analysis of chlorophyll distributions.


I have not completed the above exercise for all of the applications


topics, but feel confident a core curriculum would include the general


subject of optical oceanography, multivariate statistics, and microwave


interaction with the sea's surface.
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PART II - Journal 
July 8 - EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls, South Dakota: Dinah De Kraal, 
Protocol Officer. 
I spent the day at EROS learninq about its general organization, 
facilities, and training programs. From my experiences, I feel accessing' 
its data by mail would be difficult, especially if a browse file (micro­
film duplicates of EROS data tapes and other imagery) was not available. 
Although EROS has produced slide-tape educational packages on subjects 
such as Ohmw to order Landsat imagery", these cost about $50, are not 
widely distributed, and the information in them is not available in pub­
lished form. In this respect, EROS has not made it easy for potential 
users to gain access to its data.


EROS offers two courses a year. The course lasts four weeks and 
costs $1500. (Atrip to the Black Hills is included.) Occasionally 
they send people to teach short courses at UCLA. For government personnel, 
they teach a course indigital image processing at about $500 per week, 
and will provide a technician and an image processing machine, like the 
Image 100, for $100/hour. 
I 
Some educational materials are available gratis at the facility in­
cluding the LARS minicourses and some similar units produced by EROS. A 
description and price list of these materials is appended to this report 
as are several other documents I obtained at the EROS facility. 
July 8 - EROS Data Center: Gerry Moore, Hydrologist. 
My discussion with Mr. Moore was related to oceanographic applications 
of remote sensing technology. Moore suggested the following references: 
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A) 	 H. L. Yager, Kansas Geological Survey, Moore Hall, 1930 Avenue 
A Campus West, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KA 66045. He 
has written about a way to reduce the effect of sun angle on 
effective radiance by comparing the ratio of radiance at two 
wave-lengths.


b) Gary Glenn, Regional Research Center EROS, Denver Hydrology of 
Estuarine and Intertidal Environments, ail Stop 413 Box 25046, 
Denver Federal Center, Lakewood, CO 80225 (303) 234-2320, 
c) 	 Dave Hubble on sediment export (same as above), 
d) Marvin Goldbert and E. R.Weiner, Remote Sensing of Water


Quality, U.S.G.S. Report on a Roman Laser Spectroscopy (no


date).


e) Robert D. Watson, U.S.G.S. Flagstaff, William R.Hemphill, U.S.G.S.


Washington, D.C. and Robert C. Biqelow, U.S.G.S. Denver. Fraun­

hoffer line documentation to determine fluorescence. Applicable


-to oil spills, liqnin sulfinate from paper mills, and phosphate


wastes in Florida.


f) D.H.P. Boland, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Corvallis,


Ore. Publication on trophic classification. EPA-600/3-76-037


April 1976.
 

July 8 - EROS Data Center: Dr. Robert Reeves, Staff Scientiest.


I had a short discussion with Dr. Reeves over lunch, and he suggested


I contact Gilbert Fraga of the State Water Resources Board inSacramento.


His interest is incoastal pollution.
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1921 
July 11-15 - Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS), Purdue 
University. West Lafayette, Indiana. 
I attended the LARS short-course at Purdue to gain a general familiar-
Ity with the technology of remote sensing. I had hoped the experience 
would allow me to transfer some of the techniques used at LARS to oceano­
graphic problems. Considering the length of the course (one week). I feel 
it was successful., The followinqsmunmarzes the major objectives of the 
course. As is always the case, however, there is room for improvement and 
I include some suggestions. 
Objectives. The Purdue course appears to be tailored to potential 
users of remote sensing technology who are more likely to be in an admin­
istrative role rather than in a purely technical one. For example, the


last lecture of the course is spent explaining how the attendees might


develop their remote sensing programs by coordinating with LARS, i.e.,


via a contract.


The technical content of the course concerns the numerical analysis


of Landsat data as compared to an image oriented analysis. The approach


is to classify pixels by their spectral signature. This is done by creat­

ing an n-dimensional vector, which has components representing the reflec­

tance of the image at several wavelengths, 1' 2..... n" Multivar­

late statistics is used to determine the likelihood that a given pixel


belongs to one of a given set of classes, such as water, corn, soy beans.


or fruit, for example.


However, the course does not dwell on technical details. I would


guess that most attendees leave with only a vague understanding of the


statistical models which separate corn from soy beans. The objective is


to give a basic understanding of how a four-dimensional vector is constructed
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from a spectral signature and how this "feature vector" can be associated


with other similar vectors to define a class.


Methodology. The course is well organized. The syllabus iscomplete


and the class progresses on schedule from one activity to another through­

out each day. The course includes "core" material and a series of slide­

tape minicourses tailored to the interests of each attendee. Inaddition,


a few hours are set aside for individual conferences with LARS staff.


The core material consists of about-five video-taped lectures on the


mathematical and statistical techniques used to separate feature vectors


into classes. The slide-tape minicourses cover topics such as the spectral


reflectance characteristics of vegetation, etc. They are valuable in con­

veying terminology, facts, and elementary concepts comon to the field of 
remote sensing.


The practical aspects of classifying information in a Landsat scene


are handled through a series of workshops. This is a valuable part of the


course, for all of the attendees gain an understanding of the strengths


and limitations of the computer algorithms. Also the role of the analyst


and the interaction between the analyst and the computer ismade clear.


By the end of the week, the attendees should be able to use the LARS com­

puter algorithms (LARSYS) to classify their own Landsat scenes, perhaps


with a little help from LARS personnel.


Seminars by LARS researchers were scheduled, but the speakers were


out of town or unprepared.


An optional feature of the Purdue course isthe "hands-on" experience.


The hands-on experience is intended to simulate a situation inwhich one


would have access to a remote terminal -- connected to the LARS computer.


(The third evening isspent making colored polaroid prints from the digital


printout.)
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Suested Improvements. The following suggestions are meant to be 
constructive. I am sure the LARS staff has adjusted the structure and 
content of the course often. However, from my perspective several im­
provements could be made: 
1) First, the academic pace of the course isquite slow. There is


virtually no serious study during the week, nor time for it if the hands­

on option iselected. There are no reading lists nor problems to be


solved. The course could be improved vastly ifthe attitude was more


scholarly.


2) The backbone of the theoretical part of the course is the set


of lectures by Landgrebe and Swain. Rather than being scattered through­

out the course, I would prefer to see this material lumped together (not


necessarily at the beginning of the course) with pre-reading, video tapes,


post-reading (individual), and group problem-solving sessions, followed


by a "live" appearance by Landgrebe and Swain. This could easily occupy


tdo days.


3) The lecture notes of Landgrebe and Swain need to be expanded, and


the associated reference material should be made available.


4) Studying the LARS Information Note 110474, which is sent to the


attendees before they arrive at Purdue, was quite useful. I1would add a


problem set on elementary statistics illustrating the definitions of mean,


variance, and the covariance matrix.


5) I would delete the evening hands-on option as itwas not an effec­

tive use of time. It is difficult to learn how to access the LARSYS system


intwo evenings. ,Also, the LARSYS documentation isnot up to date and the


two of us who elected 'this option gained little confidence inbeing able to


interact on-line with the computer. However, about 30 per cent of the time


isspent analyzing the computer print-outs. This reinforced the daytime
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ROW 
material and was a valuable component of the course. It should be incor­
porated into the regularly scheduled activity periods. 
6) Reading for the next day should be encouraged.


7) While the workshop is a valuable part of the course, the tempo 
should be increased. 
Conclusion. In the week spent at LARS, I obtained a good understanding 
of the LARS approach to classifying Landsat imagery. I learned to appre­
ciate the importance of the analyst's interaction with the LARSYS algorithms 
and left with a desire to learn more about the basis of those algorithms. 
In short, the course was a success, but from an academic perspective, I 
feel there Is still room for improvement.


July 18-19 - Space Science and Engineering Center, University of Wisconsin,
 

Madison: Dr. Thomas Haig, Executive Director and J.T. Young,


Meteorologist.


I visited the Space Science and Engineering Center, University of


Wisconsin inMadison to learn about the McIDAS system. McIDAS stands for


Man Computer Interactive Data Acquisition System. Presently the system's


outstanding feature is its speed inacquisition and interaction. Inthe


future, the system may also have greater analysis capability.


The McIDAS system provides an interesting comparison with the LARS
 

system at Purdue. McIDAS offers almost immediate data acquisition from


geostationary satellites, and enhancement of dynamic features at the touch


of finger. The system acquires visible and thermal I.R. imagery of the


earth's disk within five minutes of the satellite's transmission (every


1/2 hour). A series of images can be sequenced on the television screen


to observe shifting cloud patterns, etc. The LARS system, by comparison,


offers a static display. Its major feature is the ability to handle a
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large amount of data and apply statistical algorithms to classify ground 
elements by their spectral signatures. 
Since the geostationary satellite also relays meteorological observa­
tions from many ground stations, HcIDAS displays and synthesizes these data. 
For example, pressure and temperature contours are depicted as well as sur­
face-wind strealines. 
McIDAS has one disadvantage, however. The system stores data from the 
geostationary satellite only if someone wants the data (and is willing to 
pay for it). The data are not automatically archived like Landsat images. 
A training seminar illustrating McIDAS's capabilities, sponsored by


NSF, was conducted at the University of Wisconsin inJune and was attended


by many professors of meteorology throughout the U.S. Another training


session is scheduled for July. These are the only formal training sessions


devoted to the McIDAS system.


July 23-25: Department of Geography and Anthropology, Louisiana State


University, Baton Rouge: Dr. Anthony Lewis, Professor.


Dr. Lewis and I discussed his approach to teaching remote sensing tech­

nology. Lewis's courses are primarily geared toward air photo interpreta­

tion or image analysis as contrasted to numerical or digital processing of


images. His introductory course includes a healthy dose of technical


photography, such as use of filters, darkroom experience, and stereo photo­

graphs, etc. As a term project, each student must report on an application


or process of remote sensing. Inadvanced courses, Lewis introduces radar


imagery, his specialty.


Dr. Lewis supplied me with a number of siudent reports, pertinent


bibliographies, copies of his publications, and course outlines. The out­

lines are appended to this report.
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July 26 - Institute of Marine Resources, Louisiana State University, Baton 
Rouge: Dr. Oscar Huh. Oceanographer and Dr. Larry Rouse. Physicist. 
I visited the Institute of Marine Resources to learn how they are 
using remote sensing technology as applied to oceanography. Principally, 
they are using sequential IJAA 5 satellite data to describe the onset of 
winter cooling in the Gulf of Mexico. 
They have assembled a medium-speed, interactive computer system with 
a 24-bit, gray-scale plotter. This hardware is used to enhance the infra­
red emittance distributions over the Gulf of Mexico. Huh isphilosophically 
against using color enhancement in his work, and said the one-to-one corres­
pondence between infrared emittance and gray scale is superior to linking 
emittance to a variety of colors. 
July 28 - EROS Applications Assistance Facility, Bay St. Louis, Mississippi: 
Frank Beatty, Director. 
This facility is dedicated to providing service to users of remotely 
sensed data.


They offer:


1) short courses (usually 3 days, cost is $140) to train people


how to acquire data and use image enhancement equipment at the


Bay St. Louis Facility,


2) free use of facility - optical planimeter, optical drafting,


table for magnifying data film, etc.,


3) a good library (which contains an extensive collection of course


notes from various sources),


4) color enhancement instruments (optical, not computerized),


5) a browse file of Landsat data, and


6) EROS slide-casette modules plus some of the LARS slide-casette


modules.
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15 
The principal resource they lack is a computer system to perform numerical 
processing of Landsat tapes. 
July 28 - Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity (NORDA), Bay St. 
Louis. Mississippi: Dr. Paul Laviolette, Oceanographer. 
I visited NORDA to talk with Paul Laviolette. (Ifirst met him in 1972


when he presented a paper on oceanographic applications of remote sensing.)


Because of the recent reorganization of the Naval Oceanographic Office, much


of Laviolette's effort has been spent settingup his laboratory at Bay St.


Louis. He is currently working on an (ADP) unit which can receive images


directly from the NOAA satellite. Although the resolution isdegraded, the


real-time capability inthe field is useful for conducting oceanographic


experiments.


July 28 - NORDA, Bay St. Louis, Mississippi: Ron Holyer, Oceanographer,


and John Guagliardo, Research Chemist.


'Ron Holyer isworking with Dr. R. Bernstein at Scripps on an oceano­

graphic experiment near Cape Mendocino. There is a good chance that NORDA


can fund HSU to collect some ground-truth data. Also, Holyer provided me


with a set of specifications for a digital image analysis system (appended


to this report) which I thought might be of use to NASA.


John Guagliardo isinterested inmeasuring vertical profiles of tem­

perature within the ocean by using a laser source. I don't understand the


mechanics of this, but he provided me with some pertinent publications.


July 29 - Earth Resources Laboratory. NASA, Slidell Louisiana:' Bob Barlow.


I had planned to Meet with Roy Estes of this facility, however he was


involved inan auto accident the previous night. Consequently, I only
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received a short tour of the facility by Barlow. However, ERL appeared to 
have an established technology transfer program, and since Larry Fox was 
planning to participate in the program within a few weeks, I did not press 
Barlow for a more extensive tour. 
August 2-3 - Physical Oceanography Laboratory, Atlantic Oceanoraphic and 
Meteorological Laboratories. NOAA. Miami, Florida: Dr. George 
Maul, Oceanographer. 
Dr. Haul's research interest has been in computer enhancement of Land­

sat images to reveal various oceanographic phenomena. He has devoted some 
effort toward rapping the Gulf Stream. Accurate location of this oceanic 
current has saved shipping companies considerable revenue.


Haul has taught a graduate course in remote sensing at the University 
of Miami, and he gave me a copy of his syllabus (appended to this report). 
In contrast to Lewis's course, Maul's approach is quite mathematical -- he 
begins with the equation for an oscillating dipole! 
August 8 - NASA Headquarters, .ashington. D.C.: Don Montgomery.


I went to NASA headquarters to discuss the Seasat program with Don 
Montgomery. We talked about the overall organization of the Seasat program 
which reflects the needs of several user communities -- governmental agen­
cies, academic research institution and private industry. Because of the 
various affiliations of the experimental teams, the project is funded by a 
variety of separate agencies. 
One of the unusual features of the Seasat program is the participation


of private industry. They have outlined several experimental objectives:


1) Better routing of ships to optimize routes based on sea state and
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ps, 
currents, and to optimize routes for temperature sensitive cargos,


e.g. oil cannot be pumped if It is too cold, so ship-time is wasted 
in port while heating the cargo. 
2) Better environmental prediction for oil exploration in potentially 
hazardous environments (Alaska). A consortium of six oil companies 
has contracted to obtain a wave spectra model for Gulf of Alaska' 
and a real-time forecast ability. 
3) Monitoring of ice pressure ridges for ice breaker design and routing.


4) Monitoring ice berg movements.


5) Predicting annual goose inventory by obtaining environmental infor­

mation on their arctic nesting habitat.


6) Locating salmon and albacore by their association with thermal


fronts.


7) Preventing equipment loss in the crab fishery by better weather and


ice forecasts.


8) Providing better environmental forecasts for the Interamerican


Tropical Tuna Commission.


I have appended a few documents that I acquired at NASA headquarters


pertaining to the experimental plans and cost-benefit studies.


August 9 - U.S. Geological Survey, Reston. Virginia: Dr. Paul Teleki,


Environmental Team Leader, Synthetic Aperture Radar System.


The Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) to be flown on Seasat is perhaps the


most complex instrument planned for this satellite. Dr. Teleki is responsi­

ble for coordinating this experiment. He is rather skeptical of many of the


'%pplications"experiments associated with other satellite programs. He


views Seasat-A as a research vehicle and hopes the results obtained from


this satellite will yield significant "scientific" results. He is also
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somewhat pessimistic regarding the funding of Seasat, arguing that too 
many governmental agencies are involved. Consequently, no single entity 
achieves a holistic view of the program. 
August 10 - General Electric Company, Beltsville, Maryland: Howard Hevdt. 
I visited G.E. to see the capabilities of the Image 100 system which 
they demonstrated. 
August 11 - NOAA National Environmental Satellite Service, Washington, D.C.: 
Frank Kniskern, Russ Koffler, Dr. Richard Lepeckis. and Dr.


John Sherman III.


Kniskern's primary interest is in the analysis of arctic ice. We also


talked about the costs and delivery times associated with obtaining data


from NESS. (Idid not take good notes on this, however, I believe the cost


is about $3.00 per scene and $50 for data tapes.)


Dr. Legeckis and I talked about the education of a "remote sensor."


His attitude istraditional -- teach basics so that as applications develop,


users will be prepared to accept the technology.


Dr. Sherman has supported considerable work inoptical oceanography


related to remote sensing applications. I believe he would be receptive to


a proposal from us ifwe could develop a good experiment off the northern


California coast.


August 12 - NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Beltsvllle, Maryland: Dr.


Philip Cressy, Jr., Buzz Sellman, Dr. Nick Short, Dr. Jim


Mueller.


I met with two groups at Goddard -- one assigned with the development
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of an Applications Assistance program and the other devoted to research 
activities. 
The applications assistance program is directed by Dr. Philip J. Cressy, 
Jr. This group is responsible for implementing the NASA 'technology trans­
fer' directive. This program is still in the formative stages. They claimed 
their ability to expedite the development of their program has been hampered 
by excessive administrative review and approval procedures. 
The technology transfer program at GSFC has three elements: a marketing 
group to investigate potential users, a training and user assistance group, 
and a hardware (and software) group. 
The training and user assistance program is headed by Sellman. However, 
this program is also influenced by Nick Short who presently acts as a staff


advisor to Cressy.


Short has prepared a valuable document outlining some of the desired


elements in a training program. I agree with a number of his ideas regarding


the means of implementing educational programs and believe this document


could serve as a framework for designing our own programs (at AMES). Short


may be available on 10-11 November to discuss educational policies. I feel


we should take advantage of this opportunity to meet with him at AMES.


One of the principal decisions to be made indeveloping a user-assis­
tance program concerns the output mode of the data. In this regard, Sell­
man made a valuable criticism of the Slidell facility. He feels a trainee 
at Slidell leaves with a need for a $lOOK Image-processing facility and a 
rather poor understanding of the basic functions "behind the push buttons." 
He feels a better approach would be to train potential users on a remote 
terminal, to emphasize statistical basics, and to teach the interpretation 
of alpha-numeric outputs. The training of a person in this type of program


would cost only a few hundred dollars.
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Cressy's past training programs have been handled In two ways. He 
has sponsored courses at Penn State (Cressy promised to get me a course 
syllabus for an up-coming course) and he works with potential users on a 
one-on-one basis. His philosophy was stated emphatically -- "to cut the 
cord" and end the user's dependence on support from his laboratory once 
the trainee reaches a certain level of confidence. 
On an important but separate topic, Cressy said to keep an eye on a 
relatively new computer company, Commodore, which has entered the mini­
computer field. Evidently they have, or will have, a system equal in 
capacity to the HP system now used for image processing -- at a fraction 
of the cost. 
Cressy's group is also evaluating several hardware components asso­

ciated with digital image processing, such as line printers and keyboard


consoles. Their experience may prove useful to NASA Ames when we begin


ordering equipment. 
I also met with Jim Mueller who works under Vince Salomonson inthe


R & D group at GSFC. Mueller is an oceanographer interested in the color


analysis of ocean water, an extension of his Ph.D. work at Oregon State


University. He is also using remotely sensed data inthe analysis of sea


ice and oceanic heat capacity.


Mueller's thesis on ocean-water color isquite appropriate at this


time because he examined the statistical independence of wave-length


bands used to describe ocean-water color. This kind of information is


pertinent to deciding how many and which spectral bands are necessary to


describe ocean-water color. From recent measurements, he feels his


Oregon results are applicable over a larger geographical area.
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Mueller iscontinuing his work inthis field and will be at Ames


during the second week of September for U-2 flights over Monterey Bay. 
He has contracted with Oregon State University and the Navy Postgraduate 
School for support activities.


Ocean-color analysis, even though it is an extension of Mueller's 
thesis, Isnot the major activity inMueller's group. Most of their pre­
sent activity concerns the relationship between the ocean's heat capacity 
and climate. This work is in anticipation of future satellite measurements. 
Another activity being pursued by this group is the analysis of Antarctic 
sea ice. 
August 15 - Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.


I spent the day at the National Air and Space Museum. 
August 22-23 - Technology Applications Center, University of New Mexico.


Albuquerque. New Mexico: Dr. Stan Morain. Director.
 

Dr. Morain ispresently involved in a project, under contract to


Moonyhan at Slidell, quite similar to the one Itve been looking at this


summer -- to assess what user needs are, especially in the academic com­

munity, and to advise Slidell of what training programs are necessary to


meet those needs.


Morain felt very strongly about the location of technology trans­

fer centers. He believes applications centers should reside in the univer­

sity system, instead of being located at NASA research centers. From his


perspective, then, he believes the NASA monies for technology transfer


should be used to activate an existing academic institution (like Humboldt


State University) rather than to develop a separate facility near AMES.
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Horin has assambled educational materials for a number of courses 
for a variety of users, but unfortunately, the information isproprietary 
to the companies that pay for the courses. 
August 29 - Scripps Institution of Oceanography. La Jolla, California:


Dr. R. L. "Buzz" Bernstein, Mr. Gerry McNally.


I met with Bernstein and McNally to discuss an experiment near Cape


Mendocino planned for this September. The experiment isdesigned to examine


the hypothesis that the barotropic component of the oceanic velocity field


isdiverted seaward by the Mendocino Escarpment. Evidence that cold up­

welled water isdiverted offshore isavailable from satellite thermal images,


and Bernstein believes this surface water iscoupled to the barotropic com­

ponent below.


HSU can help in this experiment by launching two parachute drogue


buoys during our student cruises this September. The buoys will be tracked
 

by satellite. Ifall goes well, Bernstein suggested a data meeting ina


few months to discuss the results.


I also talked with Terry Hendricks who has been involved incoastal


currents studies (he was the California Water Quality Control Board's repre­

sentative on a coastal current project inwhich I was involved last year).


He has looked at NOAA 5 data inthe Southern California Bight and has done


some analysis with this data. His data suffers from the same malady that


will most likely affect us --overcast conditions for months at a time.


August 31-September 1 - Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena, California:


Len Bryan.


Len Bryan and I spoke about the SAR system on Seasat and a few of its


interesting applications -- the measurement of ocean wave lengths, the
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identification of fishing boats within the 200-mile limit, aMd 1he analysis 
of sea ice, his main interest. 
The most enlightening part of our conversation related to the state 
of many Seasat experiments. Since there had been some controversy over 
whether microwave systems would be able to measure sea surface features, 
several instruments were flown on an experimental basis. Data on several 
phen6mena now exist, but the relation between their cause and effect has 
yet to be understood. Thus the emphasis of the current Seasat-A experiments 
ison research -- to understand the microwave interaction at the sea's sur­

face. Applications programs, such as those associated with the Landsat


satellites, are still in their infancy.


September 2 - Department of Geography, U.C. Santa Barbara: 
 Dr. Jack Estes,


Fred Ennerson, Earl Hajic.


UCSB has an established remote sensing program and my interest there


was to learn about their program and compare itto others. They offer a


three quarter sequence: Photo Interpretation, Remote Sensing, and Noncon­

ventional Imaging Systems (I.R. and microwave). Inthe Remote Sensing


course, students are encouraged to take a concurrent course inelementary


statistics. I was interested in this because of the statistical concepts


involved in the analysis of multispectral images. More complex matters of


multivariate statistics are taught inan in-house "quantitative methods in


geography" course. By talking to two of Estes's grad students, I felt they


had a
basic knowledge of maximum likelihood ratios, decision functions,


and Fourier transforms --even though I doubt they would be able to calcu­

late any of these functions. Their point of view was that the geographer

and electrical engineer looked at two sides of the remotely sensed image.

What the geographer lacked inquantitative ability, the engineer lacked in

"viewing the landscape".
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Their courses are supplemented with laboratory sessions at a computer 
terminal. Hajic promised to send me a hand-out set for the lab sessions 
and will send some of the students' tern papers if I request them (I was 
interested in one on marine aspects and another on land use which included 
some color photos illustrating ground truth).


Their software (LARSYS and DIRS) is being changed from BASIC to UNIX.


Their facilities include a PDP 11/45 and an 12S VP-8 image analyzer.


I received a syllabus for each course they offer and Ennerson demon­
strated the library routines on UNIX. (Incidentally, he may be a good con­
sultant to set up a system!) 
September 6-9 - NASA, Ames-Research Center, Mountain View. California.


The visit to Ames culminated my two-month visit to various NASA faci­

lities, educational institutions, and research institutions. I participated


in a variety of administrative and technical meetings related to Western


Regional Applications Program.
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PART IlI: Proposed Outline for a Remote Sensing Short Course Intended 
for the Western Regional Applications Assistance Program. 
Objectives:


1) 	 The principal objective is to learn how Landsat-type data can 
be interpreted to reveal meaningful information about our 
resources. 
2) 	 An additional objective is to acquaint the student with several 
types of computer hardware systems that are capable of process­
ing Landsat-type data. 
Methods: 
1) The core of the program will be developed through the traditional


lecture/problem set technique. The subject material will fall


into the disciplines of physics and statistics.


2) Evening reading assignments will precede the next day's activities.


The first reading assignment should be completed before the course


begins.


3) 	 Some "core" material will be presented via 35ram slide-tape units. 
4) 	 Elective slide-tape units will be available.


5) Laboratory "work sessions" will be centered on a case study of the


analysis of a Landsat scene, and a demonstration and "hands-on"


experiences related to computer hardware selection alternatives.


6) 	 Individual conferences with applications experts.
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11K 
DAY 1


0830 Course description: goals and methods 
a) Information content in electromagnetic signatures of the 
earth's surface. 
bi 
c) 
Obtaining data from the government.
Computer systems hardware alternatives. 
0930 Have students submit information relating to individual interests 
incourse. 
COFFEE 
1000 Introductory lecture:
*LARS IN 110474 Remote sensing technology. 
Question/Answer period. 
1100 Minicourse: The physical basis of remote sensing (LARS KC). 
1200 LUNCH 
1300 Minicourse: Multispectral scanners (LARS MC). 
1400 	 Discussion of Landsat with an emphasis on the data-handling system.

The objective is to show relationship between the geographical


pixel and the corresponding location on the data tape as it is


archived at EROS.


Problem: calculate the number of bits in a Landsat scene.


1430 	 Introduction to computer hardware systems. Emphasis ison what


kinds of hardware (specs) are necessary to get data off tapes
 

and into memory. Do not present "data analysis" software yet.

Concentrate on the amount of information and accessing ease vs.


cost.


1530 	 Lab I - Hands-on experience of getting information into memory.


1630 	 How to order Landsat-data.


Homework: Fill out Eros forms 
Reading for next day: -LARS IN031573


1930-2100 COCKTAIL PARTY 
*Material to have been read before classroom presentation. LARS INmeans


LARS information note. LARS MC means LARS minicourse.
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DAY 2 
0800 	 Check EROS forms.


0830 	 Elementary software packages: regridding, geometrical corrections. 
COFFEE


0930 Lecture: Machine processing of remotely sensed data. 
*LARS IN 031573 
1030 Lecture: Spectral reflectance characteristics of vegetation. 
1130 Problem set -- to be completed before lunch. 
LUNCH (correct problem sets) 
1300 Review of problem set. 
1330 Lecture: Introduction to quantitative remote sensing (pattern 
recognition and temporal variations) -- after Landgrebe's notes 
and video tape. 
1430 	 Minlcourse: Spectral reflectance of characteristics of earth 
surface features (LARS MC). 
1530 	 Lecture: On the multivariate approach --after Landgrebe's


notes and video tape.


1600 Review of statistics -- covariance, covariance matrix, correla­

tion.


Problem set on the above.


1900 	 Evening seminar on some application of remote sensing -- perhaps


the noxious weed (?Ragwort) study by Ethel Bauer.


DAY 3


0800 Review of problem set.


0830 Minicourse: Interpretation of multispectral scanner images --

LARS MC.


COFFEE


1000 	 Lecture: System parameters fundamental to information extraction


-- after Landgrebe's notes and video tape.
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1100 Minicourse: 
LUNCH 
Pattern recognition in remote sensing (LARS MC). 
1300 
1330 
1500 
1600 
1900 
Discussion of previous minicourse. 
Minicourse: Typical steps innumerical analysis (LARS MC). 
COFFEE 
LAB I - Application of the minicourses on pattern recognition 
and numerical analysis. 
Lab III - Application of some "analysis" software. 
Problem set: 
Reading assignment: LARS IN 111572 
Evening seminar - PNJ Project. 
DAY 4 
0800 
0830 
1000 
1100 
Review of problem set. 
Lecture: Pattern recognition for remote sensing applications -­
after Swain's notes and video tape -- LARS IN 111572. 
COFFEE 
Lab IV- Review of hardware options on "how to build your own 
processing center". 
Lecture; Cluster analysis and sample classification. 
*LARS IN111572 
LUNCH 
1300 
1500 
Lab V - Cluster analysis 
COFFEE 
Minicourse: Elective 
1600 Minicourse: Elective 
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DAY 5 
0800 Review of problem sets. 
0830 Lecture: A look at other (Non-Landsat) types of remotely sensed 
data. 
0900 Mnicourse options: Radar, thermal JR, and various applications.' 
COFFEE 
1000 Introduction to browse files. 
1100 Lab VI - Input-output devices. 
LUNCH 
1300 Individual discussions with applications experts. 
-28­

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY Arcata, California 95521 (707) 826 3931 
Department of Geology October 13, 1977 
Mrs. Donna Hankins, Director


Northern California Remote Sensing


and Technology Transfer Project


Center for Community Development


Humboldt State University


Arcata, CA 95521


Dear Donna:


In our conversation over lunch last Wednesday, we discussed procedures for


grant applications in the remote sensing field. The conversation and your


enthusiasm encouraged me to present an idea that I have been mulling over


since I did field work for Exxon in southwestern Colorado in 1971 and 1972.


I have not followed up on the idea previously because I am somewhat ignorant


of what types of imagery are available and I am virtually untrained in remote


sensing technology. The possibility of receiving the training I will need


and of obtaining the proper imagery for this project prompts me to write to


you now. I believe the project has merit and I am convinced that at least


one of the members of the HSU Geology faculty should be well-versed in


modern remote sensing applications.


I have outlined briefly on the attached pages the research I would like to


carry out, as well as the benefits that should accrue to me and to the


University if the project receives support. I will appreciate any comments


or suggestions you and your associates may have regarding the proposal, and


any help you can give me in locating the proper agency to review the proposal.


I will be grateful for any assistance you can give me.


Sincerely,


John D. Longshore


Professor


Department of Geology


JDL:bw


Attachments
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IDENTIFICATION OF CALDERAS, VOLCANO-TECTONIC STRUCTURES,


AND HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION ZONES USING


REMOTE SENSING IMAGERY


Background and Objectives:


The San Juan volcanic field of southwestern Colorado consists of intermediate
 

to silicic volcanic flows and plugs of Tertiary age covering an area of over
 

20,000 square kilometers. An unknown number of vents erupted voluminous ash


flows, subsequently collapsing to produce calderas or elongate depressions


from five to forty kilometers in length. Uplift, glaciation and stream erosion


have partially obscured many of these major volcanic structures, though in some


cases stream valleys developed around resurgent caldera margins, accentuating


the shape and form of the structures. Soon after mining activity began in the


area in the late 19th century, geologists recognized that many of the caldera


collapse structures served to control hydrothermal and ore-bearing solutions.


Several of the calderas (Silverton, Creede, Lake.City) became important gold,

silver and base metal mining centers.


The first major geological study of the San Juan region was written by Larsen


and Cross in 1956. Since that time detailed maps of several smaller areas


within the region have been published (for instance: Lipman, 1976; Luedke,


1962, Steven and Lipman, 1976; and others), and extensive research has been


done on the area's mining districts to determine ore controls and types (for

instance; Varnes, 1963; Steven and Ratte, 1965, and others). Mapping by


U. S. Geological Survey scientists helped to locate several caldera collapse


structures and volcano-tectonic features that are topographically obscure


(Lipman, 1975, Lipman, et. al., 1973, Steven, 1975).


The objective of this proposed research is to determine if remote sensing


imagery can delineate details and minor structural features of the known


caldera and volcano-related structures within the San Juan field, and to


locate collapse structures and vents associated with ash flows whose source


areas have not yet been identified by surface mapping. An additional objective

will be to identify hydrothermally altered zones within the volcanic field by


imagery analysis as these zones are obvious targets for mineral exploration.


Results of this study should be of immediate interest to governmental agencies


and mining companies concerned with mineral resources of the area.


Proposed Plan of Research.


I believe the objectives of this research can be achieved within two years;

the work should be divided into two phases:


1. Training and preliminary imagery analysis


I have taught geology for the past twelve years; I have spent several


field seasons in mineral exploration for industry and I am familiar
 

with most classical mapping techniques and geological interpretation
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methods. I have also written general geological descriptions of regions

in the United States for instructional use, utilizing Landsat and Skylab

imagery. However, I have had no formal training in remote sensing,

modern imagery interpretation, nor even in the types of imagery that


are available today. I will not be able to do this research properly

without additional training, and my hope is that I will be able to


obtain the necessary instruction at one of the N.A.S.A. regional centers,

perhaps by working directly with the personnel there. Ifthis can be


accomplished in the summer of 1978 (6-8 weeks ? ),I should be able to


complete preliminary analyses of available imagery (Landsat, U-2, Skylab,

low-level aircraft) during the 1978-79 academic year.


2. Field checking and final imagery analysis

I do not believe that preliminary results of imagery analysis will be


supportable without ground checks to determine accuracy of the inter­

pretations. Field inspection of possible lineaments, rock types,

collapse features, and alteration zones identified with imagery would


verify the accuracy and reliability of the interpretations. Field work


in the San Juans should occupy from six to eight weeks of the summer of


1979. Final imagery analysis and drafting a report could be accomplished


during the 1979-80 academic year.


Expected Results and Benefits of the Research:


Results of the project should be of direct benefit to mining firms involved in


mineral exploration inthe San Juans. Faults, collapse features, and alteration


zones which might be undetected by ground surveys or which might take months to


map by field teams, may be detectable and mappable using remote sensing. The


results could accelerate exploration in the area. I spent three field seasons


in the western San Juans and I know that mapping in the area isextremely diffi­

cult due to the rugged terrain. Maps and interpretations derived from the


project should also assist the U. S. Forest Servicewhich is responsible for


managing the majority of the area. Ifsuccessful, the research should serve


to stimulate use of remote sensing data in locating volcanic structures and mineralized


zones in other areas of the western United States, particularly Nevada, Idaho,


Oregon and Washington.


Additionally, though perhaps less easily measured, the benefits of the project

would accrue to the Geology program and students of Humboldt State University.

The Geology faculty does not have a staff member trained inmodern remote


sensing. We offer a course inaerial photograph interpretation which could and


should be expanded to encompass other remote techniques in order to prepare

students for jobs of the future.


Inthis context, the training and experience I would receive from this project

would be highly beneficial to future generations of students at Humboldt. As


with all other research done by the Geology faculty at the University, I plan to

involve students inthis project to assist with both imagery interpretation and


with the field work.
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APPENDIX III


Documentation. 	 Community Workshops, Presentations and


Lectures as Part of Grant Activities


* Lists of training workshops and community presentations 
* 	 "A Forum for the Exchange of Information on Available 
Resource Management Data and Data Most Needed by People 
and Agencies in Northern California", Report on Workshop


in Weaverville, July 12-13, 1978 by Kamila Plesmid


i


TRAINING 
 
Hoopa/Yurok 
 
Indians 
 
Hoopa/Yurok 
 
Indians 
 
Humboldt County 
 
Board of 
 
Supervisors 
 
Ida Hoos Workshop 
 
Agency/Staff 
 
Workshop

S( eSensing

and Local 	 Reps.) 
 
Humboldt County 
 
Department Heads 
 
and Staff 
 
Faculty Workshop 
 
HSU 
 
Mendocino 
 
Community 
 
Organization 
 
Remote Sensinq of 
 
the Environment 
 
DATE WHERE NUMBER PRESENTOR(s) 
 
I I ATTENDING 
 
6/29/77 	 Weitchpec 8 L. Fox, 
 
J. Webster, 
 
K. Plesmid, 
 
L. Archambeau 
 
7/18/77 	 HSU, 8 L. Fox, 
 
Arcata, CA J. Webster, 
 
K. Plesmid,


D. Hankins,

L.Archambeau
 

9/26/77 Eureka, CA 30 D. Hankins, 
 
L. Fox, 
 
J. Webster, 
 
K. Plesmid, 
 
1L. Archambeau


9/27/77 Eureka, CA 30 D. Hankins, 
 
L. Fox, 
 
J. Webster, 
 
K. Plesmid,

L.Archambeau
 

10/15/77 Arcata, CA 27 L. Fox 
 
and LocalepOverall 
 
11/14/77 Eureka, CA 26 D. Hankins, 
 
L. Fox, 
 
J. Webster 
 
12-3-77 & ISU, 52 D. Hankins, 
 
1-7-78 Arcata, CA L. Fox, 
 
J. Webster, 
 
JR. Hodgson 
 
1-22-78 	 endo- 17 0. Hankin , 
 
cino, CA J. Webster, 
 
K. Plesmid, 
 
L. Fox 
 
1-11-78 to SU 126 L. Fox, 
 
3-15-78 Arcata, CA 
 
LEVEL OR TYPE OF 
 
PRESENTATION


Introduction/ 
 
Planning 
 
Coordination/ 
 
Training 
 
Information/ 
 
Instructional 
 
Instructional 
 
orogram of Social 
 
Aspects of Remote 
 
Sensing Technology


Instructional/ 
 
basics of Remote 
 
Technology. 
 
Applications -

Training.


Instructional/ 
 
Coordination 
 
Training/Planning 
 
Instruction/ 
 
Simulation activity 
 
Introduction/ 
 
Training 
 
NOTES


Introduction to Grant


program, begins


coordination for project


plan.


Input to General Plan


development.


Workshop to inform


Board of Supervisors and


to present basics of


Remote Sensing.


Led to development of


action plan for HSU


professorial involvement.


Provided both agency


personnel and staff with


full range of technological


developments.


Develop coordinated


program for Humboddt


County involvement


with project.


Instruction on basics


of Remote Sensing and


planning of faculty

interaction with grant.


Inform on basics of


Remote Sensing - use


of simulation activity


to "teach" Remote Sensing.


Ten week course offering


to HSU students and


community attendees on


full theory and application


of Remote Sensing. Course


being continued as HSU


department 	 offering.


TRAINING DATE WHERE NUMBER PRESENTOR(s) LEVEL OR TYPE OF NOTES 
ATTENDING PRESENTATION 
Department of 
Water Resources 
2-3-78 HSU, 
Arcata, CA 
7 D. Hankins, 
L. Fox 
Planning/ 
Instructional 
Initial contacts/information 
for possible program
with Trinity River Task 
Force. 
Department of 
Water Resources 
2-27-78 Red Bluff, 
CA 
25 D. Hankins, 
S. Norman, 
P. Williams 
Instruction Instruction on basics of 
'Remote Sensing and project 
planning. 
Landsat C 3-3-78 to Santa 350 L. Fox, Informational Fox worked with industry 
Conference 3-5-78 Maria, CA D. Hankins representatives on 
reflectance and tools for 
Landsat data. Hankins 
coordination, organizer of 
conference Droqram. 
Remote Sensing of 3-15-78 HSU, 120 D. Hankins Instructional Social implications of 
the Environment Arcata, CA Remote Sensing technology. 
COMMUNITY DATE 
PRESENTATIONS 
Citizens Task Force 6-6-77 
WHERE 
HSU, 
Arcata, 
CA 
NUMBER 
ATTENDING 
15 
PRESENTOR(s) 
D. Hankins, 
L. Fox, 
J. Webster, 
LEVEL OR TYPE OF 
PRESENTATION 
Informational/ 
Coordination 
NOTES 
Inform task force of 
grant award and 
anticipated activities. 
1K. Plesmid 
Arcata Redwood 
Corporation 
7-25-77 Vrcata, CA 4 L. Fox, 
K. Plesmid 
Informational Explained program-­
gained industrial 
participation with 
task force. 
Louisiana Pacific 
Lumber Company 
7-27-77 Eureka, 
CA 
4 L. Fox, 
K. Plesmid 
Informational Explained program-­
gained industry
representation to task 
force. 
Pacific Lumber 
Company 
Humboldt Bay 
Municipal Water 
8-1-77 
8-11-77 
Scotia, 
CA 
Eureka, 
CA 
3 
15 
L. Fox, 
K. Plesmid 
0. Hankins 
Informational/ 
Basic 
Instructional/ 
Informational 
Very interested in 
developing ah industrial 
project--representation
gained for task force. 
Activities of grant and 
program developments. 
District 
Arcata Rotary Club 8-24-77 Arcata, CA 50 D. Hankins, 
K. Plesmid 
Informational Develop contacts and 
support with local 
business groups. 
ciCounty Library 
In-Service Workshop 
9-21-77 Eureka, 
CA 
50 K. Plesmid Instructional/ 
Information 
Instruction in how 
Remote Sensing could 
be used in Elementary 
schools. 
Citizens Task 
Force 
9-22-77 HSU, 
Arcata, CP 
22 D. Hankins, 
L. Fox, 
J. Webster, 
Informational/ 
Coordination 
Periodic review of 
grant activities - request 
for support of future 
1K. Plesmid activities. 
Ferndale Lions 
Club 
10-26-77 Scotia, 
CA 
20 K. Plesmid, 
J. Webster 
Information General presentation of 
grant and Remote Sensing 
applications. 
Natural Resources 
Honor Society 
10-27-77 HSU, 
Arcata, Cf 
15 D. Hankins Information Solicit support and/or 
research programs 
from students. 
Eureka Southwest 
Rotary Club 
Walden, 
Colorado 
10-28-77 
11-1-77 
Eureka, 
CA 
Walden, 
Colorado 
40 
30 
K. Plesmid 
D. Hankins 
Information 
Information 
General presentation 
of grant and Remote 
Sensinq applications. 
PresentatLon on Remote 
Sensing and grant to 
State of Colorado 
r-nresentatives. Observe 
COMARC, Inc. Community input
6eclsion r king - Delwki 
COMMUNITY DATE WHERE 	 NUMBER PRESENTOR(s) LEVEL OR-TYPE OF NOTES


ATTENDING I PRESENTATION
PRESENTATIONS 
 
American Society of 11-17-77 
Civil Engineers -
Humboldt County 11-15-77 
Business Women's 
C l u b 
Eureka Lions Club 12-8-77 
McKinleyville 1-24-78 
 
Lions Club 
 
Northcoast Counties 2-2-78 
 
Supervisors 
 
Associations 
 
Career Development 
 2-7-78 
 
Workshop 
 
California Remote 
 2-9-78 
 
Sensing Advisory 
 
Committee


HSU Engineering 
 2-17-78 
 
Club 
 
V1 
 
-'Tele Conference 
 3-23-78 
 
Trinity River 
 3-28-78 
 
Task Force 
 
(11 federal, state 
 
and local agencies) 
 
Space and Air 
 4-11-78 to 
 
Symposium 
 4-12-78 
 
Eureka, 

CA 

Eureka, 

CA 

Eureka, 

CA 

McKinley­
ville, CA 

Santa 

Rosa, CA 

HSU, 

Arcata, Cf 

Sacramento 

CA 

HSU, 

Arcata, Cf 

NASA Ames 

Weaver­
viller,CA 

Eureka, 

CA 

-

50 

35 

45 

25 

20 

30 

15 

30 

4 

20 

50 

D. Hankins 
 
D. Hankins 
 
K lI 
 
K. Plesmid 
 
K. Plesmi 
 
K. Plesmid 
 
I 7F _Sensing 
 
D. Hankins, 
 
L. Fox, 
 
S. Norman, 
 
P.Williams


J. Webster, 
 
L. Fox, 
 
K. Plesmid 
 
D. Hankins 
 
K. Plesmid 
 
P. Williams, 
 
K. Plesmid 
 
D. Hankins, 
 
S. Norman, 
 
P.Williams,


J. Webster,


K. Mayer


Informational 
 
Informational 
 
ft an 
 
Informational 
 
Informational 
 
Informational/ 
 
Instructional 
 
Informational/ 
 
Instructional 
 
Organizational


Meeting


Informational 
 
Telecommunications


conference with


Dr. Roberson and


Calio on grant


activities. 
 
Informational/ 
 
Instruction 
 
Informational 
 
Speaker at Symposium.


Activities/accomplishment


of grant program.


lsi


General presentation


of grant and Remote


Sensing applications.


General presentation


of grant and Remote


applications.


Presentation of grant


and NASA wrap program


in Northern California.


Presented career potentials 
in Remote Sensing ­
basics of Remote Sensing. 
)verview of Remote


Sensing and potentials


for careers.


I 
resentation led to


support for California ASVT


n conjunction with


Northern California


High Schools presented


grant program and Remote


Sensing applications.


In cooperation with


California Museum of Science


and Industry.


COMMUNITY DATE WHERE 
 
PRESENTATIONS 
 
California Remote 4-13-78 Berkeley, 
 
Sensing Advisory CA 
 
Committee 
 
Indian 4-12-78 2 sites: 
 
Telecommunications Montana & 
 
Project New Mexico 
 
Siskiyou Conference 4-14-78 to Weed, CA 
 
4-15-78 
 
American Institute 4-22-78 Monterey, 
of Planners CA 
Conference -
Environmental 5-10-78 HSU, 
Education Arcata, CA 
NUMBER 
 
ATTENDING 
 
30 
 
200 
 
120 
 
75 
 
_ 
 
I0 
 
PRESENTOR(s) 
 
J. Webster 
 
K. Plesmid/Projec 
 
D. Hankins 
 
D. Hankins 
 
K. Plesmid 
 
LEVEL OR TYPE OF 
 
PRESENTATION


Organizational/ 
 
Presentation 
 
Informational/ 
 
Instructional 
 
Informational 
 
Informational 
 
Informational 
 
NOTES


Solidify organizational


structure, plan future


interaction.


Developed video-tape


presentation on project


activities. Transfer of


technology to local


Indian groups. 
Presentation of program 
objectives/activities 
to conference--partici­
pation on regional panel. 
Presented panel discussion 
and address on Remote 
Sensing. 
'lass is elementary age ­
use of aerial photos 
for map-making--tour 
of HSU Library display. 
NO. OF


STATE LOCATION--GROUP SUBJECT PARTICIPANTS SCHEDULED COMPLETED 
LECTURER 
CA HSU, Arcata Faculty Workshop 26 12/3/77 12/3/77 Fox 
CA Ames Rsch Ctr Computer Workshop 7 11/30­12/2/77 
12/2/77 
CA HSU, Arcata Faculty Workshop 26 1/7/78 1/7/78 Fox 
CA Mendocino--
Community Group 
Testing of simulation game 75 1/22/78 1/22/78 Project Staff 
CA McKinleyville--
Lions Club 
Remote Sensing presentation 25 1/24/78 1/24/78 Plesmid. 
CA Santa Rosa WRAP-HSU presentation to Northern 
California County Supervisors 
Association (NCCSA) 
20 2/2/78 2/2/78 Hankins, 
Fox,Webster, 
Norman, 
Williams 
CA HSU, Arcata Career Development Workshop Day 30 2/7/78 2/7/78 Fox,Webster, Plesmid 
CA Sacramento CRSAC Charter meeting 15 2/9/78 2/9/78 Hankins 
CA Santa Maria Planning meeting for Landsat C Conference 6 2/11/78 2/11/78 Hankins 
CA HSU, Arcata Presentation to Engineering Club 30 2/17/78 2/17/78 Plesmid 
CA Red Bluff DWR, Trinity River Workshop 25 2/27/78 2/27/78 Webster, Hankins, 
Williams, 
Butler, 
Norman 
STATE LOCATION--GROUP SUBJECT 
NO. OF 
PARTICIPANTS SCHEDULED COMPLETED LECTURER 
CA Santa Maria Landsat C Conference & Launch 360 3/2-5/78 3/5/78 Project 
Staff 
CA HSU, Arcata 10-week Introductory Course in 
Remote Sensing Technology and its 
Applications 
126 1/11­
3/15/78 
3/15/78 Fox 
CA Hoopa/Weaverville Meet with DWR/Trinity River Task Force 20 3/27-28/78 Hankins,Webster, 
Mayer -
CA Eureka High School California Museum of Science & Industry 
Symposium 
50 4/12/78 Hankins, 
Plesmid 
CA Weed Siskiyou Conference 120 4/14-15/78 Hankins 
CA Monterey AIP Conference 250 4/21-22/78 Hankins, 
Fox 
CA HSU, Arcata 6-County Remote Sensing of the Environ­
ment Institute--to be given for teachers 
and community persons to provide awareness 
of technology need integration into 
curriculum areas; jointly work out teaching 
strategies and design materials 
250 8/27­
9/7/78 
A f THE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
"1, 1 1i ',1AI 11t pIVEtii V 
Graves Bldg, (No 25) Graves Anne, Bldg (No 30) 
ARCATA, CALIFORNIA 95521 -- TEL (707) 826 3731 (2,3) 
REMOTE SENSING AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECT 
TOM PARSONS 
Duirector 
American Indian Communties 
TV Project 
American Indian 
Languages and Literature 
Program "A FORUM FOR THE EXCHANGE OF 
INFORMATION ON AVAILABLE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT


Community Education DATA AND DATA MOST NEEDED BY PEOPLE AND AGENCIES 
Project IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA" 
A Cooperative Workshop

Humboldt Co 
Recreation Project 
Indian Mainstream 
Industries Pioject 
Kotim Een Karuk 
Ceremonial Society 
July 12-13, 1978 
Multi-Cultural Education Weavervi lle, Cal forn a 
Project 
N A S A Remote Sensing 
Technology Transfer 
Project 
National Amerrcan Indian 
Repertory Theatre Project 
Prepared by-
Northern California Health 
Systems Agency Support Kamlla Plesmid 
Project July 28, 1978 
Redwoods Community 
Development Council 
Project 
Wood for Seniors 
Project 
/IWI 
IN COOPERATION WITH CALIFORNIA'S NORTHWEST COUNTIES 
INTRODUCTION


One of the major goals of the Remote Sensing and Technology

Transfer Project at Humboldt State University is to facilitate the transfer


of remote sensing technology to northern California users. In keeping with


this goal, a workshop entitled, "A Forum for the Exchange of Information


on Available Resource Management Data and Data Most Needed by People and


Agencies in Northern California," was held July 12 and 13, 1978, at the


Civil Defense Building, Weaverville, California.


Principal workshop cooperators and presentors included the U.S.


Geological Survey Geography Program, Reston, Virginia and Menlo Park,


California, the California Environmental Data Center, Sacramento, California;

the Western Regional Applications Program, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett


Field, California; and the Remote Sensing Project staff, Humboldt State


University.


Over two hundred people were invited to attend--representatives


of county, state and federal agencies, county and tribal governments, and


private industry in the eight counties of northern Califonria. Members of


State Assembly and State Senate committees concerned with state resource


management were also invited as were representatives from northern California


universities interested in the current and future users of remote sensing

tools. Of those invited, 43 people participated in the workshop (see


ApDendix A for list).


As the invitation stated, the workshop was to be a "forum for the


exchanqe of information." Formal presentations were kept to a minimum with


the majority of the time spent in a "hands-on" session and in group discussion.


WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES


The main objectives of the workshop were as follows:


1) To provide information on the availability and access to maps


or photographic products that assist resource management in northern


California;


2) To familiarize participants with the U.S. Geological Survey's

Land Use/Land Cover mapping effort currently underway in northern California,


an effort that is expected to be completed by January 1979; and


3) To discuss and formalize recommendations on the map, photographic,
 

or special product needs of the state, county and federal agencies in


northern California.


PRESENTATIONS


Morning, July 12, 1978.


Day One began with an introduction and welcome by Donna Hankins,


Director of the Humboldt State University Remote Sensing Project. This


was followed by brief presentations from Dr. James Anderson, Chief Geographer


of the U.S. Geological Survey's Geography program; Eugene Napier, Western


Region Representative of the U.S. Geological Survey's Geography program;


and Mrs. Sally Bay Cornwell, Director of the California Environmental Data


Center.


U.S. Geological Survey


Dr. James Anderson has been developing the current land use and


land cover classification system used by the U.S. Geological Survey since


1972. Although this standard system can be used with data from conventional


sources, itwas primarily devised to classify data'from remote sensors on


either high-altitude aircraft or satellites.


Since 1976, when the definitions of the classification system


were revised, the U.S. Geological Survey's Geography program has been


compiling maps at 1:250,000 of the coastal areas of the United States.


Northwestern California is their current work area, and they expect this


series of maps to be completed by January 1979. Eventually, the plan is


to map the entire United States, developing an information system as they go.


The land use/land cover maps have been digitized and that information


has been placed into a digital base with digital tapes available. The


U.S. Geological Survey isbeginning to develop base maps at 1:100,000 so that,


as more of these maps become available, the land use and land cover maps


will also be prepared at this scale.


Dr. Anderson, who was visitinq the U.S. Geological Survey Western


Region Geography program at the time of the workshop, accepted the invitation


to participate inthe Weavervi1le meeting because of his desire to understand


the current needs of northern California map and remote sensing users.


The workshop provided him with the opportunity to acquaint this representative


group with the work being done by his department and to involve many of


the participants in a review of the northwestern California land use/land


cover maps when they are completed.


Eugene Napier, representing the Western Region Geography Program


at the workshop, explained the use of the digital tapes that are derived


from the land use/land cover maps. He also described the process that is


currently underway to develop the northwestern California maps. Northeastern


California will be next with the eastern border of California last. His


program is interested in having local participation in evaluating the


accuracy of the maps, especially the non-urban categories.
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Environmental Data Center


Mrs. Sally Bay Cornwell was at the workshop to discuss her


state program, the California Environr ntal Data Center. Currently, she
isassessing the state agency needs for resource data and trying to develop

a 
 system to coordinate all of the existing information within state


departments. Cataloging is going on at this time,..and Mrs. Cornwell expects

to have an index to the data available in the near future.


In the meantime, Mrs. Cornwell is concerned with where people's

'gaps" are in acquiring or learning about state resource information.


With that knowledge, long-term plais can be made for the Environmental


Data Center. She was anxious to receive recommendations from the northern
California participants at the Weaverville Workshop so that the Center


would meet their needs,


"HANDS-ON" SESSION


Afternoon, July 12, 1978.


The afternoon of Day One began with a "Hands-on" session so that

workshop participants would have a chance to see a variety of map, photographic

and satellite products being used in resource planning and management.

Participants would also have a 
 chance to discuss their problems and concerns
informally with the people working on projects innorthern California


using the before-mentioned products.


Tables and display areas were designated around the meeting
hall for the following people:


Dr. James Anderson and Eugene Napier, U.S. Geological Survey's
Geography program. Samples of the U.S. Geological Survey Land Use/Land
Cover maps were on display. Information packets from the National Cartographic

Information Center (NCIC) at Menlo Park and 15' quad sheets of the

Weaverville/Redding area from the U.S. Geological Survey Topographic

Division, Menlo Park were distributed.


Ms. Sue Norman, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California,


was at the workshop to discuss the Western Regional Applications Program
(WRAP), a 14-state program to transfer satellite technology to state agency

personnel.


Mrs. Sally Bay Cornwell, Director, California Environmental


Data Center.


11 
--
Charles Ferchaud, Department of Water Resources, Red Bluff,
California; DWR State Mapping Program. 
 Samples of DWR maps were displayed.
He explained the land use mapping update that is underway in the northern


California counties.
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10


--Don Tuttle, Natural Resources Branch, Humboldt County Department

of Public Works; Humboldt County Data Bank.


--Ken Mayer, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Landsat Demonstration Project,

Humboldt State University. Landsat sateilite computer output products


were on display to illustrate work in progress on the Hoopa Square and


the Klamath Extension, Humboldt and Del Norte Counties. The project is


developing a veqetation map, using Landsat, to study the fisheries resources


of the area.


--Humboldt State University Remote Sensing and Technology Transfer


Project, May 8, 1978 U2 photography ifnorthwestern California. The entire


flight was available for viewing in the 6" focal lense size. Samples of


the 24" lense photography were also available. The Trinity County


Planning Department provided a light table for the viewing.


--Jack Naylor, private contractor specializing in low-altitude


aerial photography. Samples of his work in black-and-white transparencies


were displayed.


SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS


The remainder of the afternoon was set aside for small group

discussions. Participants were asked to sit in on one of three group

sessions Federal agencies, state agencies, or county personnel.

(Participants from private industry and universities were invited to


join the group of their choice.)


Questionnaires were distributed to all the participants to aid


the small group discussion (see Appendix B). Each group was to define


the following:


1) Maps and photography used by each agency represented.


2) Additional maps and photography needed, including customized


or special products.


3) A list of product priorities for each agency.


4) A list of priorities for each of the three groups.


Each discussion grouc was also to designate a spokesperson


to report on the group in Day Two morning session.


Discussion leaders for each group were:


Federal-. Dr. Larry Fox, Humboldt State University Remote Sensing


Project


State: Mrs. Sally Bay Cornwell, California Environmental


Data Center


County: 	 Don Tuttle, Humboldt County Public Works, Natural


Resources Department
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TABLE I. 
WORKSHOP QUESTIONNAIRE


33 questionnaires were completed. Ten were from Federal agency representatives,


ten were from California State agencies; five questionnaires came fromcounty

representatives; four from private industry; and three from Humboldt State


University personnel. (See Appendix B for complete questionnaire.)


#1& #2. What map and ohotoaraphy scales #3. How do you use these maps
do you use? #3. and photos7


Scale Map Photo- Total Base Maps 5
9raphy


1:6,000 Planning 14


or larger 11 16 27 Inventory 7


1:12,000 8 4 12 Land Use Mapping 8


1:15,840 -- 7 7 Land Cover Analysis


:24,000 20 7 27 A) Habitat 3


1:32,500 -- 5 5 B) Agriculture 4


1:62,500 12 4 16 C) Vegetation 4


:80,000 -- 3 3 D) Timber 9


1:100,000 3 -- 3 E) General 2


1:120,000 2 3 5 F) Other 5


1'130,000 1 5 6


1:250,000 3 -- 3


1:500,000


r smaller 3 -- 3 
#4. How often do you update' What maps do#5. you need? Are theyavailable 
Constantly 4 Yes No Sometimes 
Monthly 2 Base 4 T 1 --
Yearly 5 Orthophoto 4 -­ 4 -­
2-5 Years 11 Land Use 24 4 19 4 
5-10 Years 4 Land Cover 21 2 13 2 
Varies 6 ther 
TGeology 5 -­ 5 --
B) Hydrology 2 -­ 2 --
C) Soils 3 -­ 3 -­
1U 
IABLL I coninueo. 
#3 & #5. What type of photography do you use? do you need7 Isit available7


AVAILABLE?


Type Use Need Yes No Sometimes 
Black & White 10 12 2 3 4 
Color 18 23 8 4 6 
ColorIR 12 14 7 1 5 
#7. What are the barriers to #. Are your needs different from


obtaining your needs7 your agency's? 
Cost 24 Yes I No 
Time 5 18 13 
Politics 6 
Availability 9 ___ 
Lack of #9. Can you use other agency efforts'


Information 7 
 Yes No


27 ,5


#10 & #11. What are your sources for maps and photography?


Source Maps Photography Total


U.S. Geological Survey 22 5 27


EROS Data Ctr./NASA 1 6 7


Forest Service 6 9 15


Other Federal Agencies 5 -- 5


Calif. Dept. Water Resources 7 4 11


Calif. Dept. of Forestry 3 -- 3


Caltrans 2 1 3


Other Calif. Agencies 4 -- 4


County 7 1 8


In-house 4 6 10


Private Contractor 3 12 15


#12. What determines your map and/or photography needs' 
Federal Laws 12 Ongoing Pro ram 
State Laws 15 Individual Job 
14 
5 
County Plan 4 
The majority of the attendees divided themselves equally between


the state and federal groups. County representatives had the poorest

showing at the workshop, in part, due to a tightening of travel funds


because of the passage of Proposition 13 Those county people that were


in attendance filled out additional questionnaires for other departments

within their counties. The northern California counties not represented


at the workshop have been contacted to fill out questionnaires.


At the end of the day, the questionnaires were collected so


that an initial tabulation could be made for the following morning--one

reflecting the common needs of the participants. Day One of the


workshop adjourned at 4 PM.


SUMMARY FORUM


Morning, July 13, 1978.


Tables were set up for a "round table" discussion on Day Two


of the workshop. Donna Hankins, Humboldt State University Remote Sensing

Project Director, began the Summary Forum with a rundown of the common


elements in the first five questions of the previous day's questionnaire.

The following table isa full break-out of those answers. (See Table 1.)


LARGE GROUP DISCUSSION


The second part of the summary forum focused on the group

priority reports. These priorities emerged from the small group discussions


on Day One. Federal priorities, as reported by Dr. Larry Fox, Humboldt


State Remote Sensing Project, were photographic needs. State agency

needs, as reported by James Wardlow, Department of Water Resources,


were primarily mapping needs. And the northern California counties,


as described by Don Tuttle of the Humboldt County Public Works Department,

needed larger scale maps and photography than either the federal or state


agencies needed.


Federal Priorities


1) Color photography at 1:48,000.


2) Orthophotoquads, reprintable at a low cost, at 1:24,000.


3) Small scale photography at 1:100,000.


State Agency Priorities


1) Up-dated 1-24,000 quads and 1:100,000 base maps.

2) Current photography, at least every 5 years.

3) Complete vegetation mapping at 11,000 and 1:100,000 for


county-size maps.


4) Common map scales for state base maps.


5) Access to all California maps.
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County Priorities


ij 1:12,000 quality base maps showing roads, streams, townships


range, section line, and -ultural features.


2) 1:12,000 color photography.


3) Completion by U.S. Geological Survey of 7 ' quads for the


northern California counties as well as up-dating the existing


15' quads.


DEVELOPING WORKSHOP ACTION ITEMS


After the priorities of tne three main groups at the meeting were


discussed, the second phase of the Day Two session began. This phase was


the generation of action items for meeting the map, photographic or special

product needs of northern California agencies and private sector.


Each participant received a summary sheet (see Appendix C) and was


given ten minutes to write down five action items (inno particular order)

that reflected the needs of the representatives at the workshop. Inmaking

these recommendations, they were to consider what agency or group could


provide the needed items; the priority items that had already been discussed;


common needs in northern California; and cooperative methods that could be


used to fill the needs.


The next step in the process was to number the five items as


to their priority in each participant's mind and to give reasons for and


against each of these items occuring. Such a breakdown would focus


attention on the barriers to be overcome if action was to be taken on any

of the items.


Because of time constraints, only the first priority of each


participant was called for, and the Number One recommendations were listed


on a large tablet for the whole group to see. What emerged as a general


concensus, were two distinct areas of concern: up-to-date common scale


maps and a statewide information system.


FIVE ACTION ITEMS OF THE WORKSHOP


1) The need for standardized map scales throughout California


at 1100,000; 1:24,000; and 1:12,000. Scales to be used on base maps,


overlay maps, vegetation or land use/land cover mapping. (Standard


coordinates system to be part of standardized maps.)


2) The need for a statewide communication network or information


center/repository/clearing house that would provide an interface between


current and future resource products and data and the various state agencies,


county governments, private industries, and federal agency branches in


California.
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3) Completion of the 7 ' quads of northwestern California by

the U.S. Geological Survey, preferably as ortho photo quads.


4) The need for statewide vegetation maps that meet broad


needs and can be updated regularly and frequently (with Landsat).


5) The need for the state and counties to be photographed


on a regular basis (with coverage by the U2).


FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES


As a follow-up to the action items of the workshop, the group

directed Donna Hankins, coordinator of the workshop, to write a letter to


Mrs. Sally Bay Cornwell, Director of the California Environmental Data


Center, on behalf of the workshop informing her of the specific needs


of the northern California area. The letter was to request Mrs. Cornwell


to 1) meet with the California Mapping Advisory Committee to discuss


northern California priorities, 2) take up the question of completion of


the 7 ' quad sheets with members of the U.S. Geological Survey Topographic


Division, Menlo Park, California; and 3) incorporate the needs expressed


at the workshop into her long-range plans for the California Environmental


Data Center.


At the same time, various members of the workshop, representing

federal, state, and county interests volunteered tocomprise an informal


committee that might pursue the northern California needs with


U.S. Geological Survey representatives at a later date. Gene Napier,

U.S. Geological Survey Geography Program, said that he would be glad to


meet with this informal committee and/or organize a meeting between this


group and the Topographic Division.


The workshop adjourned at 12 Noon, July 13, 1978.
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APPENDIX A 
WEAVERVILLE WORKSHOP 
ATTENDANCE LIST 
Name Agency/Address Phone 
Nancy Tosta CA Div Forestry, 1416 Ninth Street, 
Soil Erosion Study, Sacramento, CA 95814 
916-322-0163 
Richard Gissibl USFS McCloud Ranger Dist., Drawer I, 
McCloud, CA 
916-964-2184 
John Glines USFS Hayfork Ranger Dst., P.O 
Hayfork, CA 96041 
Box 159, 916-628-5227 
Eugene C. Napier US Geological Survey, Geography Program, 
345 Middlefield Rd. Mail Stop 31, 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
415-323-8111 
ext. 2836 
Robert Sathrum Humbolat State Univ., Library, Arcata, CA 95521 707-826-3416 
Dennis Glovannetti Aero-Marine Research, Geology Div., 
1690 Victor, Arcata, CA 95521 
707-442-0359 
James M. Wardlow Dept. Water Resources, Planning Div., 
P.O. Box 388, 1416 Ninth St., Sacramento, CA 95802 
916-455-9844 
Bill Bowman Arcata Redwood Co., P.O. Box 218, Arcata, CA 95521 707-443-5031 
ext. 24


Charles L. Ferchaud, Jr. 	 Dept. Water Resources, Land and Water Use, 916-527-6699


P.O.Box 607, Red Bluff, CA 96080


Robert R. McGill Dept 	 Water Resources, Northern Dist., 	 916-527-6530


P.O. Box 607, Red Bluff, CA 96080


Ernest E. Lusk 	 CA Dept. Health Services, Vector Biology and 916-246-6345


Control, 2135 Akard Ave., Rm 14, Redding, CA 96001


B. J. Smith Dent. 	 Water Resources, Northern District 916-527-6530


P.O. Box 607, Red Bluff, CA 96080


Robert A. Rasmussen 	 Private Consultant, P.O. Box 4120, Arcata, CA 95521


Tom MacFarlane 	 Humboldt State Univ., Psychology, Arcata, CA 95521 	707-826-3740


707-826-3755


707-839-0689


Corinne A. Esser 	 CA Dept. Food/Agriculture, Long Range Planning, 916-445-8614


1220 N Street, Rm. 104, Sacramento, CA 95814


Robert D. Nelson 	 USFS Shasta-Trinity National Forest, Engineering, 916-246-5361


2400 Washington Avenue, Redding, CA 96001


Don Kaneko USFS, 	 Enqineering/Geometronics, 630 SansoMe St., FTS8-556-3476


San Francisco, CA 94111


Jack R. Fisher USFS Shasta-Trinity National Forest, Watershed 916-246-5304


Management, 2400 Washington Ave., Redding, CA FTS 241-5304


96001
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Name 
 
Chris Erikson 
 
John J. Summerly 
 
Tim Burton 
 
Gary Monroe 
 
Ray Flynn 
 
Donald C. Tuttle 
 
Stan Mansfield 
 
Dale L. Wierman 
 
Don Jones 
 
Jack Naylor 
 
Jay Wechselberger 
 
Ron O'Hanlon 
 
Randy Ferrin 
 
Lawrence Fox 
 
Ken Mayer 
 
James R. Anderson 
 
Shari Wall 
 
Stephen DeGloria 
 
Sue Norman 
 
Dale Lumb 
 
Agency/Address Phone


Trinity Co. Planning Dept., P.O. Box 936, 916-623-5594


Weaverville, CA 96093


CA Dept. Parks & Recreatioi, Operations Div. 707-443-4588


3431 Fort Avenue, Eureka, CA 95501


Dept. Fish & Game, Wildlife Management, 916-778-3913


P.O. Box 183, Lewiston, CA 96052


Dept. Fish & Game, Wildlife Management, 707-443-6771


619 Second St., Eurekc, CA 95501


humboldt County Assessor, County Courthouse, 707-445-7491


Eureka, CA 95501


Humboldt County Dept. of Public Works, 707-445-7741


1106 Second St., Eureka, CA 95501


Humboldt County Planning Director, 520 E St., 707-445-7541


Eureka, CA 95501


CA Dept. of Forestry, FRAP Section, 916-322-1945


1416 Ninth St., Sacramento, CA 95814


Redwood Comm. Develop. Council, P.O. Box 323, 707-826-3731


Arcata, CA 95521


Aero-Marine Research, 1690 Victor, Arcata, CA 95521 707-442-0359


USFS Hayfork Ranger Dist., P.O. Box 159, 916-628-5227


Hayfork, CA 96041


Bureau of Land Management, Forestry Dept., 916-246-5325


355 Hemsted, Redding, CA 96001


USFS Six Rivers National Forest, Land Management 707-442-1721


Planning, 507 F Street, Eureka, CA 95501


Humboldt State Univeristy, Forestry Dept., 707-826-4873


Arcata, CA 95521


US Fish & Wildlife Serv., Fisheries Div., 707-826-3731


c/o Humboldt State Univ., Center for Coin.


Develop., Remote Sensing Project, Arcata, CA 95521


USGS National Center, 12201 Sunrise Valley Dr., 703-860-6344


Reston, VA 22092


Remote Sensing Lab., Rm. 129 Mulford Hall, 415-642-2351


UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720


Remote Sensing Lab., Rm. 129 Mulford Hall, 415-642-2351


UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720


CA Coordinator WRAP, NASA Ames Research Ctr., 415-965-5899


Mail Stop 242-4, Moffett Field, CA 94035


NASA Ames Research Ctr., Mail Stop 242-4, 415-965-5900


Moffett Field, CA 94035 1 >


Name 
 
Lucy Williams 
 
Sally Bay Cornwell 
 
Joseph Webster 
 
Donna Hankins 
 
Kamila Plesmid 
 
Agency/Address Phone


CA Environmental Data Ctr., Office of Planning 916-322-3784


and Research, 1400 Tenth St., Sacramento, CA 95814


Director, CA Environmental Data Ctr., Office 916-322-3784


of Planning and Research, 1400 Tenth St.,


Sacramento, CA 95814


Humboldt State University, Center for Community 707-826-3731


Development, Remote Sensing Project, Arcata, CA 95521


Project Director, Hu.boldt State University, 707-826-3731


Remote Sensing Project, Ctr. for Community Develop.,


Arcata, CA 95521


Humboldt State Univ., Remote Sensing Project, 707-826-3731


Ctr. for Community Develop., Arcata, CA 95521


APPENDIX B continued.


7. Are there barriers to obtaining these needed items? Y N


What are these barriers?


8. 	 Are your job or division map and photo needs different than the overall


agency needs? Y N If Yes, how are they different?


9. 	 Can you take advantage of other agencies' mapping efforts? Y N


Is this a practice in your agency or business? Y - N


10. 	 Where do you usually obtain the maps you use?
 

11. 	 Where do you usually obtain the photography you use?


12. 	 What legislation, regulation or general practice determines your current


map and photo needs?
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APPENDIX C


SUMMARY SHEET


Based on input you have received in this workshop, list up to five actions that


you believe should take place to fill the n.,o, photography or special product

needs of Northern California agencies and/or private sector groups.


Consider: 	 What agency or group can provide the needed items?


Priority items developed here.


Common needs.


Cooperative methods that can be used to fill needs.


List Action Items here 	 P.iority Pro Con


#1


#2


#3


#4 
#5


APPENDIX B


(ANOTHER)


QUESTIONNAIRE


We appreciate your time and effort to fill tiSs out as completely and thoroughly


as possible. It will help in understanding what is really needed by the people


who are doing the work.


Representing: (agency) Division or section:


Name: 
 Phone:


Address:


1. What maps and map scales do you use in your specific work?


2. What photography and photo scale do you use in your specific work?


3. What are the principal uses of these maps and photos?


4. How often do you require updating of map and photo products?


5. What maps, photography or other products would make your specific job


easier or better? Geographic area 
Type. Land Use Land Cover Other 
Scale Color Black/White IR 
6. Do these maps exist already? Y N Is the photography available?


Y N
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APPENDIX IV


Documentation: 	 Examples of Some Media Developed for Communications


as Part of Grant Activities


* 	 "'Down-to-Earth Careers in Remote Sensing" Career Development 
Brochure 
* "Signature" Newsletter 
* 	 "Evaluation of Remote Sensing Technology Transfer Simulation 
and Games" 
* 	 "Remote Sensing - a Valuable Career Tool" Career Development 
Workshop Flyer 
REMOTE SENSING IS CREATIVE 
Yod can approach a career or training 
in environmental remote sensing from two 
different directions First you can complete a 
course of study in the sciences or arts and 
then add remote sensing technology to the 
career emphasis Or you can begin with the 
technical training in photogrammetry, 
surveying, cartography, and computer science 
and then apply that knowledge to one or 
more disciplines In either case you should 
acquire a broad background that includes the 
fundamental concepts of remote sensing and 
underscores remote sensing's applications 
In many ways, the more creatively 
you can relate to the technology, the greater 
is your career potential 
REMOTE SENSING IS RELEVANT 
The applications for remote sensing 
are growing all the time In January 1977 the 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) initiated a new 
program to transfer remote sensing 
technology back to the public who supported 
its development 
Three NASA regional application 
programs across the nation are helping state 
and federal agencies as well as local and state 
government people receive training in 
environmental remote sensing Through 
cooperative agreements with NASA and local 
universities, these people are exploring ways 
to efficiently compile resource inventories 
and build resource information systems 
Because of this new national focus on 
technology transfer, remote sensing is a 
relevant and valuable career tool for today 
and tomorrow 
REMOTE 
SPECIFIC 
SENSING IS GENERAL AND 
The number of university remote 
sensing centers across the country has 
increased in the past ten years Where the past 
emphasis was on research, today the goal of 
these programs is the application of remote 
sensing to real-life problems 
Advanced degrees in remote sensing 
are usually in conjunction with a discipline 
field, but an even broader background in 
natural resources and earth sciences may be 
the requirement of the future The "general" 
specialist finds a ready place in environmental 
remote sensing 
Down-to- Earth 
e % 
in 
For more information on 
programs in remote sensing contact, 
graduate 
Space Sciences Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 95720 
Environmental Remote Sensing Applications .."!e 
Laboratoir (ERSAL) 
Oregon State Uiversity
Corvallis, Oregon 97331 
Committee on Remote Sensing 
University ofArizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 
For more information on the NASA 
, 
-
.t. A. 
-
, 
4 
.::. . -
, :':V° 
. 
Technology transfer Program contact 
- 1' '.. 
Western Regional Applications Program (WRAP) 
Mail Stop 242-4, 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Moffet Field, CA 94035 
Remote Sensing and Technology Transfer Prolect 
-
NN 
. 
*o 
, 
' * 
, 
*, 
w i"" 
Center for Community Development
Humboldt State University 
' # , 
Arcata, CA 95521 , " ,' 
,. 
' 
,1,. 
4 
, 
. 
o 
.= Z 
" 
" 
There is an ever-increasing world need 
 
for more accurate information about the 
 
earth--precse, fast, and In greater detail than 
 
ever before This need has created anew focus 
 
on remote sensing technology and on the 
 
people with remote sensing skiffs 
 
REMOTE SENSING IS FAR-REACHING 
Although many devices, including our 
 
own senses, are "remote sensors," remote 
 
sensing commonly describes the application 
 
and interpretation of low and high altitude 
 
aerial photography and satellite data for earth 
 
resource investigation
Until recently remote sensing was 
synonymu ot 	 bt 
wit p y tepetion, 

synonymous with photo interpretation, but 
 
improved aerospace technology has expanded 
 
remote sensing's scope to include computer 
technology Two earth resource satellites, 
byLandsat 3) sensing vast amounts ofs are 
by nsat3)o revst mouts 
i form tion about the earth every day and 
re data to earth in 
4onf 	 i 
ji 
 
As "automated image interpretation" 
of Landsat data becomes more common in 
resource management, greater demands will 
be placed on the person with remote sensing 
skills Although Landsat is automated, it is 
not automatic Proper interpretation and 
analysis of the data only emerges when the 
computer processor checks the work with 
aerial photography, maps, and field 
collections 
REMOTE SENSING ISVERSATILE 	 
Remote sensing is only a tool, but it 
has applications in almost every career or 
profession concerned with the environment 
For the geographer or cartographer, 
remote sensing gives aview of the earth never 
imagined on the ground New l areas are 
mapped, old areas are better understood 
Work is underway today to update existing 
maps with aerial photo overlays and create 
new maps with satellite imagery and data 
ensig	prcesingThe
processingFor the forester, remote sensingfacilitates harvesting and reforestation plans 
Foresters have long used low altitude aerial 
photographyLandsat can tohelp manageassess an timber stands 	entire forest for 
The eal -us' 	 otesociologists 
.,.s-an ens 
fault The broad coverage of the Landsat 
image helps "lift" a fault line out of the 
ground features 
The agriculturalist judges crop yield or 
crop damage from aerial photography and 
Landsat data Because Landsat is 
computer-compatible, statistics on crops are 
readily available 
The environmentalist detects oil slicks 
and the off-shore dumping of waste using high 
altitude photography and satellite 
imagery--while the oceanographer studies 
ocean currents, upwelling areas, and bay and 
coastal environments from weather satellites 
and infared photography 
For the planner, remote sensing tools 
help to map urban and agricultural land use 
for the future growth of an area Here all 
forms of aerial photography and Landsat data 
help the planner see the whole picture 
Remote sensing helps the 
meteorologist and the hydrologist 
Meteorological events can be investigated, 
water resources can be assessed, and flood 
control techniques can be monitored 
engineer can plan a better road, 
dam, bridge, or building if he consults remote 
sensing data 
Any professional involved in earth 
resource investigation can utilize remotely
sensed information to do a better job Even 
vplannng ities--writers, artists, 
<­
ididu ls in 	 the hu 
n political reetior stsscien sensiifindfor 
uim ML.,jegislation, teclitial -and 
-environmental wnii, and the .social impacts
of the technology can all lead to careers 
related to remote sensing
ntl r ante-- a tn~cs( 
--.x_ 	 - _
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D 	 Allow 20 to 30 minutes for the activity.


E. Discussion: Afterwards, with the entire group, discuss the follow­

ing:


1. What kept you from solving the problem? (The problem could not


be solved without the contribution of each person in the group.)


2. 	 What helped you to solve the problem later? (It is easier to


talk in a small group than in a large group.)


3. Was the way in which you listened in the beginning different


from the way you listened in the end?
 

4. 	 None of us is as smart as all of us.


5. The pieces of paper represent the information and skills that


each person brings to a group.


III. 	 Evaluation of Simulation and' - Bit&'. The Simulation and 2 types of "6-
Bits" (Murder Mystery and Manzanita Valley) were tested with a group of 
residents of the town of Mendocino. Itwas found that the game places 
too much emphasis on the process of reaching consensus, and not enough 
on remote sensing and its implications. The "6 - Bits" exercises were 
successful in creating a good problem-solving atmosphere. 
The following recommendations are made for future use of these


materials:


A. The entire simulation as is might be used for groups that ,Have a


good background in remote sensing, that are well organized, and that
 

have a need for a problem-solving model to use in their resource-use


conflicts. The simulation would fit in towards the end of a session


or workshop in remote sensing technology.


B. Pieces of the simulation can be used where anplicable. Some sugges­

tions follow:


1. Have maps made of the local area (7min. quad) and use these


or use the map of Mink County inAppendix III insituations


where a heated controversy over actual resource-use issues is


imminent. Create a problem-solving exercise based upon either


set of maps which would generate a list of information needs,


and would prioritize these needs as inthe NASA "Lost on the


Moon" consensus game inAppendix IV.


This would be useful towards the beginning of an information


session inremote sensinq after an introduction. ItWill bring


to the participant's minds their particular information needs.


2 Large scale maps and map bases of Mink County can be used'as


visual aids inpresentations.


3. Segments of the tape recording, e.g. logger's, farmer's, forest


engineer's and environmentalist's speeches of Land Grab situa­

tion can be taken and used to make a more qeneral tape of any


situation where remote sensing technoloay can be used to help


solve a resource problem. This can be used inconjunction with


actual maps of a local area -- as in above exercise 1)or in the


next exercise 4).


4. As part of a workshop for individuals having some background in


remote sensing, the role cards can be used for a group discus­
sion on the social implications of remote sensing technology. 
Individuals could select a role to play and discuss -- Do we 
want to use this technology? What restrictions should we place


upon its use?


C. "6 - Bits" exercises can be used at the beginning of workshop ses­

sions -- itemphasizes the need for sharing information. The "Murder


Mystery" and "Manzanita Valley" "6- Bits" can be used for any group.


Ifmore than 6 are playing, make additional copies of the exercise


for each group of 6. The "Lake Erie" "6 - Bits" needs testing.


It should be used by those with more of a technical orientation.


Each of these exercises can be used as a model to make a "6 - Bits"


exercise from any problem.
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APPLIlu[X I -- sAMPLE "b - BIUS"


Manzanita Valley
 

SIX-BITS VARIATION (A Problem-solving Technique)
 

11 
 
Althouqh you may tell your group what 
 
ison this slip, you may not pass it 
 
around for the others to read. 
 
Fifty per cent of the areas of heavy 
 
brush build-up within the project area 
 
are privately owned. 
 
Areas with the most serious fire hazard 
 
can be idenified with LANDSAT data. 
 
Category A land has the heaviest brush 
 
build-up, 
 
3 
 
Although you may tell your group what 
 
ison this slip, you may not pass it 
 
around for the others to read. 
 
LANDSAT is a satellite platform for 
 
electronic sensing devices that image 
 
the earth's surface


Areas of heavy brush build-up can be 
 
identified using LANDSAT data.


Private participation is essential 
 
for a successful project.


5 
 
Although you may tell your group what 
 
ison this slin, you may not pass it 
 
around for the others to read. 
 
One fourth of the Manzanita Valley 
 
has been classified as Cateqory A land. 
 
LANDSAT data was used to identify 10 
 
categories of veqetation within the 
 
project area. 
 
Land ownership boundary lines are super- 
 
imposed on the satellite imagery of the 
 
project area. 
 
2


Although you may tell your group what
 

ison this slip, you may not pass it


around for the others to read.


The Manzanita Valley area was the site


of a pilot project in remote sensing


technology transfer.


Areas of heavy brush represent a serious


fire hazard.
 

The lono range goal of this project is


cooperative land management.


4


Although you may tell your group what
 

ison this slip, you may not pass it


around for the others to read.


The Manzanita Valley contains 400,000


acres.


LANDSAT data isbeing used to develop


a wildland fire prevention program.


Control burns can be conducted inareas


of high fire danger.


6


Although you may tell your group what


is on this slip, you may not pass it


around for the others to read.


Your group members have all the infor­

mation needed tu find the solution to


the following problem. Only one answer


iscorrect. Some of the information


provided is not relevant and will not


help solve the problem.


PROBLEM: How many acres of land inthe


project area representing serious fire


danqer are privately owned?


APPENDIX I -- SAMPLE "6 - BITS"


MtzrAer Mystery


SIX-BITS VARIATION ( A Problem-solvinq Technique)


1 
Although you rncy tell your group what i, 
on this slip, you may not pass it aronI 
for others lo lead 
INI (JFATIO" 
Ri lls, the boolmaker, has been found 
dead Ili the cli b lounge, his wine 
pI soned 
rhe q'urderer's hand stealthily moves 
for-,ard to put sorrething in Jones' 
Whiskey 
No one has lef' his seat and there is 
no ore else in the room. 
3 
Althoufjh you may tell your grouD what is 
on this slip, veu may not pass it around 
for others to 'ead 
INFOR14ATION 
Ihe four mpn a,-e, not necessarily re­
specti vely, a ,jeric ral , scnoulIuster, 
admiral , and doctor 
The schoalmastnr is a teetotaler 
/ '.1i.1 il V ' l tVllt r1 ' ) 'IU 'llt I­
2 
I	Although you may tell your gioup what Is 
on this slip, you may not pass it around 
for others to read. 
INPORMATI ON 
Four men are sitting on a sofa and two


chairs, which are on either side of the


sofa, in front of the fireplace


The four men's names are Smith, Brown, 
Jones and Robinson.


Smith is sitting in one of the armchairs 
The Schoolmaster is next to him on his 
left. 
4 
Although you may tell your group what is 

on this slip, you may not pass it around 

for others to read. 

I NFfRMAT ION" 

There is a mirror over the fireplace.


Your group members have all the informa­
tion needed to find the answer to the frl ­
lowing ruestion Only one ans'vr is cot­
rect You can prove it 
PROBLEi W'hat 1:5the profcss wn of tot. 
man, and where is he sitting? iho is the 
IMIii
derer?


~1 6 
Althoutli t/(u iav tell y j,-qr,', ,,Itt . 
("1 1' I 
ilI Oil I Lo 
i, O,:AF ION 
,I iv 
"e0, 
not ' n t al ilt] on t in; -li ), VoN Iay 
for othiers to read 
INFORfMFI n 
not l', I I r), 
Ihe \llft'r poll-S I Jlass Cf w'IV 
Jo113,, and J her tor Bru,:n. 
|or The General lools uo, and in the mitr­'i 
over 1ihe fireplace, sees the lootciv.,e 
behind the waitet lie then Itll s I) 
Ne lhlr ',itm ior Br'ot;n ha% anv ; stel' speak to Rohi nson who is ii toj-i 
t'io A]i' 'I's hther-ni-law. Reproduced rb&. 
ibest availahle ,copy 
'4­

lip


A:.ih4,~ . - 2,.,,.L J , 
Lake Erie


SIX-BITS VARIATION (A Problem-solving Technique)


YOU may tell the others what is on this card,
4ut you may not pa s it around. 
 
tbut 
 
You are a remote sensing technology transfer


regional user from Michigan/Ohio Department 
 
of Public Works 
 
You have at your disposal much data about hu-

,man usage of the Lake, including waste disposal 
 
data and geography. 
 
Much of your information isoutdated. 
 
Kelly and South Bass Islands are located North-

east of Port Clinton. 
 
Port Clinton's coordinates are 41.3°N82.9°W.


Port Clinton has a growing population of


850,000


A large steel company has its mill on the west


shore of the rectangular Lake Erie.


3 
 
tu may tell the others what ison this card,


but you may not pass itaround. 
 
You are a ground truther for remote sensing 
 
technologists. You determine the spectral

signature for the resource being managed. 
 
'You observed a large bloom of Aphanizomen flos. 
 
aquae inthe Utah Lake on July 14th. 
 
Algae ishigh reflective innear-infra-red 
 
The surface water at Port Clinton was 14.5 C 
 
on September 5,1975. 
 
You may tell the others what ison this card,

but you may not pass itaround. 
 
You are a U-2 aircraft photo interpreter, 
 
Using multi-band photos, you notice that the


qyres reverse contrast with surrounding water 
 
inthe near IR 
 
During a routine flight over Lake Erie on 
 
Sept. 8,a long dark streamer was observed 
 
between the Islands. 
 
On Sept. 9,a special flight confirmed the 
 
sighting and revealed a second streamer direct 
 
-ly below the inflow channel into Lake Erie. 
 
2 
You may tell the others what ison this card,


you may not pass it around.


You are a low-flying aircraft photo inter­

preter.


Thermal IR photography identified several


zones of brightness inthe lake on Sept0 5.


.		 Thes8 brighterozones extended from 41.5N 
82.8 W to 41.6 N82.60W.


Lakes Michigan, Huron, and Superior flow


into Lake Erie at its Northwest point.


4


You may tell the others what ison this card,
 

but you may not pass itaround.


You are a computer analyst, working to


integrate satellite data.


.		 Satellites can monitor subtle alterations 
inthe environment which normally remain 
unperceived. 
.		 On July 14 a satellite flight over Utah 
Lake revealed a large gyre in the lake on


bands 5 and 6.


LANDSAT revealed zones of cyclonic traces


inLake Erie on Spetember 8 in the red band


and near-infra-red band.


6


You may tell the others what ison this card,


but you may not pass it around.


You are the limnoloqist from the Water Quality


Control Board of the Great Lakes Area.


Summer algae blooms make regular appearances


inLake Erie.


The evolution of most blooms takes place in


two to three days.


Your group has a problem to solve.


PROBLEM- Which areas of the lake are likely


to have algae blooms?


APPENDIX IT


REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SIMULATION GAME


RULES


Note: First play "6- Bits"


1. This game simulates an idealized resource management issue where citizens of


a county are returned a substantial amount of decision-making power. Citizens


and resource agency representatives, together, try to find the best solutions


to the hypothetical issues in the game.


2. The first object of the game is to reach a consensus solution; one solution


with which all players can agree. It is the process 'that is important, though,


not the final solution.


3. The second object of the game is to give you a chance to explore the social


implications of remote sensing as a resource management tool as you try to


solve an issue in resource management.


4. Now, divide yourselves equally into 5 qroups. Each group Will represent one'


of these interest groups: recreationists, social reformers, landowners,


business persons, and qovernment agencies. (Have participants select the


group they prefer.)


5. We believe that playing the role of someone different than yourself will give


you a new perspective on th6 issues Act the way you believe persons who


actually find themselves in such roles would act. These role cards are only


a beqinning. Feel free to expand upon your role in any way you wish.
 

Improvise. (Pass out cards. Wait. Pass paper and pencils.)


6. After the introductory newscast.


A. Each group will prepare a short general statement of their position.


B. Present them at a public forum.


C. Short discussion.
 

D. Back to old groups or form new groups and formulate specific plans of


action.
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FINAL PUBLIC FORUM -- Each group presents their alternatives.


DISCUSSION -- Try to reach consensus that integrates the various points


of view. (30 minutes)


FORM CAUCUSES IF NEEDED.


7. 	 Show slides, play tape.


8. 	 Have someone give out consensus suggestions.


9. 	 Begin -- each group will prepare a short general statement about their posi­

tion on these issues.


A. 	 Which area should be selected? (10,000 acres)


B. How should it be used?


C How should we use the information provided by NASA?


10. 	 Each group presents nositions and discuss.


11. 	 Back to old groups, or form caucuses in order to draw up a specific plan of


action on these issues. To assist you, NASA has made available sample maps


of the area containing remote sensinq data. Each group gets one and a list


of the others available at any time you can use these maps collectively.


(Pass maps and map lists.) Use this information, draw your own maps of the


area you'd like to see acquired and develop a strategy to present plan.


12. 	 Public Forum. Groups present, discuss.


13. 	 Give court suit card


14. 	 Try to reach a consensus in 30 minutes that integrates the different points


of view.
 

Questions for Discussion:


1. 	 Call attention to unanswered questions (describe and analyze what went on).


Jot down notes durinq qame, pertinent phrases.


2. 	 Get Players to suggest applications of this game in real life. How does this


relate to real life situations ?


3. 	 What sorts of additional information did you need in order to solve these issues?


HLI 
4. How could remote sensing data be used inthis area? What restrictions should


be placed on this area? Who are the key representatives and who are the key


agencies who should be involved in training sessions?


5. Could this kind of community decision-making really work? What has to


happen first?


6. Feedback loop --send any ideas back to us about game itself, or about the


use of remote sensing data.


7. What is the next step?


APPENDIX III


Set of 6 maps of Mink County for a Problem-solving Exercise
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APPENDIX IV


Priotizing Consensus Game Model


--
Decision by Consensus


Aim: eit'h group decisions are made and how groups can 
work together tO solve a common problem. 4xperiencing and illustrating 
a novel. BPecomng aware of.;roqp, ntersctionq-,4d how to fuption 
,,bettet in a group situation. 
Forin~t:,- NASA 
First' section (to be taken by Ludtiduals). Sstructions: 
You pre in a space crew originally scheduled tqsendezvous with a


mother ship on the lighted surface of thQ .mooz., Nechawcal difficul­

ties, however, have forced your ship to crash-land at a spot some 200


miles from the rendezvous point. Tle rough landing dapged much of


the equipmeq, aboard. Singe pu..val 4qpepds upon rea~chi4g the


tother ship, the most critical items availab,e nlust be chosen for the


200 mile trip. Below are listed the fifteen items left 'intact after


landing.,, Yor task. is to rank them in .terms o their 1mportance to


your crew in its attempt to realV the rendezvous' point. flace number


one by the most important item, number two by the second most
 

important, etc. through fifteen, the, leasp important.


_ box of matches


_._ food concentrate


50 feet of nylon rope


parachute silk


portable heaving unit


.___.._two .45 caliber pistols


_.__one case dehydrated milk


__two one-hundred pound tanks of oxygen


______stellar-map (on the moon's constellation)


__l fe raft


magnetic compass


five gallons of water


signal flares

j irst-aid kit containing injection needleq, 
solar-powere4d M,receiver-tripsmitter 
11/14/74


-3n a


NASA (Cont.)


Second Section (group consensus) This is an exercise in group
 

decisin-making Your group iS to employ the tethod of 'group'


concensus in reacling tts decision.- This means that the prediction


each of the fifteen survival items 'must be agreectu on b ac


"group member before it becomes 'Concensus 
is dfficu=t a reach. Terefore, not every ranking will meet with 
everyone's complete approval. Try, as a group, tn maie e'ach rankin 
one with which all au tetrcan at least parti agre. ere 
are some gu es-- o use n reaching'coaensus: 	 -
 'I .		 3 
'l. 'Avoid arguing for your own individual Judgdents. t-Approach

the'tasvon the basisof logic. - -­
2. 	 Ayoid changing your mind only in order to reach agreement 
d eliminate conflict. Support only solutiozs'with which


are able to-akree to somd extent, at'lea"ot


3. 	 Avoid conflict-rqduciig techniques such as majorityvote,­

"


- averaging, or tra 	 - - - c 
4. 	 View differences of opinion as helpfullrathefth ;as 'a L 
bin nc in decision-making. J 
On t e roup Summary Sheet place -indvdual rankingsmade 

earlier by each group member. 'Take as much'time as you-need in 

reaching ypur group decision. ' .-

Key: 	 Take the difference between your ranking-and the-ranking on 

the key. Add the differences. The lower the score the.better. 

These answers are based on the best judgments that are.now 

available to you4-t They are not absolute answers. ,- -

Third 	Section: (critique) Following the exercise, discuss the


sources of the problem-solving techniques. How often did individuals
 

use the affective domain in working out the problem? How often did


the cognitive domain dominate? What,kind of'balance existed? How


did their knowledge of the extensional world allow the- to work with


the unkiowns? What did they learn about their own learning styles?

Did they work better in groups or alone? Did they score higher as


a group, or was the individual score better? How did the scores


compare with the group average? Did they enjoy the individual work


more than the group work?


Fourth Section (applicability) Compare with the group problems

experienced by the boys in the novel Lord of the Flies.
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ORANCE COUNTY DEPAPTMENT OF EDUCATION


DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION EDUCATION CENTER


LOST ON THE IMIOON


ANSWER SHEET


NASA's Your Error Group Erro:


NASA's Rcssoning Ranks Ranks Points Ranks Points
 

ox of matches 	 No oxygen on moon to sustain 15 
flame; vii ially wothliss 
00d concentrate Efficient mcans of supplying 	 4


energy real, rcfments


Oeet of nylon rope in scaling clsfts,
ft Useful 
Qfty feet of nylon rope tying injiired together


auchute silk Protection trori sun's 	 8 
rays


oloi-pout red po table Not needed unless on cark 13


Ca iig unit side


9o i5 calibur pistols Possible neans of sell-	 11 
-- I pu I s Ion


of,L01 dliydiated bdlkier dup ICdi ion of 12


, I I food conceir atc
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0 	 spacesu t 
oro ither 
but FM c uL -.
 In--of-,ight 
t,d It 	 F01 l 11' cll u-l%,11.1 ship,

s 	 5
 
"i r r- rtsi 'w l'nrt fltj. 
TOTAL


,,I I ts Oale the l)4 utc, 
 
1l1 i t i b "\'(ti; your iliks arid 	 Scoring foi indiidual,, 
' 
 It ,lA (di..rtguid ulus or misnus sign'.) 	 0-25 = excellent 56-70 = poor 
26-32- qood 71-112= very poor 
33-15= ;veraqe Sucqgest pdssible faking or 
46-55- luir use of eart-hbobnd logic 
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EVALUATION FORM


Please answer each item as completely as possible.


I- Did you change your views to help arrive at a consensus of opinion9 Where there


some items which you refused to compromise on9


9
2- What made it difficult for you to reach a compromnse Would the same decision have 
been reached if you had not made a compromise9 
- In the final conse sus something that you yourself would have selected9 Whose


intetests does it reflect9 How far into the future do you feel you should project


yoLTi consildeiations 9 
dI- How do you feel about compiomise as a means of resolving human and envixonmental 
iacds' I-s it an equitable means of resolving conflict 9 How does it ompare with 
voting, and other decibion-making methods 9 
nol
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APPENDIX V


Documentation: 	 Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation Demonstration


Projects as Part of Grant Activities
 

* Final Report 	 -"Watershed Condition Inventory of the Hoopa 
Valley Indian Reservation Utilizing Landsat Digital Data"


by Kenneth E. Mayer and Lawrence Fox III


* Executive Review of Final Report - "Watershed Condition 
Inventory of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation Utilizing


Landsat Digital Data" by Donna B. Hankins


* Summary of Master's Thesis, "Evaluation of Deer Habitat on 
the Hoopa Indian Reservation, Northwestern California, Using


Landsat Data Processed by Computer," by Jeffrey Soto


* "Summary of Yurok Photo Interpretation Class," by Jeff Soto 
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FINAL REPORT
 

Watershed Condition Inventory of the Hoopa Valley


Indian Reservation Utilizing Landsat Digital Data


By 
Kenneth E. Mayer and Lawrence Fox III


U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service


Arcata Field Station


Arcata, California


and


Remote Sensing


and Technology Transfer Project


Humboldt State University


Arcata, California
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ABSTRACT


Landsat digital data was analyzed using EDITOR software to map


land condition and vegetative cover on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reserva­

tion in Northern California. Guided clustering was employed to identify


the maximum number of spectral classes within the study area.


Land condition was mapped according to percent crown closure of


brush (e.g. <10% to >80%) which was correlated to erosion potential.


Vegetational communities were aggregated together and identified as


either conifbr, mixed (conifer, hardwood and brush) or hardwood.


Evaluation of the classification was completed using binomial


approximation within a cluster sampling design. The overall mean proba­

bility of correct classification for omission and commission was 0.916


and 0.914 respectively.


The major conclusions are (1)Landsat digital data can provtde


accurate detailed information on land condition and vegetative cover in


rugged mountainous terrain when analyzed using guided clustering tech­

niques; (2)a successful classification requires reliable and adequate


ground information, an interactive computer system with clustering capa­

bilities and adequate time for re-training to increase classification


accuracy; (3)It is possible to accurately classify a Landsat scene


using a remote computer terminal linked by phone to a central computer.


A color video display was not used for this classification.
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PROJECT ADMINISTRATION


The 	project was a cooperative effort between the Remote Sensing


and Technology Transfer Project (RSTTP) at Humboldt State University,


the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and NASA Ames Research


Center (ARC).


The RSTTP provided overall administrative and coordinating func­

tions between the three agencies. Humboldt State University, through


its Center for Community Development, provided office facilties for the


RSTTP for the duration of the project. RSTTP was funded by the ARC-

Western Regional Applications Program (WRAP), with a substantial portion


of those funds set aside t6 complete this project.


NASA 	 ARC provided:


-	 Technical coordination/consultation for all phases of


the project


-	 Technical facilities and personnel for training of 
USFWS and HSU participants


- Computer facilties and analysis support materials 
-	 Output product generation 
U.S. 	 Fish and Wildlife Service provided: 
- Biological technician support (130 day position) 
- Access to ground data in conjunction with the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs and HooDa Indian Tribal Council, Hoopa, 
California 
-	 Consultation and coordination of activities in collection 
of ground data and other supplementary materials. 
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INTRODUCTION


Landsats -1, 2, and now 3 have provided earth resource scientists


the opportunity to acquire digital multispectral data repetitively over


large regions of the earth's surface. These data are being used to map


resources over extensive regions, to inventory specific resource para­

meters and to monitor change.


Application of these data to resource management problems has


necessitated the development of interpretive methodologies that allow


quick, consistent and accurate extraction of pertinent information.


Evaluations of digital image analysis of Landsat multispectral scanner


(MSS) data for mapping and inventorying natural resources have been made


(Rohde,1978). The temporal and spatial distribution of forest cover types


is of prime concern in the management of our natural resources. Land


cover information has commonly been obtained through ground sampling and


mapping from high and low altitude aerial photograohy. These methods have


typically been time-consuming and expensive. Through the use of satellite


digital multispectral data, inventories have become less expensive per


unit area, and can cover larger areas more rapidly than was previously


possible. These studies and others have led to the development of image


analysis techniques that are useful in resource inventory and mapping


programs (Rohde 1978, Heller,1975).


The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service is concerned with anadromous


fish populations of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation and Klamath River


drainage. These populations have declined dramatically inrecent years,
 

Many factors have contributed to this decline, with logging and reduced


stream flow suspected of playing major roles.


2 
Anadromous fisheries management problems inthis drainage are


related to habitat and water conditions associated with the Klamath


River, Trinity River and tributaries. Turbidity and water temperature


are siqnificant factors which influence the quality of fish habitat and


increased siltation of stream gravels hinders successful spawning. Land


conditions of slopes adjacent to these streams have a direct relationship


to water quality and stream bottom condition. Land condition isregular­

ly altered by timber harvest operations Which remove forest vegetation
 

and leave the land inearly successional/regeneration stages for several


years.


The Service, in cooperation with the National Aeronautics and


Space Administration (NASA) and the Humboldt State University Remote


Sensing Technology Transfer Project, used Landsat MSS data to inventory


watershed conditions within the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation innorth­

ern California. The objective of this study was to produce a Landsat


vegetation cover map showing the locations of various land conditions


with emphasis on barren or other highly erodable land.


The results of this study will assist the U. S. Fish and Wildlife


Service in assessing the condition of the watershed on the reservation.


Study results should also assist the Hoopa Valley Tribe and Bureau of


Indian Affairs (BIA) indeveloping logging management programs beneficial


to the fishery resource.
 

STUDY AREA


The Klamath River watershed is a heavily forested area contain­

ing large stands of virgin timber, and draining approximately 15,600


square miles (25,100 km2) in Oregon and California. The majority of


the drainage in California lies within the boundaries of the Six Rivers,


Klamath, Shasta and Trinity National Forests. The lower 42 miles


(67 km) of the Kiamath River and lower 16 miles (26 km) of the Trinity


River lie within the confines of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation.


The Klamath River flows westward from Iron Gate Dam, joins with


the Shasta and Scott Rivers and then turns southward and unites with the


Salmon River. After joining with the Trinity River, its largest tribu­

tary at Weitchpec, the Klamath River changes course and flows in a


northwestward direction before emptying into the Pacific Ocean near


Requa, California.


Throughout most of its course the Klamath River and its major


tributaries, the Trinity, Shasta, Scott and Salmon rivers flow in steep


V-cut valleys, between steep mountainous ridges. This feature, along


with numerous riffles and "nickpoints" (small waterfalls), is indicative


of rapid downcuttinq of the rivers through the underlying rock units.
 

In the study area, major rock units from east to west are the


Galice, South Fork Mountain Schist and the Franciscan. (Bulletin 190 -

California Division of Mines and Geology, 1964) The units are complex­

ly faulted and fractured and due to this feature, contribute large


amounts of clay rich sediment to the river system.


The Trinity River drains 2,970 square miles (4,778 km2) while


the Shasta, Scott, and Salmon Rivers each have drainage areas comprising


3
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approximately 800 square miles (1,287 km). Precipitation averages 40


inches (101 cm) annually throughout much of the basin and can exceed 90


inches (229 cm) per year along the coast. Precipitation gradually


decreases inland to approximately six inches (15.2 cm) annually inthe


eastern portion of the basin.


The Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation comprises approximately


144,000 acres (58,299 ha) in Humboldt and Del Norte Counties, Califor­

nia. That portion of the reservation referred to as "The Square"


(Fig.l) comprises 90,000 acres (36,437 ha) and is generally mountainous


and rugged, ranging inelevation from 320 feet (97.5 m) to over 5,000


feet (1,524 m). Steep mountainous terrain comprises approximately 97


percent of "The Square" while the remaining area, the Hoopa Valley, is


a low alluvial plain, which borders the Trinity River.


Climatic conditions inthis area vary appreciably with rainfall


averaging aDproximately 49 inches (12A cm) per year inthe higher moun­

tains near Weitchpec. Snowfall isnegliqible adjacent to the Trinity


River but issubstantial at hiaher elevations. Temperatures vary from


mean January and July values of 54 F (12.2 C) and 70 F (21.1 C),


respectively, with extreme variations to 16 F (-8.8 C) and 102 F


(38.9 C). Soils fall within the broad vegetational class referred to as


the Douglas Fir-White Oak prairie tyoe. The timber covered terrain


provides desirable habitat for blacktail deer, bear, quail, grouse and


many fur bearinq animals. The economic base of "The Square" is centered


around the timber industry with large stands of Douglas fir providing


the principal resource.


The two tribes which reside on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reserva­

tion include the Hupa Indians of "The Square" and the Yurok Indians who


c O1 
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occuy land along the lower 42-mile (67.5 km) stretch of the Klamath


River, frequently referred to as "The Strip". The original Hoopa
 

Valley Reservation (that portion referred to as "The Square") created


in 1864, was enlarqed in 1891 to include a tract of land one mile in


width on either side of the Klamath River extending from "The Square"
 

to the Pacific ncean. This extension incorporated the old Klamath


River Reservation or "Lower 20" section created in 1855, into the Hoopa


Valley Indian Reservation. Most of the "Lower 20" has since passed
 

into non-Indian ownership, resulting in controversies concerning Indian


ownership and rights within the Klamath River section of the reserva­

tion. Despite the large private holdinas, the U.S. Supreme Court in


1973 held that the "Lower 20" portion was still considered "Indian


Country".


Land-conditions and environmental factors along "The Strip" are


similar to the Hoopa Square. The Klamath River is characterized by


steep canyon walls with slopes in excess of 100 percent. Vegetational


communities are similar to "The Square" with the exception of Redwoods


which are found near the mouth of the Klamath River. Both "The Strip"


and "The Square" contain many tributary streams which provide consider­

able anadromous fish habitat.


Tribal members of "The Square" have formed a government based


on an official tribal roll, which has exercised a broad range of juris­

diction over Indian affairs, including fishing. A gill netting ordi­

nance adopted by the tribe in 1976 prohibits the placement of any gill


net which extends beyond two-thirds of the distance across the Trinity


River, the placement of any net in front of the mouth'of any tributary


stream and the takinq of fish for commercial purposes. Gill nets must


7 
also be lifted and removed from the river on a daily basis.


Unlike the Hupas, the Yurok people have had no officially­

recognized tribal government, tribal roll or means of jurisdiction.


Their lack of authority to control or regulate individual tribal fisher­

men has resulted in the current controversy surroundinq Indian fishing


rights on the Klamath River. An Ad Hoc Fishing Committee, comprised of


Yurok Indians was formed in 1975 to advise the Yurok people concerning


fishinq rights. This committee disbanded in 1977 because of widespread
 

tribal non-support. Attempts are underway by a number of Yurok leaders


to form an interim tribal government on the reservation.


Fishery Resource


The Klamath River basin has historically supported large runs of


salmon and steelhead trout, which have contributed considerably to sport


and commercial fisheries in California and have provided the mainstay of


Indian economy in the area. Heavily utilized trade routes from the


interior to the sea, resulted in a lively commerce in dried fish and


shells. Much of the ritual and labor of the Indian people was related


to the capture and care of salmon and steelhead. The fall chinook


salmon run was most important because low river flows and considerable


numbers of large fish provided optimum fishing conditions. The flesh of


this fish was ideal for smoke curing and storing for winter use.


Indians historically constructed fish weirs of logs, poles and brush


across the rivers and speared or netted upstream migrants. Weirs remain­

ed in place until late fall high flows washed them away. In recent


decades, weirs have been replaced by more efficient gill nets which have


raised a variety of jurisdictional questions regarding Indian fishing


8 
rights.


Biologists with the U.S. Forest Service estimated an annual net


economic value of salmon and steelhead fisheries attributable to the
 

Klamath River watershed, exclusive of the Trinity River drainage, of


$21.5 million. This value includes sport and commercial fisheries but


does not take into account the Indian subsistence fisheries. Average


annual values per mile of chinook salmon, coho salmon and steelhead


trout habitat within the Klamath National Forest were also estimated at


$25,000, $2,300 and $4,500 respectively (Kesner, 1977).


Eight anadromous fishes spend portions of their life cycles in


the Klamath River System: chinook or king salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawyt­

scha), coho or silver salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch), steelhead trout


(Salmo gairdneri), coastal cutthroat trout (Salmo clarki clarkfl, brown


trout (Salmo trutta), green sturgeon (Acipenser medirostris), American


shad (Alosa sapidissima), and Pacific lamprey (Lampetra tridentata).
 

Small runs of white sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus) may also occur in


the basin (Moyle, 1976). Resident species include native rainbow trout


(Salmo gairdneri), brown trout (Salmo trutta), eastern brook trout


(Salveninus fontinalis), and several species of non-game and warm water
 

game fishes. Notable marine visitors include the starry flounder
 

(Platichthys stellatus), surf smelt (Hypomesus pretiosus), and redtail


surfperch (Amphistichus rhodoterus)(Rankel, 1978). A review of life


history information for respective species along with a summary of


temporal run-size trends appears in Rankel (1978).


MATERIALS AND METHODS


Landsat Overview


The Earth Resource Technology Satellite Program (Landsat 1, 2 and


3) has been designated as a research tool to demonstrate the feasibility


of remote sensing from space as a practical approach to management of


earth's resources. The data-gathering satellites operate in sun-synchon­

ous, near-circular orbit, at an altitude of 917 km (570 miles). The


Landsat satellites sense (reflected solar energy) with a multispectral


scanner (MSS) in four spectral bands from 0.5 to 1.1 micrometers (Am).


The scanner records a swath 100 nautical miles wide in a continuousstrip.


Each strip or scene is 2340 scan lines long and 3240 scan lines wide.


These scenes are divided into four strips; each strip is 810 pixels wide.


Individual pixels (ground resolution elements) measure 78 meters along the


direction of the orbit's path and 57 meters in width. The size of each


pixel element is the greatest limiting factor on spatial resolution.


The Landsat data is directly recorded in a digital format on mag­

netic tape, greatly facilitating the application of computer processing


programs. At the initial stage of the inventory of natural resources,


the utilization of Landsat data to generate a set of statistics from the


computer compatible tapes (CCT) appears useful for regional surveys of


existing vegetation cover and for monitorinq changes of the land cover


types.


Image Selection, Registration and Preprocessing


After a review of the vegetation communities, desired land condi­

tion classes and ground truthing time frame,an April 12, 1977 Landsat
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scene was selected for analysis. A computer compatible tape was acquired


from Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center. Radiometric


anomalies, including bad data lines and points, radiometric striping and


atmospheric scattering were not corrected or normalized before processing.


These errors were not significant for the data tape.
 

To correct the inherent geometric errors in the Landsat digital


data, systematic and predictable errors were modeled and corrections


were applied. Non-systematic errors were also corrected in order to


account for variations in spacecraft attitude and altitude. In natural


resoutce inventories it is important to have accurate locations of sample


plots or specific resource features.


Once preprocessing had been completed, a window was selected from


the Landsat scene. The window selected to cover this area was approxi­

mately 1,000 pixels (acres) on a side, 1,000,000 bytes of information


in each of the four channels.


Digital Image Processing


The Landsat digital data was analyzed using interactive proce­

dures and multispectral classification algorithms based on multivariate


discriminant analysis theory (Morrison, 1967). The purpose of digital


image processing is to group pixels spectrally into a number of meaning­

ful categories that can be correlated to natural resourre features. This


grouping is done through a Euclidean minimum distance or a Gaussian maxi­

mum likelihood decision rule (Morrison, 1967). The Earth Resource Tech­

nology Satellite Data Interpreter and TENEX Operation Recorder (EDITOR)
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software was used exclusively to carry out these functions.
 

EDITOR is a three-fold system for interactive image processing,


file management, and ILLIAC IVhigh speed central computer interfacing.
 

Interactive image processing allows for the manipulation and display of


Landsat digital data by the analyst at a local level using a portable


computer terminal. The File Management system controls input and output


of data and editing of file structure. ILLIAC IV is used for batch runs


of submitted data from files of the two preceding parts of the system.


EDITOR is arranged under a multi-level command system, allowing access


to lower levels only through the preceding level. There are six primary


functions which can use either raw or categorized data in the analysis


process. The system provides the user great flexibility in processing


digital Landsat data.


Unsupervised Classification
 

The first step taken in processing the Landsat scene was an


ILLIAC IVunsupervised classification. An arbitrary number of soectral


classes (20) was chosen and submitted to the ILLIAC IV for unsupervised


classification. The computer assigned alphanumeric symbols to the spec­

tral classes that it selected usinq Euclidean minimum distance, and a


line printer map was produced. The line printer map, at approximately


1-24,000 scale, was useful in determining the qeographical location of


spectral classes A two-channel map was developed using channels 2


(red), and 4 (infrared). The spectral means of each class were plotted


in their respective channels. At this point it was possible to beqin


making inferences as to which resource types the classes represented.
 

U-2 and low level aerial photography were used to assign reliable
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resource labels to the computer assigned classes.


Calibration File


Inorder to assure accurate location of resource features on the


Landsat scene, a calibration file was produced. Unique pixels or


control points on the line printer map and their corresponding location


on 7 minute quadrangle maps were recorded and analyzed using least


squares regression techniques. Row/column and latitude/longitude of the


control points were entered into the computer and were edited. Control


point editing is the process by which mis-located points are eliminated


to achieve accuracy of within one pixel (80 m) of the true location.


The calibration file standardized the Landsat scene to United States


Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle maps. This insures accurate location


of resource features as well as training areas.


Supervised Classification - Guided Clustering


Supervised classification with guided clustering uses independent


information to define statistics that establish classification categories.


Areas were selected that were spectrally homogeneous for each resource


type. The process of guided clustering enables the analyst to account


for spectral heterogeneity within a training field. A cover type may be


homogeneous interms of resource category definition, but may contain


several spectral signatures.


Approximately 100 training fields were selected and recorded on


USGS quadrangle maps and labeled according to resource category. The


training fields were digitized, labeled and stored in the computer for


post classification processing. Each quadrangle map became a digitiza­

tion segment. The segments as well as the irregular polygon training
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fields within them, were stored incomputer memory. Ground truth for


each field was recorded and each segment was grouped or "packed" into


files containing like ground truth information. Each pack-file was


labeled as to resource type or category represented.


After the packing process each pack-file was analyzed for spec­

tral homogeneity. Raw data from these files were displayed as histograms


and inferences were made as to the number of spectral classes present.


The histograms were valuable indetermining the number of classes for


each training field (Fig. 2).


Guided clustering was performed on each pack-file to determine


the means and variances of the spectral cluster chosen. Swain Fu dis­

tances (Swain, 1968) between the mean of each cluster were then listed


ina separability matrix. Decisions were made at this point as to


additions or eliminations of clusters within the training fields. This


was based on the separability of the clusters and the number of pixels


within each cluster. The remaining clusters were then defined as stat­

istics files which contained means, variances and co-variances for


categories created by clustering. Each pack-file had then become a


statistics file, which contained one to several spectral classes depend­

ing on the results of the guided clustering.


Spectral confusion was found to exist between various statistics


files. This confusion was anticipated, as each training field was


clustered independently. The EDITOR routine called "pool and merge" was


used to combine statistics files and the spectral classe- within them.


Italso allowed for the deleting of individual classes which eliminated


spectral confusion between like classes. For example, two statistics


files were re-called and merged together to create one file. A


c9Pr 
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separability matrix was produced and classes were either pooled together


due to like features, deleted because of spectral conflict with other


classes, or written as is, if spectral separability was retained. This


iterative process continued until all of the statistics files were merged


and pooled together. As a result, a final supervised/guided clustering


statistics file was produced.


A classification was produced with the original segments using


the final statistics and printed out with the appropriate alphanumeric


symbols that depicted the individual classes (Fig.'3). Using the previ­

ous ground truth information, known resource labels were assigned to the


final classes. U-2 photo interpretation was then directed toward identi­

fying those individual classes which could not be identified from the


previous ground truth information.


After assigning resource names, the previously described unsuper­

vised classification was used as an input statistics file and merged with


the supervised statistics file. This was done in order to identify new


spectral cateqories that were not included in the training statistics.


This form of double classification proved to be helpful inidentifying


the remainder of the unique spectral classes present in the study area.


Classification


A "Gaussian maximum likelihood classification" was completed of


the Landsat scene. The final statistics file from the supervised­

unsupervised classification was submitted to the ILLIAC IVfor classify­

ing. A line printer output and an Interactive Digital Image Manipulation


System (IDIMS) tape was produced. On IDIMS, itwas possible to interac­

tively color the classes. The Landsat scene was displayed on the
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Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) and color selection was completed. From this,


35 mm slides were taken and used as oreliminary products. A Dicomed, a


color photograuhic print, was also produced and was helpful in choosing


the final color scheme.


Stratification


The political boundaries of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation


were stratified into the Landsat scene (Fig. 4). Pixels occurring on


the boundaries were removed by the computer and replaced with dummy


pixels, which were colored white. The Hoopa Square was divided into


manaqement units which were stratified into the Landsat scene (Fig. 5).


The management units were developed through personal communication


with B.I.A., the Forestry Deoartment (Soto personal communication,


1978). They tend to correspond with the existing cutting block


compartments.


Field Data Collection Techniques


Field data or ground truth was collected fol- each land condition


cateqory. The study area was divided into sub-sections in order to


expedite the field data collection process. These sub-sections had been


previously delineated by the B.I.A. at Hoopa and were outlined in


comprehensive logging maps. These were then used to direct the collec­

tion of ground truth data.


Aerial photographs of the area were examined to determine the


types of land condition categories present. These categories were then


aggregated together and a representative sample was chosen for field


inspection.


Each field plot visited was inspected for plant species


1:5z31 
Figure 4. Plotter representation of the Klamath Extension


and Hoopa Square.
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composition, soil condition, erosion potential, aspect and slope.


Furthermore, each field plot was visually inspected and an occular esti­

mation of the percent crown closure was made.
 

These field plots became training fields for the classification


and were used to standardize the airphoto interpretation when used for
 

further ground truth collecting. Aoproximately 80% of the ground truth


information was collected from airphotos. This provided for quick and


consistent data collection that could be easily verified or duplicated.


Evaluation


The Landsat classified scene (April,'1977) was evaluated using


U-2 color infrared photography (May, 1978). A nine by eighteen inch


format transparency (1:32,500) of the Hoopa Valley and adjoining forest


land was enlarged and printed to match the 1:24,000 scale of the line


printer map.


The evaluation site was selected to be representative of the


study area and contained all of the major cover categories defined in


the classification. The site was also adjacent to a unique meander in


the Trinity River which facilitated accurate pixel location.


A black line grid was produced on clear mylar to allow an


accurate fit to the line printer map. Each grid square represented the


size of a pixel at the scale of the line printer map. The grid was


placed on the classification and prominent geographical features (e.g.,


the Trinity River) were identified and labeled. The grid was then placed


on the photograph and rotated until a local fit was established, matching


geographical features. Pin marks were placed on both products to assure


registration.
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The mylar grid was divided into a series of nine by nine inch


pixel sampling clusters, eliminating those which had pixels occurring


outside of the photograph. Clusters were selected at random and sampled


without replacement. The mylar grid was locally fit to the photograph


to allow for relief displacement errors. Photo-interpretation was used


to evaluate each pixel as to its true land cover category and if the


Landsat classification was correct. A pixel count per class sampled was


also recorded to insure adequate sample size. Errors of omission and


commission were calculated and point estimations of the mean probability


of correct classification were determined.


Errors of omission were determined by usino binomial approxima­

tion sampling theory (Cochran, 1977). The variance of each Landsat class


was calculated using a weighted sum of squares of deviations of the p,


(probability of correct classification in class.) from the population


value P.


p= a


2 
V(P) - a.. _ 2p 5ax m. + P2 lmA 2 
2NW N-1 
Where Ii= lmA/n is the average number of elements per cluster in the


sample.


From this, standard deviation and a lower limit at 95 percent confidence


were calculated for each class.


Classification Aggregation


The classification was aggregated as to Landsat class using the


NASA IBM 360 computer. The "Hoopa Square" was agqregated separately


.:2 .5 
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from the "Klamath Strip". "The Square" was also divided into the


management units and summary statistics were produced. The aggregation


statistics were accessed through the EDITOR software. Summaries of the


number of acres, hectares, and pixels occuring within each class were


calculated per area.


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Category Description


The Landsat scene was classified into twenty-four spectral


classes (Table 1). From the computer training process seven major land


condition categories could be identified by thirteen distinct spectral


classes. In addition, three vegetation categories were found which


comprised eight spectral classes. Two other resource categories, water


and snow were identified and consisted of three spectral classes. Land


condition categories as well as vegetation categories were developed


throughout the classification process. Computer training was completed


on a variety of land condition and vegetation sites. The computer was


used to determine the final categories through algorithm clustering.


Land condition categories were identified by percent crown


closure. Crown closure was defined as the proportion of ground covered


by perennial plants. Land condition category >80%, consisting of class


A, was characterized by dense brush and a minimum of exposed bare soil


(Fiq.6 ). Vegetation cover consisted primarily of Ceanothus, and was


greater than 15 feet in height. At times, scattered hardwoods could


also be found within this category. Erosion was found not to be signifi­

cant as the percent crown closure was hiah. Categories 60% and 50% were


similar in appearance except for a greater amount of bare soil in the


50% category. Spectrally, the 60% category could be identified by spec­

tral classes F, B, and 0, resulting in more class discrimination than


the 50% category which consisted of spectral class nine. Category 40%


was very unique spectrally and could be identified by four spectral


classes, 4, D, E and G. Vegetation in these areas consisted of low
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Table 1. Land Condition - Resource Categories and the Number


of'Spectral Classes.


Condition Category Number of Spectral Classes


Conifer 

Mixed 

Hardwoods 

>80% CCa Brush 

6o% cc ­
50% CC 1 

4o% cC 
30% CC 

20% CC 

<10% CC 

Water 

Snow 

2 

5 

1 

1 

3 
4 

1 

2 

i 

I 

2 

Total 24 

aCC = Crown Closure 
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brush and scattered small perennials. Annuals, e.g., grasses, were


insignificant.


Erosion in these areas seemed to be low. However, each site has


the potential for extreme mass wastage, as erosion is site specific in


this region. Itwas found that erosion increased as the percent crown


closure decreased. The 30% category was a prime example of this as evi­

dence of surface erosion was present. This category was represented by


spectral class H and comprised a relatively small portion of the classi­

fication.


Categories 20% and <10% exhibited the highest potential for ero­

sion. The 20% crown closure category was relatively unstable even


though covered partially by vegetation. This is substantiated by the


presence of two spectral classes 7 and 8 indicating residual plant life.


The bare soil category, <10% crown closure spectral class I,was very un­

stable with little or no ground cover. This condition was usually a re­

sult of recent logging or land slides. Through field examinations itwas


determined that the majority of the land condition classes were caused


directly or indirectly by logging practices.


Vegetational communities were aggregated into three categories.


Conifer was identified by spectral classes 1 and 2 which was correlated


to tree density. Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) was the primary


conifer and extensive stands do exist throughout the Reservation. The


mixed category was a combination of conifer, hardwood and brush. These


vegetation types, and mixes, were aqgregated together. As a result five


spectral classes (3,C, J, K and L) were identified as mixed. Hardwoods,


a spectrally distinct category, were represented by spectral class M and


could be found mixed throughout the forest cover. Hardwoods were also
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noted in pockets along valleys and ridges. Tanoak (Lithocarpus densi­

florus), madrone (Arbutus menziesii), black oak (Quercus kellogii), white


oak (Quercus lobata) and bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum) were the


exclusive species.


Final Products


Final products were developed by applying the final classifica­

tioh statistics to the raw Landsat data. Photographic reproductions were


produced using designated colors to represent the final categories.


Figure 7 is a pictorial representation of the Hoopa Square and


Klamath Extension. The white boundary lines are the political boundaries


of the study area that were stratified into the scene. Ground truth and


classification evaluations were completed only within those lines. Sig­

nature extension was used to classify the remaining area for which no


field work had been completed, and consequently was not evaluated.


Conifer was color-coded dark green and can be seen throughout


the study area (Fig. 8). The medium green areas represent the mixed


category and the light green areas are hardwoods. These shades of green


were used to identify areas of heavy forest cover. Water was color-coded


aqua and can be seen within the Hoopa Valley and extending to the coast


at Requa.


Land condition categories were colored various shades of red and


brown in order to highlight the low crown closure areas as these areas


are relatively unstable and require special management considerations.


The red areas depict the <10% CC category which appears scattered


throughout "The Strip" and "Square". The remaining shades of red corres­

pond to other low crown closure categories. These are represented by
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Figure 7. Hoops Square and Klamath Extension -Final Product
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Table 2. Area Estimation of Landsat Categories per Management unit, Hoopa Square,


Klamath Extension. 
Units 1 2 3 
Hoopa Square 
4 5 6 7 8 Total 
Klamath 
Extension 
Conifer 
Mixed 
1646 
1844 
746 
1188 
1331 
538 
2780 
3114 
1260 
5144 
5761 
2332 
4227 
4734 
1916 
4639 
5196 
2103 
2171 
2432 
984 
3194 
3577 
1448 
302 
338 
137 
2752 
3082 
1247 
i00 
1232 
499 
4501 
5041 
2040 
1659 
1858 
752 
3231 
3619 
1464 
2910 
3259 
1319 
4301 
4817 
1949 
16795 
18811 
7613 
28950 
32424 
13121 
6080 
6810 
2756 
16577 
18566 
7514 
pa 
b 
A 
Hc 
Hardwoods 
>80% CCd 
Brush 
135 
151 
61 
245 
274 
111 
555 
622 
252 
1712 
1917 
776 
189 
212 
86 
898 
1006 
407 
111 
124 
50 
1073 
1202 
486 
113 
127 
51 
719 
805 
326 
132 
148 
60 
932 
1044 
422 
175 
196 
79 
780 
874 
354 
260 
291 
118 
867 
971 
393 
1670 
1871 
757 
7226 
8093 
3294 
1230 
1378 
558 
3051 
3417 
1383 
60% CC 
Brush 
50% CCBrush 
227 
254 
103 
159 
17872 
713 
799 
323 
518 
580235 
326 
365 
148 
783 
877355 
313 
351 
142 
450 
504204 
292 
327 
132 
382 
428173 
483 
541 
219 
649 
727294 
835 
935 
378 
690 
773313 
505 
566 
229 
487 
545221 
3694 
4138 
1674 
4118 
46121867 
4174 
4675 
1892 
4294 
48091946 
40% CC 
Brush 
161 
180 
73 
652 
730 
296 
535 
599 
242 
290 
325 
131 
296 
332 
134 
226 
253 
102 
723 
810 
328 
588 
659 
267 
1471 
3888 
1573 
2511 
2812 
1138 
Table 2. Area Estimation of Landsat Categories per Management unLt, Hoopa Square,

Klamath Extension (Continued).


Hoopa Square Klamath


Units 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total Extension


45 00 58 27 41 5 92 59 427 497 Pa


3o% CC 50 112 65 30 46 6 103 66 478 557


Brush 20 45 26 12 19 2 42 27 193 225 H'


422 690 1029 613 106 199 -557 817 4433 4031


20% CC 473 773 1152 687 119 223 624 915 4966 4515
Brush 191 313 466 278 48 90 252 370 2008 1827


210 482 998 547 141 471 516 523 3888 3657


<10% CC 235 540 1118 613 158 528 578 586 4356 4096


Brush 95 218 452 248 64 213 234 237 1761 1658


10 47 32 24 28 5 16 10 172 3412


Water 11 53 36 27 31 6 18 11 193 3821


5 21 15 11 13 2 7 5 49 1547


0 2 114 5 0 7 1 0 -129 - 30


Snow 0 2 128 6 0 8 1 0 145 34


0 1 52 2 0 3 0 0 58 14


4448 13395 13828 8818 5172 8710 9275 11327 74973 49544


Total 4981 15003 15488 9878 5793 9757 10389 12686 83975 55490


2015 6072 6268 3996 2344 3946 4203 5135 33979 22458


aP = Pixels 
 CH = Hectars


bA = Acres dC C = Crown Closure


Table 3. Percent Area Estimation of Landsat Categories per Management Unit, Hoopa Square
 

and Klamath Extension. 
Hoopa Square Klamath 
Units 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total Extension 
Conifer 37.0 21.0 31.0 25.1 6.0 13.0 18.0 26.1, 22.0 12.3 
Mixed 27,0 38.0 34.0 36.2 53.0 51.0 35.0 38.0 39.1 33.4 
Hardwoods 3.0 4.0 1.5 1.0 2.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.3 
>80% CCa Brush 5.5 13.0 6.4 12.0 14.0 11.0 8.0 8.1 10.0 6.2 
60% CC Brush 5.0 5.0 2.2 4.0 6.0 5.5 9.0 4.0 5.1 8.1 
50% CC Brush 3.5 4.0 6.0 5.0 7.0 7.5 7.0 4.0 5.0 9.2 
40% CC Brush 3.6 5.0 4.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 8.0 5.2 5.0 5.0 
30% CC Brush 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.9 0.5 0.5 1.0 
20% CC Brush 9.5 5.0 7.2 7.1 2.0 2.0 6.0 7.0 6.1 8.2 
4i0%CC Brush 4.7 4.0 7.0 6.0 3.0 5.2 6.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 
Water 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 7.1 
Snow 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
aCC = Crown Closure 
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substantial (approximately 11 percent) portion of "The Square". It can


be stated at this point that large areas of barren or nearly barren soil


exist on the Reservation.


Within "The Strip", the mixed category was also the larqest


class, accounting for approximately 33 oercent of the area or 18,566


acres (7.514 ha). Conifer comprised 12.3 percent of the area, while


<10% CC comprised 7 percent. The 50% CC category was the laruest land


condition category covering over 9% percent of "The Strip". The law crown
 

closure cateqories (<10%, 20% and 30% CC) comprised over 16 percent of


the total area, which appears to be a result of logging.


Evaluation


The overall mean Drobability of correct classification for omis­

sion was 91.8 percent (Table 4). This can be used as an indicator of


classification reliability. Accuracy percentages for omission indicate


the probability that a pixel, truly representing class "," on the


ground, will be classified into class "A". Category accuracy varied 
from 97.3 percent for conifer to 81.0 percent for 30% crown closure.


The relatively low accuracy of the 30% CC category was a result of


sample size, as very few representatives of this category were found in


the evaluation site. The 20% and <10% crown closure categories exhibit­

ed accuracies of 95.6 and 93.3 percent respectively. This accuracy is


much higher than the level found in previous studies. Aldrich (1975)


stated that throuah the use of computer training and mapping from the


Pacific Southwest (PSW) at Berkeley and the Laboratory for Applications


of Remote Sensing (LARS) at Purdue University, bare soil could be identi­

fied with an accuracy ranging from 7 to 57 percent. Through our use of
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Table 4. Error of Omission


Mean Probability 
 
of Correct 
 
Category Classification 
 
Conifer 0.973 
 
Mixed 0.883 
 
Hardwoods 0.880 
 
>80% CCa Brush 0.910 
 
60% CC 0.850 
 
50% CC 0.951 
 
40% CC 0.971 
 
30% CC 0.810 
 
20% CC 0.956 
 
410% CC 0.933 
 
Water 0.863 
 
Overall 0.916 
 
aCC = Crown Closure


Standard 
 
Deviation 
 
0.012 
 
0.022 
 
0.038 
 
0.040 
 
0.055 
 
0.032 
 
0.025 
 
0.146 
 
0.027 
 
0.024 
 
0.08 
 
0.0089 
 
Cluster 
 
Sample Size 
 
C# of clusters) 
 
15 
 
18 
 
14 
 
15 
 
17 
 
23 
 
9 
 
7 
 
17 
 
18 
 
6 
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Lower Limit


95% Confidence


Level


-0.021 (0.95)


-0.038 (0.85)


-0.076 (0.81)


-0.070 (0.84)


-0.096 (0.75)


-0.055 (0.90)


-0.046 (0.93)


-0.276 (0.54)


-0.047 (0.91)


-0.041 (0.89)


-0.165 (0.70)


-0.015 (0.90)


('C. 
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guided clustering and the pooling of supervised and unsupervised statis­

tics, a higher accuracy was attained. Furthermore, the Reservation study


area was considerably smaller, allowing for more intensive field work.


Commission errors were also calculated and the overall mean


probability of correct classification was 91.4 percent (Table 5).


These percentages indicate the probability that a pixel, classified into


class "A ", truly represents class " ," on the ground.


Accuracy ranged from 97.6 percent for the conifer category to


67.0 percent for the >80% CC category. The low accuracy for the >80%


category was a result of two factors. First, mis-classification occur­

red because of dead trees in the stand. A true mixed category on the


ground was being classified as >80% crown closure. This was due to the


spectral confusion between bare soil and dead trees. In addition, mis­

classification occurred with black oak. At the time of year of the


Landsat scene black oak had not 'leafed out'. This factor resulted in


holes in the canopy which influenced the spectral response. We feel


that these problems could have been resolved with more computer training


on the problem areas.


.P1I
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Table 5- Error of Commission 
Mean Probability Cluster


of Correct Sample Size


Category Classification (# of clusters)


Conifer 0.976 
 15


Mixed 0.974 
 18


Hardwoods 0.914 7


>80% CCa Brush 0.670 15


60% CC o.884 8


50% CC 0.858 20


40% cc 0.971 9


30% CC 0.884 8


20% CC 0.913 11


<10% CC 0.804 11


Water 0.833 4


Overall 0.914 30


aCC = Crown Closure


SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS


Landsat digital data, with supporting U-2 aerial photographs and


ground truth sampling, was used to map forest land condition and vegeta­

tion cover on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation. The Landsat digital


data was analyzed using the EDITOR software package, which was accessed


through a portable computer terminal at Humboldt State University.


EDITOR consists of a series of interactive procedures and multispectral


classification algorithms based on Multivariate Discriminate Analysis.


Guided clustering was used to develop training statistics and to


evaluate initial classification results. Final statistics were generat­

ed and used to classify the Landsat scene. The classification provided
 

an inventory of the area within the land condition categories defined.


A pseudo-color map was produced and tabular summaries were developed for


each category, by forest management unit. The classification accuracy


was evaluated by using a pixel grid on U-2 photography. Classification


errors of omission and commission were calculated using a binomial


approximation within a cluster sampling design.


The 	 following major conclusions were reached:


1) 	 Landsat MSS data can be processed, using guided clustering


techniques,to accurately map (81% to 97% accuracy) land


condition and vegetation cover categories (e.g., conifer,


mixed and hardwoods) and percent crown closure of brush


(seven categories froml0% to>80% CC) in regions of rugged,


mountainous terrain.


2) A successful classification requires reliable and adequate


qround information, an interactive computer system with
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clustering capabilities and adequate time to allow for re­

training to increase classification accuracy.
 

3) Guided clustering techniques are essential for developing


training statistics containinq the maximum number of spec­

tral classes.


4) A successful classification can be accomplished using a re­

mote computer terminal accessed by phone to a central compu­

ter.


5) The vegetation complex of the Hoopa Indian Reservation was


described as follows:


Conifer Forest ..... ..... 18% 
Mixed Forest ...... ..... 36% 
Hardwood Forest .... ... .. 2% 
Brush - >80% Crown Closure . 8% 
- 60% " 6% 
- 50% " 7% 
- 40% 5% 
- 30% " 1% 
- 20% . . 7% 
- <10% " 6%


Water -....... ....... 3% 
Snow - .... ...... . 1% 
TOTAL 100% 
6) The crown closure land condition categories comprise approx­
imately 40 percent of the Hoopa Indian Reservation. The 
sparse brush or crown closure cateqories (<10% to 30% CC) 
cover 14 percent and the heavy crown closure (40% to >80% CC) 
cateqories cover approximately 26 percent. 
GLOSSARY


algorithm - A mathematical formula used to calculate a statistic used


to place pixels in various categories.


anadromous fish - Several species of fish that live their life at sea


and return to fresh water to reproduce.


atmospheric scattering - Light scattered by the atmosphere which causes


a near-equal increase in brightness for all pixels, usually


greater in Band 4.


bad data lines - Scan lines containing no data.


band - A wavelength interval in the electromagnetic snectrum. Landsat


bands are numbered 4, 5, 6, 7. Often computer analysts number


them as channels I 2, 3, 4.
 

bit - In digital computer terminology, this is a binary digit that is


an exponent of the base of 2.


byte - A group of eight bits of digital data.


calibration file - A collection of points common to a maD base and the


Landsat image used to 'fit' the Landsat data to the map.


categorized data - Raw data that has been placed into a category.


channels - Wavelenqth intervals of light energy received by a remote


sensing system. See band.
 

classes - Categories that spectral responses are placed into.


classification - The process of assigning individual pixels of a multi­

spectral image to categories, generally on the basis of spectral­

reflectance characteristics.


clustering - The process of mathematically assigning similar spectral,


signatures to classes or categories.


control points - Geographical locations that the Landsat image is


corrected or aligned to.
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C.R.T. - Cathode ray tube.


dicomed - A Dseudo-color photographic reproduction of classified Landsat


data.


digitization - The process of converting an image recorded originally on


photographic material into a numerical format.


EDITOR software - An interactive computer program that analyses Landsat
 

digital 'data using guided clustering procedures.


Euclidean minimum distance - A statistical decision rule used by the


cluster analysis routine to assign pixels to various categories.


Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier - A statistical decision rule used


in conjunction with known training sites to assign pixels to


various categories.


ground truth - Data that is collected in the field, on-the-ground inspec­

tion.


IDIMS - Hardware developed by ESL Corporation that will classify and


interactively color Landsat data.


ILLIAC IV A parallel processing computer capable of very fast process­

ing speeds. This system is not interactive.


interactive processing - The method of data processing in which the op­

erator views preliminary results and can alter the instructions


to the computer to achive outimum results.


infrared - The infrared regl'on of the electromagnetic spectrum that in­

cludes wavelengths from 0.7 m to 1 mm.


Landsat - An unmanned earth-orbiting NASA satellite that transmits


multispectral images in the 0.4 to l.lAm region to earth receiv­

stations (formerly called ERTS).


line printer map - A digital computer printout. This can represent gray


level, raw or categorized data.


MSS - multispectral scanner system of Landsat that acquires images at


four wavelength bands in the visible and reflected IR regions.
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management units - Arbitrarily selected subsections of the Hoopa Valley


Indian Reservation that correspond with existing cut-block


compartments. This facilitated summaries of acres and hectares


per area.


non-systematic errors - Variations in spacecraft attitude, velocity and


altitude.


packing - The process of taking spectrally similar data from geograph­

ically divergent training areas and merging them into one cate­

gory.


picture element - In a digitized image this is the area on the ground


represented by each digital value.


pixel - A contraction of picture element.


pool and merge - The process of putting spectral classes together or


deleting to create a final statistic file.


radiometric striping - The striped effect in the image caused by an


abnormal increase in the brightness of every sixth scan line.


raw data - Landsat spectral data that has not been classified or


enhanced.


separability matrix - A table of separability statistics indicating the


statistical separation of defined spectral categories in spec­

tral space.


Signature - A characteristic, or combination of characteristics, by


which a material or an object may be identified on an image or


photograph.


space craft attitude - The angular orientation with respect to a geogra­

phic reference system.


spectral reflectance - The reflectance of electromagnetic energy at


specified wavelength intervals.


supervised classification - A technique that uses independent information


to define training data that are used for classification.
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systematic errors - Geometric distortions which are constant and can be


predicted inadvance.


training fields - Areas on the ground that are similar incomposition


that are used to train the computer.


unsupervised classification - A discriminatory procedure that uses only


the statistical properties of the imaqe data as a basis $or


classification.


* Compiled by Kenneth E.Mayer and Lawrence Fox III with extensive 
reference to Remote Sensing Principles and Interpretation, Sabins,


1978.
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ABSTRACT


Landsat digital data, with supporting U-2 aerial photographs and


ground truth sampling, was used to map forest land condition and


vegetation cover on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation. The Land­

sat digital data was analyzed using the EDITOR software package,

which was accessed through a portable computer terminal at Humboldt


State University. EDITOR consists of a series of interactive pro­

cedures and multispectral classification algorithms based on Multi­

variate Discriminate Analysis.


Guided clustering was used to develop training statistics and to


evaluate initial classification results. Final statistics were


generated and used to classify the Landsat scene. The classification


provided an inventory of the area within the land condition categories

defined. A pseudo-color map was produced and tabular summaries were


developed for each category, by forest management unit. The classi­

fication accuracy was evaluated by using a pixel grid on U-2 photo­

graphy. Classification errors of omission and commission were cal­

culated using a binomial approximation within a cluster sampling


design.


The following major conclusions were reached:


1) Landsat MSS data can be processed, using guided clustering


techniques, to accurately map (81% to 97% accuracy) land condi­

tion and vegetation cover categories (e.g., conifer, mixed and


hardwoods) and percent crown closure of brush (seven categories

from < 10% to )80% CC) inregions of rugged, mountainous terrain.


2) A successful classification requires reliable and adequate ground

information, an interactive computer system with clustering capa­

bilities and adequate time to allow for retraining to increase


classification accuracy.


3) Guided clustering techniques are essential for developing training


statistics containing the maximum number of spectral classes.


4) A successful classification can be accomplished using a remote


computer terminal accessed by phone to a central computer.
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5) The vegetation complex of the Hoopa Indian Reservation was


described as follows:


Conifer Forest ..... ...... 18% 
Mixed Forest ..... ....... 36% 
Hardwood Forest ..... ..... 2% 
Brush - 80% Crown Closure . 8% 
- 60% . . 6% 
- 50% . . 7% 
- 40% " 5% 
- 30% 
. 1% 
- 20% 
. . 7% 
- 10% . . 6% 
Water ...... .. ........ 3% 
Snow ...... .. ........1% 
TOTAL 100%


6) The crown closure land condition categories comprise approximately


40 percent of the Hoopa Indian Reservation. The sparse brush or


crown closure categories ( 10% to 30% CC) cover 14 percent and the


heavy crown closure (40% to 80% CC) categories cover approximately


26 percent.
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INTRODUCTION


It is clear that there are diverse and several types of reporting


that go with accomplishing something and then trying to describe


what was done. Probably this section should be called "Acknowledge­

ments" - but it is my way of introducing the whole business.


This report represents a synthesis of the final technical report


written by Kenneth E.Mayer and Lawrence Fox III. However, I,


Donna Hankins, am solely responsible for the contents and accuracy


of the Executive Review where it differs from the original. These


two gentlemen (with the many faceted cooperative efforts of Gary

Rankel, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service; Mr. Joe Webster, Associate


Director of the NASA Grant to HSU; and numerous persons of NASA,


Ames Research Center, principally Dr. Dale Lumb, Mrs. Sue Norman


and Mr. Dave Peterson) performed the awesome share of the technical


and field work and prepared the report from which a great deal of


the present "Summary" is drawn.


They are all to be highly commended. The report is complete, the job

itself is done, and without many cooperators and helpers, such as the


Geography and Topographic Divisions of the U.S. Geological Survey

(Mr. William Newland and Mr. Leonard Gaydos, in particular), the task


simply could not have been accomplished.


But this report also represents a personal effort to place the sterling
 

work done into its proper, fitting, chronology and perspective - that


of a major technology transfer effort begun some time before the


actual "project" and which will not be finished within the lifetimes


of many who have worked on it.


The "thanks" for this effort go directly to the citizens of the Northern


California Interim Task Force who had courage and energy to reach out,


just as NASA's national outreach effort was beginning, to grasp a


technology and make it begin to work for them. Thanks, too, must go


to NASA's planners-in-chief for the Regional Applications Program which


made the project possible.


Finally, appreciation must be given to the person who truly helped make


it all happen - Mr. Ben Padrick, of NASA Ames Research Center. His


role has been to be the "starter" for the engine of technology transfer


in Northern California, and to him go my deepest thanks for his energy,

enthusiasm and support during the difficult and formative period of


this effort.


Hopefully, the Executive Summary will be readable as well as technically


correct. For this, I heartily thank my colleague, Kamila Plesmid,


and her considerable translative and grammatical skills, along with


strong editing policies. For technicalities I must again thank, with


affection, Ken Mayer and Larry Fox.
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* Economics of today unfortunately do not permit reproducing intheir


original beautiful and useful form the color photographs prepared by

NASA Ames Research Center as part of their contribution to the project.

I have elected to reproduce the photos in color Xerox form, which give


an excellent idea of What these products are like, and at least double


the number of people that can receive this report.
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THE PROBLEM - THE FISHERY DECLINE IN NORTHWESTERN CALIFORNIA 
Populations of salmon and steelhead in the coastal rivers of north­

western California have declined dramatically in recent decades.


Northern rivers which once supported commercial harvests in excess


of one million pounds annually, now contribute much less to the catch.


Chinook salmon runs of the north coast drooped from an annual aver­

age of 255,000 during 1940-49 to 91,000 during 1960-69, a 64% loss;


coho salmon runs have fallen from 147,000 to 57,000 or a 61% loss;


and steelhead from 290,000 to 100,000, a 65% loss. Despite these


count figures, very limited data exists regarding the status of


anadromous populations, relationships between the populations and


their environment and contributions of populations from various river


systems. (Rankel, 1977.)


The Trinity River, principal tributary to the Klamath River, flows


approximately 180 miles across northern California to its junction


with the Klamath River at Weitchpec from which it proceeds 42 miles


in a northerly direction to its junction with the Pacific Ocean at


Requa. The Klamath River within California has a drainage area of


7,870 square miles and is the largest watershed in northern Califor­

nia. The Trinity River Basin comprises 2,965 square miles of which


the upper 720 square miles has been rendered inaccessible to anadro­

mous fish runs since 1963 with the completion of Lewiston Dam, con­

structed as part of the Trinity River Division of the Central Valley


Project. Located 111 river miles upstream from the mouth of the


Trinity River, the dam has led to annual exports of Trinity River


water to the Sacramento Valley amounting to reductions in average


annual flows past the dam site of approximately 88 percent and reduc­

tions in peak flows from over 70,000 c.f.s. to 250 c.f.s., except


during infrequent spill periods. The post-project water release re­

gime has resulted inwater temperature modifications, sediment build­

ups and riparian vegetation encroachment in the river below the dam


leading to further reductions of useable habitat.


The Klamath-Trinity River System has historically supported large runs


of salmon and steelhead which in turn have sustained important inland


sport and Indian subsistence fisheries and contributed to offshore sport


and commercial catches. As a result of the Trinity River Division


Project,man's activities (logging, road building, fishing, etc.) and


natural processes (geologic instability, high rainfall and floods


such as the 1964 occurrence), anadromous fish runs in the system have


declined drastically in recent years as reflected by reduced angler


and Indian harvests and diminished returns to the Trinity River Fish


Hatchery.


The lower 16 miles of the Trinity River and lower 42 miles of the Klamath


River flow through Indian lands of the Hoopa and Yurok tribes. Genera­

tions of Indians have utilized fishing grounds in the rivers, and their


fishery for salmon and steelhead has historically provided the mainstay


of Indian economy in the area. Perpetuation of this valuable resource
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is of vital concern to the Indian community and the tribes recognize


that all competing resource-user groups must work together to prevent


further deterioration of the runs.


The California Department of Fish and Game (CFG) in c6njunction with


the Trinity River Task Force (TRTF) has undertaken a program to identify


and correct salmon and steelhead problems in the Trinity-Klamath River


Basin. To be complete, such an effort had to take into account the 58


miles of river flowing through Indian land (over one-third of the total
 

river miles involved) and approximately 250 miles of associated tribu­

tary streams located on the Hoopa and Klamath Reservations, many of


which support spawning runs.


The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) had gained previous experience


with problems of the Trinity River Basin through its ongoing fishery


management assistance program on the Hoopa Indian Reservation and


through participation in the TRTF. Adoption of the data collection plan


with FWS doing the work would lead to a greater degree of involvement in


ongoing basin-wide programs and through coordination with BIA, CFG,


TRTF and other interested agencies and groups as part of the basin-wide
 

approach.


FWS involvement was initiated through establishment of a Fisheries


Assistance Office in Eureka, California in January, 1977. The office


was initially set up at the Cooperative Fishery Unit, Humboldt State


University and Gary L. Rankel, Biologist-in-Charge, U. S. Fish and


Wildlife Service was stationed there on a permanent basis. (The office
 

has subsequently moved to Jacoby Building, Suite S, 791 Eighth Street,


Arcata, CA. 95521.) The office is administered by the Fisheries Assist­

ance Office, Reno, Nevada. A field office was also established on the


Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation.


Terms and Acronyms:


c.f.s. - cubic feet/second


TRTF - a federally funded multi-agency group (12 agencies - state, federal


and local) formed in 1973 to take interim action and prepare long­

term plans for rehabilitation of the Trinity River Basin.
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WHEN THE PROBLEM BECAME AN OPPORTUNITY


An acute and long term awareness of the complex and overlapping re­

quirements inthe areas of forestry, water and land use led a group

of Humboldt County citizens to form an ad hoc task force in 1975 to


address the inherent problems ineach discipline. As a result of the


training and background of certain task force members, combined with


increased national attention focused on the important role of NASA


technology and Remote Sensing insimilar problem areas inthe states


of Washington, Oregon and Idaho, the task force had centered its


interests on bringing applications of space technology and remote


sensing information to those problems.


Mr. Gary Rankel, of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, was invited


to present the FWS problem he was working with on the Hoopa Reserva­

tion to the Northern California Interim Task Force.


Similar problems affect and involve nearly all elements of the northern


California community at large; i.e., cities and towns, the counties


themselves, and include the total living natural environment of forests,


rivers, mountains, coastal lands and oceanic shelf.


The natural environment, so vital to the overall social and cultural


patterns of the region, influences and affects small city populations,

labor and employment patterns of the large private and public timber­

lands, the extensive Native American population of northern California


and their large tribal land holdings, along with all other sectors of


the human environment of the region. Thus, there isa demonstrated


need for development of the best possible resource and human plans

for this region, known for its natural beauty and splendid environment


but burdened with one of the highest unemployment rates inthe nation.


These diverse factors were prevalent inthe northern California com­

munity for many years, and developing in those same years was the


science of remote sensing. The National Aeronautics and Space Admin­

istration (NASA) had long since done research and development of all


background and technology necessary for space travel and to get humans


on the moon. Recently, a dynamic change inkey activities on the part

of NASA took place. As of early 1977, the mandate was to initiate and


develop regionally oriented remote sensing applications and training


programs out of three lead centers--Goddard Space Flight Center at


Greenbelt, Maryland; Earth Resources Laboratory at Slidell, Louisiana;


and Ames Research Center at Moffett Field (Bay Area), California. Each


of these centers was directed to work with State and local communities-­

helping them solve various resource problems as they, the communities,


saw them, but utilizing the technology of remote sensing as a new


information gathering device and as a powerful analytic tool. Coopera­

tive, cost-sharing projects were to be developed on a selected basis,


as a way to demonstrate the utility of remote sensing data for such


problems. These regional efforts were named the Regional Applications

Programs (RAP). The one in the West, of course, became WRAP. 
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Given the goals and objectives of the new NASA directives, and the


perceived goals and objectives of the citizens task force of north­

western California, a need for development of a model for technology


transfer to regions and communities was jointly conceived by the
 

northern California task force and representatives of the NASA team


at Ames Research Center. As initial work on the "model" was undertaken
 

by the task force, itbecame imminently apparent that a need existed


for a special facility and philosophical environment inwhich to actually
 

do the work. The Center for Community Development, an arm of Humboldt


State University, was chosen as the ideal setting for the essential,
 

broad-based, small community interaction with NASA, an agency dealing
 

in very high technology.


Insuch an interaction, a bridge to be established would be between the


technology and the people who could and would use it. The Center for


Community Development, with its unique access to the expertise, facilities,


students and staff of Humboldt State University, yet solidly linked to


the numerous pressing community problems of the quarter million citizens


living inits six-county 20,000 square mile service area, provided a


logical local site with the internal philosophy necessary to the success­

ful accomplishment of such a diverse project. During its nine-year


history, the Center's personnel and directorate had demonstrated the


ability of the facility to act as a community catalyst inwell over 100


separate community oriented projects and programs.


As one step inthe "Building a Model for Technology Transfer in North­

western California" project, Humboldt State University's Center for


Community Development, incooperation with the National Aeronautics and


Space Administration, held a Conference on April 6, 7,and 8, 1977,


inEureka, to address the above complex issues and begin applied research


on a "model" for technology transfer. The Conference, titled, Exploring


the Use of Aerospace Technology inSolving Some Resource Based Problems


in Northwestern California, provided a general forum of discussion to


facilitate free interaction between participants concernino information


about remote sensing, as an information gathering tool, and application


techniques of the technology in several disciplines.


Gary Rankel, along with a panel of six other agency and tribal representa­

tives, presented his project. Each of these panelists discussed a dif­

ferent specific resource problem, and stated that they were attending


the conference to examine the potential for using remotely sensed data


as a part of the solutions.


Action Plans were developed at the Conference, April 6, 7 and 8, 1977,


and are tabulated inorder of priority as expressed by the Conferees.


1. To establish a local training and education program to encourage


users assistance, and the transfer of remote sensing knowledge to


local communities.


Involved inthe above is the development of a "Core Group" to


a. gather remote sensing materials and develop a remote sensing


service;
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b. educate users as to what isavailable, how to obtain, and how


they can use remote sensing materials; and,


c. to establish an unincorporated/nonprofit northcoast remote


sensing resource center to provide the following services or


facilities,


1. library


2. training


3. browse file


4. problem recognition for public boards and county
 

agencies, and industry technical transfer.


II. To develop, study, and analyse the moral, ethical, equity questions


and guidelines for the application of remote sensing materials with


(a)clear and definite limits to policing and regulatory applications,


and (b)requiring economic analysis to approach the sophistication


of the hardware (cost effectiveness and established guidelines).


Analysis should also consider the appropriateness of discontinuing


remote sensing programs and, instead, funding local conservation/


restoration programs for action NOW.


III. 	 To select a small area with the largest number of users and disci­

plines and to (a)maximize data base at minimum cost, and (b)develop


a test site for overlap studies.


IV. Establish a task force to develop projects for northern California,
 

using this conference information and based on legislation and com­

monality of informational needs.


V. Link the President's Science Advisory Committee to existing local


extension agent, and to establish a State remote sensing center to:


a. inventory local resources,


b. establish a catalog of remote sensing data,


c. promote training courses and programs,


d. publish a newsletter or trade magazine, and


e. provide local availability of data.


All of the items developed have seen action and forward motion. Descrip­

tion of such activities can be found inBuilding and Developing an Insti­

tutional Mechanism for Technology Transfer Using Northern California as


a Test Site - A Final Report - NSG 2244. The exception is the #III item


above,4selecting a small area with the largest number of users and disci­

plines, maximizing data base at a minimum cost, and developing a test


site for overlap studies" The report which follows, A Watershed Condition
 

Inventory of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation Using Landsat Digital Data,


represents the completion of that action item.


For information on how to obtain the above two reports, please contact


NASA 	 Remote Sensing and Technology Transfer Project, Humboldt State


University, Arcata, California 95521. 707-826-3112.
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THE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT


Following the April 1977 conference, a grant was made to Humboldt


State University, the Center for Community Development, as a way to


facilitate training, technical projects and other technology transfer


activities in northern California. Several discussions took place

between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, represented by Mr. Gary


Rankel of Eureka; the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,


represented by Mrs. Susan Norman, California Western Regional Applica­

tions Program (WRAP) coordinator, of NASA, Ames Research Center; and


the Humboldt State University Remote Sensing and Technology Transfer


(RSTTP) grant staff, represented by Ms. Donna Hankins, principal in­

vestigator, and Dr. Lawrence Fox, III, technical advisor.


The initial problem was to determine portions of the Hoopa Square


study where direct application of Landsat technology would be suitable.


By Fall of 1977, letters of understanding were exchanged between the


U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and NASA Ames Research Center outlining

conditions, tasks, responsibilities and administrative guidelines for


all those involved, including HSU grant personnel.


The RSTTP provided overall administrative and coordinating functions


between the three agencies. Humboldt State University, through its


Center for Community Development, provided office facilities for the


RSTTP for the duration of the project. RSTTP was funded by the ARC-

Western Regional Applications Program (WRAP), with a substantial por­

tion of those funds set aside to complete this project.


NASA ARC provided:
 

- Technical coordination/consultation for all phases of the


project


- Technical facilities and personnel for training of USFWS
 

and HSU participants


- Computer facilities and analysis support materials


- Output product generation.


U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service provided:


- Biological technician support (130 day position)


- Access to ground data inconjunction with the Bureau of


Indian Affairs and Hoopa Indian Tribal Council, Hoopa,


California


- Consultation and coordination of activities incollection


of ground data and other supplementary materials. -
The next ten weeks were spent in intensive training and orientation


to both remote sensing technology and the field area for project


participants.
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Searches were made for existing USGS Quadrangle Maps in 7 minute


format; existing U2 and other photography over the study area; and


Landsat data tapes of a seasonal time that would best show differen­

tiation of various vegetation and bare soil classes.


During this period, itwas decided that a computer terminal at


Humboldt State University (grant offices at Center for Community


Development) connected by a WATS telephone line to the main computer


system at NASA Ames Research Center, would serve to accomplish most


computer training and the actual project work itself which needed


computer processing. By early 1978, a solid, technical operating


plan had been developed, equipment was inplace, responsible personnel


designated, and the project itself was ready to begin.


The Study Area - Land, People and Fisheries


The Klamath River watershed isa heavily forested area containing

large stands of virgintimber, and draining approximately 15,600


square miles (25,100 kmZ) inOregon and California. The majority of


the drainage inCalifornia lies within the boundaries of the Six Rivers,


Klamath, Shasta and Trinity National Forests. The lower 42 miles (67

km) of the Klamath River and lower 16 miles (26 km) of the Trinity

River lie within the confines of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation.


The Klamath River flows westward from Iron Gate Dam, joins with the


Shasta and Scott Rivers and then turns southward and unites with the


Salmon River. After joining with the Trinity River, its largest

tributary at Weitchpec, the Klamath River changes course and flows


in a northwestward direction before emptying into the Pacific Ocean


near Requa, California.


Throughout most of its course the Klamath River and its major tribu­

taries, the Trinity, Shasta, Scott and Salmon Rivers flow in steep


V-cut valleys, between steep mountainous ridges. This feature, along


with numerous riffles and "nickpoints" (small waterfalls), is indica­

tive of rapid ddwncutting of the rivers through the underlying rock


units.


Inthe study area, major rock units from east to west are the Galice,
 

South Fork Mountain Schist and the Franciscan. (Bulletin 190 - Cali­

fornia Division of Mines and Geology, 1964.) The units are complex­

ly faulted and fractured and due to this feature, contribute large


amounts of clay rich sediment to the river system.


The Trinity River drains 2,970 square miles (4,778 km2) while the


Shasta, Scott, and Salmon Rivers each have drainage areas comprising


approximately 800 square miles (1,287 km). Precipitation averages


40 inches (101 cm) annually throughout much of the basin and can


exceed 90 inches (229 cm) per year along the coast. Precipitation


gradually decreases inland to approximately six inches (15.2 cm)


annually in the eastern portion of the basin.
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The Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation comprises approximately 144,000


acres (58,299 ha) in Humboldt and Del Norte Counties, California.


That portion of the reservation referred to as "The Square" (Fig. 1)


comprises 90,000 acres (36,437 ha) and is generally mountainous and


rugged, ranging in elevation from 320 feet (97.5 m) to over 5,000


feet (1,524 m). Steep mountainous terrain comprises approximately


97 percent of "The Square" while the remaining area, the Hoopa


Valley, is a low alluvial plain, which borders the Trinity River.


Climatic conditions in this area vary appreciably with rainfall aver­

aging approximately 49 inches (124 cm) per year in the higher moun­

tains near Weitchpec. Snowfall is negligible adjacent to the Trinity

River but is substantial at higher elevations. Temperatures vary from


mean January and July values of 54 F (12.2 C) and 70 F (21.1 C),


respectively, with extreme variations to 16 F (-8.8 C) and 102 F


(38.9 C). Soils fall within the broad vegetational class referred


to as the Douglas Fir-White Oak prairie type. The timber covered


terrain provides desirable habitat for blacktail deer, bear, quail,


grouse and many fur bearing animals. The economic base of "The Square"


is centered around the timber industry with large stands of Douglas


fir providing the principal resource.


The two tribes which reside on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation


include the Hupa Indians of "The Square" and the Yurok Indians who


occupy land along the lower 42-mile (67.5 km) stretch of the Klamath


River, frequently referred to as "The Strip." The original Hoopa


Valley Reservation (that portion referred to as "The Square" created


in 1864, was enlarged in 1891 to include a tract of land one mile in


width on either side of the Klamath River extending from "The Square"


to the Pacific Ocean. This extension incorporated the old Klamath


River Reservation or "Lower 20" section created in 1855, into the


Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation. Most of the "Lower 10" has since


passed into non-Indian ownership, resulting in controversies concern­

ing Indian ownership and rights within the Klamath River section of


the reservation. Despite the large private holdings, the U. S. Supreme


Court in 1973 held that the "Lower 20" portion was still considered


"Indian Country."


Land-conditions and environmental factors along "The Strip" are


similar to the Hoopa Square. The Klamath River is characterized by


steep canyon walls with slopes in excess of 100 percent. Vegetational


communities are similar to "The Square" with the exception of Redwoods


which are found near the mouth of the Klamath River. Both "The Strip"
 

and "The Square" contain many tributary streams which provide consider­

able anadromous fish habitat.


Tribal members of "The Square" have formed a government based on an


official tribal roll, which has exercised a broad range of jurisdiction


over Indian affairs, including fishing. A gill netting ordinance


adopted by the tribe in 1976 prohibits the placement of any gill net


which extends beyond two-thirds of the distance across the Trinity


River, the placement of any net in front of the mouth of any tributary


stream and the taking of fish for commercial purposes. Gill ndts must


also be lifted and removed from the river on a daily basis.
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Figure 1. Study area location, Hoopa Square and Klamath


Extension.


Unlike the Hupas, the Yurok people have had no officially-recognized

tribal government, tribal roll or means of jurisdiction. Their lack


of authority to control or regulate individual tribal fishermen has


resulted inthe current controversy surrounding Indian fishing rights


on the Klamath River. An Ad Hoc Fishing Committee, comprised of Yurok


Indians was formed in1975 to advise the Yurok people concerning fish­

ing rights. This committee disbanded in 1977 because of widespread

tribal non-support. Attempts are underway by a number of Yurok


leaders to form an interim tribal government on the reservation.


The Klamath River basin has historically supported large runs of


salmon and steelhead trout, which have contributed considerably to


sport and commercial fisheries in California and have provided the


mainstay of Indian economy in the area. Heavily utilized trade routes


from the interior to the sea, resulted in a lively commerce indried


fish and shells. Much of the ritual and labor of the Indian people


was related to the capture and care of salmon and steelhead. The fall


chinook salmon run was most important because low river flows and


considerable numbers of large fish provided optimum fishing conditions.


The flesh of this fish was ideal for smoke curing and storing for


winter use. Indians historically constructed fish weirs of logs, poles

and brush across the rivers and speared or netted upstream migrants.

Weirs remained in place until late fall high flows washed them away.

Inrecent decades, weirs have been replaced by more efficient gill nets


which have raised a variety of jurisdictional questions regarding Indian


fishing rights.


Biologists with the U.S. Forest Service estimated an annual net economic


value of salmon and steelhead fisheries attributable to the Klamath


River watershed, exclusive of the Trinity River drainage, of $21.5


million. This value includes sport and commercial fisheries but does


not take into account the Indian subsistence fisheries. Average annual


values per mile of chinook salmon, coho salmon and steelhead trout


habitat within the Klamath National Forest were also estimated at

$25,000, $2,300 and $4,500 respectively (Kesner, 1977).


Eight anadromous fishes spend portions of their life cycles in the


Klamath River System: chinook or king salmon, coho or silver salmon,

steelhead trout, coastal cutthroat trout, brown trout, green sturgeon,

American shad, and Pacific lamprey. Small runs of white sturgeon may

also occur inthe basin (Moyle, 1976). Resident species include


native rainbow trout, brown trout, eastern brook trout, and several


species of non-game and warm water game fishes. Notable marine


visitors include the starry flounder, surf smelt, and redtail surf­

perch (Rankel, 1978). A review of life history information for


respective species along with a summary of temporal run-size trends


appears in Rankel (1978).


Landsat Overview


Inany reporting of work accomplished, it is important to set out


clearly the steps involved, the materials and methods involved, a


reasonable chronology of their use, as well as the results obtained.
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Inthis particular project, these elements assume an even greater


importance since the technology itself will be judged as to how well


itworked in accomplishing the desired objectives, as well as the


overall result§.


As a result of the intensive planning efforts described earlier,


a combination of remote sensing technical tools and conventional


data were selected - principally, Landsat digital data, U2 high


altitude infrared photography, USGS 7 ' maps and ground verification.


The data to be extracted would be pertinent information on certain


resource types (conifers, mixed forest and hardwoods); how they are


distributed, in what percentages and where located relative to tribu­

taries of the Klamath and Trinity Rivers.


The objective, above all, was to make no judgments regarding how or


why the landscape arrived at its present condition, but to contribute


a comprehensive and vital planning base from which interpretations


could be made by all involved.


The Landsat data is directly recorded in a digital format on magnetic


tape, greatly facilitating the application of computer processing pro­

grams.


After a review of the vegetation communities, desired land condition


classes and ground truthing time frame, an April 12, 1977 Landsat


scene was selected for analysis. A computer compatible tape was


acquired from Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center.


Radiometric anomalies, includinq bad data lines and points, radiometric'


striping and atmospheric scattering were not corrected or normalized


before processing. These errors were not significant for the data


tape used in this project.


Once preprocessing had been completed, a window was selected from the


Landsat scene. The window selected to cover this area was approximately


1,000 pixels (acres) on a side, 1,000,000 bytes of information ineach


of the four channels.


The U2 Overview


The following U2 information isadapted from "High Altitude Perspective,"


prepared by the Airborne Missions and Applications Divisions of NASA Ames


Research Center in 1977.


The U-2 isa single-place aircraft designed and built by the Lockheed


Aircraft Corporation for high-altitude, long-range operation. The U-2


is characterized by its long wing span and tandem landing gear located


under the fuselage. Auxiliary gear, called pogos, are located outboard


on the underside of each wing; they are jettisoned on takeoff.
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The NASA U-2 aircraft, based at Ames Research Center, routinely fly


from Ames and Wallops Island, Yirginia. Other staging locations are


possible, however; for example, data flights have been flown from


Hawaii, Alaska, Texas, Maine, South Dakota, and Panama.
 

The high-altitude, long-duration capability of the U-2 makes it


uniquely suitable for upper atmospheric or space-oriented research


as well as for wide ranging electronic and photographic Earth obser­

vations. Since the beginning of NASA's Earth resources survey program


at Ames Research Center in September 1971, each of the U-2's has averaged


over 100 flights per year and together they have accumulated over 4000


flight hours.


The U-2 has been used extensively to collect underflight (or "ground


truth") data to support Landsat investigations in forestry, water man­

agement, coastal zone processes, rangeland management, and land use.


Multistage sampling techniques to aid in interpreting satellite data


have been developed through the use of U-2 imagery.


The NASA U-2's routinely carry a wide variety of sensors. Included are


aerial mapping cameras, electronic sensors and scanners, and both in situ


and remote atmospheric sampling devices.


See Figure 2, Camera Configurations, page 14, and Figure 3, Camera Ground


Coverage, page 15.


U-2 photography coverage was obtained over the study area on May 8,


1978, using the RCO 6 inch focal length lens together with the HR732
 

24 inch focal length lens, using infrared film. This provided suitable,


up to date coverage for the purpose of validating the satellite data.


Processing the Data


The Landsat digital data was analyzed using interactive procedures and


multispectral classification schemes. The purpose of digital image


processing is to group pixels spectrally into a number of meaningful


categories that can be correlated to natural resource features.


A special computer software package called EDITOR was used exclusively


to carry out these functions.


EDITOR is a three-fold system for interactive image processing, file


management, and ILLIAC IV high speed central computer interfacing.


Interactive image processing allows for the manipulation and display


of Landsat digital data by the analyst at a local level using a


portable computer terminal.
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2CONFIGURATIONS - FIGURE 
DESIGNATION 
VINTEN (FOUR) 
12S MULTISPECTRAL 
(FOUR BANDS) K-22 
RC-1O 
RC-IO 
HR-732 
HR-73B-1 
ITEK PANORAMIC 
LENS 
1-3/4 in FL 
F2 8 
100 mm FL 
F2.8 
6in, F4 
12 in, F 4 
24 in, F8 
36 in, FIO 
24in F35 
FILMFORMAT, in 
2-1/4 x 
2-3/16 
9 x 9 
(4 @ 3 5) 
9x9 
9x9 
9x18 
18 x18 
45x50 
GROUND NOMINAL 
COVERAGE@ 65,000 ft RESOLUTION@ 65,000 IfT 
14 x14 n. mi 10-20 m 
(EACH) 
9 x 9 n mi 6-10 m 
16 x16 n. mi 3-8m 
8x8n mi 1.5-4 m 
4x8n mi 06-3m 
53 x5.3 n mi 05-2m 
2x37n mi 03-2m 
- 14 ­
FIGURE 3 CAMERA GROUND 
COVERAGE 
FT 66n mi per min65000

24 INCH
"''" ITEK 01 A ,, '  LENS 
. ~PANORAMIC CAMERA .. 
8n.m. 
kit 8012 INCH LENS " 

S233, nm... 
, AT NADIR,-r 16 n,ml., , . 
"'''.,,IMAGEOVERLAP 
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The first step taken in processing the Landsat scene Was an ILLIAC IV


unsupervised classification. Thi5 process assures that all possible


spectral information can be extracted, An arbitrary number of spectral


classes (20) was chosen and submitted to the ILLIAC IVfor unsuper­

vised classification. The computer assigned alphanumeric symbols to


the spectral classes that it selected and a line printer map was pro­

duced. The line printer map, at approximately 1:24,000 scale, was


useful in determining the geographical location of spectral classes.


A two channel map was developed using channels 2 (red), and 4 (infra­

red). The spectral means of each class were plotted in their respec­

tive channels. At this point, itwas possible to begin making in­

ferences as to which resource types the classes represented. U-2


photography was used to assign reliable resource labels to the computer


assigned classes. See Figure 4.


In order to assure accurate location of resource features on the
 

Landsat scene, a calibration file was produced. Unique pixels or


control points on the line printer map and their corresponding loca­

tion on 7 minute quadrangle maps were recorded and analyzed using


least squares regression techniques. Row/column and latitude/longitude


of the control points were entered into the computer and were edited.


Control point editing is the process by which mis-located points are


eliminated to achieve accuracy of within one pixel (80 m) of the true
 

location. The calibration file standardized the Landsat scene to United


States Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle maps. This insures accurate


location of resource features as well as training areas.


The next step was to produce a supervised classification of the study
 

area.


Supervised classification with guided clustering uses independent


information to define statistics that establish classification
 

categories. Areas were selected that were spectrally alike (homogeneous)
 

for each resource type. The process of guided clustering enables the


analyst to account for spectral differences (heterogeneity) within a


training field. A vegetation cover type may be homogeneous in terms


of resource category definition, but may contain several spectral


signatures.


Approximately I00 training fields were selected and recorded on USGS


7 ' quadrangle maps and labeled according to resource category. The


training fields were digitized, labeled and stored in the computer for


post classification processing. Each quadrangle map became a digitiza­

tion segment. The segments, as well as the irregular polygon training


fields within them, were stored incomputer memory. Ground truth for


each field was recorded and each segment was grouped or "packed" into


files containing like ground truth information. Each pack file was


labeled as to resource type or category represented.
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Figure 4 - Unsupervised Line Printer Map 
and Conventional Map Comparison 
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Figure 6. Computer generated line printer map qnd separability


matrix depicting individual classes and their approx­

imate location on the ground. This is used in ident­

ifing resource categories and the separability of


each spectral class.
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Figure 7. Plotter representation of the Klamath Extension


and Hoopa Square.
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Figure 8. 	 Plotter represention of the eight management units, 
Hoopa Square. 
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Field Data Collection Techniques


Field data or ground truth was collected for each land condition


category. The study area was divided into sub-sections in order to


expedite the field data collection process. These sub-sections had


been previously delineated by the B.I.A. at Hoopa and were outlined


in comprehensive logging maps. These were then used to direct the


collection of ground truth data.


Aerial photographs of the area were examined to determine the types


of land condition categories present (Figure 9). These categories


were then aggregated together and a representative sample was chosen
 

for field inspection.


Each field plot visited was inspected for plant species composition,


soil condition, erosion potential, aspect and slope. Furthermore,


each field plot was visually inspected and an occular estimation of


the percent crown closure was made.


These field plots became training fields for the classification and


were used to standardize the airphoto interpretation when used for


further ground truth collecting. Approximately 80% of the ground

truth information was collected from airphotos. This provided for


quick and consistent data collection that could be easily verified


or duplicated.


Evaluation


The Landsat classified scene (April, 1977) was evaluated using U-2


color infrared photography (May, 1978). A nine by eighteen inch


format transparency (1:32,500) of the Hoopa Valley and adjoining

forest land was enlarged and printed to match the 1:24,000 scale of


the line printer map.


The evaluation site was selected to be representative of the study


area and contained all of the major cover categories defined in the


classification. The site was also adjacent to a unique meander in


the Trinity River which facilitated accurate pixel location.


A black line grid was produced on clear mylar to allow an accurate fit


to the line printer map. Each grid square represented the size of a


pixel at the scale of the line printer map. The grid was placed on


the classification and prominent geographical features (e.g., the


Trinity River) were identified and labeled. The grid was then placed


on the photograph and rotated until a local fit was established,


matching geographical features. Pin marks were placed on both products


to assure registration.
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The mylar grid was diyided into a series of nine by nine inch pixel


sampling clusters, eliminating those which had pixels occurring out­

side of the photograph, Clusters were selected at random and


sampled without replacement. The mylar grid was locally fit to the


photograph to allow for relief displacement errors, Photo-interpre­

tation was used to evaluate each pixel as to its true land cover


category and if the Landsat classification was correct. A pixel


count per class sampled was also recorded to insure adequate sample


size. Errors of omission and commission were calculated and point

estimations of the mean probability of correct classification were


determined.


The classification was aggregated as to Landsat class using the NASA


IBM 360 computer. The "Hoopa Square" was aggregated separately from


the "Klamath Strip". "The Square" was also divided into the manage­

ment units and summary statistics were produced. The aggregation

statistics were accessed through the EDITOR software. Summaries of


the number of acres, hectares, and pixels occurring within each class


were calculated per area.


Results of the Work


Land condition categories were identified by percent crown closure.


Crown closure was defined as the proportion of ground covered by


perennial plants.


Erosion in 100% - 40% areas seemed to be low. However, each site has


the potential for extreme mass wastage, as erosion is site specific

in this region. It was found that erosion increased as the percent


crown closure decreased. The 30% category was a prime example of this


as evidence of surface erosion was present.


Categories 20% and <10% exhibited the highest potential for erosion.


The 20% crown closure category was relatively unstable even though


covered partially by vegetation. The bare soil category, <10% crown


closure, was very unstable with little or no ground cover. This condi­

tion was usually a result of recent logging or land slides from various


causes.


See Table 1 which follows.
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Table 1 - Resource Category Descriptions


Map Spectral 	 Erosion


Category 	 Color Class Description 	 Potential (b)


100% CC(a) Dark H, 2 Primarily Douglas Fir Low


Conifer Green


Mixed Green 	 3,C,J, Some Conifer/Hardwood/Brush Low


K,L


Hardwoods 	 Light M Tan Oak, Madrone, Black Oak, Low


Green White Oak, Big Leaf Maple


80% CC Brown A 	 Predominantly Ceanothus, Low


little bare soil


60% CC Tan F,B,O 	 Predominantly Ceanothus, Low-Med


little bare soil


50% Peach 9 	 Predominantly Ceanothus, Low-Med


successively increasing
 

bare soil


40% Yellow 	 4,D Predominantly Ceanothus, Mid-point


E,G scattered small perennials Medium


30% Pink H 	 Little residual vegetation, Med-High


visible surface erosion


20% 	 Light 7,8 Little residual vegetation, Med-High


Red visible instability, slides


10% Red I 	 Little to no residual High


vegetation


Water Blue N 	 Ocean, river, tributaries, N/A


lagoons, ponds
 

Snow White 5,6 	 Mountain tops - Not in N/A 
study area 
Hoopa Grey Valley floor - not part of N/A 
Valley study 
(a)Crown Closure


(b)Site specific erosion - see discussion above. 
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Figure 10. 	 Plotter graph of the final 24 spectral classes in
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Color coded final map products were developed by first extending and


then color coding information developed on the training sites, to the


entire area within the digitized boundaries. These photo-map products


were designed to best assist the FWS inmaking regional observations


and planning for the next phases of their overall study. They are to


be used in close connection with all resource category descriptions and


tabular area summaries.


Figure 11 is a pictorial representation of the Hoopa Square and Klamath


Extension. The white lines are the political boundaries of the study
 

area that were stratified into the scene. Ground truth and classification


evaluations were completed only within those lines. Signature extension


was used to classify the remaining area for which no field work had been


completed, and consequently was not evaluated.


Figure 12 is an enlargement of the Hoopa Square. Again, the white lines


represent the boundaries of "The Square" as well as the management units.


The color scheme for both products is identical.


At this scale it is possible to examine the forest cover in detail.


Timber management maps are available through the B.I.A. at Hoopa and


can be used to correlate land use with the Landsat categories.


A mylar overlay of cut block patterns in "The Square" at the same scale


as a large photographic blow-up was prepared to illustrate this point,


and delivered to the FWS. An example of how this can be used is to study


the cut blocks, as mapped by the B.I.A. They depict a year by year


record of the cuts and are coded by year. Visual examination of various


bare soil resource categories on the color coded map beneath can quite

rapidly identify the areas on the watershed which belong in the categories.


Pixels, acres, and hectares per class per area were calculated.


The "Hoopa Square" was divided into eight arbitrary management units


and area summaries were developed. The Klamath Extension was calculated


separately. The Hoopa Valley was not included in the summaries because


of the interest in forest condition and not urban development. Thus,


the valley floor was separated from the study area and not included


in the classification. Through the use of guided clustering and the


pooling of supervised and unsupervised statistics, a high accuracy


was attained, averaging 92% overall. The study area was relatively


small, allowing for more intensive field work and higher accuracy.


See Table 2 which follows.
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Table 2 
Area Estimation of Landsat Categories per Management unit, Hoopa Square,


Klamath Extension.


Klamath 
Fields 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total Extension 
1646 2780 4227 2171 302 1100 1659 2910 16795 6080 P 
Conifer 1844 3114 4734 2432 338 1232 1858 3259 18811 6810 Ab 
746 1260 1916 984 137 499 752 1319 7613 2756 H' 
1188 5144 4639 3194 2752 4501 3231 4301 28950 16577


Mixed 	 1331 5761 5196 3577 3082 5041 3694817 32424 18566


2332 2103 	1148 1247 2040 146 1949 13121 7514
538 
 
1230
Hardwoods 135 555 189 111 113 13 175 260 1670 
 
151 622 	 212 124 127 148 196 291 1871 1378


61 252 86 50 51 60 79 118 757 558


24co 1712 898 1073 719 9 780 867 7220 3051
>8%cc d 2411 o6 22 85 874 971 809 3417 
Brush 111 776 407 486 326 422 354 393 3291 1383 
227 713 326 313 292 483 835 505 Z694 4174 
60% CC 254 799 365 351 327 541 935 56138 4675

Brush 103 323 148 142 132 219 378 229 1674 1892


159 518 783 450 482 649 690 487 4118 4294


50% cc 178 580 877 504 28 727 773 545 4612 4809


-Brush 72 235 355 204 173 294 313 221 1867 1946


161 652 	 535 290 296 226 723 588 3471 2511


40% Cc 180 730 599 325 332 253 810 659 3888 2812


Brush 73 296 242 131 134 102 328 267 1573 1138


45 100 	 58 27 41 5 92 59 427 497


30% CC 50 112 65 30 46 6 io3 66 478 557


Brush 20 45 26 12 19 2 42 27 193 225


422 690 1029 613 106 199 557 817 4433 4031 
20% CC 473 773 1152 687 119 223 624 915 4966 4515


Brush 191 313 466 278 48 90 252 370 2008 1827 
210 482 	 998 547 141 471 516 523 3888 657


<10% CC 235 540 1118 61 158 528 578 58696


Brush 95 218 452 24 64 213 234 27 1761 1658


10 47 32 	 24 28 5 16 10 
 172 3412
 
Water 11 53 36 27 31 6 18 11 1 3821


5 21 15 11 13 2 7 5 1547 
0 2 114 5 0 7 1 0 129 30 
Snow 0 2 128 6 0 8 1 0 14 34 
0 1 52 2 0 3 0 0N 	 14 
4448 13395 13828 8818 5172 8710 9275 11327 74973 49544


Total 	 4981 15003 15488 9878 5793 9757 10389 12686 83975 55490 
2015 6072 6268 3996 2544 3946 4203 5135 33979 22458 
ap = pixels OH = Hectares


bA = Acres "CC= Crown Closure


Mean probability of correct classification errors of omission and comission are 91 6% and 91 4%


respectively.
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Analysis of percentage figure - Hoopa Square.


1. 	 Mixed Category: most prevalent 	 k39% 32,424 acres


2. 	 Large stands of conifer existing in "The Square" 22% 18,811 acres


3. 	 Brush, or "land-condition" categories 	 28% 23,418 acres


4. 	 Bare soil, or high erosion potential 11% 9,322 acres


(10 & 20% CC Classes)


Analysis of percentage figure - Klamath Extension.


1. 	 Mixed Category: post prevalent 	 33% 18,566 acres


2. 	 Conifer stands 	 12.3% 6,810 acres


3. 	 Brush, or land-condition categories 	 38.7% 21,236 acres


4. 	 Bare soil, or high erosion potential 16% 8,878 acres


(10, 20 & 30% classes)


Cost of the Project


There are certain general observations and cautions that must be made


when looking at the costs involved in a demonstration project. Where


a certain amount of research must be done to fit even a clearly proven


and known technology to a particular user need. Demonstration projects

usually do not compare favorably with more tried and true, operational


techniques. The thing to remember isthat a great many (if not all)

present-day "operational" methods of doing any business have replaced


still older operational methods which became outdated.


Additionally, when considering the costs for this demonstration project,


we must consider the following relevant facts:


--5 major output products were actually created with several copies.


--4 persons were trained in use of the technology.


--after initial planning and training was done, the actual time


for extending the classification scheme to the whole study area


ranged from instantaneous to 20 seconds.


--this project for this area is repeatable and updateable in sub­

sequent Landsat scenes. The same methods and techniques are now


documented and can either utilize the same statistics or very


quickly and efficiently get new ones. The training fields are


digitized and stored away. They can be re-used.


--The same data tape has been used to create a wildlife habitat


(vegetation mosaic) map, all included in the cost.


--The same data tape and U2 photography could be used by many


agencies in the same region, by altering the classification


scheme


--The U2 flight data provided approximately 80% of field checking


and has provided complete aerial photography coverage of a region

that lacked recent photography. Along with utilization in this


project, it has to date been utilized by over 100 different


agencies, organizations and individuals to assist various mapping


projects. Primary among the other agencies use has been Land Use


and Land Cover Mapping by the California Department of Water
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Resources, and finalization, by the US. Geological Survey,


of various 7 minute topographic quadrangle sheets needed in


northern California.


--The combination of using U2 and Landsat data has, in this


project, significantly reduced labor and travel costs customarily


incurred in such areas. This combination has significantly


contributed to a highly accurate, acre by acre, assessment of


the required land cover conditions on the Hoopa Reservation.


This is not a gross inventory, but a very much more detailed


set of information, than has ever been available.


Cost Evaluation Notes - Refer to Table 3. This cost evaluation is


based simply on two major functions: actual Landsat digital image
 

processing, and training.


There are three major areas that we could successfully "track":


(1) salaries


(2) travel


(3) computer access.


Total salaries for all agencies involved were as follows: 
FWS - $ 3,600.00 
NASA (Arc) - 15,000.00 
HSU-Grant Staff - 16,774.00 (NASA Grant NSG 2244) 
HSU-Grad Program - 3,600.00 (McIntire Stennis funds) 
Total $38,974.00


Total travel for all agencies was: 
FWS $ 300.00 
NASA (Arc) - 700.00 
HSU-Grant Staff - 2,500.00 (NASA Grant NSG 2244) 
HSU-Grad Program - 1,600.00 (Mclntire-Stennis funds) 
Total $ 5,100.00


Computer Access is based on (1)2 hours and 21 minutes of NASA Central


Processing Units (CPU's) at $360.00/hour. This was what was used for


the training and analysis in two projects. NASA funds $ 800.00.


And (2)phone hook-up between HSU and


NASA (Arc). NSG 2244


funds 2,134.00


$2,934.00


Total Project Costs - $47,008.00
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Table 3 - Cost Analysis


COST 
TOTAL USFWS HSU 
SOURCE OF FUND, PROGRAM PROJECT McINTIRE-STENNIS 
NASA $16,5oo.oo $ 8 25o.oo $ 8,250.00 
HSU/NSG-2244 21,408.00 i0,704.00 10,704.00 
HSU/McINTIRE-S' ENNIS 5,200.00 -0­ 5,200.00 
US FISH & WILD IFE SER. 3,900.00 3,900.00 -0-
TOTALS 	 $47,008oO0 $22,854 .OO $24,1i54.oo 
COST PER ACRE:


(a) 	 139,500 IOOPA SQUARE, 
KLAMATH STRIP .163 .163 -0­
(b)83,975 HOOIA SQUARE .287 -0-	 .287


TOTAL COST PEI, ACRE .450 .163 	 .287 
Inconclusion, this project has demonstrated that many of the more conven­

tional, present day techniques can be cost effectively enhanced by remote


sensing technoloqy. If,for example, the same sort of technique could be


used in classifying the whole scene (some 6 million acres) with a 90% +


accuracy in classification as developed in the present project (usinq a


process called signature extension), the costs would be reduced to less


than .Ol/acre. This whole concept then points up the notion that the


more area (and therefore agencies and entities) involved, the lower the


costs and the higher the utilization rate.


It also seems reasonable to assume that once past the "settling-in" stage,


and when more truly operational procedures with remote sensing technology


are in use by agencies and entities, that costs would naturally be reduced.
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SUMMARY


Landsat digital data was analyzed using EDITOR software to map


land condition and vegetative cover on the Hoopa Valley Indian


Reservation in Northern California. Guided clustering was em­

ployed to identify the maximum number of spectral classes within


the study area.


Land condition was mapped according to percent crown closure of


brush (e.g. <10% to 780%) which was correlated to erosion poten­

tial. Vegetational communities were aggregated together and


identified as either conifer, mixed (conifer, hardwood and brush)


or hardwood.


Evaluation,of the classification was completed using binomial


approximation within a cluster sampling design. The overall


mean probability of correct classification for omission and


commission was 0.)16 and 0.914 respectively.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. Landsat MSS data can be processed, using guided clustering tech­

niques, to accurately map land condition and vegetation cover in


regions of rugged mountainous terrain.


2. A successful classification requires reliable and adequate ground


information, an interactive computer system with clustering capa­

bilities and adequate time to allow for re-training to increase


classification accuracy.


3. Guided clustering techniques are essential for developing train­

ing statistics containing the maximum number of spectral classes.


4. A successful classification can be accomplished using a remote


computer terminal accessed by phone to a central computer.


5. The vegetation complex of the Hoopa Indian Reservation was de­

scribed as follows:


Conifer Forest .................. 18%


Mixed Forest .................... 36%


Hardwood Forest ................. 2%


Brush - >80% CC ................. 8%


Brush - 60% CC .................. 6%


Brush - 50% CC .................. 7%


Brush - 40% CC .................. 5%


Brush - 30% CC .................. 1%


Brush - 20% CC ................... 7%


Brush - <10% CC ................. 6%


Water ........................... 3%


Snow ............................ 
 1%


TOTAL ......................... 100%


6. The crown closure land condition categories comprise approximately


percent of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation. The sparse
4 
 
brush or crown closure categories (410% to 30% CC) cover i4 percent.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
 

(1) Any remote sensing project will benefit greatly by the following;


(a) Having an in-house person, trained in remote sensing


techniques who already has the required discipline
 

background, or


(b) Knowledge of how to find, and deal knowledgeably with,


contractors who have remote sensing expertise.


(c) Begin with a small test area to get a good idea of


what is involved, then move towards the larger task.


(d) Consider many options. Know who to turn to for various,
 

independent options.


(2) An evaluation and challenge of the "repeatability" capabilities
 

of the Landsat System should be made; specifically, redo this


same project in 2-5 years to detect changes in the identical


categories within the Hoopa Indian Reservation.


(3) Some of these techniques should be employed by the Trinity River


Task Force agencies in their overall design of the 20-year man­

agement plan for the basin management.


(4) A careful economic assessment of a $21 million dollar fishery re­

source versus a management information tool that, in large regional


assessments, can cost as low as .01 per acre.


(5) A careful assessment should be made to determine relationships,


if any, between the land condition categories, the growth rate


and the cutting rate on the Hoopa Indian Reservation.


(6) Further assessment should be made to determine the relationships,


if any, between land-condition categories, existing imminent


geologic hazards and current timber management regimes, in order


to prepare future management (stocking, replant and harvest)


plans for the Reservation.


(7) Further assessment should be made of the direct relationship


between the "bare-soil" (10% CC - 30% CC) land-condition cate­

gories and the tributaries which need to be cleared of obstruc­

tions or are contributing significant amounts of sediment to


important spawning tributaries on the Hoopa Indian Reservation.
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GLOSSARY


algorithm - A mathematical formula used to calculate a statistic


used to place pixels in various categories.


anadromous fish - Several species of fish that live their life at


sea and return to fresh water to reproduce.


atmospheric scattering - Light scattered by the atmosphere which


causes a near-equal increase in brightness for all pixels,


usually greater in Band 4.


bad data lines - Scan ljnes containing no data.
 

band - A wavelength interval in the electromagnetic spectrum. Landsat


bands are numbered 4, 5, 6, 7. Often computer analysts number


them as channels 1, 2, 3, 4.


bit - In digital computer terminology, this is a binary digit that is


an exponent of the base of 2.


byte - A group of eight bits of digital data.


calibration file - A collection of points common to a map base and the


Landsat image used to 'fit' the Landsat data to the map.


categorized data - Raw data that has been placed into a category.


channels - Wavelength intervals of light energy received by a remote


sensing system. See band.


classes 	 - Categories that spectral responses are placed into.


classification - The process of assigning ,individual pixels of a multi­

spectral image to categories, generally on the basis of spectral­

reflectance characteristics.
 

clustering - The process of mathematically assigning similar spectral


signatures to classes or categories.


control 	 points - Geographical locations that the Landsat image is


corrected or aligned to.


C.R.T. - Cathode ray tube.
 

dicomed - A pseudo-color photographic reproduction of classified


Landsat data.


digitization - The process of converting an image recorded originally


on photographic material into a numerical format.
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EDITOR software - An interactive computer program that analyses


Landsat digital data using guided clustering procedures,


Euclidian minimum distance - A statistical decision rule used by the
 

cluster analysis routine to assign pixels to various categories.


Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier - A statistical decision rule


used in conjunction with known training sites to assign pixels


to various categories.


ground truth - Data that is collected in the field, on-the-ground


inspection.


IDIMS - Hardware developed by ESL Corporation that will classify and


interactively color Landsat data.


ILLIACIV - A parallel processing computer capable of very fast process­

ing speeds. This system is not interactive.
 

interactive processing - The method of data processing in which the


operator views preliminary results and can alter the in­

structions to the computer to achieve optimum results.


infrared - The infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum that


includes wavelengths from 0.7 m to 1 mm.


Landsat - An unmanned earth-orbiting NASA satellite that transmits


multispectral images in the 0.4 to 1.1 m region to earth


recelv-stations (formerly called ERTS).


line printer map - A digital computer printout. This can represent


gray level, raw or categorized data.


MSS - multispectral scanner system of Landsat that acquires images


at four wavelength bands in the visible and reflected IR regions.


management units - Arbitrarily selected subsections of the Hoopa


Valley Indian Reservation that correspond with existing


cut-block compartments. This facilitated summaries of acres


and hectares per area.


non-systematic errors - Variations in spacecraft attitude, velocity and


altitude.


packing - The process of taking spectrally similar data from geograph­

ically divergent training areas and merging them into one


category.


picture element - In a digitized image this is the area on the ground


represented by each digital value.


pixel - A contraction of picture element.
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pool and merge - The process of putting spectral classes together or


deleting to create a final statistic file.


radiometric striping - The striped effect in the image caused by an


abnormal increase inthe brightness of every sixth scan line.


raw data - Landsat spectral data that has not been classified or


enhanced.


separability matrix - A table of separability statistics indicating

the statistical separation of defined spectral categories in


spectral space.


Signature - A characteristic, or combination of characteristics, by


which a material or an object may be identified on an image


or photograph.


space craft attitude - The angular orientation with respect to a


geographic reference system.


spectral reflectance - The reflectance of electromagnetic energy at


specified wavelength intervals.


supervised classification - A technique that uses independent informa­

tion to define training data that are used for classification.


systematic errors - Geometric distortions which are constant and can


be predicted in advance.


training fields - Areas on the ground that are similar incomposition


that are used to train the computer.


unsupervised classification - A discriminatory procedure that uses


only the statistical properties of the image data as a basis


for classification.


* Compiled by Kenneth E.Mayer and Lawrence Fox III with extensive 
reference to Remote Sensing Principles and Interpretation, Sabins,


1978.
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EDITOR'S NOTE


This summary was mEde from a rough draft of Jeffrey A. Soto's graduate


thesis in Forestry. Humboldt State University, Arcata, California.


The thesis work war a result of the activities of NASA Grant 2244 at


Humboldt State Uniersity and, therefore, needed to be included in the


grant's Final Repoit. With Mr. Soto's permission, I have shortened


the thesis consideably so that only the main points appear inthis


report.


The summary cohtait's a brief statement of why and how the research was


conducted, include the final products that were generated from the


Landsat digital dala, and presents the conclusions that J. A. Soto came


to as a result of his work. The summary also contains a detailed descrip­

tion of how change detection was accomplished, using two Landsat scenes


of the same area, d years apart.
 

This summary, however, does not contain tabular data that accompanies
 

each of the final map products nor does itcontain graphic material


and tables that will be included inthe Methods and Materials section


of the completed thesis. There may also be some discrepancies between


my interpretation of the text and what the author actually intended.


Any such problems will obviously be set to right inthe final graduate


thesis.
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INTRODUCTION


In January, 1977, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)


initiated a nationwide technology transfer program- the Regional Applica­

tions Program (RAP). This new program was designed to ensure maximum re­

gional access to the technology of remote sensing. Three regional centers


including one at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, were


selected to set up various mechanisms to solve the problem of transferring


remote sensing technology to local and state entities.


In June, 1977, NASA awarded a substantial grant to Humboldt State University

through the Humboldt State University Foundation to "Develop and Demonstrate


an Institutional Mechanism for Transferring Remote Sensing Technology to 14


Western States, using Northern California as a test site."


As part of that grant effort, a Landsat Demonstration Project was initiated


with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The project was desiqned to inven­

tory watershed conditions on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation and the


Klamath River Extension as one method of analyzin the decline of anadromous


fish populations in that area. This inventory emphasized barren or other


erodable land associated with timber harvest operations, erosion rates, and


in-stream habitat.


Because the potential existed for a more thorough use of the Landsat data,


Dr. Lawrence Fox, an instructor in remote sensing and forestry at Humboldt


State University and technical coordinator for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife


project, proposed that a graduate research project in forestry accompany


the Fish and Wildlife Service proposal. This research would be confined


to the "Hoopa Square" portion of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation and


would complement the inventory efforts of the Fish and Wildlife Service.


Specifically, the research work would be in three phases. Phase I was to


develop a general land cover classification for the reservation. In this


first classification, the ecosystem would be mapped in terms of plant com­

munities and group states of plant succession. This plant succession would


be based on species composition, character or indicator species, and vege­

tation structure or physiognomy. Phase IIwas to map the early successional


stages of vegetation in terms of browsing quality for the Columbian black­

tailed deer population on and near the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation.


And Phase III was to detect chanqes in the vegetation cover using digital

data from two Landsat scenes, one August 28, 1973, and the other April 12,


1977. The April 12th Landsat scene was the data used for the U.S. Fish and


Wildlife inventory.
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This graduate research was funded, in part, by the McIntire Stennis Forestry


Foundation in Washington, D.C., with matching funds provided by the Department


of Forestry, Humboldt State University. Training in computer processing of


Landsat digital data and other technical support was furnished by the NASA


Remote Sensing and Technology Transfer Project at Humboldt State University,


in conjunction with the Western Regional Apolications Program at NASA Ames


Research Center, Moffett Field, California. This training for graduate
 

student, Jeffrey Soto, took place at the same time as training was conducted


for Kenneth Mayer, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife employee. Both men were also


given technical support from the U.S. Geological Survey's Geography Program


at NASA Ames Research Center.
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STUDY AREA


Location


The Hoopa Indian Reservation, commonly referred to as the Hoopa Square, was


founded on April 8, 1864, and officially established by President Grant's


Executive Order on June 23, 1876. The Hoopa Indian Reservation approximates


a square 12 by 12 miles in size and is located in northeastern Humboldt County,


California. The geographic coordinates are as follows:


northwest corner - 41004.491N, 1230 48.79'W


southwest corner - 40059.47'N, 1230 44.96'W


southeast corner - 41002.92'N, 1230 32.13'W


northeast corner - 41012.50'N, 1230 35.51'W.


This geographic location lies within Path 49 and Row 31 scene of Landsat data.


On an image of this data, the study area is easily identified by the large


bend in the Trinity River which is surrounded by pasture land in the Hoopa


Valley. The Trinity River runs through the center of the Hoopa Valley Indian


Reservation on its way to meeting the Klamath River at the northern boundary


of the reservation.


Background for Phase II - Deer Habitat Study


The Hoopa Indians have always hunted deer of either sex, and continue to do


so today. The hunting privileges are limited to the Reservation land, where


California hunting and fishing regulations do not apply. Hunting is restricted


to tribal members only, but there is no season and no limit. Due to tribal


customs, does are rarely killed between February and June. Migrating deer


that move into the Reservation are harvested by the Hoopas. This hunting


removal of migrating deer affects deer population in a considerable area


outside of the Reservation (mostly to the east). The removal of deer of


either sex produces desirable results within the Hoopa Square as follows:


(1)a sustained harvest of deer each year; (2)no record of deer starvation


or disease in the herd, (3) no known winter range problems; and (4)little


or no problem of deer browsing seedling trees in regrowth areas.


This unique situation existing on the study area stimulated the research


which led to the eventual wildlife habitat classification. The critical


factor influencing deer population on the Reservation is food. It is
 

assumed that the other factors, water and cover, are readily available


to the Columbian Black-tailed deer. The cover is continually enhanced


by logging practices that create edge effect while the Hoopa Square is


rippled with rivers, streams, and natural springs which provfde water all


year for wildlife.
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0 
Management 	 Units


The Hoopa Indian Reservation was divided into nine management units ranging 
in size from 3,321 acres to 15,487 acres. (Figure 1.) In general, the inner 
boundaries 	 of the units correspond to either ridge lines or stream channels.


However, the Hoopa Valley Management Unit system was developed to correlate 
to the rural residential area on the Reservation. These management units 
* 	 directly relate to existing cutting block units used by the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs foresters. The advantage of developing the management units is that 
summary tables can be generated not only for the entire study area, but also 
for chosen subdivisions of the area. 
S 
Figure 1 
MAK4MAMT UNITS O THE 14"A VALLEY ASSEATWO 
At LEGEND 
Al Ihpkku Crook 
A2 WE9 Crabk 
3ASNoS Cask 
A7 Sodklh Creek 
•At PimCro 
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Step 2. Computer System


The computer system employed was the Interactive Digital Image Manipulation

System (IDIMS), developed by ESL, Inc. The system iscomprised of several


interactive terminals with video display and a COMTAL CRT which iscapable

of displaying false color composite images, gray scales, and pseudo colored


gray levels.


Step 3. Creation of Images


The classified images of the August 28, 1973 Landsat scene and the April 12,


1977 scene were placed on the video screen of the IDIMS imaqe processing


system. A control point was found on each image. The coordinates of the


control points were found in each image reference system and the offset was


determined. The images were then shifted by the offset amount so the control


points overlayed. The alignment of the overlayed images was excellent. Two


matching windows (subsets) were clipped from the 1977 and 1973 raw data


images using the coordinates obtained. The two images created were 250 x


250 pixels in size. When overlaying the two images, itwas assumed that


each image was correctly rotated to north and geometrically corrected.


This assumption may not hold for very large areas where pixel by pixel

matchups may be impossible.


The creation of the combined 1973 and 1977 data set was accomplished by


combining the two images into one four-band image as follows:


combined channel 1 (Band 5,1973)

combined channel 2 (Band 7, 1973)


combined channel 3 (Band 5,1977)


combined channel 4 (Band 7, 1977)


Using unsupervised clustering analysis, all of the pixels within the com­

bined window were grouped into 35 classes.


Step 4. Normalization


A normalization process was performed on the clusters to remove atmospheric

effects and censor inconsistencies between the two dates. Normalization of


the raw data was based on the means of the clustered data. Itwas noticed


that the spectral counts of the 1973 data were consistently higher than


those of 1977 data, possibly due to atmospheric effects. A ratio was set


up, such that the means in 1977 were ratioed to means in 1973 (i.e., means


1973 divided by means 1977) for each class inboth bands. The average

ratio was calculated excluding classes that obviously showed radical change.


Once the average ratio was calculated, the 1973 means were.multiplied by

that constant value to make them comparable to the 1977 means. Then, by


plotting the means and comparing both dates, changes in land cover were


depicted graphically to assist in the interpretation of the computer


clustering.
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Step 5. Data Display


Once the classes that changed were recognized, the combined image was


again placed on the IDIMS video display. The classes that had been


detected as changing were colored material colors. All other non­

changing classes were colored in 20 shades of gray. For example, conifer


pixels were assigned to the lowest gray scale values or darkest gray


colors and bare soil pixels were assigned to the brightest colors. All


other non-changing classes were assigned to the appropriate intermediate
 

values of gray.


Step 6. Data Smooth


To eliminate the "salt and pepper" effect of the final classification, the


data underwent a smoothing process on IDIMS. The "salt and pepper" effect


refers to the fact that single pixels are often classified differently than


surrounding pixels. Due to the extreme sensitivity of the Landsat Scanner,


an individual pixel may be misclassified or, in the case of detecting


change, a single pixel may indicate a different spectral class within an


otherwise unchanged area. The smoothing function evaluated each pixel


and the nine pixels surrounding it. The computer routine evaluated all


nine pixels involved and classified the center pixel the same as the majority


of surrounding pixels. Upon completing the smoothing process, the final
 

classification was submitted to the DICOMED operation so that a final product


could be generated.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


A separate product was developed for each of the three phases of research work.


Each product has a unique classification scheme with associated colors. Phase I


is a general land cover classification; Phase IIdelineates deer browsing habitat;
 

while Phase III relates to vegetation that has undergone a recent (within four


years) spectral change. Each map product represents the final classification of


all spectral information applicable to the Hoopa Square, for the dates analyzed.


Itshould be noted that Phase IIdeveloped out of Phase I. The deer habitat


was determined after the initial land cover classification was completed.


Phase I


The general land cover map for this project was classified similarly to the stand­

ard land use and cover classification developed by the U.S. Geological Survey


(Anderson, et al, 1976). In the general land use classification on the Hoopa


Square, 33 unique spectral classes were grouped into eleven land cover types.


Nine of the eleven broad land cover types represent resource types related to


vegetation. The other two types describe the water resource on the reservation.


(Figure 2.)


A criteria for grouping spectral classes into larger resource types was the re­

lationship of species composition and ecological trends to plant succession.


Using this criteria, spectral classes that represented various stages of natural


plant growth could be combined into the same general land cover type.


For example, three distinct spectral classes of Tan oak were obtained in the first


analysis of the data; however, these were not different types of Tan oak, only


Tan oak indifferent stages of growth. These three classes, then, were all in­

cluded inthe more general category of evergreen hardwood, Class 5.


This type of class combination based on natural plant succession was used through­

out the final analysis and classification. What follows are descriptions of each


of the eleven general land cover classes and an indication of where they are


located within the Hoopa Square. For easy location, BIA management units have
 

been cited and readers should refer to Figure I,page 4.


Class 1 represents pasture land and is color-coded bluish-gray. Approximately


80 per cent of this land cover type lies within the Hoopa Valley Management Unit


A5. Some of the pasture land is irrigated and sustains cultivated oats and
 

alfalfa fields. The non-irrigated pasture is a disturbed weed patch. A variety


of grass and forb species also occur naturally inthis land cover type.


Class 2 is very similar to the mixed rangeland cover type described by the U.S.


Geological Survey, and is color-cod dark bWF It includes natural prairies;


an early stage of regrowth dominated'by rose, grass and fern and a naturally


occurring berry, grass and forb cover type. A large homogeneous area of this


cover type lies on the boundary between the Bald Hills and Scotish Creek manage­

ment units, A6 and A7.
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Class 3, colored a red-brown, represents a bare soil land cover type and the


first stage of of vegetation regrowth on cutover areas. This class ranges


from bare ground to a sparse ground cover of grass or young brush sprouts.


The class is found mainly in the Hostler Creek unit, A3, where extensive


forest harvest has occurred over the past two years.


Class 4 cover category, colored medium brown, resulted from combining various


of vegetative rerowth. This regrowth class describes all levels of


vegetation on recently harvested land, ranging from a low grass, forbs, and


shrub cover on a two-year-old clearcut to predominately brush cover on a ten­

year-old cut. This class is found over the entire square, especially in the


Hostler Creek and Supply Creek management units where extensive logging has


occurred, A3 and A8.


The fifth general land cover type is labeled nondeciduous or evergreen hardwood


and is shown by a gold color. This vegetative type is predominately composed


of Tan oak. Large stands of Tan oak are found in the Bull Creek management


block, A2, ranging from very young pure stands to mature stands where 80 per


cent or more of the canopy is dominated by this evergreen hardwood.


Class 6, deciduous hardwood, is colored a light yellow. This cover type is


found uniformly throughout the study area at elevations less than 1500 feet.


The two dominant trees are black oak and white oak. There are also madrone,


big leaf maple, and an occasional Douglas fir or Incense fir in this class.


Class 7 is designated as a mixed conifer type and is colored bright green.


The type ranges from 40% hardwood/60% conifer to 60% hardwood/40% conifer.


In all the hardwood/conifer mixtures, the major conifer component is Douglas


fir while the hardwoods are Tan oak and big leaf maple with some madrone.


Class 8 is another mixed conifer cover type; however, the ratio of conifer to


hardwood is 70% to 3 This class is colored medium green. In this class the


conifers are generally taller with larger DBH measurements than the true mixed


category so that the class is better labeled as a dominant conifer coyer type.


The same species of hardwoods exist in this class as in Class 7 although the


total canopy cover is less. Both Class 7 and 8 are common to the management


units east of the Trinity River, Al; A2, A3, A4, probably due to the higher


elevations of the mountains in that area.


Class 9 is labeled as a pure conifer type, and is colored olive green. These


pure Douglas fir stands are qu nse, with trees varying in height from 30


to 60 feet. Little light penetrates through the canopy, thus little or no


understory vegetation exists. The majority of pixels in this land cover type


lie within the Pine Creek management unit, A9. They are scattered over this


area in relatively small homogeneous pockets, ranging from 3 to 15 pixel areas.


The two remaining classes represent water on the reservation. Snow isdesig­

nated by a dark gray color and is found primarily in the south corner of the


Hostler Creek management unit, A3. Water is colored blue and delineates the


course of the Trinity River through the Reservation. Inmost instances, tri­

butaries flowing into the Trinity were not distinguishable on the Landsat data.
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Key - Figure 2


LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION


J. Soto - HSU Project


INFORMATION CLASS COLOR


1. Pasture Land Medium Gray


2. Mixed Rangeland Dark Brown


3. Bare Soil Red


4. Early Succession (Brush) Medium Brown


5. Evergreen Hardwood Gold


6. Deciduous Hardwood Light Green


7. Mixed Forest Medium Green


8. Dominant Conifer Dark Green


9. Pure-Conifer Black


10. Snow Dark Gray
 

11. Water Blue
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Phase II - Deer Habitat Classification
 

The Deer Habitat map relates vegetation to browsing potential for the Columbian


Black-tailed deer. This classification resembles the general land cover classi­

fication with respect to the late successional vegetation cover. However, the


early plant successional stages are ranked in terms of the quality of browsing


habitat for the local deer population. Per cent cover and species composition


of the vegetation were used as an indication of habitat quality. Vegetation


structure--the size and age of palatable browse species--was also used as an


indication of habitat suitability. Consequently, a given habitat may be suitable


for the Black-tailed deer but offer varying degrees of quality. This classifica­

tion shows seven degrees of wildlife quality on the Hoopa Indian Reservation, and


six classes with little or no browsing potential.


All types of land cover that had little or no browsing potential for the deer


were classified the same as in the general land covermap. These classes are


pure conifer, dominant conifer, mixed conifer, irrigated pasture, water, and


snow. The color scheme for these classes was altered slightly from the general


land cover map so that the deer habitat types could be highlighted. The three
 

dominated classes were color-coded in shades of green, while pasture land was


shown medium gray. Water pixels were colored blue, and snow was again shown in


a dark gray color.


The deciduous hardwood and evergreen hardwood cover types of the general land


cover classification have some potential browsing habitat for deer. The extensive


herb layer of the deciduous forest provides limited amounts of grass and forbs,


taken by deer in late fall, winter and early spring. Preferred brush species


(i.e., Ceanothus and Baccharis), frequently occur in the canopy openings of the


deciduous hardwood cover type, while the evergreen hardwood forest provides


another source of food, the acorns from Tan oak trees. Acorns have proved to


be a valuable source of protein for deer during late fall and early winter
 

months. On the Deer Habitat Classification, the evergreen hardwood forest is


color-coded light green and the deciduous forest, generally found on south and


west facing slopes, is color-coded gold.


The early successional stages of vegetation are represented by shades of brown


and red. Regrowth types together with the mixed rangeland type were ranked


according to the quality of deer browse habitat. Preferred brush species,


percentage cover, and vegetation structure including evidence of hedging were


the parameters considered to rank regrowth areas.


The ideal habitat occurs on 4-7-year-old clearcuts, represented by regrowth


category #3,a red color. The following preferred browse species, Ceanothus


intergerrimus and thyrsiflouis, Hoccinum ovatum and parvifoluim, Ba charis


pilularis, and Arctostaphylos sps., cm-prTsFee vegetation in this category.


The vegetation associated-with this type is growing between 1.0 to 4.5 feet


above the ground and covers 80 to 100 per cent of the total ground area.
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Key - Figure 3


DEER HABITAT CLASSIFICATION
 

J. Soto - HSU Project
 

INFORMATION CLASS 
 
Regrowth #1 - Early 
 
Regrowth #2 - 2-4 Year Cuts 
 
Regrowth #3 - 4-7 Year Cuts 
 
Regrowth #4 - Late 
 
Mixed Rangeland 
 
Evergreen Hardwood 
 
Deciduous Hardwood 
 
Mixed Forest 
 
Dominant Conifer 
 
Pure Conifer 
 
Pasture Land 
 
Snow 
 
Water 
 
COLOR 
 
Red-Brown 
 
Dark Brown 
 
Red (Rust) 
 
Light Brown 
 
Medium Brown 
 
Light Green 
 
Gold 
 
Medium Green 
 
Dark Green 
 
Black 
 
Medium Gray 
 
Dark Gray 
 
Blue 
 
BROWSING POTENTIAL


Low


Medium


High


Low


Medium


Very Low


Very Low


Little or No


Little or No


Little or No


Little or No


Little or No


Little or No
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The other regrowth classes were ranked inthe same fashion. Regrowth cate­

gory #2,colored dark brown, represents the second most ideal or medium


browsing habitat potential. This type has less total ground covered by vege­

tation and only some of the preferred brush species are present. Itgenerally


occurs on 2-4-year-old clearcuts.


Regrowth areas ranked as having low potential for browsing habitat are the very

early stages of revegetation on cutover land or the later stages of regrowth.
 

Regrowth Class 1,color-coded red-brown, represents early olant successional


stages. Ithas grass, young brush, and forbs. The later stage of regrowth,

occurring on harvested land over eight years old, was also ranked as having

low browsing potential. This cover type iscolored light brown and represents

brush type vegetation too tall to be taken by the black-tailed deer.


The only other early successional stage that was incorporated into the wildlife


habitat classification isthe mixed rangeland type. It is colored medium brown


and was ranked as medium browsing potential. The grass forb and berry species

provide sufficient forage required by deer during early spring months.


Phase III - Change Detection Classification


Changes in land cover types Were detected by analyzing the multi-date spectral


information from August, 1973 and from April, 1977. Bygraphically comparing

the mean counts of MSS Bands 5 and 7, changes were discovered when the two


lines, representing reflectance trends, intersected. Out of the 35 unsupervised

classes, eight showed some degree of change over the four-year period.


Classes 20 and 33 represent clear cut areas. Class 33, colored yellow, is


highly correlated with 2 to 4-year-old clear cuts, while class 20, colored


rust, represents vegetation cover of a less recent clear cut. Light green

is the color representing irrigated pasture land or class 34, and dark green

shows the grass berry vegetation type found only inthe Hoopa Valley and on


Bull Hill. Class 15, color-coded light blue, represents either urban areas


or dry gravel Water, class 2, did not show change; however, it iscolored


blue to help reference the other classes on the square. The species composi­

tion and per cent total vegetation cover for these cover types were discussed


inthe general land cover section, pages 8 and 9.


The three cover types not previously discussed which showed change over the


four-year period are cover types altered either by mechanical brush raking

techniques or with herbicide application.


Brush raking practices on the reservation began in 1972 and most were accom­

plished during the years 1973 to 1977. Removal of brush was done mechanically

with a caterpillar tractor and a brush blade. Brush raking isperformed on


cutover areas after high lead logging. It is done when the bare mineral soil


has not been exposed or sufficiently scarified for a conifer seed bed. Ifthe


terrain and soil permit, brush raking isaccomplished, avoiding rock outcrops


or steep ravines. Class 25, colored violet, represents brush raking on logged


areas.
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Brush raking practices have also been performed on nonlogged areas. The manage­

ment goal of this practice was to convert hardwood cover types to conifer cover


types. Class 30, color-coded peach, represents vegetation that was brush
 

raked on nonlogged areas. These nonlogged areas were of the deciduous hardwood


type and were changed to a brushland vegetation complex. The canopy is scattered


with an occasional Black oak or madrone. The shrub layer is predominately


composed of Ceanothus at about 50%, with Arctastaphylas, Corylus, Baccharis,


Rubus, young Black oak, madrone, and a few Douglas fir saplings comprising the


other 50% of vegetation cover. The herb layer supports the species Madia,


Vicia, Aira, C, Gilia, Cirsium, Lupinus, Scutellaria, Wehia, and


B-ro-diaca.- Brush raked vege-tati n and areas include most of the above


species in addition to Cornus and Castenopsis in the shrub layer and Volpia,


Vancouveria, Pteridrum, Fesque, and Bromes in the herb and grass layer.


Class 10, color-coded brown, represents vegetation cover that has been sprayed


7[Eterbicide. The species associated with the canopy are: Salix, Alnus,


Viccinum, Fraxinus, Arbutes, Cornus, Acer, Arctostaphylos, Ceanothus,


Castanopsis, and Rubus,-with L-ithocarpus densiflora, Arbutes menziesii, and


Pseudotsuga menziesii accounting for 50% of canopy cover. The he"rblayer was


limited in species composition to bracken fern, poison oak, and a few young


brush types of those already mentioned.


Most of the change detected from the comparison of multi-date spectral data


related to management policies of the Reservation.
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Soil 
Key - Figure 4 
CHANGE DETECTION 
J. Soto - HSU Project 
INFORMATION CLASS (FROM 35 UNSUPERVISED CLASSES) COLOR 
Class 2 - Water Dark Blue 
Class 15 - Urban or Gravel Light Blue 
Class 33 - Recent Logging (1-4 Years Old) Yellow 
Class 20 - Past Logging (still changing) Rust 
Class 34 - Pasture Light Green 
Class - Grass - Berry Type Dark Green 
Class 30 - Brush Raked (Nonlogged) Peach 
Class 25 - Brush Raked (Logged) Violet 
Class 10 - Sprayed Brown 
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CONCLUSIONS


The research on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation indicates that the


geographical extent of vegetation communities as measured from Landsat


can provide useful information for the land manager as well as the ecol­

ogist. By examining vegetation types interms of successional trends and


deer habitat browsing potential, a resource mosaic of the Reservation


could be defined.


The most significant results of this research are:


1. The computer can be successfully "trained" to recoghize both broad land


cover types and specific details indicating deer forage conditions.


2. Good statistical separation of the general land cover types and the deer


habitat types can be achieved even where minimal class separation exists.


3. The use of multi-date imagery provides pertinent information about the


dynamic properties of the ecosystem, both interms of monitoring plant


succession and inmonitoring the effect of land management practices in


the environment.


Approximately ninety percent accuracy overall was achieved inthe final


classifications. Inpart, this was due to precise ground data about species

composition, percent cover, and vegetation structures, and to the use of high


altitude U-2 color infrared photography that provided both large area coverage


as well as high ground resolution. The accuracy was further improved by the


use of the advanced computer software, EDITOR, which allows for a thorough

interactive multivarient analysis of the Landsat digital data.


By analyzing the information generated from the three final map products, it


ispossible to determine all potential deer forage habitat on the Hoopa Valley

Indian Reservation. Inthe General Land Cover map, all regrowth areas impor­

tant to deer browsing and other early successional stages of vegetation were


grouped into two broad categories- Class 3, bare soil, and Class 4, early

successsion (brush). The Deer Habitat map further delineates this information


and ranks these early successional stages in terms of browsing quality poten­

tial for deer found on the Reservation. The Change Detection map further


refines the deer habitat potential information by keying out areas that have


been brush raked on logged and unlogged areas, inaddition to recently har­

vested areas. A combination of the change detection product with the deer


habitat map can then pinpoint all areas of high browsing potential for the


Columbian black-tailed deer population.
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"SUMMARY OF YUROK PHOTO INTERPRETATION CLASS"


by 	 Jeff Soto


At the initial class meeting on January 24, 1978, I gave a slide presentation


while discussing the basic theory behind photo interpretation and remote


sensing. The idea was to show the Yurok people the various levels at which 
the earth could be observed from the air and the types of photographic infor­
mation available to them. Although viewing the land from the air was a new 
concept, the interest level during the class was high and the material was 
enthusiastically received. Lc 
In the subsequent class meetings I first presented standard'ow altitude aerial


photos of an area unfamiliar to the Yuroks, and asked them to identify various


feather-like structures - roads, rivers, and the redwoods. Thse photos and


pocket stereoscopes were supplied by Humboldt State University Forestry Depart­

ment. Then the class looked at photos of their reservation land taken in 1974


by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). For the next four weeks the class learned


basic photo interpretation skills. The elements of photographic interpretation


were discussed, i.e., size, shape, texture and tone, as well as various tech­

niques for extracting information from photos.


Some general points of interest taught were:


1) Methods for orienting a stereo pair beneath the stereoscope,.­

2) methods for systematically searching the area encompassed by a stereo pair,


3)	methods for avoiding duplication or omission in interpretation of area common


to two or more pairs,


4)	methods for handling a large number of photos in an orderly manner during the


photo interpretation process, and


5) methods for ground checking.


Also, the idea of convergence of evidence was presented in the process of combining

all pertinent photographic information with non-photographic information (carto­

graphic, ground truth).


In addition, time was spent discussing the attributes of the electromagnetic


energy spectrums and the theory behing reflectance curves.
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At this point, the class was able to work at the primary objective of the

weekly workshops. The plan was to locate the dwellings and roadways on

the photos and transfer this information accurately to a mylar base map.
This base map, supplied by the Northern California Remote Senging Project

showed land ownership and was blown up to match the scale of the BIA low


altitude photography for easy transposing.


Over the remainder of the class, this objective was successfully accom­
plished and presently the base map of the Klamath extension isbeing used
by the Yuroks in conjunction with the Census Bureau to help update the
Census Information of the Reservation. Along with abase map, a key was
developed for it,and a tabular list by drainage of all the people living


on the reservation was compiled.


III. American Indian Demonstration Projects


YUROK INDIAqS
PHOTO INTERPRETATION CLASS 
A six-week photo interpretation class will be presented to a group 
of Yurok Indians on the reservation. The class is deslqned to introduce 
remote sensing technology to the Indian and begin to train them at basic 
photo interprtaton skills. The technical trainina will be provided by 
the Humboldt State Pemote Senslnq and Technology Transfer Project and be 
taught by Jeff Soto, a member of the project. 
The eventual outcome of the course will be an i-place-map to be used 
by the Yurok Indians and the Census Bureau. This map will show the road 
systems on the Klamath extension. The Klamath extension isa 45 mile 
length of land that runsone mile either side of the Klamath River from 
Weitchpec to the mouth. The improved map of the road network will ulti­
mately,be used by the Census Bureau to conduct a population count. 
Inaddition to teachinq photo interpretation skills, the second half 
of the course will focus on the area of remote sensing. The history of 
remote sensing as well as potential for current and future applications 
using remote sensing will be discussed. 
ORIGINAL PAGE uE 
OF POOR QUAIW-fl 
YUROK INIANS IhOTO INTERPRETATIO4 CLASS 
Course Outlitne 
I. First week.


A I'n1 r94tion to photo interpretation.


C. 	 PWto, fntrtation lab exercise designed to Show Stereoscopic
v*te.ns oe altitude photographs, 
II. Second week. 
A. 	 A detailed discussion on light, reflectance, and cameras and film/
filter combination. 
B. 	 A lab exercise which involves photo interpretation using size,
shape, tone, and characteristics to identify ofJects. 
C. General discussion of class projects.


1II. Third week.


A. 	 Work on class project. Update roads on the Klamath extension for


the 	 Census Bureau. 
B. Beqin to precisely map the roads system on quad maps.


TV. Fourth Week.


A. 	 Introduction to remote sensing.
 

B. 	 Slide show demonstrating uses of remote sensing technoloqy.


V. 	 Fifth week. 
A. Further discussion on remote sensinq, i.e. datatypes of data 
available using high altitude photoqraphy and satellite imagery.

B. 	 Guest lecture from a remote sensing specialist.


VI. Sixth week.


A. Discussion of potential remote sensing projects involvina the


Yurok Indians.


B. 	 Discussion of how Humboldt Remote Sensing Grant and proposed
 

Yurok projects.
 

F, .... m . . _
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"PERSONAL EVALUATION OF YUROK AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION CLASS"


by Jeff Soto


I believe that the photo interpretation class taught out on the Yurok
 

Reservation was highly successful both in terms of the end product


generated and the basic photo interpretation skills learned by members


of the class.


Several Yurok people are now quite competent photo interpreters and


seem genuinely interested in learning more about the Remote Sensing


Technology. The final map product has already proved useful to the
 

Census Bureau,and to the members of the Yurok community. It is my
 

observation that the map base of the Klamath Extension is constantly


being utilized by the Yurok people and hopefully they will continue


to update the map as more people and as new road systems enter the scene.


June 10, 1978


February 1, 1978


Jeff Soto


c/o Donna Hankins


Director, NASA Remote


Sensing & Technology


Center for Community Dev.


H.S.U., Arcata, CA.


Re: Yurok Classes
 

Dear Mr. Soto:


I am writing this letter to let you know that I appreciate the time and


effort you are putting into the weekly classes you are giving. After two


sessions, I can see the enthusiastic reactions of the Yurok people taking


them.


Before the first class, many people were skeptical of any value they might


get out of a remote sensing project/training. The first session's slide


show captured their interest. The idea of being able to look at the land


on which they live from an entirely different perspective was fascinating.


I believe that at least some of those taking the class will go on to


participate in a project designed to survey the resources of the Klamath


River.


I hope you will continue giving these courses. Yuroks of all age and


education levels will benefit. Additionally, and other information you


might bring relating to remote sensing and resource evaluation possibilities

for this area in the future will be greatly appreciated.


Sincerely,


/s/	Murray MacNeill


YRIC Coordinator
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& 
Information Center 
P.O.Box 366 
Hoopa, California
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June 9, 1978 
Donna Hankins 
Center for Community Development 
Graves Annex 
Humboldt State Univ. 
Arcta, CA. 95521 
Dear Ms. Hankins,


This letter is to thank your office for your cooperation in 
our Extension Map Update Project. Jeff Soto provided invaluable 
training in aireal photo interpretation which was a great help in 
transfering roads and houses to our map. 
The theory which Jeff taught regarding high altitude remote 

sensing was a good background for possible future projects. How 

ever further training would be benefical especially with U-2 and 
Land Sat. Imagery. As to date, Linda Gillespie, Michael VanGuilder, 
and others including myself feel very comfortable with the basic 
photo interpretation knowledge. We are veiy pleased with the 

milar blow-up and product aid finder that it has uses other than 

showing simply the present day roads and dwellings. 

The only real criticism of the class relate the matetials.


There is a need for updated low altitude photographs as well as


recent U-2 Imagery. Part of the project, the mapping of the lower


Klamath River, was not fully completed due to a lack of color
 

photographs.


I hope that you, Jeff and your staff can get together with


as in the near future to celebrate the successful completion of


the course and to discuss possible projects. I'll visit you the


next time I'm in town. It has been a pleasure working with you.


Sncerel


- Murray MacNeiC-'--­
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APPENDIX VI


Documentation: Results of Statewide Survey of Remote Sensing


Activities in California, "California inOrbit"


CALIFORNIA IN ORBIT


A SURVEY OF STATE REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES


1977-1978


z3


IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF NASA GRANT 2244

COMPILED BY DONNA B. HANKINS AND KAMILA PLESMID

HUMBOLDT STATh UNIVERSITY ARCATA CA 95521

PREFACE


This document is a first-of-a-kind attempt to thoroughly survey the


status of remote sensing technology transfer in California. The


survey was attempted in view of increasing demands for resources data


and for "getting the most for the least," while actual use of this


cost-saving technology in California remained a rumor. As typical


with such a survey of fluctuating phenomena, parts of it have already


become dated.


All credit and praise for this report goes to Donna B. Hankins and


Kamila Plesmd of the Center for Community Development, Humboldt State


University. Any opinions or recommendations in the report are theirs


and do not necessarily reflect the views of the EDC or the Office of


Planning and Research.


The EDC plans to coordinate annual up-dates of the survey, so do not


hesitate to use the "Notice of Change" form at the back of the report


to notify us of any corrections that should be made.


Sally Bay Cornwell


Environmental Data Center


Governor's Office of Planning and Research


1400 Tenth Street


Sacramento, California 95814


February 1979
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CALIFORNIA IN ORBIT 
Introduction 
During late 1976 and early 1977, the National Aeronautic-s and Space
Administration (NASA) initiated a nation-wide activity called the Regional
Applications Program (RAP) This new program was designed to ensure 
maximum regional access to the technology of Remote Sensing, particularly
within State and local governments and agencies (but not limited to them) 
The program began to take shape in January, 1977, as NASA decision makers 
selected three NASA lead centers within groupings of StatelFederal 
Regions-one at Goddard Space Flight Center (INTRALAB), Maryland, one at 
Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL), Sliddell, Louisiana, and one at NASA Ames 
Research Center (WRAP), Moffett Field, California. Each center began to set up
various mechanisms to solve the problem of transferring remote sensing
technology to the key state and local agencies within their assigned regions 
The technology transfer program selected by NASA Ames Research Center (WRAP) highlighted the need for this survey, CALIFORNIA IN ORBIT 
It was soon apparent to both NASA (WRAP) and to various State agencies that 
California represented a unique technology transfer problem among the 14 
western states included in the WRAP region. California, a large and very diverse 
state physically, also has extremely diverse methods for gathering and analyzing
environmental data Private industry, State and Federal agencies, Counties and 
universities often have their own approaches. 
Earlier attempts to incorporate remote sensing into the data gathering systems
of the state had met with heavy problems, both political and technical in nature 
Numerous individuals who were involved in those early efforts still work in 
California State Agencies and tend to view new efforts with an understandably
critical eye 
On the more positive side, however, California, as a state, seems well on the way
toward accepting aerospace technology as a resource monitoring, assessment 
and analysis tool Certainly, the climate in Sacramento has been beneficial 
FIRST California elected, a colorful, satellite-oriented governor, Jerry Brown, 
who selected as his space and science advisor, Rusty Schweikart, an ex­
astronaut 
SECOND Certain legislators in California have received briefings from 
individuals, agency and university people within their constituency on the 
applications possible with remote sensing From these briefings and from 
informational workshops sponsored by the Remote Sensing Task Force of the 
National Council of State Legislatures (NCSL), California legislators have begun 
to formulate legislation with this new tool in mind 
THIRD Several state and federal agencies within California are using or are 
making plans to use remote sensing techniques in their implementation of 
various Federal and State legislative acts and laws 
and FOURTH California state agency personnel, along with members of other 
I 
agencies, universities and the private sector, have formed a Remote Sensing
Advisory Council (RSAC) The key charter of the RSAC, among other elements,
has been to "enhance and promote use of remote sensing in state agencies and 
to provide counsel and advice to agencies wishing to have information on remote 
sensing" 
Paralleling the climate in Sacramento have been the remote sensing activities at 
California colleges and universities National leaders in university research and 
development and in education in Remote Sensing are located in California,
primarily within the University of California and private college system As their 
programs have grown so have the number of people trained in remote sensing.
Many of these graduates have found permanent positions within California 
agencies, Federal agencies located in California, and in California industry 
Perhaps the single most positive action, though, for the acceptance of the 
technology came early in 1977 The Administration and the California Legislature
recognized the need for a state "center" which could coordinate existing
environmental data (maps, photography etc ), catalog and disseminate 
information about existing data within state agencies, and coordinate collection, 
storage and retrieval of new data, including remotely sensed data This center 
would provide a focal point for formerly fragmented and disassociated Remote 
Sensing activities 
In early 1978, under the auspices of the Office of Planning and Research, the 
California Environmental Data Center was created, and Mrs Sally Bay Cornwell, 
formerly director of the NCSL Remote Sensing Task Force, was appointed EDC's 
director 
At the same time that California was growing more receptive to some sort of 
organized, state-oriented program of remote sensing activities, the director and 
staff of the Remote Sensing and Technology Transfer Project at Humboldt State 
University in Northern California were involved in a project to create a model 
for technology transfer within the WRAP (14 western states) Region 
In the past year and a half, the project has found that introducing a new 
technology and transferring it is very akin to the problem of introducing a new 
product or service to the sales market The first thing needed is an 
understanding of what products and services are currently available in the same 
line Then, a coordinated plan can be made for introducing the new item 
Therefore, it was decided that a survey of existing Remote Sensing activities in 
California would be a very useful tool for the broadest range of interests, 1e 
people either already involved, or about to become involved, in using Remote 
Sensing in their work, legislators at both the state and federal levels, university
faculty and students, as well as individuals in private industry 
Sources of Information 
The survey, which began in October 1977, is intended to fill a need that has 
existed for some time Initially, survey forms (Appendix) were completed during
telephone conversations with key individuals involved in remote sensing 
projects The NASA Grants Program to Universities for FY77 was used as a cross 
reference source, and a computer listing from the Smithsonian Institute's data 
base provided still other materials for cross-referencing The material from the 
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Smithsor ian also identified projects not funded by NASA, but involving remote 
sensing. Numerous individuals within universities, agencies and private industry 
have provided first hand input and are cited either within the survey itself or in 
the list of selected references These people often provided valuable leads to 
still other information sources 
Early in the survey activities it became apparent that a survey of this kind would 
be incomplete without looking at projects using all types of satellites, Landsat, 
communications, and weather satellites It also seemed important to include 
projects using high altitude aircraft (U-2) data and data from conventional 
medium altitude aircraft There were far more projects than expected, and most 
projects used two or more typesof remotely sensed data Some used four or 
more kinds of Remote Sensing data Many had computerized data bases as their 
ultimate goal and planned to incorporate the classified Landsat tapes into the 
data base. 
These developments have led to a far more comprehensive and time-consuming 
survey than was originally intended We believe that it is probably still not 
complete, since projects and activities seem to be originating almost daily 
Recommendation and Summary 
It is a strong recommendation that a system for updating this report be initiated 
immediately through the California Environmental Data Center (EDC) A form of 
numbering or identification for each new remote sensing activity start-up, along 
with a brief written review of what is to be done, and the key contact people, 
could be sent to the EDC for circulation as a way to update this report As 
projects reach various milestones and final completion dates, reports on the 
results could also be circulated or reviewed through EDC 
One of the significant findings, early in the survey's compilation, was that 
despite the number of universities, colleges, State, Federal and local agencies, 
and the private sector involved in Remote Sensing activities, very little cross 
fertilization or exchange of information was taking place The survey itself has 
served as an information exchange The survey takers also found that nearly all 
persons interviewed wished to have an updating mechanism setup upon 
completion of the survey 
The major reasons given for this updating were 
potential users of Remote Sensing will have a human resource reference 
bank who can advise them about remote sensing projects already completed or 
in progress 
results of remote sensing projects will be widely disseminated on a regularbasis 
new start-up activities can make use of the information and may be able to 
extend their intended activities by pooling dollprs and personnel resources 
and users will have more input to future technology that is created if they 
have access to results of projects and activities other than their own 
No attempt was made to analyze the information collected in this document 
331' " III 
Collecting and reporting were the major goals of this survey We believe that this 
survey will provide a strong information base for a wide variety of users, but it will 
need the "updating mechanism" to assure its continued value Comments, 
additions or changes in the survey should be directed to 
Ms. Kamila Plesmid or 
Ms Donna Hankins 
REMOTE SENSING I1PROJECT 
Schmidt House 90 
Humboldt State University 
Arcata, CA 95521 
(707) 826-3112 
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REMOTE SENSING OVERVIEW


The Technology 
Although many devices, including our own senses, are "remote sensors," remote 
sensing commonly describes the application and interpretation of photography
from high altitude aircraft and electronic data from satellites Remote sensing 
devices use electromagnetic energy in the form of light, heat, and radio waves to 
detect and measure the earth's characteristics The advantages of gathering data 
about objects remotely are that the object is usually not disturbed, objects in 
inaccessible areas can be examined, and a large amount of information over any
geographical area can be obtained 
Until recently, remote sensing was synonymous with photo interpretation Aerial 
photographs ir-the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum were (and 
still are) used for topographic mapping, engineering and environmental studies, 
and exploration for oil and minerals In the 1950's and 1960's, new technology
enabled photographic images to be acquired at other wavelengths-photo
infrared, thermal infrared, and radar 
Of the three, photo infrared has had the most wide-spread use Compared to 
black and white or natural color photographs, photo infrared-which is just 
beyond the visible-provides for a better contrast between features in the scene 
Photo infrared penetrates haze so that the photograph has a better spatial
resolution and contrast, it captures the maximum reflectance from vegetation
because plants reflect infrared light And it also provides a heightened 
distinction between land and water For these reasons, infrared photography has 
been a mainstay of remote sensing. 
Although less widely used, thermal infrared and radar have also added a great 
deal to the development of remote sensing technology While photographic 
infrared senses energy that is reflected from objects, thermal infrared detects 
and records radiated energy, or heat. Since heat radiates from objects day and 
night, thermal infrared sensors have an advantage over photographic ones 
Thermal IR is useful over water to study water currents, sea ice, thermal plumes
and oil films, and it also detects lava flows, volcanos, coal fires and geothermal 
areas 
Radar differs from both thermal and photographic infrared because radar 
systems receive and record energy that they have generated themselves 
Systems such as side-looking airborne radar (SLAR), the most commonly used 
type in remote sensing, emit a beam of energy and then record the various 
signals that reflect back from objects or terrain Due to the high penetrability of 
radar through cloud cover, it functions well day or night Although past military 
security limited the use of radar, at the present time its applications for earth 
and ocean investigation are growing 
Satellite Remote Sensing 
In the 1960's, remote sensing took a jump forward with the development and 
deployment of manned and unmanned earth satellites Here was a new and' 
expanded vantage point for acquiring imagery of the earth The majority of the 
manned satellites such as Gemini, Apollo and Skylab, came back with 
photographs of the earth However, since unmanned satellites could not send 
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back film once they were in space, these satellites had to be equipped with 
sensing devices other than cameras 
Now, as then, sensors aboard these earth-orbiting unmanned satellites scan 
segments of the earth's surface, reduce them to line patterns "seen" at various 
light wavelengths, and transmit the images or the images' components to 
receiving stations on earth. 
In 1960, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) launched 
the first experimental weather satellite, TIROS Since that time, both NOAA and 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) have put many
experimental and operational satellites into orbit so that each day thousands of 
satellite images are received and stored in a variety of forms -negatives, film 
loops, and digital data on magnetic tape. 
A series of experimental earth resource satellites-Landsats-that NASA has 
launched are changing the scope of environmental remote sensing Data from 
Landsat-2 and Landsat-3 (Landsat-1 was, shut down in January 1978 after 51/2 
years of operation) are beamed to earth in computer-compatible form Each 
scene that the satellite scans is preserved on magnetic tape or 70 mm film so 
that the image can be reconstructed in photographic form or analyzed in a 
computer 
One advantage that Landsat imagery has over aerial photography is that a single
Landsat view can cover a greater area than a hundred aerial photographs Maps
produced from the latter frequently take so much time to assemble that they are 
obsolete by the time they are printed. In addition, large-scale features that can 
be recognized in Landsat images are sometimes obscured in mosaics made from 
aerial photography. 
Handling Landsat data by computer or "automated image interpretation" makes 
the information even more valuable. Once the computer has been programmed to 
correctly identify sample categories of land cover In a scene, it can classify the 
entire Landsat scene (of 100 nautical miles on a side), identifying all areas that 
have the same or similar reflectance properties or signatures With this process,
large area inventories can be taken, land use maps developed, and resources 
monitored An important feature of Landsat is its repeated coverage of the earth 
Between the two satellites, there is the possibility for updating data on any area 
in the world every nine days 
While the Landsat program is still considered an experimental satellite system, 
weather and communication satellites have been in operational use for many 
years. Although the majority of the data from remote sensing devices on weather 
satellites is used for long and short range weather forecasting (70-80%), these 
operational systems are becoming more versatile They are helping to locate the 
best ocean shipping routes, seek fishing areas, monitor iceberg movement, 
assess earth resources, and monitor solar flux 
In addition to the remote sensors on board satellites, geostationary operational 
spacecraft like the GOES series and commurication satellites are acting as relay
platforms for environmental information sampled on the ground or at sea These 
"fixed" satellites can also telemeter information from mobile sensors For 
example, NOAA makes operational use of the GOES satellite to relay information 
from hurricane hunter aircraft in the south Atlantic to the National Hurricane 
Center in Miami This information keeps track of a hurricane as it develops 
2 
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The Applications 
Remote sensing is an inventory tool with applications in almost every profession
and discipline concerned with the environment For the geographer or 
cartographer, remote sensing gives a view of the earth never imagined on the 
ground. New areas are mapped, old areas are better understood 
For the forester, remote sensing facilitates harvesting and reforestation plans 
Foresters have long used low altitude aerial photography to manage timber 
stands Landsat can help assess an entire forest for long-range planning
Weather satellites can also provide valuable fire weather and fire danger
information to support on-going fire protection efforts 
The geologist uses remote sensing to observe fault systems and locate mineral 
and fossil fuel deposits that often occur along a fault The broad coverage of the 
Landsat image helps "lift" a fault line out of the ground features 
The agriculturalist judges crop yield or crop damage from aerial photography and 
Landsat data With satellite systems, there is the potential for swift and frequent 
crop inventories that are fundamental to accurate crop forecasts 
The environmentalist detects oil slicks and the off-shore dumping of waste using
high altitude photography and satellite imagery-while the oceanographer 
studies ocean currents, upwelling areas, and bay and coastal environments from 
weather satellites. 
Remote sensing helps the meteorologist and the hydrologist Meteorological 
events can be investigated, water resources can be assessed, and flood control 
techniques can be monitored 
Remote sensing, in its many forms, has a use in almost every area of earth 
resource investigation And, users of satellite data can be just about anyone, so 
pervasive has the view from space become in our society 
California is no exception It seems reasonable to assume that California's 
reliance on remote sensing tools will continue to grow in a direct response to 
the state's growing need for more accurate and up-to-date information about its 
natural resources 
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REMOTE SENSING IN CALIFORNIA-A Brief History inWater Quality Control 
by Gibert Fraga, State Water Resources Control Board 
1954 marks the beginimg of aerial surveillance activities in Caifornia-activities 
which were to develop into the use of remote sensing tools. In 1954, a small 
camera with color slide film were effectively used to studyaircraft and a 35mm 
the "signatures" of two prominent pollutants in South San Francisco Bay 
supply and pollution surveys wereBetween 1955 and 1963, a series of water 
taken using low-flying aircraft and cameras The area of study grew from one or 
two spots to a belt, extending from Morro Lake to Bishop to Owens Lake, Death 
Valley and Tecopa-Shoshone. 
In 1963, while water pollution control research continued in Sacramento, the 
Departments of Fish and Game and Conservation began investing in survey 
of Fish and Game included water pollution researchers onaircraft The Dept 
their flights to test what was to become "remote sensing" applications At that 
time there was also a group called the California State Employees Pilots 
Association Through this group, there was a restructuring to form the first 
remote sensing council or committee 
In 1966, Governor Ronald Reagan urged state employees to link up with private 
industry to design new methods to help solve California problems Out of 
"Experiment in- Government" came the formation of the International Remote 
Sensing Institute, and a new energy for serious remote sensing applications at 
California universities. 
However, this new enthusiasm for the technology was short-lived as the political 
climate for the use of remote sensing changed Consequently, the original group 
of remote sensing users at the state level "disbanded " In the late 1960's, the 
work in aerial surveillance and remote sensing was fragmented although heavy 
aerial survey studies were made from the San Francisco Bay area to the Oregon 
border during that period 
In 1970, interest in the statewide use of aerial surveillance and remote sensing 
partially revived, and in the following year, "Low Altitude Aerial Surveillance for 
Water Resources Control", was published But the time was still not right for 
extensive use of the technology 
With the arrival of Jerry Brown, remote sensing applications were finally on the 
upswing again in California. Governor Brown took a keen interest in the history 
of water resources remote sensing application in the state, and he encouraged 
the addition of remote sensing to the training series of the State Water 
Resources Control Board Finally, in 1977, members of the original remote 
sensing council got in touch with each other to form another, stronger California 
Remote Sensing Council 
Through Governor Jerry Brown, his Science Advisor, Rusty Schweikart, and the 
Office of Planning and Research, the Environmental Data Center was formed 
with goals to include the coordination of remote sensing application in the state (Section V) With the additional development of the NASA Western Regional 
users wasApplications Program (Section II), technology transfer to California 
 
also growing at a rapid pace


The key to some of this success seemed to be a realignment of the term "user­
driven " Remote sensing technology can't be user-driven in terms of real 
government units if state people are not aware of the applications or are 
forbidden to look into them 
Although state legislation still does not spell out the use of remote sensing
tools, the passage of such bills as AB 452, a statewide assessment of all forest 
resources, points the way for a greater state involvement in remote sensing 
The time finally seems to be right for California to apply the technology when 
and where it is needed. Remote sensing now has the potential to become the 
backbone of the state's data collection and analysis efforts 
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The National Program 
In January 1977, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
enlarged the scope of its charter to include a vigorous technology transfer 
program. The focus of this on-going program is the public sector state and 
federal agencies and local, state, and tribal governments Three regional 
application centers across the country have been designated by NASA to work 
with these groups and demonstrate the applications of the Landsat system 
Training agency and government personnel in the technology is the key feature 
of these Landsat demonstrations. The projects allow the users to decide if 
remote sensing and Landsat can work for them to solve many of their resource 
management problems 
The technology transfer program is a departure from the approach of the past 
Instead of merely providing a product to an agency, the applications program 
takes the user through the steps of product development With this method, 
there is a good understanding of the technology at the end of a demonstration 
project and a climate developed within the agency for future applications of re­
mote sensing 
At all three regional centers, the committment of resources falls on both 
sides-NASA's and the users' Depending upon the project, the user agency is 
expected to furnish travel and release time for those of its personnel being 
trained in the technology as well as allocating budget monies in some cases 
NASA provides computer time, trainers, and project coordination 
Western Regional Applications Program and California 
California is one of fourteen states included in the Western Regional Application 
Program (WRAP), located at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, 
California Dr Dale Lumb is the director of that program, and Ms Susan Norman 
is WRAP coordinator for California remote sensing activities 
Dr Dale Lumb, WRAP Director


Susan Norman, WRAP California Coordinator


Mail Stop 242-4


NASA Ames Research Center


Moffett Field, CA 94035


(415) 965-5897


Since there are already many, diverse remote sensing activities in California, 
WRAP has sponsored few Landsat demonstrations in the state Instead, the 
WRAP program has pursued an ASVT (Applications Systems Verification and 
Transfer) program for California so that the multiple remote sensing activities 
can be coordinated and so that a lateral transfer of the technology can be 
encouraged among state, local and federal user agencies 
Landsat Demonstration in California under WRAP 
At this time, the WRAP program is involved directly in five demonstration 
projects in California to transfer remote sensing technology 
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In northern California, WRAP is working with the NASA Remote Sensing Project
at Humboldt State University, Arcata, and the US. Fish and Wildlife Service to 
map the successive vegetation conditions in clearcut areas and standing forests 
of the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation and the Klamath River Extension in 
Humboldt County This project also has the help of the Research and Analysis 
team of the U.S. Geological Survey Geography Program. 
There is also a project in northern California with the State Water Resources 
Control Board to use Landsat to estimate the reservoir volume of the Tule Lake 
Reservoir in Siskiyou County 
In central California, a five year study (ASVT) is underway for the California 
Department of Water Resources to determine the water demand for agriculture
in the state The Space Sciences Laboratory at UC Berkeley and the Geography
Remote Sensing Unit at UC Santa Barbara are involved in assessing the irrigated
lands in the Central Valley of California and in 14 northern counties The project
is under the management of Ms. Ethel Bauer, a member of the NASA WRAP 
program 
Another project being coordinated by WRAP in central California is an inventory
of hardwood forests for fire impact with the Central Coast Resource 
Conservation and Development Commission This demonstration was initiated by the Commission and will be located in either San Luis Obispo County or 
Santa Cruz County. 
WRAP is also working with the California Department of Forestry to help them 
assess and analyze all the resources on California forest land. The project, in 
response to AB 452, will begin with a vegetation classification of northern 
California Eventually, CDF will analyze the entire state and develop a system to 
update the information on a regular basis 
For more information on the WRAP program and/or to be placed on the WRAP 
newsletter mailing list, contact: 
Ms. Phoebe Williams


Information Services


Mail Stop 242-4
NASA Ames Research Center


Moffett Field, CA 94035


(415) 965-5897
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WEATHER SATELLITE USERS IN CALIFORNIA


The most common users of weather satellite data in California are Weather 
Service Forecast offices and military and naval bases These facilities use the 
data operationally, on a day-to-day basis 
There are a few other specialized uses of the satellites These programs usually 
center around an individual weather satellite or a satellite series and have 
involved a few state agencies, state universities, and private industries in the use 
of weather satellite data, imagery, or data transmission. 
GOES Satellite System Applications 
The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) system provides 
frequent (every 20 minutes) visible and thermal infrared imagery of the ocean 
areas adjacent to the United States In addition to imagery, GOES has a Data 
Collection System which relays data from both stationary and moving sensor 
platforms on earth. 
The National Environmental Satellite Service (NESS) is the principal handler of 
GOES data on the West Coast. A NESS station is located adjacent to the 
Weather Service Forecast office in San Francisco (Redwood City). 
GOES tap hook-ups in California are:


Weather Service Forecast offices-San Francisco and Los Angeles


Moffett Naval Air Station, Moffett Field


Vandenburg Air Force Base, Lompoc


Beale Air Force Base, Marysville

NASA/Ames Research Center, Moffett Field


Satellite Test Center, Sunnyvale AFS


Sacramento River Forecast Center


CDF Fire Weather Information System 
Since 1976 the California Department of Forestry and NASA have been 
experimenting with using the GOES satellite as a relay for remotely sensed fire 
weather data. (The project, which began in 1972, at first used Landsat-1 for its 
relay ) 
The current network of 18 remote sensor ground stations is located in Region I 
of CDF, the coastal forests from San Francisco to the Oregon border Data from 
the remote sensors is telemetered by GOES to Washington, DC, where it is 
coded and sent back to California At the Sacramento River Forecast Center, the 
information is translated into plain language and then made available to CDF 
ranger stations in Region I 
For CDF the experiment has been a success. By Summer 1979, CDF plans to 
purchase 20 sensing platforms of their owo and go "operational" with the 
system (NASA only provided the ground stations for the experimental phase of 
the project) CDF also plans to share the cost of a receiver station for the fire 
weather data with the Department of Water Resources, Snow Survey Branch 
Eventually CDF would like a statewide network of ground stations to collect fire 
weather data. Bill Innes, Senior Meteorologist for CDF, is reponsible for the 
program 
Bill Innes, Senior Meteorologist

CA Department of Forestry

Fire Protection


1416 Ninth Street


Sacramento, CA 95814


(916) 445-9887
 

DWR Field Snow Survey Project 
The Department of Water Resources, Snow Surveys Branch, has been testing a 
data collection platform, similar to the ones in use by the Department of 
Forestry, to gather snow pack information from wilderness areas This model is 
located at the DWR Alpha Mountain Research Site above Wrights Lake in El 
Dorado County 
The small data platform has definite advantages over the larger and more costly
ground repeater stations which have been used in the past to relay radio signals
from snow sensors. First, the small platforem complies better with the Federal 
Wilderness Act because it is less obtrusive in the environment Secondly, each 
platform is independent of any other and transmits its data directly to the GOES 
satellite GOES relays the data to Washington, DC, where the snow data is 
handled in the same manner and with the same equipment as the CDF fire 
weather data 
In fiscal year 1978-79, DWR will purchase six data collection platforms and plans 
to share the cost of a receiver station for the data with the Department of 
Forestry A receiver station in California will simplify the present data handling 
and will accelerate the operational use of snow data collection platforms in 
wilderness areas Ned Peterson and Charles Howard, DWR Snow Surveys
Branch, are responsible for this project 
Ned Peterson, Snow Surveys Branch


Charles Howard, Snow Surveys Branch


Division of Flood Management

Department of Water Resources


1416 Ninth Street


Sacramento, CA 95814

(916) 445-2196


NOAA 6 Series Satellites Applications 
The NOAA 6 series (soon to be renamed TIROS) weather satellites have been 
providing a wide variety of information about the atmosphere and oceans for 
many years As part of their sensor package, these satellites provide visual and 
thermal infrared imagery Thermal infrared sensors have been particularly helpful
in acquiring sea surface temperature data and discriminating between 
snow/ice/clouds and water 
Fishing by Satellite 
Since 1975, various fishing associations, working with University programs, have 
z~o 9 
been experimenting with thermal infrared imagery data to locate schools of fish 
These groups are studying the sea surfacr temperature breaks along the West 
Coast as interpreted from the weather satellite imagery The NOAA 6 series is 
the primary source of data with back-up information coming from the GOES 
satellite 
Fishing with the help of weather satellite imagery is being researched or 
undertaken in all of the West Coast states-Alaska, Washington, Oregon and 
California However, the imagery still plays a very small part in commercial ocean 
fishing 
Major projects in California are 
-- The Marine Advisory Extension Service, Humboldt State University, Arcata 
Fred Jurick, director of the project, has been working with North Coast 
fishermen to study the relationship between water temperature, as 
ascertained by satellite imagery, and fish availability The current project 
focuses on salmon and albacore tuna found in the waters off the northern 
third of the California coast Depending upon the cloud cover along the 
coast, Jurick is able to obtain useful imagery every three to five days. 
Fred Jurick


Marine Advisory Extension Service


SEA Grant Program


Commercial St -Wharf


Eureka, CA 95501

(916) 443-8369 
-- The Albacore Fisheries Investigation, National Marine Fisheries Service, 
Scripps Institute of Oceanography, La Jolla 
Under the direction of Dr Michael Laurs, the project at Scripos has been 
funded to evaluate what is being measured by the NOAA 6 weather satellite 
series Working with digital tapes and digital arrays of the sea surface 
temperature observations from the satellites, Dr Laurs has developed 
quantitative information about the usefulness of the thermal infrared 
imagery to locate albacore tuna 
Although the project has worked with such organizations as the Western 
Fish Boat Owners Association, the American Fisheries Research 
Association, and the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Association, its emphasis 
is research, not service 
Dr Michael Laurs


Albacore Fisheries Investigation


National Marine Fisheries Service


Scripps Institute of Oceanography


La Jolla, CA 92093


(714) 453-2820
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Seasat Program 
The NASA/NOAA Seasat program has been initiated as a "proof-of-concept"
mission to evaluate the effectiveness of remotely sensing the ocean and related 
weather phenomena from a satellite platform in space All of the sensors on 
Seasat-1, launced June 1978, were developed on previous space and aircraft test 
programs. The satellite provides all weather, day and night measurements of sea 
surface temperature, surface wind speed/direction, sea state, and directional 
wave spectra. Unlike other weather satellites, Seasat will only provide data, not 
imagery 
Commercial Demonstrations with Seasat 
Two key programs are planned for data utilization during the Seasat mission. 
Foremost is a program with the commercial ocean community to test the utility
of Seasat-1 data and to begin the transfer of ocean remote sensing technology to 
the civil sector These demonstrations are expected to begin in late 1978 or early
1979 Don Montgomery at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory is one of the 
coordinators for the commercial demonstration projects 
Don Montgomery

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Mail Stop 264-420


Pasadena, CA 91103

(213) 354-2339 
California industrial participants include: 
Organization Project Data Product 
Deepsea Ventures, Inc East Pacific Ocean Real-time 
La Jolla, CA Mining Non-real-time 
Lockheed Ocean Lab


San Diego, CA


Union Oil Co North Sea Oil and Non-real-time 
Research Labs Gas 
La Brea, CA 
Oceanroutes, Inc Marine Environmental Real-time 
Palo Alto, CA Forecasting in the Non-real-time 
Gulf of Alaska 
Ocean Data Systems, Inc Ocean Thermal Energy Real-time


Monterey, CA Conversion


Nat Marine Fisheries Serv Tropical &Temperate Real-time 
Southwest Fisheries Lab Tuna Fisheries 
La Jolla, CA 
Humboldt State Univ Pacific Salmoh Fishery Real-time 
Marine Advisory Service 
Eureka, CA 
Scientific Investigations with Seasat 
The second major program planned for Seasat is a solicitation of investigations 
from the science community-investigations of high scientific merit utilizing 
Seasat-1 derived data This effort, led by NOAA, is also sponsored by NASA, U.S 
Geological Survey, the U S. Coast Guard, the Office of Naval Research and the 
National Science Foundation. 
Investigations have been sought within five areas of research interest* Coastal 
Zone and Lakes, Open Ocean, Geodesy, Polar Regions, and Hydrology 
Approximately one thousand proposals have been submitted by the scientific 
community, but no awards have been made for research as of September 1, 1978 
Although it is uncertain how many of the proposals will be funded, the 
percentage may be very low 
James Dunn


Ocean Experiments Manager

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, CA 91103


Remote Sensing Facility for Ocean Research 
Spring 1979, the Scripps Institute of Oceanography in La Jolla, California, will 
open the doors on a remote sensing facility for ocean research Federally funded 
by such supporters of oceanography as NASA, the Navy Office of Research, and 
the National Science Foundation, the facility will be the first of its kind and will 
offer hands-on experience to ocean remote sensing investigators. 
The Scripps facility will have a tracking antenna and other tracking equipment to 
acquire imagery and data from the TIROS N (formerly NOAA 6)weather satellite 
series, from the NASA Nimbus G experimental weather satellite, and from 
Seasat 
Along with the tracking equipment, the facility will house a computer system and 
computer programs designed specifically to handle weather satellite imagery 
and image data On hand will be a small complement of people to oversee the 
facility and train the investigators in the use of the equipment 
The unique feature of the facility is the hands-on experience for users After a 
week or so of training, the investigators will be able to pursue research on their 
own Use of the facility will be determined on scientific merit of the research 
Current hopes are that the funding for the facility will preclude the need for user 
charges 
Although the emphasis of the facility is Ocean Remote Sensing Research, there 
may be some limited operational use of the facility, depending upon the extent 
of research demands Dr Robert Bernstein is principal investigator on the 
project 
Dr Robert Bernstein 
Scripps Institute of Oceanography 
Mail Stop A030 
La Jolla, CA 92093 
(714) 452-4233 
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Remote Sensing Projects, 1977-78 - Description
and Contact Key 
Update entire state wildlife habitat and detect change from 1965 inventory


Rod Goss, California Department of Fish and Game,


1416 Ninth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814


(916) 445-8393

Update land use information of Orange County by census tracts


Tom Tousignant, County Forecast Cost and Analysis,


515 North Sycamore, Santa Ana, CA 92701
 

(714) 834-5597

Develop procedural manuals for natural resource complex inventory and

management, 	 using Ventura County as study area


Doug Stow, Geography, Remote Sensing Unit, UC Santa Barbara,


Santa Barbara, CA 93106


(805) 961-4004

Detect seasonal or long-term change in outer continental shelf, all eight

Channel Islands and the southern California Bight

Michael Mel, ESCATECH, 8405 Pershing, Suite 400,


Playa del Rey, CA 90291


(213) 822-5035

Assess and create a critical interim management plan for the deserts of

California by studying "eco-boundaries," vegetation zones, the "Big Pic­
ture."

Hiram Johnson, Bureau of Land Management

1695 Spruce St., Riverside CA 92507


Basin 	 study of the East Bay and Castro Valley watershed.


Dr Ralph V.R. Algazi, Dept of Electrical Engineering,

UC Davis, Davis, CA 95616


(916) 742-1444

Relationship of heavy metal uptake of plants to reflectance in the central
 
San Francisco Peninsula

Dr R.J P. Lyon, Applied Earth Sciences, Stanford University,


Stanford, CA 94203


(415) 497-2747

Define separate plant communities and develop management implications in

the Tahoe National Forest

Ike Parker, USFS Supervisor's Office, Tahoe National Forest, 
Highway 49 and Coyote St., Nevada City, CA 95959

Ascertain how remote sensing can be used to enhance the framework in

which water is managed in California.

Dr Ida R. Hoos, Space Sciences Lab, UC Berkeley,

Berkeley, CA 94720

(415) 642-2351

Study of the continental borderland of the Santa Barbara Channel for map­
ping and fault location

Bruce Luyendyk, Geology Dept, UC Santa Barbara


Santa Barbara, CA 93106


(805) 961-3009

Development of a decision-oriented resource information system (DORIS)

for Ventura County

Robert Faulk, Ventura Co Flood Control,

597 E Main St , Ventura, CA 93001
(805) 648-6131
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Study of Kern County watershed runoff

Robert Sasso, Geography Remote Sensing Unit, UC Santa Barbara,

Santa Barbara, CA 93106

(805) 961-3603

Determine soil moisture from a radar system that may be on Space Shuttle,

using 12 square miles along one agricultural area transect

Susan G Atwater, Geography Remote Sensing Unit, UC Santa Barbara

Santa Barbara, CA 93106
(805) 961-4004

Feasibility and operational utility of Landsat imagery for cotton mapping in

California, using agricultural areas of the San Joaquin Valley on a county

basis

Tara L Hardoni, Geography Remote Sensing Unit, UC Santa Barbara,


Santa Barbara, CA 93106
 

(805) 961-4004

Study in the Spanish Creek area of the Feather River Watershed to deter­
mine what percentage of water runs off or is made available from a given

level of precipitation.

Siamak Khorram, Remote Sensing Research Program, Space Sciences Lab,


Room 260, UC Berkeley,


Berkeley, CA 94720

(415) 642-2351

Determine agricultural water demand in the agricultural area of the Central

Valley and the 14 northern California counties

Sharon Wall, Remote Sensing Research Program, Space Sciences Lab,

Room 206, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720

(415) 642-2351

Initiate a total fuel management program in the northeastern quarter of Men­
docino County

Andrew Benson, Remote Sensing Research Program, Space Sciences Lab,

Room 206, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720

(415) 642-2351

Determine moisture content of live forest fuels, using ten National Forest

sites in California.

Susan Atwater, Geography Remote Sensing Unit, UC Santa Barbara,


Santa Barbara, CA 93106

(805) 961-4004

Set up a vegetation monitoring system to accompany a water well drilling

system in a coastal slough area

Susan Atwater, Geography Remote Sensing Unit, UC Santa Barbara,


Santa Barbara, CA 93106
 

(805) 961-4004

Develop a driving energy balance snowmelt model for large areas


Jeff Dozier, Dept of Geography, UC Santa Barbara,


Santa Barbara, CA 93106


(805) 961-3663

Role of government in allocation of resources to technological innovation

no contact


Developing and demonstrating an institutional mechanism for transferring 
remote sensing techniques

Donna Hankins, Remote Sensing and Technology Transfer Project

Center for Community Development, Humboldt State University,

Arcata, CA 95521
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32 
33 
Compare VHRR, Landsat and GOES satellite data to study surface thermal 
and color radiants related to regional tuna catch data for applications to 
fisheries research and resiorc-managernent 
Dr M Stevenson, Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission


c/o Scripps Institute of Oceanography,


La Jolla, CA 92037
 

Explore using the extent of snow covered area obtained from satellite 
imagery in California's snowmelt runoff forecasting procedure 
A.J Brown, State Dept. of Wate Resources,


1416 Ninth St , Sacramento, CA 95814


Study of coastal and shallow water geology using satellite imagery


D S. Gorsline, University of Southern California, School of Letters,


Arts, and Science,


3551 University Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90007


Determine the atmospheric aerosol optical thickness over the ocean, using 
Landsat, to validate a technique which will provide daily global maps of 
aerosol isopleths over the ocean. 
M Griggs, Science Applications, Inc, 
1200 Prospect St., La Jolla, CA 92037 
Devise systems for providing forest managers with static inventory and 
dynamic biological response information needed for decision-making 
E L Amidon, U S. Dept of Agriculture, Pacific Southwest Forest


Experiment Station,


P 0 Box 245, Berkeley, CA 94701
 

Determine, for forested areas, the type of aerial photography from which in­
formation essential in the practice of forestry can be most accurately and 
readily extracted. 
R.N. Colwell, UC Berkeley, Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Determination of the accuracy and ease with which various forest character-, 
istics can be identified and/or measured by various remotely-situated elec­
tromagnetic sensors. 
R.N. Colwell, UC Berkeley, Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Develop techniques for using Landsat digital data to identify, classify, and 
map major wetland types identified by the U S Fish and Wildlife Serv as 
being of importance to a national inventory of wetlands 
D P Burcham, California Institute of Technology, NASA Jet
 

Propulsion Lab,


1201 East California Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91109 
Multiple input land use analyses for metropolitan/regional area applications, 
using the greater Los Angeles area 
D P Burcham, California Institute of Technology, NASA Jet
 

Propulsion Lab,


1201 East California Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91109


Review and synthesis of existing historic, seismic, geologic, and geodetic 
records of all faults with known or suspected Late Quaternary activity 
V R Todd, U S Geological Survey, 
8604 La Jolla Shores Dr, San Diego, CA 92037 
Assessing and analyzing all resources of California's forest land and de­
veloping a system to update this information on a regular basis 
Dale Wierman, CA Dept of Forestry, FRAP Section, 
1416 Ninth St, Sacramento, CA 95814 
3-r> 150 
34 	 Inventorying timber, in particular timber volume by correlating consistant 
light reflectance patterns from Landsat with slope, aspect, and elevation as 
supplied by the US G S digital terrain tapes
Dr A Strahler, Geography Remote Sensing Unit, UC Santa Barbara, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 
(805) 961-4004 
35. 	 Assessing the impact of clear-cutting on tributary degradation as part of 
an overall fisheries resource study on the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation 
and the Klamath Extension 
Ken-Mayer, Remote Sensing Project, Center for Community Development,
Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA 95521 
(707) 826-3731 
36 Inventory of forest cover types, correlated with wildlife habitat on the Hoopa
Valley 	 Indian Reservation, Humboldt County


Jeff Soto, Forestry Department, Humboldt State University,

Arcata, CA 95521


(707) 826-3935 
37 	 Surface area study of the Tule Lake Reservoir 
Lowell Field, Water Resources Control Board, Division of Water Rights, 
P.O 	 Box 100, Sacramento, CA 95801 
(916) 920-6471 
38 Inventory of hardwood forests in the four counties under the Central Coast 
Resource Conservation and Development Commission, for fire impact 
Susan Norman, Western Regional Applications Program,
Mail Stop 242-4, NASA Ames Research Center, 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
39 	 Water Quality Mapping and Location of Entrapment Zone in San Francisco 
Bay Delta using Remote Sensing Techniques


Siamak Khorram, Remote Sensing Research Program

Rm. 260, Space Sciences Lab, UC Berkeley,


Berkeley, CA 94720


40 	 Assessment of Wildlife Habitat Potential in Mendocino County using Re­
mote Sensing Techniques 
Edwin F Katibah, Remote Sensing Research Program, Rm 260,
Space Sciences Lab, UC Berkeley,
Berkeley, CA 94720 
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INDUSTRIAL INVOLVEMENT IN REMOTE SENSING 
Industry Providing the Products and Services


from a presentation by Lowell H Brigham, General Electric,


Space Division, at the Landsat-C Educators Conference, March 1978


Whether we like it or not, technology has a continually expanding influence on 
modern living, and the technologies we live with are becoming more sophisti­
cated and complex. Remote sensing tools in general, and the Landsat program, 
in particular, have been born for their time 
Today we have a growing concern for critical non-renewable resources, for 
renewable resources, as in worldwide food production, and for preservation of 
our air, land and water environment Remote sensing is one of the tools to help 
accomplish the awesome task of inventorying and continuously monitoring our 
resources 
Ten years ago, the term "remote sensing" required an explanation Today 
universities are turning to the data, both images and in digital tape format, as a 
basis for graduate and undergraduate source material in the related biological 
and physical sciences 
Ten years ago there was little industry participation beyond the production of 
hardware Today there are hundreds of us in large corporations and small that 
are providing the hardware, software, and analytical services associated with the 
technology. Regardless of affiliation, industry is very product-oriented. 
One of industry's roles is to apply resources to advance the state-of-the-art For 
example, nearly all of the hardware and software systems associated with the 
Landsat program were provided by the private sector However, their 
development was funded by NASA and much of the technology that was 
employed can be traced back to the Department of Defense In that instance and 
in others, industry acted as an implementor But industry has also added in­
house resources to the technology's development. 
Technology Transfer 
By working with and for clients, industry transfers technology to the user 
community In some cases, technology transfer results from an analysis project 
performed with participating client personnel In other cases, industry provides 
demonstrations of system capabilities, run training programs, and sell hardware 
or software products In nearly every case, technology transfer needs to be a 
two-way street Industry has to learn the customer's requirements at the same 
time that the user learns about industry's system capabilities or analytical 
techniques 
Finally, industry maintains a pool of experienced personnel and systems to 
service those organizations that do not have an in-house capability or that have a 
demand exceeding their capability 
The Landsat program is full of industry role examples 
1) The Multispectral Scanner and Thematic Mapper (for Landsat-D) represent 
21 1363 
research and development that have advanced sensor state-of-the-art 
2) The Landsat spacecraft with all of its components plus all of the digital data 
processing and analysis systems represents industrial efforts to provide 
hardware and software systems. 
3) Sales of image analysis systems to operational federal agencies and to 
petroleum exploration companies represents technology transfer 
4)and finally, the production of geologic studies, land use maps and forest inven­
tories represents industry providing a service to the user community 
Industry is a partner in remote sensing technology. It has been a partner with 
NASA in developing and producing the Landsat system. Now it is time to 
develop the same type of partnership with the user community to insure that the 
available technology will be successfully applied and the requirements for new 
technology will be identified. 
Specific Industries Involved in Remote Sensing 
There are six major industrial segments participating in the technology transfer 
process Representatives of each group are listed under each segment. 
1) Major Aerospace firms providing systems and/or services relating to remote 
sensing technology 
General Electric Company Lockheed Electronics Company 
5030 Herzel Place 16811 El Comino Real 
Beltsville, MD 20705 Houston, Texas 77058 
Lowell Brigham, Space Division Robert Tokerud 
fW System Group 
One Space Park 
Redondo Beach, CA 90278 
Richard Maher 
2) Firms producing digital image analysis systems and/or providing image 
analysis services 
Comptal Corporation Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC)
169 North Halstead 8728 Colesville Road 
Pasadena, CA 91107 Silver'Springs, MD 
Richard Jones Robert Cecil 
ESL, Incorporated International Business Machines (IBM)
495 Java Drive 1800 Frederic Pike 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Gaithersburg, MD 20760 
Dr. James Burke Charles Gilmore 
Control Data Corporation International Imaging Systems (PS)
2800 E Old Shakopee Road 650 N Mary Avenue 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440 Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
George Swanlund Reese Jensen 
92 
Interpretation Systems, Inc. (ISl) Spectral Data Corporation 
P 0 Box 1007 112 Parkwa7 Drive South 
Lawrence, Kansas 66044 Hauppauge, NY 11787 
Jerry Lent Tony Wenderroth 
Spatial Data 
508 Fairview Avenue 
Goleta, CA 
David Rutland 
3) Firms providing analytical services including remotely sensed data analysis 
plus scientific discipline consultation 
Calspan Corporation Dames and Moore 
P 0 Box 235 100 Church Street 
Buffalo, N Y 14221 New York, N Y 10007 
John Walker Robert Reed 
Denver Mineral Exploration Co Earth Satellite Corporation
1100 W Littleton Blvd ,Suite 103 7222 47th Street 
Littleton, Colorado 80120 Washington, DC 20015 
Dr Carl Kober Dr John Everett 
Geospectra Corporation Geo Images
320 North-Main, Suite 301 P 0 Box 576 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108 Altadena, CA 91001 
Dr Robert Vincent Dr. A F H. Coetz 
Earth Science Consulting and Technology (ESCA-TECH) 
3001 Red Hill Ave., Suite 212 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
David Steller 
Pattern Recognition - Technology Barringer Research Inc 
&Application 1536 Cole Blvd, Suite 330 
S S Viglione and Associates Golden, Colorado 80401 
551 Peralta Hills Drive Dr Anthony Barringer 
Anaheim, CA 92807 
Sam S Viglione 
Environmental Research &Technology Resources Development Associates 
696 Virginia Road P 0 Box 239 
Concord, Mass 01742 Los Altos, CA 94022 
Michael Smallwood Robert Campbell 
4) Firms providing geo-referenced data base systems andlor services allowing 
access to multiple layers of geo-coded data including remotely sensed images 
Comarc Design Systems Environmental Systems Research Inst 
315 Bay Street 380 New York Street 
San Francisco, CA 94133 Redlands, CA 92373 
Ronald Walters Jack Dangermond 
23 3 
5) Not for Profit organizations (that are independent of federal or state agencies)
providing a remote sensing technology transfer function such as image analysis
services. 
Battelle Memorial Institute Environmental Research Institute of 
Columbus Laboratory
505 King Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43201 
George Wukelic 
Michigan (ERIM)
P0. Box 618 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107 
Dr. Donald Lowe 
Socio-Tech Associates for Research (STAR) 
126 Second Avenue #3


San Francisco, CA 94118 
George Small 
6) Firms producing other devices related to remote sensing such as digital 
sensors and digital image output devices 
DAEDALUS, Inc 
P.O Box 1869 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
John Smith 
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OCEAN AND EARTH DATA RESOURCES


Partial listing of industries and non-profit organizations in California that 
represent significant capabilities in data collection, processing and analysis 
(From an Ocean Data Resources pamphlet printed for the US Committee on 
Commerce, March, 1975)

Ametek, Inc. 
 
Straza Division, 
 
Box 666 
 
El Cajon, CA 92021


Applied Oceanographics, Inc 
 
5055 North Harbor Dr 
 
San Diego, CA 92106


Atlantis, Inc 
 
9015 Wilshire Blvd 
 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 
 
Bechtel


Marine Department 
 
50 Beale Street 
 
San Francisco, CA 94119 
 
Bendix-United 
 
Geophysical Corp

2650 E Foothill Blvd 
 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
 
J G Boswell Co 
 
4600 Security Pacific Plaza 
 
333 South Hope Street 
 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
 
Cahn Instruments 
 
Division of Ventron Corp 
 
7500 Jefferson St 
 
Paramount, CA 90723


Carlesberg Petroleum Corp
1801 Century Park WestLos Angeles, CA 90067

Chevron Overseas Petroleum Inc 
 
Room 1108 
 
555 Market Street 
 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 
Chevron Oil Research Co 
 
La Habra Laboratory 
 
P 0 Box 446 
 
La Habra, CA 90631 
 
Clean Bay, Inc

Room 220 
 
1882 Diamond Blvd 
 
Concord, CA 94520 
 
Comarc Design Systems


315 Bay Street


San Francisco, CA 94133


Dana Point Marine Research Lab

P 0 Box 367

Dana Point, CA 92629

Defense Technology Laboratories

FMC Corporation

Ordnance Group

P0 Box 1202

San Jose, CA 95108

Dunegan Research Corp


2044 Research Drive


Livermore, CA 94550


Earth Science


Consulting & Technology


2300 Cherry Industrial Circle


Long Beach, CA 90805
 

Environmental Systems


Research Institute


380 New York Street


Redlands, CA 92373


Escatech Corp

840 South Pershing


Playa del Rey, CA 90291


ESL, Inc


495 Java Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

FMC Corp


1105 Coleman Ave


San Jose, CA 95110


Fairchild Camera & 
Instrument Corp


Controls Division


Transducer Plant


423 National Avenue


Mountain View, CA 94040


Far West Laboratory


1855 Folsom St


San Francisco, CA 94103
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General Dynamics Corp

Marine Technology Center 
 
2930 North Harbor Drive 
 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
General Motors Corp

AC Electronics Defense 
 
Research Laboratories 
 
Goleta, CA 93017


General Oceanographics, Inc 
2172 Dupont Drive 
 
Suite 13


Newport Beach, CA 92660 
 
Global Marine, Inc 
 
650 South Grand Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
Grefco, Inc 
 
630 Shatto Place 
 
Los Angeles, CA 90005 
 
Gulf Oil Corp 
 
P0 Box 1392 
 
Bakersfield, CA 93302 
 
International Environmental 
 
Analysis (Ecographics) 
 
P 0 Box 706 
 
La Jolla, CA 92038 
 
Intersea Research Corp 
 
11760 Sorrento Valley Rd 
 
San Diego, CA 92121 
 
Interstate Electronics Corp 
 
Oceanics Division


707 East Vermont Ave 
 
Anaheim, CA 92803 
 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena,CA 91103 
Kennecott Exploration, Inc 
Ocean Operations Division 
Ocean Resources Department
10306 Roselle Street 
San Diego, CA 92121 
Lear Siegler, Inc 
3171 South Bundy Drive 
Santa Monica, CA 90406 
Lewis & Lewis Offshore, Inc 
P 0 Box 820 
271 South Hemlock St 
Ventura, CA 93001 
Litton Industries


Data Systems Division


P0 Box 7601


Van Nuys, CA 91409


Living Marine Resources,-Inc


11339 Sorrento Valley Rd


San Diego, CA 92121


Lockheed Missiles & Space Co 
P.O Box 504


Sunnyvale, CA 94088


Lockheed Ocean Laboratory


3380 Harbor Drive


San Diego, CA 92101


Marine Advisers, IncDivision of Bendix 
P0 Box 690


Solana Beach, CA 92075


Marine Dynamics


Box 521


Long Beach, CA 90801


Marine Experimental Services


P0 Box 9466 
San Diego, CA 92109 
Marineland of the Pacific 
Biological Laboratory 
Palos Verdes Dr South


Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274


Marine Resource Consultants, Inc 
225 Santa Monica BlvdSanta Monica, CA 90401 
Marine Technique, Inc4607 Toni Lane 
460anioLae11


San Diego, CA 92115 
Mcoulloch Oil Corp
10880 Wilshire Blvd 
Los Angeles, CA 90224 
Meteorology International 
P0 Box 349 
419 Webster Street 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Meteorology Research, Inc 
P0 Box 637 
464 West Woodbury Rd 
Altadena, CA 91001 
National Research Center 
680 Wilshire Place 
Los Angeles, CA 90005 
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North American Weather Consultants 
Aerometric Research, Inc 
Santa Barbara Municipal Airport
Goleta, CA 93017 
Newport Laboratories, Inc 
630 East Young Street 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 
North American Rockwell Corp 
Autonetics Division3370 iralmaAenueBIg3370 Miraloma AvenueAnaheim, CA 92803 
Northwest Oceanographers Inc 
1045 Gayley Avenue 
Suite 205 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 
Occidental Petroleum Corp 
6000 Stockdale Highway 
Bakersfield, CA 93309 
Ocean Resources Inc 
3344 Industrial Court 
San Diego, CA 92121 
Ocean Routes, Inc 
1534 Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
-
Ocean Science Capital Corp 
459 Hamilton Ave 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 
Oceanographic Engineering Corp
Division of Dillingham Corp 
P 0 Box 1560 
La Jolla, CA 92038 
Oceanographic Services Inc 
Subsidiary of Global Marine, Inc 
135 East Ortega Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
Pacific Aerial Surveys 
Hammon, Jensen, Wallen & Assoc 
8407 Edgewater Dr 
Oakland, CA 94621 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co 
245 Market Street 
San Francisco, CA 94106 
Pacifica Coastal & Marine Mapping Co 
Pacifica Ocean Research, Inc 
2980 Plaimer 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
The Rath Co


P0 Box 226


7445 Girard Avenue


La Jolla, CA 92037


Resources Development Assoc 
P0 Box 239 
Los Altos, CA 94022 
Santa Catalina MarineBiological Laboratory


Fisheries Cove


Santa Catalina Island
P O Box 398 
Avalon, CA 90704 
Scripps Institute of Oceanography 
La Jolla, CA 92037 
Sierra Club1050 MIIJs Tower 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
System Development Corp2500 Colorado Ave


Santa Monica, CA 90406


Systems Consultants Inc211 South UStreet


Eureka, CA 95501


TRW Systems 
Systems Engineering and


Integration Division (SEID)


One Space Park


Redondo Beach, CA 90278
 

Tetra Tech, Inc


7730 Herschel St


La Jolla, CA 92037


Texaco, Inc


3350 Wilshire Blvd


Los Angeles, CA 90005


United Geophysical Corp 
Subsidiary of the Bendix Corp 
2650 East Footh l Blvd


Pasadena, CA 91109


Western Geophysical Co 
Litton Industries


933 North LaBrea Avenue


Los Angeles, CA 90038


Wopdward-Clyde Consultants


Western Region
 

Suite 700


Two Embarcadero Center


San Francisco, CA 94111
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Industry Using Remote Sensing 
There is a distinction between the industries that provide remote sensing
products and services and the industries that use the technology for specific
applications Most of this second industrial use of remote sensing is proprietory,
however, each can be-characterized 
Industries that employ remote sensing extensively often have in-house capability
to interpret and/or process the imagery Or they may have a remote sensing 
expert or manager in-house, but contract for products and services with other 
industries. Industries that use remote sensing on a limited basis usually contract 
for services as they are needed 
Resource Exploration 
Industries that engage in resource exploration are the most extensive users of 
remote sensing As Dr. Floyd Sabins, Chevron Oil Research Company, points out 
in his textbook, Remote Sensing, Principles and Interpretation,
"Private industry is the largest single purchaser, in dollar value, of 
remote sensing imagery from the EROS Data Center, with the prin­
cipal application being for oil and mineral exploration The extrac­
tive industries also employ contractors to acquire photography, 
thermal IR, and radar imagery in areas of exploration interest 
These investments by cost-conscious industry are evidence for the 
exploration value of remote sensing." 
Although many of the resource exploration companies are located in California,
there is little exploration in the state, using remote sensing Thermal infrared 
photography has been used to study the geothermal fields in the Imperial Valley 
and at the Geysers in northern California At the Geysers area, hot springs were 
detected on thermal IR images, but the images failed to reveal a significantly 
higher surface temperature in the overall Geysers area 
Agriculture 
Infrared photography, flown at low altitudes, appears to be the most useful 
remote sensing tool in California agribusiness. Although there have been large 
area agricultural experiments using Landsat-like LACIE, a project to measure 
worldwide wheat production-Landsat seems to have too many limitations for 
agriculture at this time 
The biggest single problem is the timeliness of the data Crops must be studies 
on a week to week, month to month basis, especially to spot disease Even 
though Landsat imagery is recorded over an area every nine days, it usually takes 
at least a month for the data to make its way to the user Then there is the 
additional time needed to process the data 
To avoid the problem of timeliness, some agribusiness in California like J G 
Boswell Company, wheat and cotton producers fly their fields whenever 
necessary and take infrared photography of the crops In this way they can have 
the film back in a matter of days, at far less cost and with much better resolution 
than with Landsat 
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Forest Products Industry 
The low altitude aerial photograph, mostly black and white, has long been the 
principal remote sensing aid in forest inventory and timber volume assessment 
Some of the larger northern California timber companies such as Arcata National 
and Louisiana Pacific are beginning to use high altitude (U-2) infrared 
photography, either prints or transparencies, for large area studies But there has 
been no move as yet to incorporate Landsat into their programs 
The St Regis Corporation is participating in an ASVT with NASA to use Landsat 
in inventorying all of the company's timber holdings in the southeastern United 
States Although St Regis also has timber holdings in California, the interest 
here is a geo-based information system rather than any Landsat demonstration 
The move toward computerized geo-based information systems is also shared by
Georgia Pacific Corporation, the Simpson Timber Company, and Arcata National 
Corporation. (Section V, Geo-based Information Systems) 
Explanation and Request 
There may be many other small and large industries in California using remote 
sensing tools However, because of the proprietary nature of most companies' 
work, it has been difficult to paint a true picture in this survey. 
California industries that would like to include their remote sensing activities in 
future updates of this survey should contact either the Remote Sensing Project 
at Humboldt State University, Arcata, California, or the Environmental Data 
Center, Sacramento 
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WHERE REMOTE SENSING ISTAUGHT IN CALIFORNIA


Remote sensing and photogrammetry are an integral part of many college and 
university programs in California. Two surveys conducted between May 1975 and 
February 1976 by Timothy Bidwell and Stanley Morain (Journal of 
Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, March 1977) found that 
twenty-three institutions of higher learning in California had courses or related 
courses in remote sensing andlor photogrammetry 
Our survey finds that the number of schools in 1977-78, that include some aspect 
of remote sensing in their curriculums is almost three times the 1975-76 figure 
However, only a handful of universities offer courses in image processing of 
remotely sensed data 
Special Programs 
Photogrammetry 
A bachelor's degree in Surveying and Photogrammetry is offered at CSU Fresno 
in their Civil Engineering Department And an advanced degree in Civil 
Engineering with an emphasis in Photogrammetry is offered in the College of 
Engineering at UC Berkeley 
Remote Sensing 
Advanced degrees in remote sensing are offered at two California universities, 
UC Santa Barbara and Stanford University At UC Santa Barbara, the degree is 
offered in Remote Sensing/Geography through that school's Geography Remote 
Sensing Unit. 
At Stanford, the master's degree in remote sensing is a CORE program in the 
Department of Applied Earth Sciences 
Image Processing 
Only two universities in California offer advanced course work or instructional 
programs in Image Processing as related to remote sensing applications, UC 
Santa Barbara and Stanford University Both of these schools also process data 
for federal, state and local agencies and governments 
Geography Remote Sensing Unit Remote Sensing Laboratory
Geography Department School of Earth Sciences 
UC Santa Barbara Stanford University
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 Stanford, CA 94203 
Dr Jack Estes (805) 961-3649 Dr Ronald Lyon (213) 497-3262 
Two other universities in California have centers for analyzing and processing 
remote sensing data, but these centers do not teach courses at their 
universities Their principal emphasis is research Instead of regular instruction, 
each of these centers offers short courses in the technology throughout the 
year These two centers are the Space Sciences Laboratory at UC Berkeley and 
the Image Processing Institute at the University of Southern California 
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Remote Sensing Research Program Image Processing Institute 
Space Sciences Laboratory University of Southern California 
UC Berkeley University Park 
Berkeley, CA 94720 Los Angeles, CA 90007 
Dr Robert Colwell (415) 642-1353 Or William Pratt (213) 746-5514 
UC San Diego's Scripps Institute of Oceanography will soon have a remote 
sensing facility for ocean research (Section II, Weather Satellite Users). Its 
primary purpose will be research, not instruction 
College and University Listings 
Listed alphabetically within university and college systems are the schools in 
California where remote sensing and/or photogrammetry are taught Also 
included in this list are courses related to those subjects and the most recent 
school year they were offered 
Each course name is followed by initials that describe the course's emphasis A 
small letter "r" after these initials means that the course is related to that 
emphasis 
Photogrammetry - PG or PGr 
Photo Interpretation 
Remote Sensing -
Image Processing -
- P1 
RS 
IP 
PIr 
RSr 
lPr 
1 31


California State Universities &Colleges 
CSC Bakersfield (78 79) 
Earth Science 
201-Basic Principles of Geology (RSr) 
203-Basic Principles of Physical Geography (RSr) 
28-Maps, Photographs and Remote Sensing 
211-Concepts inSpatial Geography (RSr) 
CSU Chico (77-79)
Geography
204-Biogeography 
214-Aerial Photo Interpretation 
219-Advanced Research Techniques
Civil Engineering 
272 Photogrammetry 
(Pir) 
(PI) 
(PI,RS) 
(PG) 
CSU Dominguez Hils (78-79) 
Geography 
(PG,RS)

248-Documentation Photography (PG) 
CSU Fresno (78-79) 
Geography 
105-Ae'ria-Photograph Interpretaion (PI) 
-O6;Advanced-A erial Photog-raphic Interpretation ­
an-d Remote Sensri'g the Enmironment (PI,RS) 
Geology
140 Interpretation of Geologic &Topographic 
Maps (Pit) 
Civil Engineering
3-Fundamentals of Photogrammetry (PG) 
5-Photogrammetric Instrumentation - (PG) 
6-Photographic Processes in Engineering (PGr) 
103 Advanced Photogrammetry (PG) 
106-Cartographic Techniques & Map Repro­
duction (PG) 
107-Electronic Distance Measurements (PGr) 
Offers degree in Surveying and Photogrammetry 
CSU Fullerton (77-79) 
Geography
280a-Interp of Maps & Aerial 
Photographs (PI)


384-Air Photo & Image Interpretation (PI) 
386-Data Processing for Geographic Infor 
mation (lPr) 
482 Advanced Cartography-Thematic
Mapping (PGr) 
488 Land Use Analysis (Pit) 
Earth Sciences 
121-Earth Science Laboratory (Pit) 
385-App of Computers to Earth Sciences (IPr) 
456-Advanced App Geophysics (PI) 
Computer Science 
465-Principles of Computer Graphics (IPr) 
CSU Hayward (78-79) 
Geography 
3410-Aerial Photo Interpretation (P) 
Earth Sciences 
3110-Principles of Geomorphology (PIr) 
4425 Remote Sensing of Earth Environments (RS) 
3910-Geologic Field Methods (Pit) 
Humboldt State Umv (78-79) 
Forestry
106-Air Photo Interpretation (PI) 
206-Advanced Principles in Remote Sensing (RS) 
Geology
100-Geomorphology (pit) 
101-Methods of Air Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Geography

1-Elements of Mapping (PGr)


102-Field Techniques (Pit)
Natural Resources 
106-Remote Sensing of the Environment (RS) 
107-Remote Sensing Workshop (RS) 
CSU Long Beach (78-79) 
Geography
483-Aerial Photo Interpretation &Remote 
Sensing - (PI,RS)
Geology 
Photoeology and Geomorphology (Pir)


Civil Engineering


427-Engieerig Photogrammetry (PG)


CSU Los Angeles (78-79)Geography 
210-Map Reading and Photo Interpretation (PI)
465-Air Photo Interpretation (PI) 
466-Remote Sensing of the Environment (RS) 
Geology
483 Photogeology (Pir) 
CSU Northridge (78-79)
Geography 
205-Elementary Mapping (air photo interp) (PIr) 
307-Air Photo Interpretation (PI)
407-Remote Sensing (RS) 
462-Computer Applications in Geography (IPr) 
Geology (Geosciences)
331-Photogeology (PIr) 
CSU Sacramento (77 78) 
Geography
103-Map &Air Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Engineering 
105-Technical Photography (Pit) 
187-Environ Remotely Sensed Using
Satellites/Aircraft (RS) 
225 Remote Sensing of Environmental Quality (RS) 
Clvil Engineering 
253 Advanced Environ Quality Analysis (RSr) 
CSC San Bernardino (78-79)
Geography 
370 Soils & Landforms (tech Inc photo 
interp) (Pir) 
San Diego State University (78 79) 
Geography
180-Basic Map &Aerial Photographic Reading (PI) 
382-Use & Interpretation of Aerial Photos (PI) 
587-Remote Sensing of the Environment (RS) 
588-Adv Remote Sensing of the Environment (RS) 
687-Seminar in Remote Sensing of the Environ­
ment (RS) 
Geology 
505 Photogeology (Pit) 
San Francisco State University (77 78) 
Geography
103 Geographic Techniques (Pit) 
607-Map Projections (PIr) 
608-Interpretation of Aerial Photography (PI) 
6,10 Remote Sensing of the Environment (RS) 
San Jose State University (78 79)
Geography 
181-Map Interpretation and Use (Pir) 
183 Remote Sensing (RS) 
188 Land Use Mapping & Geographic Info 
Systems (PI,RS,IPr) 
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Geology 
 
136-Map and Aerial Photo Interpretation (PI) 
 
Environmental Studies 
 
181-Environmental Information Center (RSr) 
 
Sonoma State University (77-78) 
Geography
204 Man and Environment (RSO 
307Earth A View from Space (RS)
308-Map & Air Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Geology
308 Map & Air Photo Interpretation (PI) 
CSC Stanislaus (78-79)
Geography

3710-Remote Sensing of the Environment (RS) 
 
University of California 
UC Berkeley (77-78)
Geology
1166-Geological Structures and Maps (Pir) 
Civil Engineering
101 Elementary Photogrammetry (PG)
107-Air Photo Analysis & Interpretation (P!) 
287A,B-Analytic Photogrammetry (PG)
288A,B-Analogue Stereorestitution Instruments 
and Stereotriangulation (PGr)
289-Adjustment Computations (PGr) 
Forestry
102-Forest Photogrammetry (PG & Pl) 
202-Advanced Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Geology117-Geomorphology (Pir) 
Computer SciencesGegah
256 Computer Graphics (IPr) 
UC Davis (77-78)
Geography
106-Interpretation of Aerial Photography (PI) 
Geology 
152-Photogeology &Remote Sensing (Plr,RS) 
UC Irvine (77-78)
Social Ecology

E154-Environmental Applications of Remote 
 
Sensing Techniques (RS) 
 
UC Los Angeles (78-79)GeographyGerh169-Earth from Above (RS) 
269-Remote Sensing of the Environment (S) 
Geology (Earth &Space Science) 
 
150-Remote Sensing for Earth Science (RS)


204-Advanced Remote Sensing (RS)


UCORiverside (78-79) 
Earth Sciences 
 
4 The Earth From Space (RS)

158 Remote Sensing of the Environment (RS)
107 Computer Applications in Earth Science (IPr) 
UC San Diego (77-78) 
Applied Physics &Information Sciences 
 
141A-Optical Signal Processing (IPr) 
 
243A,B Optical Systems (IPr) 
 
UC Santa Barbara (78-79)
Geography 
 
115A Geographic Photo Interpretation (PI) 
 
115B-Geographic Remote Sensing Techniques(PS) 
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1150-Intermediate Geographic Remote Sensing 
Techniques (PS) 
122A,B Field Snow Hydrology (RSr)
126 History of Cartography (RSr) 
172,172L-Techniques of Geographic Data 
Analysis I & Laboratory (Ipr) 
173,173L-Techniques-of Geographic Data 
Analysis II & Laboratory (IPr) 
182 Pnncples of Landuse/Landcover Analysis (PI,IPr) 
Graduate 
214 Microwave Remote Sensing (RS) 
215-Seminar in Remote Sensing (RS) 
216-Remote Sensing Instrumentation and 
Software (RS,IP) 
222-Spatial Decision Making (IP)
224-Spatial Statistics (IP) 
228-Multidimensional Analysis of Spatial 
Problems (IP)
273-Natural Vegetation Classification, Inven­
tory, & Dynamics (IP) 
275-Seminar InGeographical Information Systems (lPr) 
Offers Masters degree in Geography/Remote Sensing 
Engineering 
227A-Computer Graphics (IPr)
278-Computer Image Processing (IP) 
UC Santa Cruz (77-78)
Environmental Studies 
100-Intro to Environ Field Methods (Pit) 
California Poltechnic State Universities 
CA Polytechnic Institute-Pomona (77-78)Geography 
310-Earth from Space (RS) 
410-Photographic Remote Sensing (PI,RS) 
CA Polytechnic Institute-San Luis Obispo (77-78)
Agriculturai Engineering
445-Remote Senineeg () 
345-Aerial Photogrammetry (PC) 
Agricultural Management 
250-Computer Application to Agric (IPr) 
350-Computer App in Architecture (IPr) 
Computer Sciences 
255-Compter Graphics Applications (IPr) 
304 Digital Computer Architecture (IPr) 
445 File Management & Data Base Systems (IPr)445-Computer Graphics (IPr)
542 Information Processing (]Pr)Natural Resource Management


4A l Resource analyient


405-Applid Resource Analysis RSr) 
Other California Colleges & Universities 
Cabrillo College, Aptos (77-78)
Geography
3A,B,C-Map Reading, Air Photo Interpretation,
Remote Sensing (PI,RS) 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena (76-77) 
Computer Science 
142A,B,&C-Computer Modeling& Data Analysis (IPr) 
289-Computer Graphics (IPr) 
Geological & Planetary Sciences 
101A Introduction to Planetary Science (RSr)
159-Planetary Atmospheres (RSr) 
225-Planetary Research wlSpacecraft (RSr) 
226 Observational Planetary Astronomy (RSr) 
-- 
City College of San Francisco (77-78) 
Engineering
196 Photogrammetry (PG) 
Cogswell College, San Francisco (76-78) 
Civil Engineering
216 Surveying III App of Photogrammetry (PG) 
College of the Redwoods, Eureka 
Engineering
1C-Plane Surveying (intro to photogrammetry) (PGr) 
Forest Technology
82-Forest Photo Interpretation (PI) 
College of San Mateo (78 79) 
Engineering
19-Fundamentals of Photogrammetry (PG) 
College of the S'skiyous, Weed (78 80) 
Engineering
1A,B-Plane Surveying (Photogrammetry & 
Computers) (PGr,lPr) 
Columbia Junior College (77-78) 
Natural Resources 
60 Aerial Photography & Map Interpretation (PI) 
DeAnza College, Cupertino (77-78) 
Data Processing
18-Intro to Real-Time, on line & interactive (IPr)programming 
37-Computer Graphics (IPr) 
Engineering
341-Infrared technology (RSr) 
East Los Angeles College (77-78) 
Environmental Studies 
7-Intro to Environmental Geology (Pir) 
El Camno College (78-79), Torrence 
Geography
3-Intro to Geographic Techniques (Pir) 
Evergreen Valley College, San Jose (76-77)
Geology 
1OL-Physical Geology Laboratory (Pir) 
Feather River College, Quincy (77-78)
Forestry 
57-Map &Aerial Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Foothill College (76 77) Los Altos Hills 
Geology
14-Map Reading and Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Planetary Geology (RSr) 
Fresno City College (77-78) 
Engineering 
2-Engineering Plans and Topographic
Mapping (PGr,Plr) 
Fullerton College (77 78)
Civil Engineering 
2 Aerial Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Dept of Earth Sciences 
Planetary Geology (RSr) 
Lassen Community College, Susanville (77-78)
Forestry 
VF 54 Map & Photo Interpretation I (PI) 
TF 64-Map & Photo Interpretation II (PI) 
Merced College (77-78) 
Engineering
1B-Plane Surveying intro to Photogrammetry (PGr)
36B Plane Surveying (PGr) 
Geology
1L-Physical Geology Lab (Pir) 
Geography
IL-Physical Geography Lab (PIr) 
Modesto Junior College (78-79)
Natural Resources 
224-Mapping &Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Napa College (76-77) 
Geology
2-Physical Geology Lab (Pir) 
Palomar College, San Marcos (77-78) 
Geography 
4-Map Reading & Interpretation (PI) 
Pasadena City College (78)
Geology (Physical Science Dept) 
Earth Science in the Laboratory (Pir) 
Dept of Eng &Tech 
170 Photogrammetry (P6) 
Pierce College, Los Angeles (77-78) 
Computer Science 
48-Data Bases (IPr) 
Geography 
6-Intro to Geographical Analysis (1Pr) 
Geology 
6-Physical Geology Lab (Pir)22-Geornorphology (Pir) 
Pomona College (77-78) 
Geology 
150-Planetary Geology (PIr) 
Reedley College, (77-78) 
Geology
12-Physical Geology Lab (Pir) 
San Bernardino Valley College (77-78)
Engineering 
216-217-Photogrammetry (PG) 
Geography
134-Remote Sensing of the Environment (RS)
136-137 Photogrammetry (PG) 
Santa Ana College (77-78)Engineering 
248.Engineering Photogrammetry (PG) 
West Los Angeles College, Culver City (77-78) 
Geography 
4 Map Reading & Interpretation (PIr,PGr) 
Santa Monica College (76-77)
Geography
4 Map Reading & Aerial Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Santa Rosa Junior College (77-79) 
Civil Engineering
5OAB-Plane Surveying (PGr)
52-Photogrammetry (PG) 
,53-Route Surveying and Design (PIr) 
Forest Technology
76-Forest Photo Interpretation (PI) 
Geography 
53-Map and Air Photo Interpretation (PI) 
3437 
Sierra College, Rocklin (78-79)
Drafting Technology
60A,B Mapping & Photogrammetry I & II (PG)
Engineering 
6OA,S-Mapping &Photogrammetry I & II (PG) 
Stanford University (78-79) 
Offers Masters degree core program in Remote Sensing 
University of Redlands (77-78)
Geology
128-Remote Sensing (RS) 
University of San Francisco (76 78) 
Computer Science 
169-Interactive Computer Graphics (IPr) 
Geology
221-Photogeology (Pir) 
Applied Earth Sciences 
296-Airborne Exoloration Structural Mapping (PGr) 
297-Airborne Exploration-Lithologic Mapping (PGr) 
192-Geomathematics ]-Computer Applications in 
Geology and Applied Earth Sciences (IPr) 
133-Remote Sensing of the Environment (lPr) 
130 to 132-Environmental Earth Science I, 1I, 
III (RS)
295 A,B,C-Semimar Remote Sensing in 
Exploration (PIr)
Statistics 
110-Statistical Methods in Engineering and 
Physical Science (IRr)
119-Statistical Inferences (IPr)
180 Statistical Computing Packages (IPr)
Geophysics
280-Data Analysis (IPr)
Environmental Engineering
263-Digital Filtering (IPr) 
278-Intro to Statistical Signal Processing (IPr)
Geology 
103A,B-Advanced Field Geology (Pir)
!Food Research Inst
130-App of Programming to Agricultural Systems ([Pr) 
University of Southern California Graduate 
School (77-78)
Geological Sciences 
528-Seminar in Remote Sensing (RS) 
Civil Engineering 
513L-instrumental Methods for Environmental 
Analysis (Pit) 
Ventura College (76-77)
Engineering
583-Engineering Surveys
Geology
2L-Physical Geology Lab 
Remote Sensing for Earth Scientists 
(PGr) 
(Pit)
(RS) 
West Coast University, Los Angeles (76-77)
Computer Sciences 
313-Computer Graphics
Graduate Program in Environmental Systems 
Methodology 
(IPr) 
(IPr) 
West Valley College, Saratoga (7-77)
Engineering
36C-Data Analysis
18-Plane Surveying (IPr)(PGr) 
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U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY IN CALIFORNIA 
U.S.G.S. Western Region 
The U:S. Geological Survey, an agency of the Department of the Interior, -has its
national headquarters in Reston, Virginia To facilitate its work in the states ofAlaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and the 
Trust Territories of the Pacific, the Survey maintains a Western Region
Headquarters in Menlo Park, California 
The Geological Survey is organized into seven divisions The Topographic,Geologic, Water Resources, and Conservation Divisions are the primary
operating units. In addition, an office of Land Information and Analysis directs
and coordinates the multidisciplinary land resource and environmental analysis programs of the Survey. 
Components of all Divisions operate within the Western Region and each 
maintains a headquarters staff at Menlo Park The Office of Land Information andAnalysis, though headquartered in Reston, Virginia, carries on selected activities 
within the Western Region. 
Remote Sensing Applications 
In each of the major U S.G.S divisions, remote sensing plays a role. Aerial 
photography, from both high and low altitude aircraft, is still the most valuable 
remote sensing tool that the Survey uses, but the U S.G S. has been researching
the applications of Landsat since Landsat-1 (ERTS) was launched 
Although there has been considerable use of Landsat imagery and image
analysis by the Geologic and Water Resources Divisions of the Western Region,
only the Geography Program, within the office of Land Information and Analysis,is exploring ways to use Landsat digital data The work falls under the Research
and Analysis branch of the Geography Program and focuses on Landsat 
applications useful to the National Land Use Mapping Program. 
No other group in the Western Region is as involved with computer processing
of Landsat data as this branch. 
NCIC 
Under the Topographic Division is the National Cartographic Information Center(NCIC). NCIC was established to provide a national information service to make 
cartographic data of the United States more easily accessible to the public and 
to various Federal, State, and local agencies Cartographic data include maps
and charts, aerial photography, geodetic control data, and map data in digital
form 
There is an NCIC office in California at the U S G S Western Region 
NCIC - Western Region


US G S, 345 Middlefield Road


Menlo Park, CA 94025

(415) 323-2427


d6­57 
By requesting an Aerial Photography Summary Record System, Catalog 2, the 
user can have information on where, when, at what scale, and by what agency
aerial photography (in California) was flown or will be flown 
Data is cataloged of the following agencies 
- U S. Dept of Agriculture 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
- U S. Department of Agriculture 
Forest Service 
- U S Geological Survey 
- Bureau of Land Management 
- NOAA, National Ocean Survey 
- Aerial Map Industries 
- United States 
- U S. Air Force 
- National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Land Information and Analysis Office 
To facilitate the solution of problems related to land use the Survey has 
established the Land Information and Analysis (LIA) Office This Office, based in 
Reston, Virginia, directs five major program efforts which include 1) the EROS (Earth Resources Observation Systems) Program, 2) the Geography Program, 3)
the Earth Sciences Applications Program, 4) the Resource and Land 
Investigations Program; and 5) the Environmental Impact Analysis Program 
Of the major divisions within the Survey, Land Information and Analysis relies 
most heavily on remote sensing tools and skills 
EROS Program 
An EROS Applications Assistance Facility is located at Menlo Park which is 
designed to help people gain access to the vast quantities of satellite and 
aircraft imagery stored at the EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
The EROS Data Center has the largest single collection of imagery of all the 
Federal agencies The Program's main objective is to facilitate the use and 
application of satellite imagery and data and aircraft photography to solve land 
and resource problems 
EROS Applications Assistance 
US Geological Survey 
Room 202, Building #3 
345 Middlefield Road 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(415) 323-2727 
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Geography Program 
The principal activity of the Geography Program is the compilation and 
interpretation of Land Use/Land Cover maps for the entire United States at a 
scale of 1 250,000 These maps have been produced almost exclusively with high 
altitude (U-2) color infrared photography. 
The Geography Program in the Western Region is currently completing the north­
western California maps, Santa Rosa to Weed, in this series Southern California 
land use/land cover maps are available, and the maps for the central section of 
California, the San Francisco-San Luis Obispo area, are close to publication. All 
maps are available through the NCIC office at Menlo Park 
Eugene Napier 
U.S G.S. Geography Program

345 Middlefield Road


Menlo Park, CA 94025
 

Research and Analysis Branch 
Assisting the Compilation and Interpretation Branch of the Geography Program 
is the Research and Analysis Branch Under a cooperative arrangement with 
NASA, this Branch is located at the NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, 
CA The main activity of this group is the exploration of ways to use Landsat 
digital data in the compilation of the National Land Use Maps 
To complete the land use maps of northwestern California, Landsat data will be 
relied on to differentiate evergreen trees from deciduous The interpretation will 
be done through the computer rather than by photo interpretation since these two 
types of trees are very difficult to separate on sight; however, the Research and 
Analysis Branch feels that by using a Landsat scene in late fall, they will be able 
to make the necessary distinctions 
Since this Branch is located at NASA Ames Research Center, it often serves as a 
technical advisor for activities of the Western Regional Applications Program 
For example, they have worked with WRAP on the three state Pacific Northwest 
Demonstration Project and have cooperated on the remote sensing projects at 
Humboldt State University 
Len Gaydos

U.S. Geological Survey

Mail Stop 240-8


NASA Ames Research Center
 

Moffett Field, CA 94035


(415) 965-6368 
The Earth Sciences Applications Program 
This program, under Land Information and Analysis, also relies heavily on remote 
sensing The program was designed to provide useful and timely scientific 
information for land-use planning decision making To accomplish this, the 
program has conducted three major urban area studies in the Western Region 
The most extensive study is in the San Francisco Bay Region Maps have been 
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prepared at a scale of 162,500 for the nine counties of the Bay area to show land 
use changes among nine categories of land use The San Francisco Bay area 
maps are part of the Survey's Census Cities Project and were derived primarily 
through interpretation of high altitude color infrared photographs, followed by a 
limited field check on the ground These maps are'available through the NCIC 
office at Menlo Park 
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U.S. FOREST SERVICE REMOTE SENSING PROGRAM 
National Program 
The US. Forest Service, over the years, has had many activities in remote 
sensing. Of particular use to the Service has been low and medium altitude black 
and white and color photography However, the Forest Service is beginning to 
expand its use of remote sensing tools to include high altitude infrared 
photography and satellite imagery 
Realizing that remote sensing is becoming a valuable resource assessment and 
management tool, the U.S Forest Service, early in 1978, began a national 
program to set policies for the application of remote sensing technology The 
first step was the appointment of a national remote sensing coordinator. A 
Remote Sensing contract in each Forest Service Region has also been appointed 
so that a working network would be established throughout the country 
Currently the national coordinator, Ray P. Allison, and his regional coordinators 
are determining what the requirements are for training and awareness in remote 
sensing within each Region Once these requirements are thoroughly 
understood, a national program can be initiated 
Ray P.Allison

US Forest Service

Remote Sensing Coordinator

P Box 2417 
Washington, DC 20013 (703) 235-2137 
U-2 Optical Bar Camera Photo Project 
As part of the Forest Service's remote sensing program, the agency is evaluating
the usefulness of optical bar photography to locate areas of tree mortality
Optical bar photography is taken with a panoramic camera at high altitudes High 
resolution color infrared film is used and the format of the optical bar is different 
from conventional framing camera imagery With the panoramic view angle, the 
sides (ends) of the pictures are a different scale than the center of the pictures 
Optical bar allows interpretation of features down to 3 to 4 feet 
.Although specialized equipment and techniques for viewing and mapping with 
this imagery exist and are semi-operational right now, the Forest Service is con­
centrating on the most basic concepts of simple steroscopic viewing and visual 
transfer of interpreted information from photo to map 
The immediate use of the photography is for timber salvage planning and sales 
Foresters of Region 5, the State of California, are being trained in the 
interpretation of the photography so that they can evaluate its usefulness for 
finding and mapping aggregations of tree mortality and for marking timber 
salvage areas 
U-2 flights with the optical bar have already been made over National Forest 
lands along the easten border of California and in the northwestern section of 
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the State While the present focus is the, tree mortality location potential, the 
Forest Service feels that the technology has many other applications for them 
and for other agencies Several specific optical bar evaluation projects in several 
disciplines are being formulated within Region 5 forests at this time 
Alan Ambacher 
U S Forest Service Region 5 
Geometronics Division 
Room 1406, Engineering Staff 
630 Sansome Street 
San Francisco, CA 94111 (415) 556-7527 
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CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL DATA CENTER


The Cahfcrnia Environmental Data Center (EDC) was established by the Office of 
Planning and Research in March of 1978 to provide a focal point for coordination 
assistance to state, local, and federal agencies in their natural resource data 
gathering efforts Although called the "Environmental" Data Center, EDC is 
interested in the broad spectrum of natural resource/land use/agricultural data 
and seeks to serve all those who need such information 
Cataloging California Agency Data 
The EDC, above all, is establishing a network responsive to those who wish to 
use it. To do this, the Center has begun a comprehensive indexing and reference 
service for natural resources data at the local, state, and federal levels This 
service will form the core of the Center's activities By building on the data 
which currently exists in California, the EDC hopes to improve data collection in 
the state and increase the data's usefulness to those who must set state policy 
Cataloging the information state agencies now hold is the first step. Seventeen 
state agencies have agreed to participate in an Interagency Advisory Committee 
on Data Cataloging Their committment to creating a network and to the work 
involved in the cataloging provides a solid basis for improving the availability of 
information The catalog will enable users to determine if needed information 
already exists or if it must be collected. This catalog will primarily list natural 
resources data, but will also index some other types of information used by the 
Resource Management agencies. 
Surveying California Needs 
A parallel program to inventory and catalog the data holdings of local agencies is 
underway The Environmental Data Center is working with counties, COGs, 
Regional Coastal Commissions, and selected municipalities to determine their 
needs for natural resources data and their current sources and adequacy of 
information 
EDC is surveying the use of remote sensing techniques, kinds of information 
management systems employed, and the extent to which existing data meets 
current needs The results of this study will be published in Fall 1978 as a part of 
EDC's data cataloging and coordinating program. 
Fall 1978 will also see the initiation of a prbgram to determine the availability of 
data at all levels of government and in academia for a specific study region in 
the state This project will serve as a case study for the kinds of data which the 
EDC eventually hopes to index and catalog for the entire state Several state 
agencies have expressed interest in cooperating in this work and study areas are 
already under discussion 
Coordination Activities 
The Environmental Data Center is carrying oUt an extensive series of intergovern­
mental coordinating tasks The EDC is working with the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM), Department of Agriculture/Forest Service, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), National Oceanic and 
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Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and- the U.S. Geological Survey/National 
Cartographic Information Center (USGS/NCIC) to tie together the natural 
resources data gathering and management efforts of federal and state agencies 
The USDA is now informing the EDC of all planned aerial photography missions 
in California. This will enable other agencies in need of such photography to 
share in the cost of obtaining missions or to purchase prints of the film, rather 
than duplicate them with additional contracts. 
The Bureau of Land Management is cooperating through data sharing and 
program coordination This cooperation may lead to further agreements between 
BLM and the state in the near future 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is preparing an 
Environmental Data Base Directory for California. The entry of state agency data 
files into the NOAA data base is coordinated through the EDC In return, any of 
the agencies may utilize NOAA's Data Base 
NASA is coordinating its remote sensing application projects in California 
through the EDC in order to ensure maximum technology transfer where feasible 
to government agencies A task force comprised of a broad spectrum of state 
and local entities chaired by the EDC, will review technology transfer feasibility 
questions 
EDC is working with USGS in cooperation with the National Cartographic 
Information Center NCIC is charged with the inventory of all mapped data at 
federal and state levels The EDC is working closely with NCIC to assure that the 
inventory approaches are compatible 
Newsletter 
The Environmental Data Center publishes a monthly newsletter which is a useful 
communication link for a variety of natural resource data user. The newsletter 
provides brief overviews of data collection and analysts efforts around the state 
with name and phone number for further information Those utilizing the 
newsletter include the Governor's staff, legislators and their staffs, state, local, 
and federal program managers, universities, the private sector, and the general 
public 
Those wishing to add their names to the newsletter mailing list should contact 
the EDC office 
Sally Bay Cornwell, Project Director


Timothy Hays, Staff Analyst

Environmental Data Center


Office of Planning and Research


1400 Tenth Street


Sacramento, CA 95814


(916) 322-3784


The EDC Advisory Committee 
The following is a list of California agencies serving on the Interagency Advisory 
Committee for the Environmental Data Center 
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Air Resources Board 
California Coastal Commission 
Department-of-Conservation -
Department of Fish and Game 
Department of Food and Agriculture 
Department of Forestry 
Department of Navigation and Ocean Development 
Department of Parks and Recreation 
Department of Transportation 
Department of Water Resources 
Energy Commission 
Office of Emergency Services 
Office of Planning and Research 
Resources Agency 
Solid Waste Management Board 
State Coastal Conservancy 
State Lands Commission 
State Water Resources Control Board 
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GEO-BASED INFORMATION SYSTEMS


Descnption 
The most basic function of an inventory system is to provide a method for storing,
retrieving and updating data When a comprehensive data base is in full use, it 
can provide the potential for reducing hundreds of man hours needed to produce 
reports on which management decisions are made It can greatly reduce the turn­
around time necessary to address agency and environmental review procedures
And it can save the user hundreds or thousands of dollars once the system is in 
full opeF ation .. . .. ....-
A geo-based information system can be simple or sophisticated, depending upon
the users' needs At its most sophisticated, such a system could have the 
capability to put any information that can be put on a map, into a computer The 
more sophisticated, systems also provide a way to visually display much of the 
information in the system so that the user has both tabular and spatial data 
Computer-produced maps- and/or tabulations are the usual output of the data 
manipulation process 
Most geo-based information systems, like the Bay Area Spatial Information 
System, BASIS, are structured around an array of grid cells Each cell represents 
a land area of a certain size on the ground (one hectare or 2.5 acres for BASIS)
and corresponds with a unit of computer storage The unit contains data codes 
representing the characteristics of that cell 
Many information systems can also work with data contained within polygons or 
irregularly-shaped areas Polygonal displays and analyses provide flexibility in 
the system and reflect, more closely than grid cells, the real boundaries of 
features on the ground 
Some geo-based systems not only store, retrieve and update data, but also inter­
pret or "model" second and third level information from original source data 
With this modelling, such a system permits the user to address subjective
elements in a logical and consistent manner. It also enables the user to enter an 
unlimited number of factors into a decision matrix, explore all the options and 
reach a complete decision 
Use of Remote Sensing 
Remotely sensed data can definitely be incorporated into geo-based information 
systems Information from aerial photographs complements on-the-ground
observations and can be manually digitized and placed in the computer system
Landsat data is even more adaptive to geo-based information systems since 
Landsat data is also stored in grid cells and is available on computer-compatible 
tapes 
Satellite imagery is becoming an increasingly useful tool as classification, regis­
tration, and enhancement techniques co'ntinue With a 1 1 acre resolution, 
Landsat satellites provide the overview for large area inventorying Landsat's 
greatest advantages at present for incorporation in data bases are the low cost 
of satellite imagery and computer-compatible tapes, their ongoing availability, 
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and the convenience of processing, entering and storing data within the same 
computer system. 
In 1980, a new Landsat, Landsat-D, will be launched with potential resolution 
capabilities of 30 meters If this is achieved, many planners feel the satellite 
series will be an even more powerful inventory aid than it is today 
Types of Data 
Here is a graphic example of the types of data that may be contained in an infor­
mation system Each system, however, will be different because of the different 
physical concerns of each city, county, company, or large geographic area 
DATA DATA DATA 
SOURCE ELEMENT INTERPRETATION 
Landsat -
U S.G S. - SOILS 
Landsat rpad


Soil Cons Service EROSIONi I sPOTENTIAL 
Landsat is 
Aerial photos S ITstimber INDEXDept.s ofCommerc 
to wutvolumeField Survey " 
archeologcal 
Dept. of Co erce , 4GRAZING 
POTENTIAL 
precipitation 
Landsat 
A geo-based information system has great advantages for its users It can 
provide a method of integrating a wide variety of information, both tabular data 
and spatial images, into the decision-making process When used to its fullest 
and updated regularly, such a system can eliminate job duplication and ensure 
prompt responses to the user's problems And a computerized data base may be 
the ony way to manipulate the large volume of data needed for answernng state 
and local government's needs 
California Cities and Counties 
Developing Geo-based Information 
Systems 
* Cities developing systems 
SantaW 
Nosa So NaNaps. . .. 
County Systems 
Boundary of AssociationGovernments. A BAG of Bay Area 
SVn Rafaelentur 
ponoleWalnut Creek 
SAngne 
coees 
Vetaluma 
LivermoreCupertino" Clara '" -,.,o.-_ 
LongBeac 
nta Los Angeles 
Ventura 
Los Angeles


Long Beach-e


Santa An a


Anaheim'S 
Huntington Beach SanDego 
Garden Grove 
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California Counties Developing Geo-based Information Systems 
The counties are listed in alphabetical order with a brief description of the 
system and a contact person, if either was available to the survey 
Also listed under the counties is a partial listing of publications on their 
information systems. The majority of this list was compiled by the Tacoma, 
Washington, Planning Department for a March 1977 publication on Geo-Based 
Information Systems in the United States. 
Alameda County 
Working with Comarc Design Systems, 315 Bay Street, San Francisco, CA 94133 (415) 392-5300 
Fresno County 
The Fresno Council of Governments is working with Comarc Design Systems to 
develop a geo-based information system for the county 
Publications 
Environmental Management Information System, the Fresno County Planning 
-
 The First Year Resources Requirements andInformation System Project 

Prospects (no date)


Geographic Oriented Information Systems - David C. McElroy, Information In- ­

dustry Consultant. (4/76)


Orange County 
Developing a Land Use Information System for the county, using 1980 Census 
tracts. 800 mile-squared area, 25 cities with 69 community analysis areas The 
final product will include 58 categories of land use 
Tom Tousignant, County Forecast Cost and Analysis, 
515 N Sycamore, Santa Ana, CA 92701 (714) 834-5597 
Publications 
County of Orange, LR/UDS (1976) 
Orange County Environmental Management Agency, Environmental Planning & 
Management System - Requirements Specification (4/76) 
San Diego County 
Since 1971 the county has been developing a Regional Planning Information 
System The planning program falls under the Comprehensive Planning 
Organization of the San Diego Region (CPO) System includes 1)Planning Model 
Systems, 2) General Support System, and 3) Basic Data Systems Some of the 
major Basic Data System components are base maps, land use, population and 
housing, employment, and census 
Ross Hall, Comprehensive Planning Organization of the San Diego Region, 
Security Pacific Plaza, Suite 524,1200 Third Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101 (714) 
233-5211 
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Publications 
Regional Transportation Plan; Development of the Plan, Volume II 
Compr-ehi-sive Planning Organization (3/75) 
Incidence Maps CPO (1976)
Managing Urban Growth and Public Facilities. CPO (7/76)
Facilities Planning Made Simple CPO. (7/78) 
San Mateo County 
The county is cooperating with the U S. Geological Survey Geography Program, 
Reston, Virginia, to develop Level III Land Use classifications for the entire 
county, as part of the National Land Use Mapping Program Land use information 
will be available in both map and tabular form 
James Anderson, Chief Geographer, U.S. Geological Survey, National Center, 
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive, Reston, VA 22092 (703) 860-6344 
Santa Clara County 
Developing a system with Comarc Design Systems, San Francisco 
Publications 
A Man-made System for Aiding Local Government in Police Formulation and 
Evaluation. E J Cnistiani, et al. IBM (3/72) 
Sonoma County 
Developing a geo-based information system with Comarc Design Systems. 
Ventura County 
The county is developing a Decision-Oriented Resource Information System(DORIS) under a grant from NASA to the Geography Remote Sensing Unit, UC 
Santa Barbara The information, which is being developed around seven and a 
half minute quad maps, will include (but not be limited to): vegetation, soils,
geology; land elevation, slope and aspect; biological habitat and flood plain
boundaries 
Under an additional NASA grant, the county and UC Santa Barbara will produce 
sequel guidelines for updating the information system These procedures will be 
available to other counties when completed. 
Robert Faulk, Ventura County Flood Control, 597 E Main Street, Ventura, CA 
93001 (805) 654-2036 
Government Associations Developing Gea-Based Information Systems 
The Fresno Council of Governments and the Comprehensive Planning 
Organization of the San Diego Region represent government associations 
working on geo-based information systems However, since their activities are 
centered in one county, they have been included under the County Section 
ABAG 
In California there is only one multiple-county geo-based information system 
being developed It is called BASIS, the Bay Area Spatial Information System, 
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and has been developed since 1976 by the Association of Bay Area 
Governments, ABAG 
BASIS covers the nine-county Bay region and has been designed to provide more 
detailed and timely data for regional and local planning The system currently
contains the following types of data* earthquake faults, ocean and bay 
coastlines, precipitation, geologic materials, flood prone areas, slope stability, 
well yield, prime agricultural land, erosion, Bay depth contours, airports, 
seaports, vacant industrial sites, 1970 Census tracts, and county boundaries 
Other types of data, e g. land use, public land ownership and freeway 
intersections, are being acquired and encoded as they become available 
Paul Wilson or Don Olmstead, Association of Bay Area Governments, Hotel 
Claremont, Berkeley, CA 94705 (415) 841-9730 
The majority of the smaller cities listed in this section have the help of Comarc 
Design Systems in developing either all or parts of their systems Contacts have 
been included in this list if they were available, but no attempt has been made to 
describe each of these city systems 
A partial publication list is also included that was compiled by the Tacoma, 
Washington, Planning Department for a March 1977 publication on Geo-Based 
Information Systems in the United States 
City of Alameda. Comarc Design Systems 
Cities of Anaheim, Garden Grove, Huntington Beach, Santa Ana (Four City 
Consortium 
Publications 
GeocodingProject Conceptualization. (9/75)
Geocoding System Design (10f75) 
City of Cupertino Comarc Design Systems 
City of Livermore Comarc Design Systems 
City of Long Beach. 
Publications 
Investigation Support at the City of Long Beach IBM (10/73) 
City of Los Angeles. 
Initial Land Use Planning and Management System designed by Environmental 
Systems Research Institute, 380 New York Street, Redlands, CA 92373 (714) 793-
Calvin S Hamilton, Director of Planning, Department of City Planning, Room 
561-C, City Hall, Los Angeles, CA (213) 485-'5073 
Publications 
An Introduction to the LA Land Use Planning and Management of Subsystem 
(LUMPAMS) (1/75) 
Catalogue of Computer Print Outs - Data on the City of LA (2/75) 
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Citywide Parcel Information System - Systems Design and Operations


Manual (11/74)


LA.City Planning Department Urban Data Base Index (7/74)


Review & Evaluation of Math-Model Development Program. (no date)


Technological Tools & Data Resources Available as Input the Planning


Process (1/74)


Use of-the Grid-Based Information System for Centers Definition (12/74)


City of Napa. Comarc Design Systems 
City of Pinole Comarc Design Systems. 
City of Petaluma Comarc Design Systems 
City of San Francisco. 
Publications 
Project CABLE - Geographic Subsystem (4/72) 
City of San Jose 
Publications 
Fire Alarm Assignment System-Executive Summary Stanley Phillips, San 
Jose Fire Department (9/76) 
City of San Rafael Comarc Design Systems 
City of Santa Rosa. Comarc Design Systems.
Nancy Hamilton Blank, Department of Community Development, City Hall, 
P 0 Box 1678, Santa Rosa, CA 95402 
City of Ventura. Comarc Design Systems 
City of Walnut Creek. Comarc Design Systems 
Private Industry in California Developing Geo-Based Information Systems 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
The ony private industry that has furnished the survey with detailed information 
on the development of its environmental data system is the Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company This system has been developed by the Urban and Regional 
Planning section of the Land Department 
Since the Company's service territory covers some 94,000 square miles in 
California-from Shasta to Kern counties-P G &E felt it was imperative to 
develop some form of a computerized system for the management, retrieval and 
analysis of data on the environment of the service area At the present time the 
data base covers 22,000 square miles 
Five major types of data are stored in the system 1) terrain units, 2) special 
features, including endangered species, historic sites, and ecologically sensitive 
zones, 3) land use, 4) ridges, courses and fault lines, and 5) infrastructure, such 
as highways, railroads, transmission lines, etc 
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JoAnn R. Effron, Land Use Planner, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 77 
Beale Street, San Francisco, CA 94106 (415) 781-4211 
Other Companies 
The following is a list of other private industries developing geo-based 
information systems All of them are working with Comarc Design Systems 
Neither addresses nor contacts are included in this list 
Georgia Pacific Corporation


Bechtel Corporation


St Regis Corporation


Kimberly-Clark Corporation

Kaiser Engineering Inc


Simpson Timber Company

Pacific Telephone &Telegraph Company


Arcata National Corporation


Woodward-Clyde Consultants


Trans America Engineering Inc
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COMMUNICATION SATELLITES AND CALIFORNIA 
CTS and Remote Sensing 
Although there are both operational and experimental uses of communication 
satellites in California, there has been little use of these satellites for 
environmental or remote sensing-related purposes 
In states such as Florida, communication satellites have acted as relays for 
environmental data obtained by remote sensor platforms on the ground In 
California, projects that need data relayed from remote areas, at present, use the 
GOES satellite system (Section II,Weather Satellite Users) 
Instead, communication satellites have been used in the state to teleconference 
discussions on natural resources and environmental issues 
Mobile Analysis and Telecommunication Experiment (MA TE) 
One exception to the general use of communication satellites was the Mobile 
Analysis and Telecommunication Experiment, MATE, designed at NASA Ames 
Research Center, Moffett Field, California 
For this experiment, a van was equipped with a small computer system to 
display Landsat satellite data Since the storage capacity of the computer in the 
van was small and the amount of Landsat data to process of any given area, 
great, the Communication Technology Satellite, CTS, was used as a one-way 
relay of Landsat data from NASA Ames Research Center to the mobile van 
MATE was testing the use of remote display terminals at various locations,
interacting with a Landsat image processing computer at a central location, in 
this case, NASA Ames 
Unfortunately, before the van could be tested to any degree it caught fire and 
was totally destroyed. Funds are now being sought for a second MATE. 
Teleconferences on Remote Sensing 
In March and April 1978, there were two teleconferences originating from NASA 
Ames Research Center that focused on remote sensing technology 
The WRAP Program 
The first in March was an interview with Dr Anthony Calio, NASA Applications
Branch Chief, and Mr Floyd Roberson, NASA Technology Transfer head Both 
men were interviewed by members of the Western Regional Applications
Program (WRAP), located at NASA Ames and by a member of the Remote 
Sensing Project at HumboUt-State University, Arcata, California The discussion 
centered around the future of the Landsat program and the role of Regional
Applications Programs in transferring remote sensing technology Dr Calo was 
of the opinion, at that time, that Applications could become the lead branch 
within NASA in the next few years 
For excerpts of that interview, see Volume 1, No 1 of Plain Brown Wrapper, 
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newsletter of the Western Regional Applications Program 
American Indian Telecommunication Demonstration Project 
The second teleconference on remote sensing applications was part of a three­
day Indian Telecommunication Demonstration Project in April 1978 One aspect
of the overall demonstration was the use of the communication satellite for 
higher education In particular, the participants were concerned about education 
in natural resources management and planning 
On the second day of the project, Indians on the Crow Agency, Montana, and 
members of the All-Pueblo Council, New Mexico, viewed a videotape on the use 
of remote sensing tools to aid Indian natural resources management The 
videotape was sent from NASA Ames Research Center and was prepared by the 
Remote Sensing and Technology Transfer Project, Humboldt State University 
This videotape is available on short-term loan Contact-
Kamila Plesmid


Remote Sensing Project

Schmidt House 90


Humboldt State University


Arcata, CA 95521

(707) 826-3112 
Public Service Satellite Consortium 
In late 1975 the Public Service Satellite Consortium, PSSC, was established as 
response to the growing national interest in developing public service uses for 
communication satellites PSSC began with seventy members representing the 
fields of education, health care, library services, public safety and government 
administration. Today that membership nears a hundred. 
Although PSSC does not plan to launch a satellite itself, the Consortium has 
made arrangements with the Hughes Aircraft Company to develop a "practical
public service satellite demonstration" on the Hughes Syncom IV,a test payload
of NASA's Space Shuttle PSSC will define the communication requirements that 
will satisfy a broad spectrum of public service users 
In 1977, under a NASA grant, PSSC found that these requirements are three-fold 
improved access, cost containment and maintenance of quality In the next few 
years the chief function of the consortium will be to bring together similar 
public service interests and design a coordinated, economical program of 
satellite communications to serve needs not adequately being met by 
conventional communications now 
The principal office of the Consortium is located in San Diego, California 
Polly Rash ' 
Director of Communications 
Public Service Satellite Consortium 
4040 Sorrento Valley Blvd, 
San Diego, CA 92121 (714) 452-1140 
Consortium membership in California 
The following California organizations are members of the Public Service 
Satellite Consortium, as of the November 1977 membership list 
California Public Broadcasting Commission 
California Innovation Group, Inc 
California State University and Colleges
Community Television of Southern California, KCET 
Modesto Junior College
San Diego County Department of Education 
San Diego State University
Stanford University-Communications Satellite Planning Center 
University of California 
University of Southern California 
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) 
For a complete membership list, contact Poly Rash at the PSSC principal office 
in San Diego 
PSSC Satellite Demonstrations in California 
rIn the first seven months of 1978, members of the Consortium conducted seven 
!short-term demonstration projects in California. In addition to these projects, the 
'PSSC supports the Veterans Administration in conducting a continuing medical 
!education program via satellite to VA hospitals in the western half of the U S, 
including California. 
Also, fourteen public television stations in California will begin to use WESTAR 
for receiving PBS programming in 1978 on a regular basis 
Proposal for Statewide Use of Communication Satellites 
In 1977-78, part of Governor Jerry Brown's program was to invest in the regular 
use of satellites for communication in California The plan was to acquire
hardware for limited operation on the CTS satellite and then follow-up with a 
statewide program using Syncom IV,after it was launched in 1980 or 1981 
The program envisioned both fixed and portable terminals as well as two-way
interactive video equipment There were also provisions for two-way voice 
terminals to be used in emergency situations such as forest fires, earthquakes,
floods, or other disasters 
The major uses of such a statewide system would be teleconferencing and 
education, with additional experimental activities in rural health services and 
data transfer between computers 
The passage of Proposition 13 in June 1978, however, has created a "no frills" 
environment in the California legislature Consequently, the Governor's program 
to use satellites for communication will not be funded this year 
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CIRSS: An Unified Approach to Technology
Transfer. Norman's been involved in the CIRSS pro­
gram with EUC for a year, about as long as Bauer's 
been handling the APT "Dale Lumb [Techology Apph­
cations Branch chief] decided then that California was 
too complex to fit under the WRAP umbrella," she re­
called "We needed a viable project that would focus on 
the state, yet stand on its own" 
Norman presented her proposal for the integrated pre-
ASVT to NASA Headquarters last May With support by 
Alex Tuyahov and Dick Weinstein there, Sally Bay 
Cornwell and Dan Richards of Gov Brown's office, Bob 
Colwell of UC Berkeley, Jack Estes of UC Santa Bar­
barn, and Dale Weirman of CDF, approval for FY"79 
funding of $150,000 came through in November 
"But," she noted, "the state is contributing more than 
NASA - $60,000 for the California Department of 
Forestry project, $125,000 from the state legistature for 
a county-level user needs survey - and this doesn't in­
clude staffing and indirect funding" 
To oversee project operations, a CIRSS Task Force has 
been established with Sally Bay Cornwell, director of the 
EDC, as chairperson, Mary Arbogast, from the same of­
fice, as Task Force Coordinator, and Norman as the 
NASA representative Other members include Eric 
Hedlund of Humboldt County, Kenneth Topping of San 
Bernardino County, Donald Olmstead of Assoc of Bay 
Area Gov'ts Vashek Cervinka of Dept of Food & Ag­
nculture, Barry Brown of Dept of Conservation, Dr 
Robert Colwell UC Berkeley, Dr Larry Fox of Hum­
boldt State Univ, Leslie Oliphant of US Forest Service, 
Eugene Napier and Jim Chamberlin of US Geological 
Survey, and Floyd Sabras of Chevron Oilfield Research 
Labs 
Sabins, representing the pnvate sector, is head of a 
five-member Industry Advisory Panel to the Task Force 
During the Task Force's first official meeting on March 
21, members discussed their immediate goal to make 
CIRSS relevant to statewide needs and their eventual 
job of evaluating and advising on any resulting data 
system 
They plan to use the CIRSS Project as a testing ground 
 
to identify benefits from vertically integrahng remote 
 
sensing technology into natural resource data collection


methods


Vertical data integration, Norman explained, is founded 
on the concept that a data base appropriate for state­
level agencies may also be appropriate for local and fed­
eral levels of government "The CIRSS team's primary 
concern is finding out how far 'appropriate' goes," she 
emphasized 
"We can't build a data base nor can we do demonstra­
hons for every state agency," she insisted "Instead,
we'll study conceptual issues by selecting several test 
areas and concentrating on one discipline forestry We 
want to show how forestry-related data can be taken 
from the state to the local level or to the federal level 
We've also identified the prime agricultural issue as rele­
vant to state and county resource information needs and 
will sample its integration, too," she added 
To test the theory, the CIRSS project will tackle two 
major areas the first is slanted to concept and design, 
while the other involves actual small demonstrations 
Under the conceptual design portion fall a study on ver­
tcal data integration and county and state user needs 
surveys 
Key to CIRSS is the data integration study - designed 
to link all the demonstrations and pull together the inner 
workings of the project It began to take shape last 
winter during an exploratory meeting by WRAP's 
Norman, Frank Westerlund, and Dave Peterson, who is 
acting as technical advisor, Jack Dangermond of En­
vironmental Systems Research Institute, and Larry 
Tinney of UC Santa Barbara 
This study will explore ways in which data can be Inte­
grated into a common base, check the applicability of 
remote sensing to this base and through a prototype 
project contracted to ESRI, identify technical issues re­
lated to these efforts 
Another project, parallel to ESRI's, will study institutional 
issues involved 
The county-level user needs study, funded by the 
California legislature and manged by EDC, will cut 
across six of the 15-16 counties who submitted propo­
sals Completed forms for the study started in March 
should funnel back to EDC's Tim Hays, acting as techni­
cal montor, by October 
Manposa, Mendocino Nevada, Placer, Riverside, and 
Ventura counties - selected to receive grants ranging 
from $15,000 to $50 000 - will develop environmental 
and natural resource information systems, EDC's user 
needs study will fall under these umbrellas 
WRAP's Frank Westerlund isworking with Steve Kraus 
of the Office of Planning and Research to design the 
state-level user needs study, complementary to the 
county-level survey, it wil address several levels of gov­
ernment with questions on data collection and format 
and possible commonalities among agencies Initial in­
terviews are to start in early April 
CIRSS Demonstration Projects Test New 
Digital Analysis Techniques. The second major 
chapter in Norman's integrated pre-ASVT will see Land­
sat used in four demonstration projects a statewide 
forest resource inventory, a small-scale pnme agricultural
lands study, a county forestry project, and a federally­
sponsored resource analysis of one USFS district 
Under the first project, the California Department of 
Forestry will use its statewide Landsat-based forest re­
source inventory (see Plain Brown Wrapper #4) to 
respond to a legislative mandate - AB 452, as well as 
investigate the usefulness of the digital approach 
The other state-level project, for the Department of 
Food and Agnculture, is designed to test the CIRSS 
analysis methodology in monitonng conversion of prnme 
agricultural lands to urban use in Ventura County
Technical support will come from Larry Tinney of UC 
Santa Barbara 
Dr Robert Colwell of UC Berkeley will oversee the 
county-level demonstration, a forestry application in 
Mendocino County to demonstrate the uses of digitally 
mosaicked Landsat and terrain data for mapping fire fuel 
management zones 
On the federal level, the US Forest Service Iscommitting 
$10 000 for a resource analysis of the McCloud Ranger 
District WRAP's Don Card will act as technical 
manager, technical Support will come from Larry Fox of 
Humboldt University and Alice Forbes and Don 
Campbell of USFS 
"The projects have a genenc component." Norman 
concluded "We can take forestry, soils and terrain data, 
merge these with Landsat data, and then update this 
information using Landsat. The same procedure could 
then be used for other data, other disciplines, to arrive at 
and maintain a common base" 
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INTRODUCTION To California ASVT


1954 saw the beginninqs of the use of "remote sensing" technology in


the State of California. It was not the muted electronic hum of a satel­

lite overhead in those early days, but the buzz of a Cessna. But the spirit


of determination to learn about and use the latest practical technology from


air and space has stayed alive through some difficult years for those early


workers in California. Presently, members of the agencies who were the core


group of "remote sensing" have graduated to more sophisticated methods and


still form the Core Group. The somewhat tangled history of remote sensing


in the Golden State provides the counterpoint against which new melodies are


now being cautiously played. In fact, the new melody seems to come from a


full symphony orchestra. The implications are more complex and diverse than


in any of the 14 western states and as such, deserve special consideration


and attention.


In the spirit of the national technology transfer program which NASA


initiated in 1977, a decision was made in California to survey the status of


use of remote sensing in state and local agencies, federal agencies, univer­

sities and industry in the State. This survey has clearly defined what the


current projects are, who is involved and what future projects are under con­

sideration. The survey has also identified various problems that have been


encountered by those wishing to get involved with the technology itself and


at the same time pointed up the fact that critical mass approaches in Califor­

nia. The critical mass is due in part to some relatively uncomplicated fac­

tors.
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First, enough time has passed from the launching of Landsat I for a wide


and common knowledge of the earth resources satellite and its capabilities.


Many people feel more comfortable with the idea that satellites, including


weather and communications types, are with us to stay. There has been, quite


simply, time enough for acceptance of the fact that the man on the moon was
 

not the end of the whole program, and that itwas only the beginning. Second­

ly, as the technology has matured, so has the thinking and reactions of the


people of California. It is, quite simply, a technology whose time has come.


What, then, are the prime indicators of this critical mass inCalifornia?


- a colorful, space oriented Governor.


- key appointments by the Governor, including his space advisor,


ex-astronaut Rusty Schweikart.


- creation, within the Governor's Office of Planning and Research,
 

of a State Environmental Data Center. The purpose of the center


has been emphasized to be a clearinghouse for environmental data


vital to the work of State agencies. Further, it is to be a focal


point for State remote sensing activities. The Director of this


Center isMs. Sally Bay Cornwell, formerly Remote Sensing Task Force


Director of the National Council of State Legislatures.


- activation of the California Remote Sensing Council, fully acknow­

ledged by the Administration as an advisory group on Remote Sensing


Affairs inCalifornia and composed primarily of the core group who


first initiated remote sensing activities inthe State.


- wide, if scattered and isolated, use of remote sensing technology


within various agencies, universities, counties and entities inthe


State.


- a wide range of remote sensing at universities, State Colleges and


community colleges. This includes education in basic theory and


applications.
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- recent legislation that requires statewide resource inventory, assess­

ment, monitoring and updating and that have requirements best fulfilled
 

by use of remotely sensed data inthe workplan. Further, certain legis­

lation has specifically indicated use of remote sensing technology for


implementation of work plans.


Inherent within the "critical mass" of California are several real pro­

blems which must be addressed. The user driven attitudes developing within


the State are bringing on a wave of interest that may well turn into a tsunami.


Properly addressed, the problems can well turn the State of California into


the most exciting and dynamic example of technology transfer yet seen in the


United States. The problems seem to fall quite naturally into major cate­

gories.


1) A Coordination Category. Indications are very strong that a unified


and coordinated approach must be powerfully supported by NASA Ames


Research Center. The indicators here are manyfold"


- State and Federal agencies are becoming involved inmany isolated


and relatively small projects.


- Counties are becoming seriously involved inthe use of remote sens­

ing, but generally relating only to County problems.


- Universities through NASA contracts and grants are involved in


scattered projects with agencies and counties.


All these indicate that NASA may be expending dollars for similar


types of activities that should be integrated and coordinated for


better utilization of funds.


2) Personnel Resources and Training Category. The survey 'nd other


indications show quite clearly that wider and more practical use


of remote sensing would occur if key personnel in State, Federal,


and local aqencies were trained in the techniques of remote sensing.


This problem isone that reflects directly on NASA-ARC's capabi­
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lity to respond to the new wave of interest in receiving and using


such training. The question that must be answered iswhether NASA-

ARC will be able to properly support the stated desires of such


agencies to receive training and implement remote sensing projects


in their agencies. This problem must be dealt with in both a budget­

ary and in-house personnel sense by NASA-ARC.


3) A User Needs Category. Strong indications are evident from all


sources of information that a statewide user needs survey is urgently


needed. This may be the place to begin.


4) Basic Information Category. This problem isone that has been re­

vealed quite recently. Due to the wave of interest, and critical


mass of the State of California, itnow appears that transfer of


technology would be greatly facilitated by an, underlying, general


data base from which all projects could draw. This concept would


provide a single date classification of the 30 some Landsat scenes


that cover the state. The date of coverage, classification scheme,


computer processinq and analysis would have to be agreed upon by


those known and potential users and tapes made available for further


classification according to individual aqency needs.


Accomplishment of this task would fill the needs of both the State


and NASA-ARC ina host of ways. Primary among those is a more uni­

form and integrated approach to remote sensing projects, a uniform


product that would be readily accessible and more adaptable to the


computerized geo-based information systems now being started up all


over the state. Several counties, cities and agencies already have,


or are working on these computerized data bases and it is the intent


of all to incorporate classified Landsat data into these information


storage and retrieval systems.
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Inconclusion, the indicators are clear. California, as a state appears


to be ready to accept the technology offered by NASA. The problems are ones


of coordination, personnel, training, identifying user needs and providing


basic information from which to draw. Within the existing selection of res­

ponse mechanisms to the stated conditions, and currently inuse by NASA, the


ideal appears to be a California ASVT.
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ETHE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT


HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Grakes Bldg, (No 25)Graves Annex Bldg (No 30) 
ARCATA, CALIFORNIA 95521 -- TEL (707) 826-3731 (2,3) 
REMOTE 	 SENSING AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECT


TOM PARSONS 
Director


American Indian M E M 0 R A N D U M


Languages and Literature 

Program


DATE: 	 March 9, 1978


DBH-78-CGeneral


Assistance to Northwest 

Indian Cemetery TO: 	 Dr. Dale Lumb


Protective Ass'n nap 

FROM: 	 Donna B. Hankins


Project Director
Community Education 
Project RE: 	 California Planning and Technology Transfer Model

in California


Humboldt Co - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Recreation Project 

After numerous conferences, meetings and 4scussions with re­

presentatives of Unviersities, State Cates, Conmunity Col­
Indian Mainstream leges, agencies (State local Feder , ' !Arc and industry

Industries Project throughout California for over ,)oI ld like to share 

some thoughts with you as lVsR s'
 be
, .uld brought 
into the existing chaqti -tate e&f a \ra% AsMin California.
Indian ManpwerOU know, to consuc ,,ffdciq el for transfer of tech-Development Project nology within . egi n, c G Mttention must be given to 
Sponsorship) nology prio'td actual initiation of any plans. 
Iponsrv9 n it our way nearly around the elephant,


and are= o b ifguring out trunk from tail. The en­

ouclosed m e is a rough outline and statement of those
KotmEenKaruk 	 things I e must be considered within the next few weeksCeremonal Society 	 and months, and represent the key problems that, once addressed


and resolved, will 	 lead to an orderly approach to remote sensing


and technology transfer in California.
RetiredSenior 	Volunteer Program(Acteon-RSVPa 	 This document also represents the basic portion of discussions


held at NASA-ARC on Monday, March 6, 1978, between myself and


Sue Norman, and should serve as a preliminary report to the
 
Senior Nutrition California Survey. 
Project cc: Ben Padrick at. 1-c $ctt 6a_ ) <5of'obin Welch 
Student AMA American Chuck Poulton 
Indian Health Project Phoebe Williams 
Camie Butler 
Sue No an 
Wood for Seniors Larry Rx 
Project Joe Webster 
Kamila Plesmid 

Mike McCormick 

IN COOPERATION WITH CALIFORNIA'S NORTHWEST COUNTIES


MAJOR ELEMENTS OF CALIFORNIA TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER


OUESTIONS, PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONNECTED WITH THEM


I. 	 Institutions of Higher Learning


A. 	 University of California (Berkeley - UCSB - UCSD - UC Davis - U Cal


Riverside - Other)


1. 	 Most remote sensing in California happening through University Re­

search Centers!


2. 	 Known "Centers of Excellence" in Remote Sensing are at the leading


edge of technology and should continue to be supported for these


activities in opinion of all.


3. 	 "Chartered" to do research -- have research labs -- can successfully


interact with any entity "outside", in community, on contract.


4. 	 Does this conflict with the WRAP philosophy' Is technology 1eall.


transferred? Is research often applied as well as basic leading to


Universities actually providing contractual services for agencies,,


and 	 entities' Is this a bad thing? How do we resolve the fine lix


between these activities'


5. 	 NASA Headquarters and Center dollars often support conflicting and


duplicated university efforts yet NASA and other agencies do not


have easy access to or dissemination of the results of these efforts


How is this to 6e resolved?


6. 	 Need a slngle focal point in State -- one person.


B. California State Universities and Colleges (Humboldt State and others)


1. Have very little real way to deal freely in the "outside" world


Research facilities limited and sparse. Individual effortsto int'­

grate and teae remote sensing in various curriculum areas sevorel,


hampered, but 'ell underway despite problems. How do thep ni,( 
g toffhe g ond? Can we train professors at Ames7 Or tjti 
univ&rsit'gtoups to train them' 
 They could then go back to -,hools 
l $2

and integrate into existing curriculum areas, providing,long-term


solutions to problems.


2. Most of these schools have no real way to interact with the commu­

nity. Their charter says --must be "academically relevant." One


mechanism isthe Center for Community Development at Humboldt State


University--the only one of its kind in California. Present operating


charter could be expanded by legislation to include Technological V/


Applications and Industrial Development Directorate -- if successful


in a pilot program, each State University could have a Center for


Community Development increasing potential for wider use of NASA (and


other) technology to solve community problems and enhance industrial


development.


3. Need a single state focal point -- one person.


Note: Both Universities and State Colleges are on elderlylimited com­

puter systems. Very few computers used for other than processing enroll­

ment, finances, payroll, etc. LYcwi.v U(- 4IdkJ4 ( )' ' 't'&(4"t o.


C. Community Colleges


1. Interest and charter to serve and interact directly with public, indus­

try and agencies.


2. Usually have an astonishingly large budget to provide innovative


answers to community problems. Also have NEW computer systems.


3. Can develop "packages" or programs to order -- for outside entities,


i.e. curriculum development, teaching aids, workshop materials, etc.,


as well as actually provide the environment for a wide variety of


specialized voc/tech courses. May well fill a very definite and


-,documentedneed. Tev will need some support and lots of direction 
frdn! NASaI 
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4. California Remote Sensing Advisory Council (CRSAC) noted at its


charter meeting that they would recommend a state civil service


position be instituted (via legislation) called Remote Sensing


Technician. The Community College can provide voc/technical


courses (short or medium long) for a wide variety of individuals


,needing this "quick-training", See Dr. John Russell, West Valley


College, Interim Campus, Santa Clara (246-8201). (1 believe this


should bevigorously pursued),


Note: See Nick Muhlenburg's Survey of Colleges and Universities, 
California section. y-, & 1-.t 9
II. California State Agencies (will be carefully documented by the forthcoming


California Survey).


A, Backdoor approach -- whole state activities.


1. Several agencies involved in Statewide surveys that can use or


wish to use remote sensing techniques.


.CDF - AB 452 - Statewide Forest Resource Inventory -525K price tag 
.Cal Fish and Game - Statewide Wildlife Habitat Inventory - 200 K 
.State Water Resources Control Board - "Clean Water" Study - 500K 
price tag (from EPA)


.USFS - Statewide Forest Maps - unknown price tag h'O


2. Will these statewide studies be interactive?


3. Will they be properly supported by NASA?


4. Numerous Federal agencies heavily engaged inremote sensing activi­

tiesj need to integrate activities with State Agencies.


5. Should the agencies opt for remote sensing techniques?


6. Need to or so focal persons inState.
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B. 'Bits and Pieces Syndrome (also documented by Calif. Survey)


1. Manylagencies getting involved in small ways, small projects,


limited use of remote sensing techniques due to budgetary re­

straints and lack of trained personnel.


2. 	 Those same agencies have resource management problems that would


benefit from a reqional or statewide approach versus bits and


pieces. Old-line agency people have a "resolution" problem -­

airplane versus satellite.


3. 	 Need a top-level (Governor's Office or Secretary of Resources)


mandate to be able to develop a competent program for sensible


use of remotely sensed data in appropriate places -- a stated


need.


4. 	 Numerous Federal agencies heavily engaged in remote sensing acti­

vities. Need to integrate activities with State agencies.
 

C. 	 County Involvement


1. 	 This area continues to be of great potential for use of remote


sensing in solving local problems.


2. 	 Most County problems appear to require qreater resolution capa­

bilities than currently exist in Landsat. A common thought is


that if the whole state were flown on a regular basis (every 3-5


years, for example) counties would use extensively (U-2 flights).


3. Most counties need touiifyafffrts__wth other counties_hiying 
<yi similar regional characteristics, i.e. No. Western California, 
Coastal Counties -- 6 North Eastern Mountain -- Central Valley


Counties, etc., due to budgetary restraints, lack of trained per­

sonnel and limited computer capabilities. Regional county asso­

ciptions would have extensive use of Landsat data at existing
 

resolution.
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4. County concerns may be well approached through the mechanism


of the California County Supervisor's Association (CCSA), who


meet on a regular, regional basis and a few times a year on a


statewide basis.


5. There are already several California counties and communities


Involved in intensive and highly sophisticated remote sensing


projects, I.e. Ventura, Orange, Sonoma, Humboldt (just getting


started), ABA6 (S.F. area), etc., that include construction of


computerized data bases, etc., insome cases.


6. The Counties need to establish a focal person within State -­

drawn from CCSA.


Note 1: Both A, B,and C sections would benefit from a Statewide user­

needs survey coupled with assessment-of-existing data survey. Recommend


using the PNW User Needs Matrix for guidelines.


Note 2: A single focal point has been tdentified for remote sensing


activities inCalifornia --Sally Bay Cornwell and the Environmental


Data Center.


Question: Can this focal point be truly coordinated with the needs of


California? Can "we" (universities, industries, agencies, NASA, etc.)


really support the functions of the Environmental Data Center and is


there a desire in the Governor's Office, Office of Resources, etc., for


those of us "out" in the State to do so? Must clarify this point soon.
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III.' Industrial Interaction.


'A. Is industry being given a fair shake in the technology transfer


scene fFom NASA?


B" Is industry jroperly represented in planning for 14 western (or 50­

allover) states?


C. 	 What can "they" collectively o singly offer to the technology trans­

fer model in California? Have "they" been approached yet to partici­

pate? Who is "they"?


D. 	 Can industry really provide a better "deal" for some (or all) users,


than NASA?


Note 1. Many agencies dealing in remote sensing really do not want to


get involved with training a la WRAP -- would rather deal with industrial


or contractual services of some kind.
 

Note 2: I recommend that a strong, well versed individual, known for good


organizational and leadership capabilities from within aerospace industry


be obtained on an IPA to head up industrial liaison in 14 western states.


I also recommend that this individual's initial task be to work within


California. A list of names of those persons interested can be provided.


IV. 	 NASA - Technology Transfer in California.


A. 	 Is NASA-ARC prepared to deal with the complexities of the California


Technology Transfer scene. Is our in-house act together?


1. 	 Are the proper people on board to do the jobs needed? (civil ser­

vants and grant people)


2, Are some people not yet CLEAR as to what the WRAP program is all


about? And their specific roles? Are guidelines available for


those who aren't clear?


Note' I need to see the PLAN Westerlund is finalizing.
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3. Iseveryone (every single last person) briefed on a regular basis


as dynamics of the situation change?


4. Are "civil servants" and qrant people well integrated and working


side-by-side? If not, why not?
 

5. Have the real, hard-core problems of training people (who are to


get involved inWRAP demo projects) been addressed?


ANALYSIS NEEDED a. Analysis made of need items --who is doing this?


SOONI!,LDEFINES
SKILLS TOBE 
TAUGHT 
- b. Job task analysis -­who is doing this? 
c . Training task analysis -­ specific people defining? 
6. How soon can implementation of #5 be instituted? 
IMPLEMENTATION a. Develop competent training materials -- who will do?


MUST BE SOONII


b. Develop tests for them -- who will do this?
DEVELOP VARIOUS"
 

PRODUCTS AND c. Selection of media and methods --who will do this?


METHODS NEEDED


TO TRAIN d. Conduct (inhouse) test instruction -- who will do this?


e. Conduct sample demo (outside) tests -- who will do this? EVALUATION MUST"r
 

BE PLANNED e.any evaluations (internal/external) planned for 5 and 6 above/


FOR! CONTI1-

OUS ASSESS-| 8. Have allover WRAP policies and guidelines been clearly defined (at


MENT OF EFFEC-

TIVENESS least for this next year?) Will the PLAN cover this so that anyone


can find guidelines in it, for their particular area of endeavor?


B. IsNASA Ames cognizant of the full complexities of the transfer program


in California and ready to deal with it? Isthere a strategy developed?


C. Is NASA Headquarters ready and able to respond to a well thought out


plan for California? (ie.ASVT plans, short and long-term budget needs,


etc.)


V. The Political Scene - an overlay to other complexities.


A. The Governor's Office and his chosen people.


1. Young, brilliant men and women mostly new to the political field,
 

rapidly maturing there, highly competent and extremely well-versed.


Responsive to state needs. Looking to those "out" in the State for
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help in the remote sensing scene? Perhaps. Mostly viewingit as


a complex one, but working on their focal point and developing it


to accommodate a host of environmental data problems. Believe they


would be receptive to a well~thought out plan -- a Straw Man approach


to support the Environmental Data Center and Sally Bay Cornwell. 
B. The Governor's and R. Schweikart's apparent initial interest in satelr 
lites is primarily communtcations satellites, NOT Landsat. Needs clar­
fication. Communication satellites are operational, -- Landsat isnot -­
political problem. 
C. There is a strong use of NOAA/Weather Satellite Data infisheries and


other resource groups in California -- is this area being overlooked as


being corollary to Landsat data? This question has been asked by


State people.
 

D. How does the California Remote Sensing Advisory Council (CRSAC) --

Sewing Bee group -- fit in the ptcture? Composed of many people who
 

have been involved in earlier California attempts to "get into" remote


sensing, they have long memories and recall Earl Davis days with great
 

clarity. Appears that they wish to guide, advise, recommend, promote-­

can be a vital source of information and assistance--but they also


state that a mandate from top levels is needed for use of remote sens­

inq technology in state aaencies to become a reality.


6IRcwUa 7V~k is'OF POOR QuAtrr. 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS


The above items point un a strong need for a California Remote Sensinq Task


Force to resolve some of the most pressing needs and prepare a working plan for


the Governor's Office. Should members be appointed by Governor? Needs to be,


for effective work. Composition and Makeup: A small working group, can vary,


but Initially should include representatives of:


*l. University of California - I person, the focal person.


*2. State Colleges - a focal person


*3. Community Colleges - a focal person


4. 	 California Agencies - a focal person or two -- perhaps drawn from CRSAC? 
5. 	 Secretary of Resources or an alternate.


6. Sally Bay Cornwell - head up? Communications Division representative.


*7. Industrial liaison - WRAP?


8. 	 NASA-ARC WRAP person, non-industrial.


*9. California Environmentalist - ??


*1O. NOAA-NESS Representative.


*11. 	 One or two Federal (major remote sensing users) agencies using remote


sensing in resource management in California.


12. 	 Mike McCormick!! For sure!


13. 	 One NASA headquarters person??


14. 	 One person from California Regional Commission or Economic Development


Department.


*15. One person drawn from California Board of Supervisor's Association.


Tasks and Responsibilities can include, typically:


1. 	 Establish workinq relationships.


2. Ramrod user needs survey/existing user data supyey - orepare "straw


manh plaLn for Governor's office.


*Persons identified who would consider serving on such a Task Force.
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3. Back up and recommend to State Environmental Data Center.


4?; Work with and respond to enquiries from legislators.


5-? Provide a flow through and exchange of information.


Goals. Prepare a real workina plan for use of remote sensing in California.


,Phases of activities. Start-up Note: Needs presentation to Governor's Office 
S 
prior to anything else. 
Start-Up 1. Meet for one or two get acquainted planning sessions -­ two (2)day 
sessions, one month apart. 
2. 	 Prepare plans and recomendations -- 1-3 months separately.


3. 	 Meet for another 2-day session -- finalize working plan to submit to


Governor's Office. Plans would include recommendations for demonstra­

tion 	 projects as well as use of remote sensing in agencies.


By End of 4. Present plan to Governor-I day? Budget guidelines also.


6 months


5. 	 Follow-up, as needed, based on 
response from 4.


1 
 
End Ist Year 6. Meet as needed, or once or twice a year to review status as dynamics of


Q& Every 4-6


Mo. Thereafter state remote sensinq activities demand.


until End 2nd


Year 7. Disband, if no longer needed OR


8. 	 Continue with 2-year staggered terms. r POOR Q)A4CI*,


9. 	 Keep in touch via letter and phone.


I recommend that the value of what is done by the Task Force and what it can


accomplish for the future be strongly emphasized. I would think that travel and


per diem support for these individuals could well be looked upon as an investment


by 	 the qroups they represent.


Later as need for fundin is demonstrated some assistance could be sought
 

from a variety of sources.
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NASA PROPOSED STUDY OF 	 REMOTE SENSING APPLICATION IN CALIFORNIA


OBJECTIVE 	 TO PROVIDE AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO CURRENT REMOTE SENSING


PROJECTS IN CALIFORNIA WHICH ARE FUNDED BY NASA.


0 MAJOR TECHNICAL AREAS 	 WILL SUPPORT FORESTRY, AGRICULTURE, RESERVOIR STUDIES,
TECHNICAL PLAN: 
 
LAND USE, AND WATERSHED MANAGEMENT.


0 PROJECTS REPRESNETATIVE OF ALL USER/TECHNICAL DISIPLINE COMBINATIONS


WILL BE INCLUDED.


0 PROPOSED USERS WILL INCLUDE COUNTY, STATE, AND FEDERAL AGENCIES AS WELL AS


REGIONAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATIONS


6 DATA BASE INTEGRATION 	 WILL BE A KEY OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY


0 A TASK FORCE WORKING 	 GROUP, CHAIRED BY THE STATE ENVIRONMENTAL DATA CENTER
MANAGEMENT:-

REPRESENTATIVE AND COMPOSED OF MEMBERS OF ALL AFFECTED USER GROUPS WILL BE


FORMED.


TASK FORCE WORKING GROUP


FRAMEWORK:


STATE-ENVIRONMENTAL DATA CENTER (1)


STATE LEGISLATURE - ASSEMBLY (2)


STATE LEGISLATURE - SENATE (2)


STATE BOARD OF COUNTY SUPERVISORS (1)


FEDERAL USER AGENCY (1)


REGIONAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATTIONS 
ABAG (1) LtQA/LwkS -
SCAG (1) 
COUNTY (1)


STATE


OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE AND SERVICES


DEPARTMENT OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE (1)


OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF RESOURCES


DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY (1)


OTHER (I)


NASA-ARC (1)


UNIVERSITY (I) 
STATE COLLEGE (1) 
CHAIRMANSHIP


ENVIRONMENTAL DATA CENTER


CAL EDCJ 
USGS 
U.S.FSCAL 
PRI.IND.COFA 
UNIV 
S KAGABAG 
NASA 
LEG 
CSRA 
COUNTY COUNTY 
TASK FORCE 
COUNTY 
PROJECTS 
R 
P 
ONAL 
ECTS 
STATE' 
PROJECTS 
POSSIBLE FRAMEWORK 
for TASK FORCE WORKING GROUP 
4/;­

DATA BASE INTEGRATION


THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA IS INTHE PROCESS OF DETERMINING AND COORDINATING ENVIRONMENTAL DATA NEEDS THROUGH


THESE NEEDS WILL BE USED AS A BASIS
A PORTION OF THESE DATA NEEDS WILL RELATE TO REMOTE SENSING.
THE EDC. 
 
FOR REMOTE SENSING DATA WITHIN THE STATE AND WILL HELP FOCUS AND DIRECT NAS9 FUNDED REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITIES


IN CALIFORNIA.


THE TASK FORCE CONCEPT WILL SUPPORT THE EDC ACTIVITIES IN REMOTE SENSING BY:


PROVIDING A COMMUNICATION NETWORK AND A FOCUS FOR THAT PART OF THE EDC ACTIV]


RELATED TO REMOTE SENSING.


SINCE LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT IS REQUIRED FOR FUNDING, INCLUDING LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVES AT THE INITIATION


OF THE REMOTE SENSING PROJECT TASK FORCE WILL ALLOW TRANSITION TO A SMOOTH OPERATIONAL STATUS.


THE PROPOSED NASA CALIFORNIA ASVT WILL SUPPORT THE EDC'S ROLE AS A FOCUS FOR INVIRONMENTAL NEEDS BY:


COORDINATING THE EXISTING FRAGMENTED ACTIVITIES CURRENTLY ON-GOING IN REMOTE SENSING AND BY


PROVIDING A FOUNDATION TO FOCUS AND COORDINATE NEW PROJECTS WITHIN REMOTE SENSING


AS THE EDC PROCEEDS WITH CONCEPT FORMULATION AND USER NEEDS ASSESSMENT, THE TASK FORCE FOR THE NASA PROPOSED


ASVT WILL SIMULTANEOUSLY 1) FOCUS THE ON-GOING PROJECTS 2) ASSURE THAT THESE ON-GOING PROJECTS WILL BE


3) ASSURE THAT ANY ADDITIONAL PROJECTS FUNDED WITH THE
RESPONSIVE TO THE CONCEPTS FORMULATED BY THE EDC 
 
ASVT WILL BE CONSISTENT WITH, AND RESPONSIVE TO, THE GOALS FOR THE STATE EDC SINCE A MAJOR OBJECTIVE OF


NASA PARTICIPATION IS TO SUPPORT USER NEEDS.
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urban encrorthment of prime agricultural lands, ai forest 
reserves Even though the Landsat program was still considered 
experimental, a number of states began using it to address their 
problems As budgets become even tighter aid states need even 
more cost-effective approaches to data gathering, Landst is 
rapidly becoming a necessity to satisfy federal demands for 
more information from states. Yet, Carter blandly assumes 
there is no apparent need for this technology. Apparently the 
concerns expressed by Governor Browns as well as Governor 
Lamm (Colorado), Governor Busby (Georgia), and others have 
fallen on deaf ears. 
Corresiondl Action 
Senators Adla E. Stevenson, III (Illinois) and Harrison H. 
STATE NEWS 
CIR15 Tm~k Fasts Forming 
The Nationl Aeronautics and Space Admnistration (NASA) has 
established the California Integrated Remote Sensing System (CIRIS) for fiscal year 1978-79 to be managed by a task force 
chaired by the director of the Environmental Data Center. 
The CIRIS Task Force will work toward integrating county, 
regional, and state remote sensing projects and data needs. It 
will provide technical and administrative support required for 
efficient project management and establish guidelines for 
future projects, 
CIRIS has broad support In California and will seek asststance 
from many agencies. The California Legislature will providelegislative support. The Environmental Data Center will 
represent stole Users and provide technical assistance on data
structures,n tegratie n and compatibility. California stata 
local, and regional governments will represent users. They will 
set priorities and test the feasibility of different operations.
The University of California and the California State Colleges 
and University System will provide technical advice an remote 
sensing technology and will provide training aid support in 
Information systems and data structure. The National Aero­
nautics and Space Administration-Ames Research Center will 
administer the project and provide general technical support.
The U.S. Geological Survey will take the lead In digitizing and 
structuring information systems and land use data. Finally, the 
U.S. Forest Service will offer assistance In acquiring data and 
establishing datd structures. 
.1 4 . ,.. . . . J.. . I, ,tblisiic u sto~nework 
for a worldwide information system, an orbital civilization, 
exploration of the solar system, and the development of other 
space activities to preserve aid expand U.S. leadership in space.
Schmitt's first space policy Implementation bill, 5.3541, calls for 
developing solar power satellites. 
While the Space Policy bills are similar and likely to be 
combined, the state/local need for a remote sensing information 
system clearly rests on the fate of S.3589. To help secure its 
passage, the remote sensing users in California should contact 
their legislators and encourage those in other states to do 
likewise. For further information, contact Sally Bay Cornwell,
Environmental Data Center, (916) 322-3784 or Jim Gehrig, U.S. 
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 
Washington, D.C. 20510. 
Private industry will provide technical suport ana 
remote sensing systems, evaluating different approtiches, and in 
developing data base concepts. Private companies plan to 
establish an advisory group to coordinate their efforts, with theChairman as member of the CIRIS Task Force. Additional 
group representatives may be added to the Task Force, if 
For further information contacts 
Sally By Cornwll 
Environmental Data Center (916) 322-3784 
interlm Data Catlog Soon Avlale 
The Environmental Data Center's interim catalog of state
agencies will be available on January 2, 1979. It lists kinds ofdata by state agency, Indicating whether the agency is a user or
collector. The final state data catalog will be published in June 
197?. 
The entire cataloging is now approximately 75% complete; six 
agencies have been cataloged. EDC staff ore currently working 
with the Departments of Food and Agriculture and Water 
Resources to enter their data holdings. 
If your agency would like to receive a copy of the interim data 
catolog or to have its data entered, please contact: 
Timothy R. Hays
Environmental Data Center (916) 322-3784 
PROPOSED FIRST YEAR (FY 79) CIRSS ASVT FUNDING


SUMMARY


OCTOBER 23, 1978


o PROPOSED FUNDI - FY 79 TOTAL $145K 
o MAJOR EMPHASIS 
- VERTICAL DATA INTEGRATION METHODOLOGY


(STATE, REGIONAL, COUNTY GOVERNMENTS)


- PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION INTHE FORESTRY DISCIPLINE AREA AT SEVERAL LEVELS 
OF GOVERNMENT 
o CURRENTLY THERE ISSUBSTANTIAL USER COMMITMENT 
FIRST YEAR APPROACH


FIRST YEAR ISLARGELY A PLANNING AND STUDY YEAR WITH DEMONSTRATIONS
-
INFORESTRY 
- THESE PLANNING EFFORTS CAN LARGELY PROCEED INPARALLEL 
- EDC WILL COORDINATE AND CHAIR THE CALIFORNIA TASK FORCE 
- EDC WILL INITIATE AND GUIDE FORMATION OF THE INDUSTRY ADVISORY GROUP 
- DOCUMENTATION, APPROPRIATE FOR USE BY OTHER STATESWILL BE PREPARED 
CONCEPTUAL APPROACH


INFORMATION INTEGRATION METHODOLOGY EXAMPLE


AS THE INTEGRATED DATA BASE


CONCEPT ISDEVELOPED, ITMAY


BE POSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE TECHNOLOGY


TRANSFER TO SEVERAL LEVELS OF


GOVERNMENT AT THE SAME TIME


' ~COMPATABILITY- '" ,.."


VENTURA COUNTY


COUNTY NEEDS STATE NEEDS 
- DATA FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS - RESOURCE SPECIFIC INFOR1ATION 
- LAND USE/COVER - DATA SUMMARIES BY COUNTY, IIATERSHED 
-SOILS 
- LAND USE/COVER 
- GEOLOGY 
- TERRAIN DATA 
- FicG ETC.


APPENDIX IX


Documentation: 	 Examples of Training Courses Given by WRAP


staff (Moffett Field staff)


* 	 Summary Report - "Hawaiian State and County Agency Personnel 
Training Course" August 1978 
* 	 Summary Report - "Training for Montana Demonstration Projects" 
August 1978 
THE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
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HAWAIIAN STATE AND COUNTY AGENCY


PERSONNEL TRAINING COURSE


Dates & Location:


First week-	 University of California, Berkeley


November 7-11, 1977


Second week-	 NASA Ames Research Center


November 14-18, 1977


Persons Attending:


Patrick Costales - Department of Land & Natural Resources
 

Norman Hayashi - County of Hawaii


Abe E. Mitsuda - Department of Planning & Economic Development


Michael T. Munekiyo - Department of Planning & Economic Development


Robert H. Nagao - Department of Agriculture


Edwin Petteys 	 - Department of Land & Natural Resources
 

Richard Scudder - Office of Environmental Quality Control


First week instruction - Held at University of California, Berkeley, under


contract to the University (see attached Class Schedule). Instructors


included Humboldt State University Foundation personnel and University


of California, Berkeley personnel.


Second week instruction - Held at NASA Ames Research Center (see attached


Class Schedule).


Materials Provided:


Syllabus prepared by University of California, Berkeley. Data products


at Ames Research Center.


Training Plan:
 

Training dealt primarily with satellite and aircraft data. The first week


presented the basics of remote sensing data collection and processing


technology that will be used in the Hawaii demonstration projects. The


second week provided hands-on training on the use of computer digital data
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Training Plan (Continued)


processing of Landsat data supported by U-2 data of part of the Island 
of Oahu. The group was introduced to several types of digital processing


hardware and methods that may be used in the demonstration projects being 
planned for Hawaii.


The WRAP staff provided further technical assistance in planning for demon­

stration projects during several visits to Hawaii.
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Monday, November 7, 1977 124 Nulford Hall 
8:00 Introduction, Course Schedual, Issue of Syllabus 
and Equipment. 
Welch and Da 
8:45 History of Remote Sensing.. Daus 
10:00 Coffee Break. 
10:15 Multimedia Presentation at Lawrence Hall of 
Science. 
Daus 
1:30' Field Stop at Lawrence Hall of Science overlook. Daus 
12:00 Lunch. 
1:00 Principles of Remote Sensing (Part I). Daus 
3:00 Coffee Break. 
3:15 Problem Set-Photo Mission Planning, Photo Scale. Welch 
5:00 Adjourn. 
Tuesday, November 8, 1977 124 Mulford Hall 
8:00 Principles of Remote Sensing (Part I). Daus 
10:00 Coffee Break. 
10:15 Sources of Remote Sensing latW and Assistance.-- Daus -
10:45 Image Interpretation Techniques and Procedures 
(Part I). 
Katibah 
12:00 Lunch. 
1:00 Photo Measurement Procedures. Daus 
2:15 Inventory Design and Sampling. Thomas 
3:00 Coffee Break. 
3:15 
4:30 
Remote Sensing in Resource Information/Management 
Systems. 
Quiz. 
Thomas 
Daus 
5:00 Adjourn. 
Wednesday, November 9, 1977 	 124 Mulford Hall


8:00 	 Photo Interpretation Techniques and Procedures Colwell 
(Part II). 
9:15 	 Application of Remote Sensing to Agriculture, Colwell


Change Detection, Forestry, Hydrology, Land


Use and Range.


10:00 	 Coffee Break.


10:15 	 Application of Remote Sensing to.Coastal Zone Estes


Resources, Non-Point Source Pollution and Erosion.


12:00 	 Lunch.


1:00 	 Interpretation Workshop (San Pablo Reservior Test Colwell 
Site). 
2:00 	 Field Trip to San Pablo Reservior Test Site. 	 Colwell


5:00 	 Adjourn.


Reading Assignment
 

Thursday, November10, 1977 124 Mulford Hall 
8:00- - Day-Long Field Trip to Potrero Hills, Lodi, Stockton, Colwell 
5:00 Sunol and Hayward.


8:00 	 Field Study of Aerial and Space Photos 
of Potrero Hills Anticline. 
9:00 	 Field Study of Dryland Agriculture, Vegetable


Crops and Vineyards.


10:00 	 -Coffee Break.


10:15 	 Study of Orchard Crops and Urban Development. 
12:00 	 Lunch.


1:00 -Study of Thermal Infrared and Radar Imagery 
(Part I).


3:00 	 Coffee Break.
 

3:15 	 Study of Thermal Infrared and Radar Imagery


(Part II). 
5:00 	 Return to Berkeley.


7:00 	 No-Host Dinner at Spengers Restaurant in Berkeley 
4/C' 
Friday, November-1-l;-1977--- " 124-Mulford Hal1/260-Space-Sciences Lab­
8:00 optical and Electronic Enhancement of Remote 
Sensing Imagery. 
Katibah 
9:00 Use of Densitometer, Adool and VP-8 Image Analyzer. Colwell 
10:00 Coffee Break. 
10:15 	 Computer Assisted Analysis Techniques. 	 Daus


12:00 	 Lunch.


1:00 	 Demonstration of User-Interactive Display and Daus


Data Manipulation Terminal and IGOR.


2:15 	 Socio/Economic Implications of the Use of Rem6tely Sharp


Sensed Data.


3:00 	 Coffee Break.


3:15 	 Course Summary. Welch, Colwell 
and Daus 
4:00 	 Quiz.


5:00 	 Adjourn.


Thursday, November 17, 1977 260 Space Sciences Laboratory


12:00 - Use of User-Interactive Display and Data 
Manipulation Daus 
5:00 - Terminal


III. 	 Biographical Information
 

Following are brief biographical sketches of the RSRP


permsonnt-involvedto a xajenxtent3m. _xLn the proposed 	 course. 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14:


8:30 A.M. 
 
9:00 A.M. 
 
9:45 A.M. 
 
10:00 A.M. 
 
12 NOON 
 
1:00 P.M. 
 
3:30 P.M. 
 
4:30 P.M. 
 
HAWAII - REMOTE SENSING WORKSHOP


2nd WEEK - NOVEMBER 14-18


AT AMES RESEARCH CENTER


MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA


Welcome to Ames Research Center - ARC Center Director


General overview of weeks activities


BREAK


Introduction to computer processing of Landsat Imagery 
- Editor 
- Video Interactive Systems 
IDIMS


System 101


Image 100


ETC. 

LUNCH 

Introduction to Hardware 
- Editor 
- Interactive Image Display System 
Tour Data Facility 

Adjourn for Day 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15


8:30 A.M. Preprocessing of Landsat Image Tapes prior to 
Computer Classification 
- Image Registration 
- Geometric Correction 
- Control Points 
- Noise in data 
- Clouds 
- Training Set Selection 
(9:45 - 10:00 BREAK) 
11:00 A.M. General Discussion 
11:30 A.M. LUNCH 
12:45 P.M. Laboratory Demonstration of morning session 
4:30 P.M. Adjorn for Day 
Ivu'?


WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 	 16


8:30 A.M. The Editor Image Analysis System


How to Use it


(Detailed Discussion of Afternoon's Activity)


(9:45 - 10:00 A.M. BREAK)


11:30 A.M. LUNCH


12:45 	 Laboratory Demonstration and Hand-on Training


- Logging on


- Selection of Window


- Establishing Spectral Signatures


- Clustering (unsupervised)


- Guided Clustering


- Editing Spectral Signatures


- Classification of Window


- Display of Classified Window
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17


8:30 A.M. The Interactive Image Display System


How to Use it


(9:45 - 10:00 A.M. BREAK)


10:00 A.M. Demonstration 
Sample Problem 
11:30 A.M. LUNCH 
2:00 P.M. University of California - Berkeley 
Demonstration of Image Analysis System 
4:30 P.M. Adjourn for Day 
4l-6


FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18


8:30 A.M. Post Landsat Image Classification Analysis


- Data Aggregation


- Displays


- Classification Accuracy


- (9:45- 10:-00 -A.M -. BREAK) ­
11:30 A.M. LUNCH


12:45 P.M. Wrap-up Session


- Critique


- Additional Training


- Other? 
2:30 P.M. Tour of Ames Research Center
 

-6 Fitnai-arquet
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MONTANA TRAINING PROGRAM


Montana State University


Bozeman, Montana


Dates: June 12-15, 1978 
Persons Attending: 
John Andrews Montana Department of Natural Resources 
& Conservation 
David W. Armstrong III Montana Department of Agriculture 
Steve Aster Montana State University 
Ray Breuninger Montana Department of Natural Resources 
& Conservation 
George Cawifield Montana Department of Natural Resources 
& Conservation 
Robert A. Clark Montana Department of Natural Resources 
& Conservation 
R. Thomas Dundas, Jr. Montana Department of Community Affairs 
Ray Gavlak Department of Plant & Soil Science, 
Montana State University 
Randy Holm Montana Department of Community Affairs 
Brian Long Division of Forestry, Montana Department of 
Natural Resources & Conservation 
John E. Montgomery Cascade County Planning 
Val Morgan Revenue - Property Assessment 
Larry C. Munn Department of Plant & Soil Science, 
Montana State University 
Gary Rogers Montana Department of Community Affairs 
John E. Taylor Range Science Department, Montana State 
University 
Philip Threlkeld Montana Department of Natural Resources 
& Conservation 
NASA-Humboldt State University Foundation Attending-

Don Card


Bob Wrigley


Robin Welch


Materials Provided:


Class notes


Landsat photographs, approx. SE 1 frame of Scene Nos. 1790-17354 of


21 September 1974


U-2 photographs, Flight #72-125, Frame Nos. 1753, 1754, 1755, 1756 of


26 July 1972


2 Trip Report/Montana Training Program 
 
Materials Provided (Continued)


Black & White photographs, 1:20,000 scale, 1964-65, Frame Nos.


NE-4FF-191, 192, 193; CXK-8EE-20, 21, 22; CXK-2EE-89, 90, 91;


CXK-1EE-96, 97, 98


Textbooks:


Remote Sensing: A Better View - Robert D. Rudd


Everyone's Space Handbook - Dick Kroeck


Remote Sensing: Principles and Interpretation - Floyd Sahins (loaned for


the course only)


Class Schedule:


Classroom lectures and field trips related to exercise on photo inter­

pretation and training site selection in the Galatin Valley area were


given. (See attached Class Schedule.)


Students were given a land-use classification exercise using a multistage
 

photo interpretation approach with Landsat, U-2 and conventional black-and­

white aerial photography. A preliminary field trip was made for familiari­

zation with various environmental classes in the exercise area. Photo


interpretation was performed for selecfing computer training sites and


classifying land-use in selected field sites.


A follow-up field trip was made for the purpose of verifying laboratory
 

interpretations and collecting ground truth data.


Travel Arrangements:


Travel to and from Bozeman was by private aircraft. All class materials,


texts and data products were carried in the aircraft. A photo and obser­

vation flight was made to Flathead Lake, Montana, for data collection in


preparing for the Montana Department of Fish and Game training course to


be given August 22-25, 1978 at Yellow Bay Biological Station, University


of Montana (Flathead Lake).
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Introductory Material for


AGENDA--TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS


to be conducted at


MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY


Bozeman, Montana


June 12-16, 1978


by MSU Staff and Personnel of


NASA-Ames Research Center


Moffett Field, California
 

Basic Plan


Cover or review background, theory and basics of both visual photo inter­

pretation (PI) and digital data analysis.


Develop three or four laboratory problems for PI analysis of state-of-the­

art photographic LANDSAT imagery and aerial photo stereo models from within


the same area. Include some field time inthe laboratory exercises.


Training Objectives


Prepare demonstration project personnel to step into more detailed training


incomputer analysis techniques at NASA-Ames in July, and to understand the


basic procedures so they can learn other systems of digital analysis.


Give enough training in visual interpretation, ground truth and verifica­

tion methods so that trainees can independently handle these support

activities and use visual interpretation methods when appropriate.
 

Provide a good appreciation and understanding of remote sensing as an inte­

grated system of materials and techniques.


Anticipated Spectrum of Participants


Participants will probably include both administrative-management or decision


makers and technical or support staff persons. In addition, MSU has requested

participation by up to six professors who are in a position to include or


strengthen remote sensing elements in their university courses.


Demonstration Projects


Three of the four demonstration projects specifically mention an aerial photo

and photo interpretation element inthe project plan. All projects specify
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one or more levels of information that may be most feasibly obtained from aerial

photography. 
 In addition to this, we wish to always convey the philosophy
that the most effective use of LANDSAT imagery, whether by visual PI 
 or digital

analysis, is realized when some conventional aerial photography support is

available as an information source.


The four demonstration project proposals also list subjects of interest where
the most feasible approach is through an initial visual interpretation and

stratification of the LANDSAT images followed by in-depth computer analysis.
Thus, this training program has been planned with the idea of covering or

reviewing, as necessary, the fundamental principles of visual interpretation

and giving an opportunity through laboratory exercises to rather completely

simulate, through visual image analysis, what will subsequently be done by
digital computer analysis in the ARC follow-on training sessions and in the
demonstration projects themselves.


Follow-on Workshops


Subsequent to this training session, follow-on workshops for smaller groups

will be conducted at the NASA-Ames Research Center to provide specific in­
depth training in appropriate software systems for LANDSAT data analysis.
The laboratory problems for the in-state training session include the southern


scene area of the demonstration projects. 
 As such, its visual analysis will
provide valuable background for some of the more detailed work to be carried


out at Ames. In summary, then, THE GOAL of the in-state training session is
to carry out their roles in ensuring success of the demonstration projects

and, at the same time, to prepare a smaller technical staff of analysts to


move successfully through the intensive training at Ames.


The agenda for the in-state training session at Montana State University,

Bozeman, is shown in the accompanying table.


MONTANA DEMONSTRATION TRAINING PROGRAM


AGENDA


Time Subject Instructor 
MONDAY, June 12: 
9:00 a.m. Welcome to MSU Professor Ted Williams 
Interim Vice President 
for Research 
9:15 a.m. Course Introduction C. E. Poulton 
9:30 a.m. Remote Sensing, What It Is C. E. Poulton 
9:40 a.m. Generalized Work Flow in Remote Sensing C. E. Poulton 
10:00 a.m. Coffee Break 
10:15 a.m. Basic Physics, Matter and Energy R. I. Welch 
12:00 Noon Lunch 
1:00 p.m. 	 Remote Sensing Systems 	 R. I. Welch


1:50 	 p.m. Visual Image Interpretation, Basics J. M. Ashley


and Principles


3:00 p.m. 	 Coffee Break


3:15 p.m. Image Familiarization and Two Interpre- J. M. Ashley

tation Exercises with Discussion and


Illustration of Principles


Complete formal coverage of principles,


photo geometry and methods of interpre­

tation with hands-on perusal of LANDSAT


1:250,000, 1:1,000,000, U-2 CIR 1:120,000,
 

B&W 1:20,000


7:00 p.m. Purdue Self-Learning Slide-Tapes Available


for Independent Review and Study
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Time Subject Instructor


TUESDAY, June 13:


8:00 a.m. Field Laboratory - Three Forks Area, 
Work with Aerial Photography, Highflight 
CIR, Satellite Image CIR 
Staff 
Weather Permitting, Discuss Legend, Mapping C. E. Poulton 
and Ground Truth Meth-o-T-
Any Necessary Wind-up on PI Procedures J. M. Ashley 
12:00 Noon Lunch, Brown Bag to Field 
1:00 p.m. 	 Numerical Analysis of MSS C. E. Poulton


2:00 p.m. 	 Digital Analysis Flow, Input-Output R. C. Wrigley

Functional Capabilities,


Hardware, Software


3:10 p.m. 	 Coffee Break


3:25 p.m. Steps and Alternatives in Digital Data R. C. Wrigley


Analysis


7:00 p.m. Purdue Self-Learning Slide-Tapes Available for


Independent Review and Study
 

WEDNESDAY, June 14:


8:00 a.m. 	 Conclude Steps and Alternatives in Digital R. C. Wrigley


Data Analysis
 

9:00 a.m. 	 Screening and Ordering of LANDSAT C. E. Poulton


9:30 a.m. Roles of Various Groups inAdvice and C. E. Poulton


Assistance


9:50 a.m. 	 Coffee Break


10:15 a.m. Initiate Comprehensive Lab Work, LANDSAT Staff


Stratification and Interpretation in


Multistage Mode using Highflight CIR and


Conventional B&W Aerial Photography for


Support


3 MONTANA DEMONSTRATION TRAINING PROGRAM--AGENDA 
 
Time Subject 
 
WEDNESDAY, June 14 (Continued)


12:00 Noon Lunch


1:00 p.m. Laboratory Problem with LANDSAT Strati-

fication and Interpretation -- Continue


with Discussion and Questions to Staff


7:00 p.m. Purdue Self-Learning Slide-Tapes Available


for Independent Review and Study
 

THURSDAY, June 15:


8:00 a.m. Mathematics and Statistics of Classifi- 
 
cation and their Intepretation


Statistical Sampling, Multistage and 
 
Multidate Methods
 

Statistical Verification of Classification 
 
10:00 a.m. Coffee Break


10:15 a.m. Laboratory Problem, Working with Line 
 
Printer Data and Statistics--Probably 
 
Based on Spokane Windows
 

11:30 a.m. User Awareness Interview - Explanation 
 
and Scheduling Interviews through


Afternoon


12:00 Noon Lunch


1:30 p.m. Continue Lab Exercise with Discussion 
 
and Questions & Answers to Staff 
 
7:00 p.m. Purdue Self-Learning Slide-Tapes Available


for Independent Review and Study
 

Instructor


Staff


D. H. Card


D.H. Card


D. H. Card


R. C. Wrigley &


D. H. Card


P. L.Williams


R. C. Wrigley &


D. H. Card
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Time Subject Instructor 
FRIDAY. June 16: 
8:00 a.m. Field Verification of LANDSAT Stratifi­
cation Interpretation and Training 
Area Selection Exercise 
Staff 
12:00 Noon Lunch, Brown Bag to Field 
1:00 p.m. Wrap-up Discussion - Evaluation of 
Laboratory and Field Problems - Clear up 
any Questions these Exercises may have 
Raised 
Staff 
3:00 p.m. Plans and Schedule for Follow-on Training R. C.Wrigley

3:30 p.m. End

TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS


Basic Subject Matter Outline -- Remote Sensing Applications


The staff at NASA-Ames Research Center is in the process of developing


a comprehensive outline of the information that people need to know


when embarking on a LANDSAT or other related remote sensing demonstra­

tion project. Our present draft of this evolving outline follows.


It is intended that this outline will be beneficial to you as a pre­

view of most of the topics that will be discussed or demonstrated in


this training session. As you compare it to the agenda, you will note


that the order is sometimes changed to accommodate available blocks of


time and the schedules of the instructors. You will also notice that


all of the topics in the outline are not included in this short-course.


We have selected those that available time and the nature and'goals of


your four demonstration projects allow. We hope that time will confirm


that we have made an acceptable compromise.
 

While you can find an endless variety of views on how the learning of


essential remote sensing background and technological skill should pro­

ceed, we feel this outline does have a highly practical or operational

orientation and that you will find it of some use in your own program


of supplemental reading, study and self-learning. We hope that this


course will have given you the necessary review and the essential new


knowledge to start you on the road to complete success and satisfaction


with your individual roles in the Montana Demonstration Projects.


If,near the conclusion of the course, you have suggestions for the


improvement of this outline, they will be received with appreciation


and be given serious consideration as future iterations are prepared.


V-4 3,


11 May 1978; CEP


w/contributions by


Briggs & Wrigley


A SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE


Potential Information for Inclusion in


Remote Sensing Courses or Curricula


1. General Introduction (specific to each training course)


1.1 	 Summary, discipline and information needs, user interest orientation


1.2 	 Goals and objectives


1.3 	 Scope, content and instruction methods


1.4 	 Course agenda and time table


2. Remote Sensing; What it is, the Integrated System Concept


3. The Basic Physics of Remote Sensing, Matter and Energy Relationships


3.1 	 The electromagnetic spectrum and remote sensing windows


3.2 	 Physical concepts and theory


3.3 	 The spectral basis of remote sensing


4. Remote Sensing Systems, Photographic and Imaging; Active and Passive;


Characteristics, how function; Advantages and Limitations; Examples


4.1 	 Photographic sensors


4.2 	 Multispectral scanners; airborne, satellite borne


4.3 	 Side-looking airborne radar, SLAR


4.4 	 LANDSAT return beam vidicon, RBV


4.5 	 Thermal, heat capacity mapping


4.6 	 Future systems, refinements and modifications


5. Generalized Work Flow in Remote Sensing Applications, Design of an Integrated


System for Information Acquisition, the Multi-concepts


6. Determination of Information Classes


6.1 	 Ground truth methods and data/information requirements


6.2 	 Legend development techniques and guidelines--Taxonomic Legend--hierarchical


vs. single level; methods of formulation


6.3 	 Mapping and cartographic concepts--Mapping Legend--delineation, identi­

fication, information transfer techniques


2 A Subject Matter Outline 
 
7. Concepts and Principles of Interpretation and Analysis


7.1 	 Visual image interpretation


7.11 	 Photo and image geometry; scales, displacement and mensuration


7.12 	 Problems of displacement, geometric and spectral correction


7.13 	 Criteria and methods of visual interpretation; stereo viewing;


tone, color, texture, etc.; convergent and associated evidence;


enhancement; densitometry; comparative analysis


7.14 	 Photo interpretation keys and aids


7.15 	 Special techniques for CIR, thermal and multispectral imagery-­

aircraft and LANDSAT


7.2 	 Numerical analysis of multispectral data--basic theory


7.21 	 Classification inmultidimensional space, basic theory


7.22 	 Supervised vs. unsupervised approaches


7.23 	 How ground knowledge, conventional data sources and supporting

imagery are used


7.24 	 Nature of computed results and output products


8. Digital Analysis Systems and their Effective Use


8.1 	 Flow of analysis, input to output; generic and for typical applications,


e.g., forestry, range, water, agriculture


8.2 	 Functional capabilities of hardware, overview


8.21 	 Interactive systems


8.22 	 Batch systems


8.23 Digitizers and plotters


8 3 Functional capabilities'of software, overview and examples


8.31 	 IDIMS and System 101


8.32 	 TENX EDITOR and ILLIAC


8.33 	 VICAR/IBIS


8.34 	 ERL/SEC-32


8.35 LARSYS


8 36 Other


8.37 	 Comparative strengths and weaknesses


9. Steps and Alternatives in Digital Analysis


9.1 	 Preliminary processing and correction, preprocessing for analysis


9.2 	 Training the classifier


9.21 	 Selection of training sites


9.211 Criteria (size, spectral character)
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9. Steps and Alternatives in Digital Analysis (Cont'd)


9.2 Training the classifier (Cont'd)


9.21 	 Selection of training sites (Cont'd)


9.212 	 Methods (trackball, random, uniformity, line and sample)


9.213 	 Use of photographs and LANDSAT images


9.22 	 Clustering of training sites


9.221 	 Important parameters (std. max., number classes, iterations,


min. number pixels, etc.)


9.222 	 Comparison of clusters (compare, diverge)


9.223 	 Combine and delete clusters (criteria--size, area, fit to


information classes, etc.)


9.23 	 Covariance matrix, meaning and interpretation


9.24 	 Other statistics, meaning and interpretation


9.3 Classification methods


9.31 	 Parallelepiped


9.32 	 Minimum distance


9.33 	 Maximum likelihood (LARS Bayesian)


9.4 Verification of classified image(s)


9.41 	 Determining general accuracy, correctness of classification
 

9.42 	 Detailed comparison with photos, maps and ground data


9.43 	 Identification and specification of classification problems


9.5 Correcting and refining image classification


9.51 	 Retraining bad classes, recluster and reclassify


9.52 	 Change class names via stratification


9.6 Summation of classification by:


9.61 	 Administrative boundaries (counties, districts, census tracts, etc.)


9.62 	 Ecological boundaries (forest or range types, watersheds)


9.63 	 Geographical boundaries (townships, quads, sections, etc.)


9.7 Statistical verification of final classification


9.71 	 Simple (photo checks, aerial overflight, use of ground data, maps
 

and tabular summaries


9.72 	 The concept and use of error matrices


9.73 	 Rigorous random/stratified random sampling, calculation of errors


and confidence limits at specified probabilities


9.8 Evaluation of products by user agencies


9.81 	 Comparison with normal methods


9.82 	 Cost factors, timeliness of data, etc.


9.83 	 Additional utility of results, unanticipated benefits
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10. 	 Practical Use of Image Analysis Systems; System Specific; Developing Skills,


Hands-on Practice and Job Instruction Training


10.1 Visual interpretation


10.11 	 Course-connected laboratory problems


10.12 	 Workshop, Job Instruction Training with project imagery


10.13 	 Procedural manuals


10.2 Digital analysis and visual-digital interactive analysis


10.21 	 Workshop, Job Instruction Training with project data, generally


emphasize IDIMS and EDITOR


10.22 	 On-the-job follow-up of training


10.23 	 User manuals


11. 	 Additional Training Elements as Appropriate to Project or Agency Need


11.1 Project planning and design


11.11 	 Problem analysis


11.12 	 Definition of information needs/user requirements and specify


end products


11.13 	 How and by whom will information be used in action program


11.14 	 Choice of remote sensor or combinations needed, conventional


and sophisticated systems as appropriate


11.15 	 Need and specifications for monitoring and feedback in management


11.2 Sampling and multistage (multiscale) methodologies


11.3 Interpretations of classification statistics
 

11.4 Multidate and change detection methodologies


11.5 Guidance for further education and self-learning


12. 	 Image/Data Acquisition


12.1 Screening, specifying and ordering LANDSAT, how to use the browse file


12.2 Requesting high-flight products; existing, new imagery


12.3 Planning a photo mission


12.4 Quality control of products and specialized image processing


12.41 	 Photo and color balance manipulation


12.42 	 State-of-the-art image products from LANDSAT for visual


interpretation


13. 	 Computerized Data Base and Information Management


13.1 Specification of information needs for decision process


13.2 Data reduction and synthesis
 

13.3 Polygon vs. cell systems of storage


13.4 Strengths and uses of computer mapping from a stored data base


13.5 Compatibility of LANDSAT with computerized data base concept


// 4 
5 A bubject Matter Outline 
 
14. 	 Remote Sensing Equipment and Facilities Requirements


14.1 	 A basic functional laboratory


14.2 	 Graduated development of capability
 

14.3 	 Full capability options


15. 	 Application Examples; Successful Uses of Remote Sensing Technology, Stressing


Concepts, Approaches and Project Design


15.1 	 Single discipline


15.2 	 Multidiscipline applications


15.3 	 Summary--scope/limitations/accuracy considerations inuse of LANDSAT


16. 	 Roles of Various Groups inTechnology Transfer, Advice and Assistance


16.1 	 Federal agencies; NASA, EROS, USGS/NCIC, other


16.2 	 Educational institutions; universities, state colleges, community


colleges, cooperative extension, continuing education
 

16.3 	 The growing role of industry and consultants


17. 	 Discuss and Brainstorm Specific User Interests and Needs, Formulate Initial


Concept of Remote Sensing Systems to Meet Requirements for Solving Specified

Problems
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TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS


Summary


Montana Demonstration Projects


1. Title: Montana Dam Inventory Demonstration Project


Gallatin-Park Region


User Agency: Department of Natural Resources


Objective: To demonstrate the feasibility of using computer-aided

analysis of LANDSAT digital imagery along with photo
 

interpretation to locate reservoirs by Section, Township,


and Range, and to estimate the approximate surface area


of the reservoirs.


2. Title. Cascade County Land Resources Inventory


User Agency: 	 Multi-Agency participation


Objective: 	 To demonstrate the feasibility of using computer-aided

analysis of LANDSAT digital imagery for obtaining land


use and land cover information.


3. Title: Remote Sensing of Agriculture

Gallatin-Park Region


User Agencies: Department of Natural Resources, Department of Revenue,

Department of Agriculture, and Montana State University


Objective: 	 To demonstrate the feasibility of using computer-aided

analysis of LANDSAT digital imagery along with photo


interpretation for obtaining land use and land cover


information. Particular emphasis ison land use and


land cover change.


4. Title: Gallatin-Park Region Timber Demonstration


User Agencies: 	 Department of Natural Resources, Department of Revenue,


Department of Agriculture, and Montana State University


Objective-	 To demonstrate the feasibility of using computer-aided


analysis of LANDSAT digital imagery along with photo


interpretation for obtaining information on forest cover,


identification of forest types, forest condition and


quality.


TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS


Lesson Plan Module
 

1.00 	 COURSE INTRODUCTION


1.10 	 Summary: This section of each course is individualized for the


specific requirements of each participating group and to the


physical setting inwhich instruction is being done.


The brief explanatory session will cover any necessary protocol


and provide general instructions as regards accommodations,


working procedures, course scope and objectives for completing


the agenda.


1.20 	 Goals and Objectives: Provide an orientation that will insure


effective interaction between trainees and instructors, and


insure success of the short course.


1.30 	 Introduce instructional staff. Self-introduction of trainees.


Hand out instructional materials and notebooks.


Explain mini-course materials available for supplemental learning


experiences.


1 40 	 Ifagenda items need clarification or emphasis, these will be


covered as needed.


TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS


Background of Remote Sensing


Master Outline Category: 2.00


Category Title: 	 Remote Sensing, What It Is
 

Module Title: 	 Remote Sensing as an Integrated System for Acquiring


Useful Information About Earth Resources


Goals and Objectives:


To bring trainees to a common understanding and appreciation of remote


sensing as an integrated system of technologies from aerial photography


to satellite imagery.


To provide an appreciation of the development of remote sensing tech­

nology and to present certain essential definitions and concepts upon


which the remainder of the training course will be based.


Rationale and Summary of Content:


Some definitions and concepts of remote sensing tend to fragment the


technology into seemingly unrelated or incompatible components. This


tends to create an either-or confrontation in the selection of components


and the design of remote sensing systems to solve practical earth


resource problems.


Many people, being infamiliar with satellite imagery, tend to discount its


usefulness without appreciation of the characteristics, limitations and


advantages of the data--without understanding its role and potential uses


in consort with conventional methods.


Remote sensing is defined as an integrated system and its multiple


elements and key concepts are explained to provide a rational clarification


of the above points.


Prerequisite Knowledge and Understanding:


This course is predicated on the assumption that training will have to


start with a review of the basics of conventional photo interpretation,


but that most participants will have attended the two-day seminar held in


Helena, Montana on 24-26 January 1978.


0L7o0 
Essential Elements Presented:


1. Definition of remote sensing.


2. Primary goal in the use of remote sensing
 

3. A few key turning points indevelopment of present technology.


4. Candidate systems suited to Montana Demonstration projects.


5. The role and requirements for ground knowledge.
 

(slide) 6. The multi-concepts.


(slide) 7. The integration of management function, information need and


most suitable scale and system.


8. The integrated multistage sampling concept.


References:


Rudd, Remote Sensing a Better View, Chapter 1.


TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
 

Generalized Work Flow


Master Outline Category: 5.00


Category and Module Title: 	 Generalized Work Flow in Remote Sensing Applica­

tions; Design of an Integrated System


Goal and Objectives:


The goal is to provide trainees with an appreciation for a step-wise flow


in the design of a problem-specific remote sensing system for acquisi­

tion of information about resource characteristics, potentials, use


management, and condition.


The objective is to provide an understanding of the key points essential


to successful accomplishment of each step so that optimum application of


remote sensing technology can be made in each demonstration project.


Rationale and Summary Statement:


The flow diagrams used as a basis for this presentation have been


developed through extensive research and numerous remote sensing applica­

tions projects involving both satellite imagery and aerial photography


with appropriate ground work. They have served as a pattern for the


design of remote sensing projects both domestically and in four developing


nations. While obviously subject to improvement, they are useful, tested


models.


Module Content'


The presentation will be built around and explain two different but related


flow charts presented in a series of slides. Hard copies on 8 x 11" format


will subsequently be provided to the trainees.


References None


Laboratory Exercise:


It is suggested that after the training course the plan for each of the
 

demonstration projects be re-evaluated in the light of these work flow


diagrams and other knowledge gained in the short course
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Figure 10. 	 A generalized flow chart for an operational remote sensing


system involving space acquired imagery.
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47,5 
AND DESIGN CLASSIFICATION PLANNING AND PROBLEM AND LITERATURE AND DECIDE INTENSITY COSTINGEXPERIENCEGOAL DEFINITION SEARCHAND REPEATABILITY 
ESTABLISH00 
GROUND ZERO


INITIAL STRATIFICATION STAGE 
-4 
Some important details of background to set the stage for effective
Figure 10a. 	
 
remote sensing of earth resources subjects.


INITIAL STRATIFICATION STAGE 
SMALLEST SCALE-- COARSEST RESOLUTION 
MSS COLOR RECONSTITUTED PRODUCTS 
VISUAL INTERPRETATION MODEI


ACQUIRE IMAGERY 
GRUD THjOT 
IMAGE ANALYSIS


APPLY CLASSIFICATION AND LEGEND


STRATIFICATION CONCERN NO CONCERN 
LEVEL 2,3 OR4 
SECOND SUBSAMPLING STAGE 
Figure lob. The initial stratification and area priority stage of inventory.
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Figure 10c. The alternative selection and in-depth interpretation stage.
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I


REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
ADDRESSED TO PROBLEM


DECISION AND ACTION] 
Figure 10d. 	 The product development presentation and action stages in


the use of remote sensing systems.
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TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS


Legends & Mapping Procedures


Master Outline Category: 6.00


Category and Module Title: Determination of Information Classes--Legends,

I Mapping and Ground Truth


Goal and Objectives:


The goal isto give the trainees an appreciation of the unique legend
 

approaches and concepts required in use of satellite imagery along with


aerial photography in a multistage or supporting role.


The objectives are to provide a working understanding of devisive and


agglomerative legend development, taxonomic legends and mapping legends,

mapping intensity guidelines and two legend systems that have proved
 

successful inmultistage remote sensing applications.
 

Summary Statement:


This module synthesizes a large amount of experience and guidelines from


practical work and procedural manuals for many kinds of resource survey
 

and inventory. It synthesizes the information in a generic or generally


applicable context and concludes by presentation of two useful legend


systems based on a devisive approach.
 

Prerequisite Knowledge:


None assumed beyond professional competence in some earth resources


disciplines.


Essential Elements Presented:


1. The role and importance of ground-acquired knowledge in legend


development.


2. The devisive vs. the agglomerative classification approaches.


3. Taxonomic legends.


4. Mapping guidelines and type mapping.


5. The mapping legend.


2 Legends & Mapping Procedures 
 
Essential Elements Presented (Continued)
 

6. The OSU Multistage Devisive Legend.


7. The USGS Devisive Legend System.
 

Key References:


Hand-out materials on Item 6.


Anderson, James R., Ernest E. Hardy, John T. Roach & Richard E. Witmer.


A land use and land cover classification system for use with remote


sensor data. Geological Survey Professional Paper 964, United States


Government Printing Office, Washington: 1976.


Poulton, Charles E. 1972. A comprehensive remote sensing legend system


for the ecological characterization and annotation of natural and altered


landscapes. Proc. 8th International Symposium on Remote Sensing of


Environment, ERIM, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 2-6 October 1972. Pp. 393-408.
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ABSTRACT


The development and application of an ecologically based


remote sensing legend system designed for multistage inventory of


earth resources and land use is presented for the Kananaskis Alberta


Remote Sensing Test Corridor. The symbolic legend follows a computer­

compatible decimal system and devisive hierarchical logic. The system


provides for treatment of natural vegetation, vegetation height and


crown closure classes and lahd uses that have changed the natural


landscape. Also in a fundamental ecological context, the legend


system provides.for assessment of those features of the physical


environment that are important in land and resource management and


that may generally be identified or indexed from image features by


qualified interpreters. These environmental features include: 
 macro­

relief, land-forms, surficial geology and soils. In the present study,


these physical features of the landscape were not given detailed con­

sideration. A four stage resource inventory example from the ERTS-I


satellite (1-1,000,000) to 1:29,000 aircraft imagery illustrates how


the natural ecological units of the landscape become the common denom­

inator and facilitate information transfer through application of a


unified legend.


A Comprehensive Ecological Legend Format
 

(Primary) (Secondary & Tertiary) (Quaternary & Below) (Forestry)


Gross Resource Physiognomic Type Specific Ecosystem Height Class.


and or or Z Crown


Primary Land Use Secondary Land Detailed Land Use Closure


Classes Use Classes Class Class


Macrorelief Landform Surficial Soil Taxa or


Geology Characteristics


FIGURE 1. 	 The Detailed Format for a Comprehensive Ecological Legend.


The legend is designed to treat multiple natural features


of the landscape as well as land use and to be computer


compatible (in Poulton, 1972 modified).
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TABLE I 
Symbolic and Technical Legend Classes
 

EARTH SURFACE AND LAND-USE FEATURES


PRIMARY CLASSES


100 - BARREN LAND


200 - WATER RESOURCES


300 - NATURAL VEGETATION
 

400 - CULTURAL VEGETATION


500 - AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION


600 - URBAN, iNDUSTRIAL, TRANSPORTATION


700 - EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY, NATURAL DISASTERS 
800 - RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE-RELATED 
900 - OBSCURED LAND 
PRIMARY CLASSES


SECONDARY CLASSES


TERTIARY CLASSES


QUATERNARY CLASSES


100 - BARREN LAND 
110 - Playas, dry, or intermittent lake basins 
120 - Aeolian barrens (other than beaches and beach sand) 
121 - Dunes


122 - Sandplains


123 - Blowouts


130 - Rocklands


131 - Bedrock outcrops (intrusive & erosion-bared strata)


132 - Extrusive igneous (lava flows, pumice, cinder
 

and ash)


133 - Gravels, stones, cobbles & boulders (usually
 

transported)


134 - Scarps, talus and/or colluvium (system of


outcropping strata)


135 - Patterned rockland (nets or stripes)


140 - Shorelines, beaches, tide flats, and river banks


150 - Badlands (barren silts and clays, related


metamorphic rocks and erosional wastes)


160 - Slicks (saline, alkali, soil structural, non­

playa barrens)


170 - Mass movement


190 - Undifferentiated complexes of barren lands


200 - WATER RESOURCES 
210 - Ponds, lakes, and reservoirs


211 - Natural lakes and ponds


212 - Man-made reservoirs and ponds


220 - Water courses
 

221 - Natural water courses


222 - Man-made water courses


PRIMARY CLASSES 
SECONDARY CLASSES 
TERTIARY CLASSES 
QUATERNARY CLASSES


230 - Seeps, springs and wells


231 - Seeps and springs


232 - Wells


240 - Lagoons and bayous


250 - Estuaries


260 - Bays and coves


270 - Oceans, seas, and gulfs


280 - Snow and Ice


281 - Seasonal snow cover


282 - Permanent snow fields and glaciers


290 - Undifferentiated water resources
 

300 NATURAL VEGETATION


310 - Herbaceous types


311 - Lichen, cryptogam, and related communities


312 - Prominently annuals


313 - Forb types


314 - Grassland, steppe, and prairie


315 - Meadows


316 - Marshes


317 - Bogs and muskegs


319 - Undifferentiated complexes of herbaceous types


320 - Shrub/Scrub Types


321 - Microphyllous, non-thorny scrub


322 - Microphyllous thorn scrub
 

323 - Succulent and cactus scrub


324 - Halophytic shrub


325 - Shrub steppe
 

326 - Sclerophyllous shrub
 

327 - Macrophyllous shrub


327.1 - Willow (Salix) Predominent Vegetation
 

327.2 	 - Birch (Betula) Predominent Vegetation
 

327.3 	 - Alder (Alnus) Predominant Vegetation


327.4 	 - Mixed Shrub (Prunus/Symphoricarpos/Crataegus)


327.9 - Undifferentiated Shrub-Types

328 - Microphyllous dwarf shrub


328.1 	 - Spruce-Fir (Picea-Abies) Krummholz Types


328.2 	 - Mountain Heath Types (VaccaniumlCassiope/Phyllodoce)


328.3 	 - Mountain Avens Types (Dryas)


328.4 	 - Juniper (Juniperus)-Bearberry (Arctostaphylos) Types


328.9 - undifferentiated


329 - Undifferentiated complexes of shrub/scrub types


330 	 - Savanna-like Types


331 - Tall shrub/scrub over herb layer


332 - Broad-leaved tree over herb layer


333 - Coniferous tree over herb layer


334 - Mixed tree over herb layer


335 - Broad-leaved tree over low shrub layer


PRIMARY CLASSES


SECONDARY CLASSES 
TERTIARY CLASSES 
QUATERNARY CLASSES 
336 - Coniferous tree over low shrub layer 
337 - Mixed tree over low shrub layer 
339 - Undifferentiated complexes of savanna-like types 
340 - Forest and Woodland Types 
341 - Conifer forests 
341.1 - Pine (Pinus) Prominent Vegetation


341.2 - Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga) Prominent


341.3 - Pine/Spruce (Pinus/Pzcea)


341.4 - Spruce (Pcea) Prominent


341.5 - Spruce/Fir (PicealAbies)


341.6 - Fir/Larch (Abies/Larix)


341.9 - Undifferentiated


342 - Broadleaf Forests


342.1 - Poplar (Populus)Prominent Vegetation


342.2 - Birch (Betula) Prominent Vegetation


343 - Conifer-broadleaf mixed forests and woodlands


343.1 - Pine/Poplar (Pxnus/Populus)


343.2 - Spruce/Poplar (Picea/Populus)


343.3 - Douglas Fir/Poplar (Pseudotsuga/Populus)


344 - Broadleaf-conifer mixed forests and woodlands


344.1 - Poplar/Pine (Populus/Pinus)


344.2 - Poplar/Spruce (Populus/FPicea)


344.2 - Poplar/Douglas Fir (Populus/Pseudotsuga)


349 - Undifferentiated complexes of forest and woodland types 
390 - Undifferentiated Natural Vegetation 
400 - CULTURAL VEGETATION 
410 - Cultural herbaceous types 
411-419 - Tertiary levels duplicate those of 
Natural Vegetation (300) 
420 - Cultural shrub/scrub types 
421-429 - Tertiary levels duplicate those of 
Natural Vegetation (300) 
430 - Cultural savanna-like types 
431-437, 439 - Tertiary levels duplicate those 
of Natural Vegetation 
440 - Cultural forest and woodland types 
441-443, 449 - Tertiary levels duplicate those of 
Natural Vegetation 
490 - Undifferentiated cultural vegetation types 
500 - AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
510 - Field crops


520 - Vegetable and truck crops


530 - Tree, shrub, and vine crops


M1qo 
PRIMARY CLASSES 
SECONDARY CLASSES


TERTIARY CLASSES


QUATERNARY CLASSES


540 - Pasture


550 - Horticultural specialties


560 - Non-producing fallow, transitional, or idle land


570 - Agricultural production facilities 
580 - Aquaculture 
590 - Undifferentiated agricultural production 
600 - URBAN, INDUSTRIAL, AND TRANSPORTATION 
610 - Residential 
620 - Commercial and services 
630 - Institutional 
640 - Industrial 
650 - Transportation, communications, and utilities


651 - Man and Material Transport


651.1 - Rail


651.2 - Motor Vehicle


651.3 - Water


651.4 - Air


651.5 - Trails, foot and animal


651.9 - Undifferentiated


652 - Utilities distribution


653 - Power production


654 - Communication


655 - Sewer and solid waste


659 - Undifferentiated


670 - Vacant plots and lots
 

690 - Undifferentiated urban


700 - EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY AND NATURAL DISASTERS 
710 - Non-Renewable Resource Extraction


711 - Sand and Gravel


712 - Rock quarrie


713 - Petroleum Extraction - Gas and oil fields


714 - Oil shale and sand extraction


715 - Coal/peat


716 - Non-metalic, chemical, fertilizer, etc.


717 - Metalic


719 - Undifferentiated


720 - Renewable resource extraction


721 - Forest harvest


721.1 - Clearcut Forest


721.2 - Selective Forest Cut


722 - Fisheries


729 - Undifferentiated


PRIMARY CLASSES 
SECONDARY CLASSES


TERTIARY CLASSES


QUATERNARY CLASSES


730 - Natural disasters


731 - Earth


732 - Air


733 - Fire


734 - Water


735 - Disease


739 - Undifferentiated


800 - RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE RELATED 
810 - Natural greenways, open space and buffer zones


820 - Preservation areas and natural museums


830 - Improved and developed open space


840 - Historical and archeological sites


850 - Scenic views


860 - Rock hounding, paleontological sites


870 - Recreation facilities


880 - Designated destructive use areas
 

890 - Undifferentiated


900 - OBSCURED LAND


910 - Clouds and fog


920 - Smoke and haze


930 - Dust and sand storms


940 - Smog


990 - Undifferentiated obscured land


S A LAND USE AND LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR USE WITH REMOTE SENSOR DATA 
Service of the U S Department of Agriculture and TABLE 2-Land use and land cover classzflcation system for 
supplemented from other sources. These statistics, use with remote senor data 
which are available only for States, are provided by Level I Level II 
the various government agencies 	 which compile in- 1 Urban or Built-up Land 11 Residential 12 Commercial and Serivcea 
formation on some categories of land use, several of 13 Industrial 
U.S G.S. land use classification 	 14 Transportation, 	 Communi­which parallel the 
cations, and Utilities 
system 15 Industrial and Commercial 
Complexes 
TABLE 1 -Major uses of land, UnitedStates, 1969 1 16 Mixed Urban or Built-up 
Land 
17 Other Urban or Built-up 
(miU- (rmt. Per- Land.
Acrs Hectars 
hors) ]ions) cent 2 Agricultural Land 21 Cropland and Pasture. 
Cropland ------------------------ 472 191 209 22 Orchards, Groves, Vine­
yards, Nurseries, and 
Cropland 	 ra e33 iued for crops ___ 3 135 -__ Ornamental Horticultural 
Cropland harvested ------- 286 118 --- Areas 
Crop failure ------------ - 6 2 - 23 Confined Feeding Opera-
Cultivated summer fallow 41 17 -- tions 
Soil improvement crops and 24 Other Agricultural Land 
idle cropland -------------- 51 21 --- 3 Rangeland 31 Herbaceous Rangeland 
Cropland used only for pasture 88 35 	 32 
8-- Shrub and Brush Range­
Grassland pasture and ranges .---	 604 245 267 land 
723 293 319 38 Mixed Rangeland.Forest land ---------------------­
198 80 4 Forest Land 41 Deciduous Forest LandGrazed ---------------------­ 213 	 42 Evergreen Forest LandNo rzd525 ---	 3 Mxed Forest LandNot grazed------------------
Special uses' -------------------- 178 72 79 4 MiSedmForestCand 
Urban areas ---------------- 35 14 5 Water 51 Streams and Canals


Transportation areas --------- 26 11 --- 58 Reservoirs


Rural parks ----------------- 49 19 --- 54 Bays and Estuaries


Wildbfe refuges ------------- 32 13 ---

National defense flood control, 6 Wetland 61 Forested Wetland.


and industrial areas ------- 26 11 --- 62 Nonforested Wetland 
State-ovnaed institutions and 7 Barren Land 71 Dry Salt Flats 
miscellaneous other uses --- 2 1 --- 72 Beaches 
Farmsteads, farm roads, 73 Sandy Areas other than 
and lanes ---------------- 8 3 --- Beaches. 
Miscellaneous land --------------- 287 116 126 74 Bare Exposed Rock. 
76 Strip Mines Quarries, and 
Frey. H T 1973 Does not include area covered by eater in streams Gravel Pits 
more than 4 of a mile in width and lakes, reservoirs, and so forth of 76 Transitional Areas 
.ore than 40 acrsim ize.
•Includes pasture that is to be included with croiland in the U1 0 77 Mixed Barren Land 
classfication system
2Eeept for urban and built-up areas and transportation uses these 8 Tundra 81 Shrub and Brush Tundra 
.pec.J uses will be classified by dominant cover under the U S G S classi- 82 Herbaceous Tundra 
fication syste 	 83 Bare Ground Tundra 
*Trnndra, rciers nd seefeieds mnaniiee open sanhps bare roc& areas, 84 Wet Tundra. 
desert, besahes and other miscellaneous land. 85 Mixed Tundra 
The land use and land cover classification system 9 Perennial Snow or Ice 	 91 Perennial Snowfields


92 Glaciers
presented in this report (table 2) includes only the 
more generalized first and second levels The system studies will depend on the improvement that should 
satisfies the three major attributes of the classifica- result from widespread use of the system. 
tion process as outlined by Grigg (1965) * (1) it As further advances in technology are made, it 
gives names to categories by simply using accepted may be necessary to modify the classification system 
terminology; (2) it enables information to be trans- for use with automatic data analysis The LANDSAT 
mitted, and (3) it allows inductive generalizations and Skylab missions and the high-altitude aircraft 
to be made The classification system is capable of program of the National Aeronautics and Space Ad­
further refinement on the basis of more extended and ministration have offered opportunities for nation­
varied use At the more generalized levels it should wide testing of the feasibility of using this classifica­
meet the principal objective of providing a land use tion system to obtain land use information on a 
and land cover classification system for use in land uniform basis 
use planning and management activities Attainment The approach to land use and land cover classifi­
of the more fundamental and long-range objective cation embodied in the system described herein is 
of providing a standardized system of land use and "resource oriented," in contrast, for example, with 
land cover classification for national and regional the "people orientation" of the "Standard Land Use 
TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS


Numerical Analysis of Multispectral Data
 

Master Outline Category: 7.2


Category & Module Title: Numerical Analysis of Multispectral Data--

Basic Theory and Concepts


Goal and Objectives:


The goal of this module is to provide trainees with a minimal but ade­

quate understanding of multispectral scanner data and basic methods


of analysis and classification at a generic or general level as a


background to more in-depth training in system-specific computer


methods.


Specific objectives are: (1)to provide an understanding of what multi­

spectral signatures are and how they can be identified by pattern


recognition techniques; (2)how supervised and unsupervised classifi­

cation isdone; and (3)what some of the alternative approaches to


numerical classification of the MSS signatures are.


Rationale and Summary:


It is thought that if an image analyst sufficiently understands the


above indicated material, in a general sense, he can--as a ground truth 
and information expert--both adequately perform his role in interactive


computer analysis and also more easily comprehend and learn the specific 
analytical techniques used at the various image analysis installations
 

with which he may work.


Some natural resource professionals who can work with a computer techni­

cian or scientist may need to know little more than what is embodied in


the full and expanded content of this training module to be effective


as a part of the image analysis team.


This module merely covers the background for the more specific knowledge


and skill to be presented in the following elements of the short course


and inrecommended collateral study.


Prerequisite Knowledge:
 

Some prior knowledge of physics--more specifically of the electromagnetic


spectrum--and of statistics is assumed.


2 Numerical Analysis of Multispectral Data 
 
Elements Covered:


1. Review of nature of LANDSAT MSS data, of some typical multispectral


signatures, and demonstration of what the MSS data to be analyzed


and classified look like.


2. The concept and method of classification inmultidimensional space--

Pattern Recognition.


3. Supervised and unsupervised classification.


4. Spectral classes vs. information classes.


5. The role and use of ground knowledge and corollary data inclassifi­

cation and vericiation.


6. The role of visually stratified and interpreted LANDSAT imagery in


digital data analysis, classification and verification.


7. The nature of computed results and output products.


References & Recommended Reading:


Sabins. Remote Sensing Principles and Interpretation. Freeman.


Pp. 235-253, 258-274.


Manual of Remote Sensing, Vol. 1. Pp. 689; 747-785.
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TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS


Screening and Ordering LANDSAT


Information Sources, Roles of Various


Groups inAdvise and Assistance


These two topics are reasonably well covered by Kroeck, Everybody's Space


Handbook, Chapters 4, 5 and 6.


Trainees are urged to read these chapters and ask appropriate questions of


clarification in the last discussion session. Iftime permits, an instructor


may make some remarks of amplication on these topics.


TRAINING FOR MONTANA DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS


Comprehensive Laboratory and Field Exercise


Master Outline Category:


10.1, 11.2 and 9.21


Master Module Title:


Visual Interpretation; Multistage Methodologies; and Selection of


Training Sites


Title of Exercise:


Visual interpretation of LANDSAT images, highflight and conventional


aerial photography and their interactive use with computer analysis of


the LANDSAT data.


Goals: ­

(1) Achieve familiarization and initial experience with visual interpre­

tation of LANDSAT images and learn where and how this kind of inter­

pretation and analysis should be done interactively with computer

analysis of digital data.


(2) Achieve an appreciation of the kinds and levels of information that


can be visually derived from state-of-the-art LANDSAT images as


compared to highflight and conventional aerial photography.


(3) Demonstrate how these three kinds of images can be used interactively

in a multistage sampling mode to increase the efficiency of acqui­

sition of data and information about earth resources.


(4) Develop an improved understanding of mapping and information legend

requirements and limitations when working with LANDSAT images or


data.


Introduction to Problem


All necessary introduction and background for this problem will have been


provided in previous lecture/discussions. Familiarization with the three


kinds of images to be used will have been attained through a laboratory

and field familiarization exercise on the first and second days of the


training course.


2 Comprehensive Laboratory & Field Exercise 
 
Introduction to Problem (Continued)


Carefully read the goals of this exercise and keep them clearly in mind


as you progress through the individual tasks and experiences.


The training staff will be available to answer questions and make suggestions


throughout the exercise. Start with the first procedural step and work


systematically through the recommended activities. It is suggested that


you write out or tabularize an information set in response to each question.


These are intended to reinforce key points. A concrete response helps fix


items inyour mind and reinforce the learning process.


On the morning of the last day the group will field check the results of


this exercise and clear up any remaining questions.
 

With this experience it is expected that those who come to NASA-Ames


Research Center for the second week of training and workshop will be able


"to take off running" in the procedures for digital data analysis.


Equipment and Materials Furnished:


2 LANDSAT, full frame CIR specially enhanced 1:250,000 ) For 
2 
1 
10 
LANDSAT, full frame B&W, Bands 5 & 7, 1:250,000 
1:250,000 mylar culture overlay 
Random dot acreage grids 
) demonstra­
)tion and) shared use ) only 
1 Short course notebook 
1 LANDSAT, 1/4-frame CIR specially enhanced, 1 250,000 
4 Frames, Highflight CIR transparencies @ 1-130,000 
4 Stereo-models, B&W, 1.20,000 
4 Sheets mylar, 10" x 10" 
2 Mylar overlay for 1/4-frame @ 1.250,000, 15" x 15" 
2 Reference books (Rudd & Kroeck) 
Trainee-Furnished Items.


1 Low power magnifier; 3-6x (lox only if large field of view) 
1 Engineer's scale; inches & 1/10th, 1/50th/or metric in mm's 
1 Rapidograph pens with black, red and blue ink, or grease pencils


in same colors


1 Pocket calculator, convenient and optional


1 
 Packed (field) stereoscope, optional


1 
 Acreage dot grid or 1/10th-inch squares in 2 x 2-1nch/4 x 4-inch


square, optional
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Trainee-Furnished Items (Continued):


1 Compass, optional (Sylva, hikers type or better)


1 Camera, optional


Procedures and Specific Instructions:


(1) By one edge fasten a large sheet of mylar to the 1.250,000, 1/4-frame

of specially enhanced LANDSAT imagery. Mark positioning reference


points on the overlay.


(2) With an acetate marking pen, locate the corners of each alternate


highflaght frame on this overlay and mark with a dashed line the


exterior boundary of the area of common coverage.


(3) Within this area, similarly mark the areas covered by the 1-20,000


aerial photography which you were provided. Use solid lines to


define these areas.


(4) In a simple list, tabulate what you learned about the comparative


resolution, interpretable detail and optimum kinds of uses of each


of the three kinds of images and scales provided.


Q. What is the smallest thing you can identify at each of the


three scales within the areas defined in (3)?
 

f 	 List the changes over time that you can observe by comparison 
of the three kinds and dates of imagery within the areas 
defined in (3). 
(5) Delineate the entire 1/4-frame area of the 1"250,000 LANDSAT scene


at primary legend level, defining all free water surfaces in blue


and all other delineation boundaries in red. Identify and label
 

each delineation according to each of the two legend systems pro­

vided. Insome cases this might require adding a line to delineate


differences between the two legend systems but in both cases each


delineation should carry both appropriate numerical designators.


For contrasting types with substantial significance in land- se plan­

ning or resource management, you should map down to 1/2-inch or I cm2


and in some cases may wish to identify and locate smaller point data;


e g., small reservoirs, towns, eroded or excavated areas.


(6) Within the area marked by a dashed line, Step (2), similarly delineate,


identify and label the LANDSAT images at secondary level according


to both legend systems. Use the same color scheme of ihks (or wax


pencil) for the mapping.


Q. 	 For what kinds of uses would the map produced in Step (5)and 
in Step (6)be useful? 
4 Comprehensive Laboratory & Field Exercise 
 
Procedures and Specific Instructions (Continued)


ft. 	 From Step (6)could you have delineated and identified any of 
the features from LANDSAT at a tertiary or quaternary level? 
Ifso, cite specific examples and explain. 
(7) We assume that each of you represents a department from which a


demonstration project has been proposed. Insome cases, the pre­

liminary plan submitted to NASA-ARC suggested a legend. With


respect to your demonstration project, respond to the following


questions:


Q. 	 What kinds of essential information can you derive from visual


interpretation of LANDSAT at 1:250,000; from ta. 1-130,000


highflight; from conventional scale 1-20,000 B&W aerial photo­

graphy, from ground observation/measurement in a multistage

mode? List and discuss as appropriate.


ft. 	 Can you derive any of the above information, or additional 
kinds, from B&W LANDSAT, Band 5 or Band 7, 1:250,000 scale, 
better than from CIR at 1:250,000? List and explain why. 
ft. 	 Ifyour group has already proposed a legend, how well will it 
work with LANDSAT, highflight and with conventional 1:20,000 
aerial photography? Discuss and suggest solutions where the 
legend or level of informational detail doesn't seem to fit 
the characteristics and information content of LANDSAT. 
(8) Within the solid lines marking the four stereo models of 1.20,000


photography, prepare a tabulation on the form provided (Table 1)

of the additional LANDSAT image types that could be delineated if


the scale were large enough, describe each image and make a tenta­

tive identification of each, first without looking at the support

photography, then by looking at the 1.20,000 photography monocularly


and in stereo.


ft. 	 What image types were correctly identified without looking at


the 1.20,000 photography?


Q. What additional images were correctly identified from the


1 20,000 photography?


ft. 	 What subjects of importance to you were identifiable on the 
1-20,000 that could not be seen on the LANDSAT image? List. 
Could these be seen and identified on the highflight 1.130,000 
CIR photography' 
f 	 How would you propose obtaining information on those things not 
discernable on either the LANDSAT or highflight? Indoing


this, would an analysis of either of the 1 250,000 or 1.130,000


images be helpful" How?


5 Comprehensive Laboratory & Field Exercise 
 
Procedures and Specific Instructions (Continued)


(9) Select one stereo model of highflight that is of'greatest interest


to you that also includes one of the 1:20 000 stereo models and map


each to 	 an intensity of 1/2-in.2 or 1 cm.2 for contrasting important


types, label each delineation to a tertiary legend level of your


own design based on either the OSU or USGS legends (whichever you


prefer). Prepare an organized list of delineations you cannot
 

identify for subsequent field checking.


(10) 	 Tape a second mylar overlay on the LANDSAT 1/4-frame scene by taping


on a different edge so both the original and new overlays can be


superimposed or used individually. Mark control or location marks


on the new overlay.


(11) 	 On the new overlay mark a rectangular window by using the following


diagonal coordinates for the window. Use the upper left-hand corner


of the scene as 0.0.


This simulates one of the same procedures used in computer selection


of a window or a training area.


(12) 	 Within this window, tabulate all of the kinds of information classes


in which you would be interested ifyou were concerned about both


land-use planning and renewable resource management within this


window For each information class, tabulate the kinds of spectral


signatures that you judge to make it up. Describe these spectral


signatures as to color and form (shape, if appropriate). Indicate


on the tabulation whether or not the information class is HHo,


highly homogeneous throughout the window as regards spectral vari­

ability; MHo, moderately homogeneous, MHe, moderately heterogeneous;


or HHe, highly heterogeneous as to spectral variability.


(13) 	 Make a matrix table of information classes and for each comparison


among classes indicate the relative likelihood of confusion or error


in spectral classification between each of the pairs of information


classes by entering the following symbols in the appropriate block


of the matrix table­

0 = 	 No confusion


+ = 	 Some confusion possible


++ = High possibility of confusion


+++ = 	 Extreme or very high likelihood of


confusion
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Procedures and Specific Instructions (Continued)


Information Class


A B C D E F G


A 0


B 0 0


C + + 0


2 D 	 
-	 ++ + 0 
E E ++ 0 0 0 0


5­
4.- F +++ ++ 0 + +++ 0 
G + 0 ++ 0 0 + 0 
t. 	 Can you see a way to minimize this confusion and possible error 
in classification by pre-stratification of the window and then 
classifying within these strata? If so, map the strata on the 
second overlay. 
Q. 	 Ifyou cannot eliminate the possibility of confusion and error


by stratification prior to analysis, can you see any other way


to deal with the problem?


(14) Select one information class from Step (13) that has only a "+"or

"1++"
lower likelihood of confusion and one that has mostly "++" or 
 
likelihood. Examine areas representing these subjects on the 1:250,000


Black & White Band 5 and Band 7 images and indicate in tabular or


narrative and graphic form what you think the frequency distribution


of energy values would look like within a training set representing


each of these two information classes.


low high 
dark bright 
Reflected energy per pixel 
,,


APPENDIX X


Documentation: 	 Consultant's Final Report - "ATechnical Evaluation


of the Northern California Remote Sensing and Tech­

nology Transfer Project, NASA Grant 2244," by Dr.


Lawrence Fox III
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CONSULTANT'S FINAL REPORT


A TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA


REMOTE SENSING AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECT


NASA GRANT #2244


By 
Dr. Lawrence Fox, III


Professor of Forestry
 

Humboldt State University


June, 1978
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PURPOSE


This report has been prepared to aid in the overall evaluation


of NASA's effort to transfer remote sensing technology to Humboldt State


University and the people of northern California. The aim is to provide


an objective, independent evaluation of the technical aspects of this


project.


BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE


The author is thoroughly familiar with the theory and practice


of modern remote sensing, having recently (1976) completed a Masters


and Ph.D. program in Remote Sensing and Natural Resources Management at


the University of Michigan. As a current member of the Forestry Depart­

ment faculty at Humboldt State University, the author is also in a good


position to evaluate the technology transfer effort to academic programs


at Humboldt State.


A major concern is for the independence and objectivity of


this report. The author was employed by this grant from June 15, 1977


until September 15, 1977 as a Technical Coordinator. His function was


to address the technical needs of the project during this time. It is
 

the author's opinion that this working association with the project


does not constitute a conflict of interest. The author was not in­

volved in obtaining the original grant from NASA and did not have a


part in writing the original proposal for the grant. Of course, the


author does hold a tenure track position with Humboldt State University
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and will naturally strive for the best possible situation for that


University.


This is the second and final report on the technical effective­

ness of this project. The first report covered the period from September


15 to December 31, 1977. This report covers the grant activities until


June 15, 1978. The various conclusions of the first report will be


referenced in this document and comparative evaluations will be made.


The grant efforts have been cooperative between the staff at NASA Ames


and at Humboldt State. The activities have therefore been reviewed


under two major headings: Humboldt State Project, and NASA Ames.


The effort at Ames has been further broken down into assistance and


training. Recommendations follow these separate evaluations.
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HUMBOLDT STATE PROJECT


INITIAL PRESENTATIONS:


The major NASA Western Regional Applications presentation was


made to a multi-county meeting of Boards of Supervisors in Santa Rosa,


California. It was recommended in the previous report that presentations


be made at a simpler level than previously and that more patience be used


to re-explain how the technology works. These two recommendations were


followed. However, communication problems were still encountered at the


Santa Rosa presentations. The audience seemed stunned by the technology


even when presented at a simple level. Perhaps the failure was in not


working closely enough with county people's needs and talking about how


Remote Sensing could address those needs. Possibly, examples could be


added from other county remote sensing projects to strengthen the pre­

sentation. The answer to this problem is not yet readily apparent and


needs considerably more thought and planning for future presentations.


Perhaps the Landsat system is simply not attractive to county government


because of their requirements for excellent resolution and a limited geo­

graphical area of jurisdiction.


PLANNING DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS:


Inthe previous report, it was stated that "...the northern


California (Humboldt State) team of full time employees has an acute lack


of understanding about computer processing. Because of this, it is very


difficult to define problems and lay on the proper time restraints." This
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condition has not changed significantly during the past six months. The


condition continues to contribute to the lag in project starts in northern


California. NASA Ames personnel have not become involved in the review


of initial project planning, comments to follow in the "NASA Ames


Assistance" section of this report. The Humboldt State staff have failed


to develop technical plans with potential cooperators. This statement


reflects on the performance of the consultant (the author). Part of my


function was to develop these plans. My time commitment of one day per


week was not enough to carry out this planning process effectively. Partly


because of this problem, several projects are in limbo in northern Cali­

fornia now.


COMPLETING DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS-

The only project currently underway is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service Project, "Vegetation Mapping on theHo6pa Square Indian Reservation." 
There has been no one technically trained to'deal with the complexity of 
this project, employed full time, on the Humboldt State staff during the 
period of time this report covers. The production schedule has fallen 
behind because of this. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service employee has 
been floundering, receiving little technical assistance from the Humboldt 
State personnel. The author has provided consulting service in this area 
directly to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service employee. The author's 
minimum time commitment and unfamiliarity with the precise workings of 
the EDITOR computer system have contributed to this problem. 
-4­
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The Humboldt State staff will continue to experience difficulty


in completing this project unless their technical needs are addressed.


Some relief is likely to be felt, however, since the U.S. Fish and Wild­

life Service employee is becoming competent enough technically to carry


out his responsibilities independently. It is also anticipated that the


author will be employed full time during the summer of 1978.
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NASA AMES ASSISTANCE


Inmy previous report, the needs of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife


Service employee (Ken Mayer) were outlined. Assistance from NASA Ames


personnel was sporadic during the fall of 1977. Many factors probably


contributed to this: geographic separation, other commitments of NASA


personnel, historical precedent (NASA has never really "trained" the


people they awarded grants to in the past). This condition was partially


rectified during the period covered by this report with two major accom­

plishments:


1) A technical manager (Dave Peterson) was assigned to the


U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service project. Dave was in­

valuable in defining the project. A production schedule


was devised.


2) A new resource was found within NASA for guidance ip


digital processing using the EDITOR Software Package.


Len Gaydos, from the USGS Geography Program, Landsat


group, met with all concerned and began to address


Humboldt State's technical problems.


The two points above indicate significant improvement in the


area of technical assistance. The importance of Len Gaydos and his staff


(especially Bill Newland) can't be overemphasized. The USGS people can


assist the Humboldt State staff in completing the U.S. Fish and Wildlife


Service Project on schedule. Dave Peterson has best input to project


definition and technical planning. With continued sharing of respon­

sibilities between the USGS and NASA Ames, it seems that technical


assistance would be adequate for future demonstration projects at Humboldt


State.
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The ineffectiveness of the remote computer terminal at Humboldt


State was also addressed in the previous report. The NASA personnel seem


to expect Humboldt State personnel to learn by doing on the remote


terminal. I understand that this philosophy was probably dictated by


the circumstances more than anything else. No formalized instruction


isavailable for EDITOR. Itseems to me the "learn by doing" process is


a very effective one when used by people actually working at NASA Ames.


Because of Humboldt's remote location, the idea didn't seem to work too


well. The assistance from the USGS people in statistical analysis, using


EDITOR, has already made the terminal more useful for personnel at


Humboldt State.


NASA AMES TRAINING:


In the previous report, it was stated that "...there has been no


support from Robin Welch and company for any of the projects or plans for


projects in Arcata." This situation is largely unchanged except for the


response from Charles Poulton. Poulton has taken an interest in the work


and has provided valuable assistance in overall planning and philosophical


approach. However, Poulton does not feel he can provide the technical


assistance needed in northern California because he is not familiar with


digital analysis of Landsat data. Infact, the effective path through the


variety of computer classification systems at Ames is so complicated that


Poulton has requested the staff at Humboldt State to provide him complete


documentation on Landsat digital data analysis.
/ 
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RECOMMENDATIONS


Several projects have stalled in the planning stage in


northern California. Immediate action should be taken if these projects


are to have a chance of being activated.


1) A technically competent Landsat data analyst and photo


interpreter should be transferred to the northern Cali­

fornia project immediately. He/she must reside in Arcata


and work full time on the project for one year.


This person would spend about one-third of his/her


time planning demonstration projects with potential NASA


cooperators. The remainder would be spent lecturing in


the 	 remote sensing course at Humboldt State University,


training selected Humboldt State faculty, improving Hum­

boldt State computer capability and training the northern


California project staff.


This arrangement would meet two pressing needs:


a) to deal technically with potential cooperators for


Landsat demonstration projects, and


b) 	 to transfer confidence to Humboldt State professors


and administrators. This to aid in transferring


the remote sensing education process to Humboldt


State and developing technical skills at Humboldt


State to meet the needs of potential NASA cooperators


in northern California.
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2) A formal cooperative arrangement should be made with USGS


at Ames. USGS to provide detailed technical assistance in


computer processing to the Humboldt State project. NASA


personnel to continue to be involved in initial project


planning and generation of output products.


3) 	 Formal training programs in digital analysis of Landsat data


should be initiated by NASA Ames for the Humboldt State


project personnel. This will make the entire project more


technical in the eyes of potential cooperators and make


Humboldt State personnel able to effectively supervise on­

going demonstration projects.


4) 	 NASA should provide complete documentation on remote sensing


projects completed elsewhere. This "evidence" should help


the Humboldt State project staff attract potential cooperators.
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APPENDIX VIII


Documentation: 	 Description of WRAP Program in Earliest Stages,


WRAP Overall Plans, WRAP Information Sheet,


CORSE 1978


NOTE: 	 All WRAP activities have now been spun off into private


sector contracts.


Example: 	 "Signature" newsletter now "Plain Brown Wrapper,"


Clear Air, Inc. (Phoebe Williams, et. al.)


Training function: now being done by Air View


Specialists, Inc. (Robin Welch, Charles Poulton,


et. al.)
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A PLAN FOR THE


WESTERN REGION APPLICATIONS PROGRAM


I. EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW


1.0 	 BASIC PREMISES


Inestablishing the National Aeronautics and Space Agency in


the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, (72 STAT.


426;42-U.S.G. 2451 SEQ) as amended, a charter was given


which included the missioh


"to provide for the widest practicable and appro­

priate dissemination of information concerning NASA's


activities and results".
 

It is incompliance with and performance of that mandate from


the President and Congress 	 that


a program to accomplish technology transfer is being planned


and 	 implemented. However, had the original charter not included
 

such 	 foresight and wisdom, common sense, the demands of knowledgable


users, the pressing needs of today, and national priorities would


have forced the creation of an institutionalized mechanism for


technology transfer. Indeed, these are the drivers for its


current implementation.


There ismuch discussion among politicians, scientists, scholars,


and industrialists as to whether technology transfer can be
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accomplished and if so, how. The viability and credibility


of the transfer of government-sponsored techology has already


been 	 established by the Japanese. Their computer industry is


a prime example, and its impact is being felt around the world


today, including the United States.


One 	 of the central elements of the Japanese technology transfer


was 	 a synergism that would not, probably could not, have been


realized outside of government sponsorship. Yet a free enter­

prise system was not endangered. This plan assumes an equivalent


capability within the United States and strives for meaningful


accomplishments. Its synergism will be derived from full and


active participation by NASA, academia, industrial suppliers,


and users from the federal, state, and local and private sectors.


Its success is dependant upon this participation. No single


element can accomplish bringing about full utilization of NASA


developed technology by itself. Any missing element will dis­

proportionately diminish the value of the effort.


1.1 	 UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY


There is a quotation which states, "Give a man a fish and he will


have a meal. Assist him in learning to fish and he will have


many meals". The underlying principle of this quotation reflects


the basic philosophical approach to technology transfer that will
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be taken by the Western Region Applications Program in serving


the 14 states depicted in Figure 1 in the most simplistic


terms. The user is key and it is he who must apply the tools


for lasting value to be achieved.


If technology transfer is only a tool to assist in the solution


of problems, as indeed it is,then the funadmental fact that


only the user can transfer technology must be recognized. Only


the user can apply it to the fulfillment of requirements or


achievement of goals. The complexity of the problem is thus


reduced basically to a people relationship. The fundamental


approach proposed by this plan in structuring that relationship


is as follows:


A user driven/user participatory cooperative arrangement


involving all segments of society in the evaluation,


demonstration, utilization, and development of technology


in the solution of existing problems.


Technology transfer is an evolving process, with specific functions,


as shown in Figure 2. Failure to identify each key function and


its relationship to the overall structure could ultimately result


in falare of the total process. Thus, this plan attempts to


effectively mobilize and cooperatively integrate the talents,


capabilities and resources of users, federal agencies, universities
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and industry inthe accomplishment of the objectives of


each function. This plan will discuss each function, its


objectives, approaches, participation, resources, relationships


to the whole and framework for accomplishment.


Since there presently exists no institutional mechanism for


effectively transferring technology and no panacea on which


to rely, new techniques must be developed concurrently with


the transfer process. Some of the approaches identified in


the plan may not prove feasible and thus will be revised,


replaced or eliminated. Inorder that this can be accomplished


without jeopardizing the transfer process, considerable flex­

ibility must be afforded the performing organization.


To state the need for flexibility inanother way, to be successful


intechnology transfer, there must be the opportunity for failures


as well as successes inthe evolutionary process. On-going


accomplishments will be the measure of the successess. Future


attainments will be the results of the knowledge and experience


gained infailing attempts. This plan will have sufficient flex­

ibility to accommodate both immediate and future successess. The


key isthe development of a cooperative relationship with the user


community and not the transfer of a specific technology. For even


inthe failures intransferring one technology there will be success


if a user relationship based on credibility isestablished. This


relationship will provide a pipeline that will offer an lmmeasureable


advantage incost-effectiveness infuture technology
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transfer efforts. Thus, through integrity in all approaches,


there may be failures in transfer, but there will be no overall


losses.


2.0 	 A BROAD VIEW OF THE PLAN


Technology transfer can be viewed as having three identifiable


phases. Each is distinguished by the characteristics of the
 

user community;


The First Phase (Phase I)


- a large, largely unfulfilled, and sometimes unrecog­

nized, demand for the output of a given technology by


the user community. While technology transfer itself


must always be user-driven there is an initial phase


in its implementation that the technology determines


the process. During this phase providing a clear under­

standing of the technology itself is the doriinate con­

cern. Thus, this phase is essentially technology driven.


The Second Phase (Phase II)


- the stage during which fulfillment and demand co-exist,


and, in fact, in which the proportion and variety of


users is sufficient to accomplish a significant portion


of the transfer function through referencing, user-imple­

mented information exchange, media reporting, and simply
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word of mouth. The technology is well on its way


to becoming "a household word". The main concern


of technology transfer will be working with the


users by supporting their transfer efforts, by


assisting in assuring the transfer of fact and


elimination of fiction. Transfer efforts of the


program and the user will co-exist.


The Final Phase (Phase III)


- that phase when existing technology has been


sufficiently explored and'exploited that users


are able to identify on-going needs and provide the


feedback which should, and hopefully will, give new
 

direction 'to technology. Just as technology transfer
 

is a dynamic process, so must the technology itself


be dynamic. The use of technology has always led to


new directions and on-going refinements. So must


be done here. The emphasis in the technology transfer


process is now verification and feedback as the tech­

nology becomes user-directed.


In order to acconmodate the unique requirements of each phase, the


Western Region Applications Program will


have a modular and extremely flexible structure. It will also
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have the capacity to assist users in varying phases of the


process as well as handle varying technologies in different


phases simultaneously. These technologies could be represented


by Landsat 1 and 2 in Phase III with Landsat C in Phase II


and Landsat D in Phase I, or Seasat in Phase I and one of


the Landsats in Phase II.


Simultaneously, the components of each function within the


technology transfer process will have sufficient impermanence


to be readily modified or eliminated as industry and academia


assume those prudent risks from which their profits and growth


and the nation's economic well-being and technological leadership


are maintained. In fact, one of the surest measures of success
 

in technology transfer will be the assumption by industry and


academia of their designated roles. Such


role assumption can only be achieved through making technology


transfer a synergistic and cooperative venture in every facet


of the process. The crucial element will be direct interface


between users, industrial suppliers, and academia with the NASA­

developed technology the point of common interest. This will be


encouraged by external participation in each function within the


Western Region Applications Program organization in eath phase


of technology transfer.


Although each phase will be described in detail, there are elements
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that are common to all. These elements the same as and will
 

interrelate in the same manner as those in the technology transfer


process itself; that is,awareness, liaison, training demon­

stration and application, as the Western Region Applications


Program works with and within the 14 states. Some points aie


common to all phases and will be amplified here.


The program has been structured with a single, clearly identifi­

able, interface for each function. This isessential for two


reasons:


(1) those external to NASA must have a focal point


for concerns and information of a given type,


(2) that single focal point will be able to provide


perspectives on the area of concern that cannot


be achieved through diffused and segmented respon­

sibility.


Each functional area of the organization (Figure 3) will interface


with all sectors - federal, state and local governmental, academic,


and private. (A chart graphically depicting the relationships


proposed throughout this plan is included as part of tne siummary. 
It is through this broad interface that the synergism and benefits


of varying and interlocking ideas competing in an open arena will


be gained.
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The inclusion of all levels of government in "outreach"


programs is a generally accepted concept. This acceptance
 

is extended by many to include academia. That the private


sector should be treated by such programs with parity is a
 

less accepted principle. Yet this sector's full and equal


participation is essential to technology transfer because


of its capacity for independent action and the multiplying


effects of its investments. The circumstances Under which
 

a governmental entity can match these capability are limited.


In the private sector application of technology readily trans­

lates into new jobs and services. In the private sector risk


capitol is truly available. But the risks must be reduced to


prudent levels. It is in minimizing the risks that technology


transfer can play a major role ­

* 	 ,firstly, through general education. 
* 	 secondly, by maintaining a body of reference 
information in terms of existing applications


and techniques,


* 	 thirdly, by providing a mechanism for feedback 
and new direction, 
* 	 and finally, by bringing together those offering 
services and equipment with those in need of such
 

offerings.
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The Western Region Applications Program will do all these things.


Thus, while the plan itself concentrates on regional, state and


local governmental entities, private sector participation will


be encouraged and accommodated in all functions.


It is extemely important to point out here that the objectives


in staffing each function is to maintain a permanent nucleus


of capability and obtain external participation wherever possible.


This will result in a lean and efficient organization. There is


no desire to build a technology transfer empire. This will be


true within each function.


Incorporated into each major function of the plan is a reporting


and analysis system which should assist greatly in the assessment


of the technology itself, technology transfer and user commitment.


These reporting systems might help to end circular discussions


of the type presently surrounding Landsat as to whether


the Federal government can commit to an operational system in the


absence of prior commitments to operational use on the part of


the user community, versus whether the user and producer communities
 

can responsibly make the investments necessary for such commitments


in the absence of Federal assurances to continuity as well as


on-going development to meet currently unfulfilled and f'iture


needs. This is, of course, a problem of national magnitude.


There is another area that is national in its scope but has a
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direct bearing on the success of the regional programs. This


is the problem of the need for information exchange on a nation­

wide basis. The system and vehicles necessary to achieve this


ideally belong inthe hands of NASA Headquarters Office of


Applications. They are identified here because they are a major


dependency in the Western Region Applications Program. The first


is the need for a comprehensive directory of available services
 

and equipment, private and governmental inthe case of services.


The second isthe need for an applications information system.


Itcan be as simple as a regularly updated list of applications


by type and sources of detailed information to something as


sophisticated as an on-line data bank of key-words-in-context


and application abstracts. An applications information source


is essential to the success of the total program. The nation
 

cannot afford for each region to independently operate within


its myopic environment.
 

There are major issues involving the prerequisites of technology
 

transfer that are not being addressed by this plan. Essentially


these are the issues of policy and are beyond the scope and mission


of the Western Region Applications Program Plan. They include,


but are not limited to, such issues as a clear definition of roles,


governmental and private, in the space and space derived data


programs themselves, a definition of appropriate barriers between
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government responsibility and commercial opportunity, and


a protection system for proprietory information and processes


in a cooperative environment. Much of the success of this


effort is dependent on the resolution of these issues, but


that resolution must rest with policy makers at the highest


level. Within the provinces of the Western Region Applications


Program, mutually agreed upon procedures will be implemented in


order to proceed in the absence of policy direction.


In summary, technology transfer as performed by the Western


Region Applications Program will:


* provide an understanding of NASA-developed 
technology and its potential uses and benefits


in meeting the operational needs of today's


complex society-public and private,


* assist in the assessment of these technologies 
for specific applications and in the determination


of future developments.


Its mission is not to fund, and not to implement, but to establish


and propagate awdreness and assist in demonstrations of the many


uses and benefits of the space tools developed by NASA and of


value here on Earth.


II. PHASE I - TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN


1.0 OVERVIEW


1.1 OBJECTIVES


As explained previously, inthe initial phase of technology transfer


the user environment ischaracterized by a large and largely un­

fulfilled requirement for the output of a given technology.


Part of the lack of use is ignorance of its existence, part


to lack of understanding of its uses, and part to human inertia


or an unwillingness to pioneer. Therefore, the objective of Phase


I must be a maximization of exposure to the technology and the uses
 

to which it has been applied through every means avdilable. This


exposure is essential ifthe true value of the technology is to
 

be established with minimal absorption of public funds and ifa


maximal return on past investments isto be realized through the


benefits of use.


Inorder to accomplish this exposure, or awareness, all of man's


sensory perceptions will be engaged - hearing, seeing, doing.


Wherever an aggregate audience can be established within one of


the 14 states, the word will go forth. The use of media will help


to identify the existence of areas of interest, on-site presentations


will help to establish the degree of such interest the use of a
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mobile facility equipped with communications and demonstration


equipment will help to establish the level of understanding,


and all functions within the Western Region Applications Program


will fulfill their design objectives of establishing the level
 

of need and the degree of commitment.


The methodology for achieving this goal is explained function­

by-function.


1.2 ORGANIZATION


The overall Western Region Applications Program organization for


Phase I is identical to that presented in Figure 3 of the Executive


Overview. Infact, this organization holds throughout all phases.


It is the degree of staffing which may increase with demand and


the area of emphasis which will shift from one phase to another.


At the outset, User Awareness will have the greatest burden. Yet


its activities must be tempered by the capacity of the remainder
 

of the organization and/or external resources to accommodate the


interest generated. There will be a "no promises we cannot keep"


approach.


1.3 ANTICIPATED ACCOMPLISHMENTS


The initial technology to be transferred by the Western Region


Applications Program will be satellite remote sensing of the


Earth's resources, Landsat. Therefore, all anticipated accomplish­

ments will be defined in terms of it.


By fiscal year-endl978, media utilization will be well underway.


The mobile van facility will be on the road and its use tested


in the Pacific Northwest Region.


The major anticipated accomplishment within the 14 western


state governments by fiscal year-end 1979 would be that:


* each state will have identified, and assessed 
the potential for development, a primary area


of interest in Landsat technology,
 

* at least one university within each state will 
be training instructors in Landsat technology.


The timetable for private sector utilization of Landsat on a


cross industry basis cannot be predicted; however, the degree to


which it accelerates, governmental entities will accelerate. In


any case, the goals for the initiation of Phase I will be met by


the above accomplishments. That which can be achieved above and
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enumerated items will be aggressively pursued.


2.0 OBJECTIVES AND RESPONSIBILITIES BY FUNCTION


2.1 OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR


2.1.1 	 OBJECTIVES


Clearly the objectives of the Director are to:
 

* 	 Maximize the number of users and awareness of 
potential users of NASA-developed technology. 
* 	 Oversee as effective and efficient organization 
as ispossible. 
Inherent in the achievement of both of these objectives Is


the goal of responsiveness; responsiveness with maximum


competency and minimum bureaucratic procedure. The tie-in


bewteen the transfer process and the organizational structure


is designed to be the first step in achieving that goal. The


use of external resources wherever and whenever possible is


another.
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Other steps which fall under the purview of the Director

are:

* obtaining necessary funding and support.

* 	 incorporating into the basic structure, through over­
sight, a dynamic system of assessment and guidance. 
" 	 providing the interface for private sector suppliers


of services and equipment.


Through judicious use of these tools the stated objectives will


not only be met but protection of the public good will be assured.


How this will be accomplished will be specificed in the following


discussion.


2.1.2 SCOPE OF RESPONSIBILITIES


The executive, managerial, and administrative reponsibilities


inherent inany directorship, public or private, will be assumed.


The activities to be discussed here are those for which the


director isthe Western Region Applications Program interface.


2.1.2.1 WRAP Demonstration Center


The key and underlying reason for the Demonstration Center


is the need for direct communication between user, potential


user and suppliers of services and equipment inan environment
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of free exchange, i.e., non-government presence. Where


technology has not yet been understood or accepted, the


opportunities for such exchange are rare and costly for both


the potential consumer (ifany assessment of offerings is


to be made) and the supplier (ifa large audience which


has not achieved a critical mass is to be reached). The


Western Region Applications Program will attempt to provide


that critical mass 3f users, will create an environment in


which free interchange can occur, and in turn, will ask industry


to provide, as its'expense, the materials, personnel or equip­

ment to make this opportunity a reality.


Simply stated, the Demonstration Center will be space and facilities


initially provided by WRAP for suppliers to publicize their


offerings through displays and handouts, presentation oppotu­

nlties, and eventually hands-on demonstrations of equipment.
 

The idea is to have as many vendors housed in the same
 

facility as possible with a rotational mechanism when supply


exceeds demand. This will maximize user exposure to a variety


of offerings and simultaneously stimulate innovation through


competitive exposure. Facilities will also.be available


for confidential exchange between perspective users and hopeful


suppliers.
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This is a concept which the users welcome. To grasp which


is available in the marketplace under convenient circumstances


has always been a goal. Suppliers initially,


while receptive to the idea, will


approach its implementation cautiously. Displays and pro­

motional materials will be readily available. Guest lecturers
 

for user groups will be fairly easily provided. Coordination


of schedules represents the most significant requirement for


participation of this type. However, demonstration equipment


and on-site personnel represent major investments. They will


only be supplied if the depth and scope of interest generated


by the Western Region Applications Program justifies the


investment and the terms and conditions of installation provide


appropriate protection.


This step-by-step approach conforms to a principle inherent


in the Western Region Applications Program. Each progressive


step and degree of involvement in all functions and phases of


the program must be justified by the results of the previous


exchange.


To accomplish the goals of the Demonstration Center, suppliers


will be sent regular notification of user schedules and pro­

files. These and other logistics will be resolved as part
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of the implementation plan, but the intention isto provide


these services through external support.


Inaddition to the user-industry interface, a maximum of


seven demonstration center participants elected from the


total area will be asked to act as an advisory and review


board on the state-of-the-art. Much of the success of the


Western Region Applications Program is dependent upon a


detailed awareness of what is available in the marketplace


and how is it, or can it,be used. The resources of the


Western Region Applications Program and NASA itself are


too limited to achieve an equitable awareness independently.


Because of rapid changes in non-space technology and new


developments as the market grows, itwould be advisable for


this group to meet four times a year. Membership should


include as many differing areas of industry expertise as


possible.


This group differs from another proposed group, the Technology


Transfer Advisory Council, in that its primary emphasis Will


be on the details of whdL is being taught or demonstrated by


NASA, the content rathrer thdn the process of technology transfer.
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2.1.2.2 	 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ADVISORY COUNCIL


The director of a regional technology transfer center


cannot be expected to accept the burden of achievement


without the benefit of advice and counsel. To provide


this, it is essential that a body of experts, not


credential seekers, be established to assess direction,


results and goals, and provide guidance on how to


proceed. Itwould be necessary for such a body to meet


three times a year, issuing interim reports and an annual


evaluation. The composition of the body would include


representation from all end-user segments, supplier


industry, and academia, yet it must be small enough to


accomplish its objectives in a short period of time.


In order to accomplish representation of all users while


maintaining parity among end-users, providing repre­

sentation of indirect users, and yet limiting size, the


following recommendation is made:


* End-User Representation 
- 2 representatives elected by and from
 

the 14 western states


- 2 federal-user representatives from


activities within the 14 western states


- 2 private sector user representatives


from businesses within the 14 states


I-Tyl
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* 	 Indirect-User Representation 
- 2 supplier industry representatives 
- 1 from the equipment industry 
- I from the service industry 
-	 I academia representative from an institution 
within the 14 states. 
Term 	 of participation would be two years.


The work of this body would not only achieve the goal


of assuring the public good inWestern Region Applications


Program activities, but itwould provide objective material


for the Space Applications Board, for NASA, for Congressional


Subcommittees, OMB and the Executive Office.


2.2 	 USER AWARENESS


The tasks of 'reaching out, capturing the attention, imagination


and interest of a potential user of any technology are manifold.


First a receptive climate must be created. Then the imagination of


the intended recipients must be stimulated. Finally, all of the


real obstacles, as well as the psychological ones of human inertia


and reticense must be overcome. Only then can a willingness to


accept innovation, and that iswhat technology transfer is, be
 

achieved. But in taking that initial step of creating a receptive
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climate, the current level of understanding must be established.


This implies the capacity to respond to opportunities as well


as the ability to create them. Thus, the complexities of User


Awareness are established.


Assuming the desired environment isachieved, the User Awareness


staff will serve as an information clearinghouse and feedback


mechanism for news from and about users, industrial developments,


university education offerings, and technology achievements.


Finally, this group must support awareness activities initiated


by users, industrial supplies and universities as well as by the
 

media.


Direct cooperation isessential in projects through which potential


users will gain a broad understanding of the technology to be


transferred, its applications, and its development. Since this


audience issizable and its information sources diverse, mutliple


media is needed to reach users and multiple exposure to help them


retain the message. Publicity will be a prime vehicle . . . news


about demonstration projects, cooperative relationships, equipment.


applications . . . in consumer prints and broadcast media, trade


and specialized publications. "Piggybacking" on existing industrial


trade shows in a cooperative venture to be utilized. Participation­

through speakers, papers, presentations, or displays --inconventions,


workshops, or seminars held by professional associations isanother.
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Public events, museums, even retail outlets may be explored.


And in all the communications tools developed for these ventures-­

publicity materials, literature, films, audiovisual displays-­

the working principle of user-oriented content, style, and


delivery will be exercised.


From this wide audience, of course, will come a smaller group


of potential users who have a real and immediate interest in


involvement. They require more specific applications information


and face-to-face, interactive meetings, with the Western Region


Applications Program personnel or other users, to discover what


they need to know. The Western Region Applications Program's
 

"technology transfer on wheels" -­ the mobile
 facility-­

could bring a personal, controlled environment for such meetings


right to their doorsteps. Workshops and seminars, with industry


and university participation, can do the same. These direct


meeting possibilities can be geometrically expanded--and their


costs reduced--by using teleconferencing or presentations through


CTS or existing vide-flungvideo networks like the one operated


by the Veterans Administration Hospitals Cooperatively--produced
 

materials, especially applications profiles, form a critical backup


. carrying real case histories to an audience that needs to see
 

results from arenas similar to its own.


Clearly, the execution of all User Awareness activities is largely


dependent upon User Assistance, User Liaison, and User Application


C49
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Projects, as much as it is on external groups. More exactly,


User Awareness will enjoy give-and-take relationships with


all of them, and with other Regional Applications Programs and


NASA Headquarters, as all work toward successful transfer of


technology.
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2.3 USER ASSISTANCE
 

2.3.1 	 OBJECTIVES


The objective of User Assistance isto provide technical


assistance in developing a clear understanding of the uses


of, and approaches and equipment for applying, NASA-developed


technology. This technical assistance will include not only


direct involvement in the technology and equipment provided by


the Western Region Applications Program's facilities and the


Demonstration Center, but university course work and help in


defining specific programmatic and data needs, and technical


guidance in program planning. Inother words, User Assistance
 

means helping the potential user to assess the technology and,


where its use isjustified, get his own program underway.


2.3.2 	 PHILOSOPHY/SCOPE


As elsewhere inthe plan, the Western Region Applications


Program group will act as the catalyst, the coordinator and


the supporter rather than the implementor of assistance in so
 

far as possible. This will be achieved by:


* 	 WRAP training of university instructors in 
the technology and equipment to fill the gap 
between user needs and courses available at


EROS


* soliciting of presentations to user groups by 
experts for service and equipment suppliers,


both in general course work and specific applications.


* 	 providing the opportunity for hands-on 
training at the Western Region Applications 
Program facility, in the mobile van facility


and hopefully in the Demonstration Center.


When the Demonstration Center is equipped by a variety of


suppliers and their personnel, it should become the greatest
 

single asset to technology transfer available in the Western


Region Applications Program. It will bring together the


elements necessary for on-going use of technology -- users,


suppliers and educators.


Incorporated in the philosophy of User Assistance is the con­

viction that the maximization of working group involvement
 

both at managerial and staff levels and a clear definition of


specific assistance functions are essential to the achievement


of technology transfer. In providing the assistance function


and attempting to insure total user department or agency


involvement, each activity will seek to establish the user's


ability to perform, independent of NASA, all on-going require­

ments, including in-house training.


In-so-far-as capacity permits, User Assistance will accommodate


all potential users.
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2.3.3 	 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES


User Assistance has responsibilities in three main areas:


* Training, 
* Technical assistance, 
* User 	 services, 
each of 	 which will be discussed here.


2.3.3.1 	 TRAINING


As already stated the initial responsibility of User Assistance


is the training of university instructors in the technology.


The goal isto establish expertise and curriculum inat least
 

one university within each of the 14 western states. However,


since the overwhelming responsibility of the Program isto


potential users, university training will be conducted con­

currently with users at the outset. As the universities assume


their teaching roles, the Western Region Applications Program


will correspondingly reduce its activites inthese areas.


K5YSl 
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Every effort will be made to tailor the courses to the user


group inattendance while maximizing total enrollment to achieve


the economies of scale. Items related to the use of a given


technology will be identified and included inthe training


wherever feasible and practical.


During this initial phase of technology transfer, the Western


Region Applications Program plays a major training role. This


role should shift to academia and industry as the transfer


process 	 progresses, leaving the Applications Program free to


assume the responsibilities of another NASA-developed technology.


2.3.3.2 	 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE


Technical assistance will be provided by the User Assistance


group in a variety of areas. This group serves as a pipeline


to and from User Applications Projects and as such must identify


such potential projects and work with User Liaison to assure


a thorough understanding by the user of their implications


and responsibilities. Itwill also serve as a Federal interagency


communications vehicle and provide planning and implementation


assistance, and special seminars and briefings using its


discipline specialists staff.


2.3.3.3 	 USER SERVICES


User Assistance will assist inthe production of documentation
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of Applications Projects and publications addressing the


technology, its technology transfer process and user activites.


Itwill maintain a reference library at the WRAP facility for


the use of personnel and guests. A tour service, incluoing


technology demonstrations, will be available to vistors to


the facility. Such tours will be coordinated to include the


Demonstration Center.


2.3.4 	 DEPENDENCIES


The most obvious determinant of achievement will be the limitations


placed on training capacity/enrollment by budgetary and timing


constraints. But beyond these items which area always present,


the development of, and industry and user contribution to, a


national data bank of application case histories isessential to


an efficient transfer of technology. Such case histories provide


the realism in the User Assistance process.


2.4 USER LIAISON


2.4.1 	 OBJECTIVE


The major focus of the user liaison function is the maximization


of opportunities for public ,agencies, and private enterprises
 

within the 14 western states to evaluate NASA-developed technology.
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The emphasis is on public agencies where identifiable targets


are readily available and procedural mechanisms can be established


on a state-by-state basis as opposed to establishment-by-establish­

ment. Each state will be given the opportunity to test the


technology against its statutory and operational needs.


2.4.2 	 PHILOSOPHY AND STRATEGY


The basic philosophy which drives the Western Region Applications


Program


is that all activities must be user


driven. By implication, the initial and key element of the program
 

must be an effective mechanism for communicating with the entire


potential user community with the region.


In interfacing with the state and local governments, the strategy


for liaison activities will be to utilize the expertise of a person


familiar with the workings of state and local government within


the region being served and to identify a key contact person within


the jurisdiction. This strategy calls for a "top down" approach,
 

e.g., starting with the appropriate elected official (or his or


her immediate staff), moving to agency heads and, as appropriate,


down through the agency structure. It also calls for each level


of management to decide if it is appropriate to proceed further.
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In the 	 "perfect" case, thus decision will be based on:


(1) the credibility of NASA and the Western Region


Applications Program


(2) the thoroughness of the exposure to the technology


provided by the Program, and


(3) the appropriateness of the technology to the real,


or perceived, needs of the jurisdiction.


Experience inthe Pacific Northwest has shown that unless each


managerial level is satisfied on each item, an actual demonstration


project or independent operational test will not, and should not,


be undertaken. Conviction to proceed is paramount to future


operational implementation. It is the primary responsibility


of the liaison staff to see that items (1), (2), and (3)are


achieved in the decision-making process.


2.4.3 	 ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES


The liaison function will be organized around a Regional Liaison


Officer-someone thoroughly knowledgeable in the inner workings


of state and local government, the more cumbersome and rigid
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environment inwhich to function. It will be the responsibility


of these individuals to be "translators" between those whose


mission istraining, assistance, demonstration, and feedback


within the Program, and the users.


Eventually, each of the federal regions encompassing the 14 states


(Regions VII, IX,and X) will have a liaison officer working and


physically residing within the region. This is of primary impor­

tance. An individual with "inside" credentials, stationed within


the sector, will be perceived positively by state and local


officials. Throughout the program, itwill be important for the


liaison to be identified as an ombudsman who can solve potential


user problems and be both translator and buffer between NASA


and the user community.


As the 	 number of states actively involved in the Program increases,


the number of individuals performing this function in it increase.


Initially, the Program will start by dividing the states into


two sectors, the northern and southern, and assigning two


Liaison Officers.


2.4.4 	 DEPENDENCIES


There is a heavy burden upon the liaison officer because of the


tremendous dependencies on the rest of the organization for


accomplishment. For example, itwould be coUnter-productive to
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move a state or agency toward a possible demonstration and


then not be able to honor the commitment, whether implicit


or explicit! If one examines the past history of attempted
 

technology transfer with Landsat, the only states with meaningful
 

commitments to operational use, albeit somewhat tentative, are


those which have had a broad spectrum of potential user agencies


and their personnel involved in a series of demonstrations.


By contrast, the private sector is quite capable of independent


actloh once necessary information and preliminary assistance


is provided.


2 5 USER APPLICATIONS PROJECTS


2 5.1 OBJECTIVE


Once liaison and training have been established, the focal element


of the Western Region Applications Program will become the User


Applications Projects group. The objective of this group is to


work with users in organizing and performing demonstration pro­

jects as devices for assessing the operational value of NASA


techology To state it another way, the objective is to provide


the potential user with the opportunity to prove the value of the


technology in the solution of a real problem in its actual environ­

ment The potential users will be moved closer to the reality of


actual users, closer to a success in technology transfer.
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2.5.2 	 PHILOSOPHY AND STRATEGY


The general philosophy inconducting demonstration projects is


that the user must be "walked" through the solution to one or


more sample problems in a highly supportive environment with


ample and increasing opportunities for totally independent


functioning. It is during this process that understanding of


the technology can be assessed as well as the potential value


of the technology estimated.


In keeping with the basic tenets of the Western Region Applications


Program, specific tasks within each Applications Project will be


offered to private industry on a competitive, fixed price basis.


This will not only encourage private industry involvement, but


itwill increase user-supplier interfaces Based upon previous


experience, sufficient resources must be available to undertake


a minimum of four discipline demonstrations for each state inwhich


pursuit 	of a technology is successfully initiated. Inmost cases,


the existence of a previous success elsewhere in a demonstration


project 	 alone will not obviate the need for direct participation


with a new user


Whenever possible, User Application Projects will attempt to


demonstrate multiple NASA-developed technologies ina single


effort. For example, between November 1977 and May 1978, the
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Mobile Analysis and Telecommunications Experiment will attempt


to demonstrate the feasibility of conducting Landsat image


analysis with a remote interactive video terminal through


both satellite communications and land line telecommunications


systems. Various communications and processing strategies will


be tested. Insights gained in experiments such as this one,


as well as those provided by the participants in the Demonstration


Center will be passed on to subsequent potential users to shorten


the cycle to operational.


2.5.5 	 ACCOMPLISHMENT AND DEPENDENCIES


Each User Applications Project will be documented for future


reference by this and other users, WRAP personnel, NASA Headquarters


and other Regional Applications Programs, and industry. WRAP


personnel will work with the user to document the problem description,


solution techniques attempted or used, their success or failure


and an assessment of the potential value of the technology for this


particular use The value of this documentation to the total program


is of such magnitude that it makes every User Applications Project,


regardless of outcome, a success.


The major dependency of User Applications Projects is the avail­

ablity of participation by a variety of equipment and service


suppliers willing to provide fixed-price services and work on a


task rather than project basis.
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III PHASE II - CO-EXISTENCE


1.0 OVERVIEW


As stated in the executive overview, Phase II of technology


transfer is that intermediate period during which a sufficient


body of experienced users exist to assist inthe process itself,


not through any formalized or institutionalized structure but


as the outgrowth of their normal activities. Involvement of


the Western Region Applications Program will remain always
 

cooperative with these users, but its role shifts from one of


initiation to one of support as awareness moves through successive


stages to operational systems. Support of "user-driven" User


Awareness isessential; users learn best from each other's exper­

iences and results, not from NASA's. (Referencing an earlier


statement only the user can transfer technology.) That belief


leads to a commitment that content, style, and delivery of User


Awareness will center on users talking to users, universities


addressing each other, and industry passing the word.
 

This working principle lends itself to better understanding; a


user, for instance, automatically addresses a potential user's


question, "What does this mean to me?" It also lends itself to


more efficient communication. As more potential users become
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aware, the Western Region Applications Program cannot shoulder
 

the entire responsibility. As an outgrowth of this sharing


of experience, new uses and better techniques will develop,


improved performance requirements will be identified, and the


continuity of the program assured.


As part of the support provided to users during this phase,


User Liaison will assist operational networks in providing


demonstrations to potential users within the state or across


state boundaries. This function will also coordinate resources


in facilitating the transition from demonstration applications
 

to operational environments in those states and agencies where


an implementation decision has been made.


Because there still remains a large base of potential users, the


activities of User Assistance will not substantially change. In


Training, greater use will be made of case histories and user
 

references. These will be made available to academia as quickly


as possible since they should be firmly established in training


by th.s period. In fact, assistance in documentation of completed


demonstrations and users exper'ence becomes a manor activity for


User Assistance.


At this point in time, the Demonstration Center should be fully


equipDed ny Industry and they should be conducting a very productive


I 
interchanqe Witn users indevendent of WRAP activities. Their support


i 
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Their support of WRAP activities will not be eliminated.


As demonstration projects reach their conclusion, the User
 

Applications Projects group will concentrate on assistance


in analysis of results and approaches for transition to


operational. This group will be able to feed valuable infor­

mation into all aspects of the system - NASA development, user


guidance, industry guidance, academic knowledge - as a result


of these analyses.


This is an exciting period. It is the make or break point for


any technology. If experience shows that use cannot be justified


without modification or new direction, pursuit of the "as is"


should be abandoned.


IV. 	 PHASE III - USER DIRECTED
 

1.0 	 OVERVIEW


Assuming a given technology has been accepted and put into


operation, its use will mature to the point of inadequacy or


obsolescence. Before this point is realized, the mechanisms


must be in place, and working, to assure the technology keeps


pace with the users. Exercising these mechanisms is the major


focus of the Western Region Applications Program during this


sS31 
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phase- Clearly, there are few initiatives that will be made


by WRAP during this period that are not in response to user


experience or demands.


While User Awareness will continue to emphasize the value


achieved by users, itwill also highlight how greater value


can be attained. User Liaison and Assistance will find itself


more and more in a feedback mode of operation. At times, the


feedback will be directed at industry rather than NASA when


equipment and/or services are insufficient to support the full


potential of the technology. These requirements will be passed


to industry, as will be done with academia in the case of


educational requirements.


In the case of User Applications Projects, this period offers


three new responsibilities


(1) verification of the inability of current technology


to handle the user requirement cost-effectively


(2) validation of the cost justification for this application


(3) working with the user, documentation and transmittal


of each new requirement to NASA applications development,


and, upon receipt of its disposition from Headquarters,


transmittal back to the user.


-1510 
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Thus, the feedback system will be complete and the technology


will become user-directed.


The 	 phases delineated in this plan will generally be experienced


by each technology. But it should be emphasized here that no


attempt will be made to synchronize technologies by phase. In


other words, the Western Region Applications Program is prepared


to handle multiple technologies in differing phases, as stated


in the Executive Overview.


V. 	 SUMMARY OF WESTERN REGION APPLICATIONS PROGRAM


GENESIS:


NASA enactment charter -

National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958


(72 STAT. 426; 42-U.S.G. 2451 SEQ) as amended.


KEY 	 PHILOSOPHY.


User-driven technology transfer program based on the establish­

ment of interpersonal relationships in developing competency.


UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHIES:


* A backbone of expertise within NASA supplemented by 
contracted services enabling flexibility and cost


effectiveness as multiple technologies are approached.


sSGI 
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* Direct interface between users and supplies 
wherever possible.


PHASES OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER:


(Determinants of approach):


* Initial Phase - Technology 
* Intermediate Phase - Co-existence between technology 
and user experience.


* Final phase - User experience. 
COMPOSITION OF EACH PHASE OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND THE


WESTERN REGION APPLICATIONS PROGRAM •


Awareness


Liaison


Training and Assistance


Applications Projects (Demonstrations)


Applications Systems (Technical Support)


PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITY OBJECTIVES.


See Figure 4.


TARGETS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER WITHIN 14 WESTERN STATES:


P)tential users in:


Federal


Regional, State, and Local


Private


llctOnr 
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITY OBJECTIVES


FUNCTION NASA ACADEMIA INDUSTRY


Awareness X


Liaison X


Training:


Trainers X


Users X X


Equipment x

Applications Projects.


Management X


Coordination X


Technical Support X


Follow-up X


FIGURE 4


Q5_3
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ATTACHMENT A


CHARACTERISTICS OF PROGRAM PLAN


* 	 Organization with ability to handle multiple technologies 
* 	 Mechanisms for external guidance and assessment 
* 	 Flexible, cost-effective approaches providing base for 
future developments 
* 	 Immediate start with Landsat technology 
* 	 Early introduction and encouragement of industry 
participation 
* 	 Industry demonstration center - Independently administered 
* 	 Mobile van facility 
* 	 User technology assessment and reporting system 
* 	 University participation in training 
-44-

ATTACHMENT B


WRAP DEMONSTRATION CENTER


IMPLEMENTATION PLAN


Step 1.


Identify and obtain the support of a non-proft, non-governmental


organization having substantial industry connections and/or interests
 

to administer the participation of industry in a demonstration center


facility provided by the Western Region Applications Program for the


benefit of free exchange and direct interface between potential users


of a technology and the suppliers of equipment and services.


Step 2.


Obtain an agreement on the services to be provided. Those desired


include


a. Announcement of opportunity to potential participants


(announcement letter clearly defining the nature of


the opportunity and a list of known targets will be


supplied by WRAP.)


b. Coordination of participation. There are space and


facilities limitations at WRAP as well as "length of


commitment" limitations within industry which must be


coordinated. In addition there must be an intermix


of equipment and services.
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c. Preparation of a quarterly supplier participation


calendar for WRAP.


d 	 Transmittal of monthly WRAP visitor and user activity


schedules to industry. (These schedules will include


the name and telephone contact within WRAP for each
 

activity, so that follow-up will not be part of the


required service )


e 	 Maintenance of listings (by Company, address, telephone


number and contact) of all approached and contact status:


participation, rejection, no reply, etc.


f 	 Demonstration Center Advisory Review Board election.


Using the guidelines provided by WRAP, conduct an election


among the participants to form this board.


Step 	 3


Negotiate term for which services will be provided


Step 4.


Determine funding required for services provided and mode of


reimbursement


S4(O
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Step 	 5.


Proceed upon implementation of Western Region Applications


Program Plan.


47
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ATTACHMENT C


QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ARRANGEMENTS WITHIN THE WESTERN
 

REGION APPLICATIONS PROGRAM.


Q. 	 Isthe WRAP organization interim or permanent?


A. 	 The organization presented cannot be classified as interim or permanent


because itwill be shaped and reshaped by experience.


Q. 	 What are the types of participation inthe program?


A. NASA, Academia, and Industry offering a spectrum of services from


General Awareness to Hands-on Training and Feedback to Potential and


Current Users from the Federal, Regional, State and Local, and Private


Sectors.


Q. Isthere a separation or integration between development (NASA) and


Use 	 (Users)?


A 	 There is a healthy separation inthat WRAP will not perform the users


job. There is an ideal integration inthat WRAP will provide training


and assistance utilizing those resources which have the on-going mission


within our societal structure - academia and industry. The integration


goes a step further by providing the mechanism for incorporating users'


on-going requirements into future development determinations.


SZ ?­
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Q. How will the effort be financed and controlled?


A. The broad efforts of technology transfer will be financed by NASA.


These specific tasks contracted to Industry or Academia will be


controlled by NASA. All other areas, even those where NASA provides


specific encouragement of direct user-supplier interface, will be


free of control.


Q. How will the process be managed?


A At the national level of management, NASA Headquarters will hold


periodic reviews At the WRAP level, the Program and Functional


Directors and Officers will manage the process with the benefit


of guidance and review by the WRAP Technology Transfer Advisory


Council.


Q. Will all sectors have access to the organization as well as the


technology?


A. Yes, but the primary emphasis will be on State and local governmental


entities which have less flexibility and fewer perogatives inobtaining


the services offered by the organization.
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NASA's Western Regional Applications Program: 
What Does It Mean to You? 
The data crunch is here. 
And you know how it feels Today, you need more information than ever before about your 
state's natural resources from impact statements to monitoring data The question in, how 
do you get it? 
Landsat may be part of the answer. 
WRAP isset up to work with you .to find out whether Landsat data can help you make better 
decisions about natural resource management for your state And if it can, we'll help you 
incorporate Landsat into your data collection operation 
We don't pretend that Landsat is the sole solution to all your problems Or that it's automati­
cally more economical, faster, and better data than you're getting now But it is atool that may 
help you in your decision-making 
Landsat deserves a test. And that's just what it gets. 
We call them demonstration projects . small-scale, clearly-defined programs to test whether 
Landsat works for you We'll work with you to set up a training and demonstration project 
defined by what you need to know 
You're the leader ...but it takes two to tango. 
You're the user When we call our program "user-driven," that means you tell us what you 
need In data, in training, in assistance We tell you how, when, and where we can provide 
those. Together we'll determine who will contribute what people, money, and information 
Then we carry on a training and demonstration project At the end of that, we share the 
evaluation and if it shows that Landsat data makes sense for your state agency needs, we'll 
help you merge remote sensing into your operating system 
WRAP's not in this for you. We're in it with you. 
Sure, there are lots of hurdles to overcome in a program like this Atter all, nobody's really 
launched a user-driven technology transter project on a large scale before The point is, that if 
we work together, we can work it out We think it's worth trying We hope you do, too 
Give WRAP a buzz ... for more information about:


User assistance and training: 
Liaison, meetings, news of users in 
northern states: 
Technical assistance in applications: 
Publicity, conferences, literature, films: 
The Western Regional Applications 
Project in general: 
Dr. Robin Welch 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Mail Stop 240-4

Moffett Field, CA 94035

415/965-5232 
Mr. Mike McCormick 
Washington State Office 
of Community Development

Room 400, Capitol Center Bldg.

Olympia, WA 98504

206/753-2203

Dr. Dale Lumb

NASA Ames Research Center

Mail Stop 242-2

Moffett Field, CA 94035

415/965-5900

Phoebe Williams

NASA Ames Research Center

Mail Stop 240-4

Moffett Field, CA 94035

415/965-5232

Mr. Ben Padrick

NASA Ames Research Center

Mail Stop 240-4

Moffett Field, CA 94035

415/965-5285

(THE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
Graves Bldg , (No 25) Graves Annex Bldg (No 30) 
ARCATA, CALIFORNIA 95521 TEL (707) 826-3731 (2,3) 
TOM PARSONS 
Director 
American Indian Communities 
TV Project
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IN COOPERATION WITH CALIFORNIA'S NORTHWEST COUNTIES 
Highlights


CONFERENCE OF REMOTE SENSING EDUCATORS (CORSE-78)
 

June 26-30, 1978


Sponsored by


NASA Ames Research Center


and


Western Regional Applications Program (WRAP)


Conference Chairman: Robin I. Welch


Host: Dean E. I. Rich,


Department of Earth Sciences


Stanford University


Collaborators in Sponsorship:


U.S. Geological Survey - EROS Program


Association of American Geographers


American Society of Photogrammetry


The Conference was dedicated to improving the teaching of remote sensing tech­

nology and related subjects for earth resources management and environmental


monitoring in colleges and universities.


The Objectives of the Conference were. (1)To enhance and encourage the teach­

ing of remote sensing, both in formal courses and in workshops or short-courses,


(2)To promote interaction of faculties and exchange of ideas so as to increase


the effectiveness of remote sensing training and education; (3)To consider cur­

riculum requirements and faculty qualifications; and (4)To facilitate cooperation


between Government, industry users and academic institutions in meeting the


aforementioned objectives.


To encourage and stimulate participation, especially by college and university


professors with minimum experience in remote sensing technology, CORSE was


operated on a budget of $60,000 under a policy of providing transportation and


honoraria to all speakers and workshop panel memebers and providing room and


board on campus for all faculty representatives within the WRAP region


Registered conferees came from the following groups:


University & State Colleges, WRAP Region 83


Outside of Region 5


Community Colleges 8


Commercial and Professional 9


State & Federal (Non-NASA) 6


NASA/ARC 28


Foreign 1


Other Non-University 2


TOTAL 142


Of the people initially indicating intent to participate, only 35 did not show.
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Seven exhibitors had displays at the Conference. In addition to Ames Research


Center, the EROS Data Center and the U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, other


exhibitors included- Bausch & Lomb, Inc., Interpretation Systems, Inc., LARS-

Purdue University, Pilot Rock, Inc., and Spatial Data Systems, Inc


Accomplishments. In the opinion of the WRAP staff and three independent sum­

marizers who participated in the Conference, contributions to each objective


were substantial, and some unanticipated benefits were realized. It was gen­

erally conceded that an effective mechanism for improved communication among


the academic groups and between them and NASA was realized through the Conference.


Interest in a follow-on is high. The Conference was particularly effective in


bringing many interested academicians more up-to-speed in remote sensing or in


giving them a better appreciation of education-training needs and opportunities


The Conference achieved an acceptable compromise in serving the interests of


both the interested neophytes, represented in some cases by the participants


from community colleges as well as those from institutions engaged in inter­

mediate levels of involvement. The old heads and advanced universities probably


benefited greatly by dialogue with beginners and intermediates and a realization


of what they could do to bring these latter groups into the team with maximum


effectiveness.


One spontaneous resolution, signed by 14 faculty members, was turned over to the


Conference Chairman. It includes some excellent suggestions for NASA's


consideration.


Participants were enthusiastic and impressed by an opportunity to tour the NASA


Ames facility. This seemed to significantly boost ,enthusiasm.


With Bob Barlow and Nick Short representing the other RAP regions, an effective


conference of training staff officers was held. The three regional training


programs and plans were reviewed, initial coordination effected and plans for


continuing dialogue laid.


Perhaps the most beneficial element to come out of the Conference will be the


Proceedings and especially the dialogue from the numerous Workshop Sessions which


included (1) Deliberations by sub-regional groups within the WRAP area,


(2) Deliberations on data acquisition and reduction and multimedia techniques in


training and teaching, (3) Disciplinary academic workshops in forestry, range and


environment, geology/geophysics, agriculture, soils and hydrology; geography,


urban planning and land-use; and in oceanography and water resources.


It is particularly significant to recognize that CORSE-73 generated a strongly­

enhanced level of both enthusiasm and momentum for progress. It is vitally


important that NASA be responsive to this new situation with positive follow-on
 

program elements. These must respond effectively to the training and education


needs of academia in the technology transfer process. Given such support, CORSE-78


will clearly be a turning point in achievement, not just anotner conference with


proceedings to gather dust in the archives.


It was often repeated by conferees that substantial progress in education could be


realized by merely giving already involved instructors better working materials.


A significant training program for newly involved instructors was also a generally


recognized need. Response to both these needs will enable NASA to greatly multiply


its trdining staff and realize a critical mass in training-education manpower.
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The University Advisory Comnilttee, organized under contract to the University of
California at Santa Barbara, met in evenings during the Conference. The repre­
sentation base was expanded and substantial gains were realized toward committee
tasks and the goal of organizing a Remote Sensing Science Council among universities


in the WRAP area.


CORSE-78


ATTENDEES


NAME/COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR AFFILIATION 
 
Aamodt, Melvin H. 
 
California State College, Stanislaus


Arunkumar, Prof. 
 
University of California, Los Angeles


Ashley, Joseph M. 
 
Montana State University


Atkinson, Natalie 0. 
 
Oceanic Society, San Carlos, CA


Atwater, Sue 
 
University of California, Santa Barbara


Avera, Harmon Q. 
 
Bausch & Lomb, Fullerton, CA


Barlow, Robert 
 
NASA/Earth Resources Lab


Bauer, Ethel 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Bell, Earl J. 
 
University of Washington


Benson, Gilbert T. 
 
Portland State University


Berg, Richard 
 
,Huxley College


Best, Thomas D. 
 
California State University, Los Angeles


CAMPUS NON-CAMPUS 
RESIDENT RESIDENT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2
 'LURSE-18 AlIENULLS 
 
NAME/COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR AFFILIATION 
 
Bowden, Leonard 
 
University of California, Riverside


Brennan, George 
 
ISI, Lawrence, Kansas


Briggs, Ben 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Brimmer, Roger 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Butler, Camille 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Chang, Sen-dou 
 
University of Hawaii


Chow, Willard (Tim) 
 
University of Hawaii


Colcord, J. E. 
 
University of Washingd'n
 

Colwell, Robert N. 
 
University of California, Berkeley


Conrey, Bert L. 
 
California State University, Long Beach


Cornwell, Ms. Sally Bay 
 
Office of Planning & Research, Sacramento, CA


Cubila, Bill 
 
Olympic National Parks Headquarters


Dando, William A. 
 
University of North Dakota


CAMPUS NON-CAMPUS

RESIDENT 
_RESIDENT

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X 
X

NAME/COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR AFFILIATION 
CAMPUS 
RESIDENT 
NON-CAMPUS 
RESIDENT 
Daniel, William R. 
-Humboldt State University 
X 
Danielson, Ronald L. 
University of Santa Clara 
X 
Davis, Shirley 
Purdue University 
X 
Deerwester, Jerry 
NASA Ames Research Center 
X 
Dickert, Thomas B. 
University of California, Berkeley 
X 
Donahoe, Michael 
NASA Ames Research Center 
X 
Enders, Sharon 
USGS, Menlo Park 
X 
Estes, Dr. Jack 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
X 
Ezra, C Elaine 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
X 
Finch, Dr. William 
San Diego State University 
X 
Floyd, Donald R. 
California Polytechnic Univ., San Luis Obispo 
X 
Fox, Lawrence III 
Humboldt State University 
X 
Frazier, Bruce E 
Washington State University 
X 
CORSE-78 ATTENDELS 
 
NAME/COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR AFFILIATION 
 
Gerlach, Frederick 
 
University of Montana


Gibbs, Bradford P. 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Glass, Charles E. 
 
University of Arizona


Gram, Dr. Ralph 
 
Independent Consultant


Grundborg, Robert B. 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Hajic, Earl J. 
 
University of California, Santa Barbara


Hall, David B. 
 
Pilot Rock, Arcata, CA


Hall, Julie I. 
 
Pilot Rock, Arcata, CA


Hobbs, Gloria 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Hoffer, Roger M. 
 
Purdue University


Holloway, Pam 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Hoos, Dr. Ida 
 
University of California, Berkeley


Hull, Garth A. 
 
NASA Ames Research Center
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NAME/COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR AFFILIATION 
 
Ives, Jack D. 
 
University of Colorado


Jaworowski, Cheryl 
 
University of California, Berkeley
 

Jeyapalan, Dr. K. 
 
California State University, Fresno


Khorram, Siamak 
 
University of California, Berkeley


Kiefer, Ralph W. 
 
University of Wisconsin


Knothe, Kenneth 
 
Treasure Valley Community College


Kolm, Kenneth E. 
 
South Dakota School of Mines


Kraus, Steve 
 
University of California, Santa Barbara


Krebs, Paula V 
 
University of Alaska


Lahey, Dr. James 
 
Oregon State University


Lauer, Donald T 
 
EROS Data Center


Lee, CHung-Myun 
 
University of Utah


Leeper, Joseph S. 
 
Humboldt State University
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NASA Ames Research Center
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University of Nevada


Logan, Thomas L. 
 
University of California, Santa Barbara


Lumb, Dale 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Mairs, John 
 
Oregon State University


Mamerow, Frederick 
 
F. Mamerow Associates & Planners, Oakland, CA


Maxwell, Eugene L. 
 
Colorado State University


McCormick, Mike 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


McDonald, John W. 
 
University of Southern California


Mertz, Frederick C. 
 
University of California, Santa Barbara


Metz, Charlene A. 
 
Oregon State University


Miller, Crane 
 
California State Polytechnic Univ., Pomona
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NAME/COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR AFFILIATION 
 
Miller, Diana S. 
 
Los Altos


Miller, John M. 
 
University of Alaska


Moffitt, Francis H. 
 
American Association of Photogrammetry, Berkeley


Mohr, Greg 
 
University of California, Santa Barbara


Mooneyhan, D.Wayne 
 
Earth Resources Lab


Moore, Donald G. 
 
South Dakota State University


Muhlenberg, Nicholas 
 
NASA Ames Research Center


Murray, RJay 
 
Oregon State University


Myers, Victor I. 
 
South Dakota State University


Neal, Victor T. 
 
Oregon State University


Nelson, Charles 
 
California State University, Chico


Newcomb, Robert M. 
 
California State University, Northridge


Niederhof, Richard C. 
 
Central Oregon State College
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NASA Ames Research Center 

Norman, Sue 

NASA Ames Research Center 

Ostresh, Lawrence M., Jr. 

University of Wyoming 

Padrick, Ben 

NASA Ames Research Center 

Paine, David P. 

Oregon State University 

Pinneo, Jean 

Student 

Plesmid, Kamila 

Humboldt State University 

Pless, Rita 

NASA Ames Research Center 

Popp, Vern 

Sierra College 

Poulton, Charles E. 

NASA Ames Research Center 

Ridd, Dr. Merrill K. 

University of Utah 

Rogers, Dr. Charles 
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NAME/COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR AFFILIATION 
 
Rudd, Robert D. 
 
University of Denver


Russell, J. Johnson 
 
Mission College, Santa Clara, CA


Sabins, Floyd F. 
 
University of California, Los Angeles


Schlosser, M. S. 
 
Spatial Data Systems, Goleta, CA


Schowengerdt, Robert 
 
University of Arizona


Schrumpf, Barry 
 
Oregon State University


Schultz, Robert J. 
 
Oregon State University


Seevers, Dr. Paul 
 
University of Nebraska


Sharp, James M. 
 
University of California, Berkeley


Shinde, Dr. Narayan 
 
India


Shinn, Duane 
 
University of Washington


Short, Nicholas 
 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center


Slater, Dr. Philip N. 
 
University of Arizona
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California Polytechnic Univ., San Luis Obispo 
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NASA Ames Research Center 
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Tabor, Janet 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
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Taube, Donald W. 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
X 
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University of California, Berkeley 
X 
Turner, Brian 
Penn State University 
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USGS, Menlo Park 
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Weinstein, Richard 
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NASA Ames Research Center
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Westerlund, Frank V. 
 
University of Washington


Westin, Frederick 
 
South Dakota State University
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University of Vermont
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Wrigley, Robert C. 
 
NASA Ames Research Center
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CONFERENCE OF REMOTL SENSING EDUCATORS


CORSE-78


Formal Papers and Working Sessions


June 26-30, 1978


Kresge Auditorium


Stanford University


Palo Alto, California


Sponsored by


National Aeronautics arid Space Administration


Ames Research Center


Moffett Field, California


Western Regional Applications Program (WRAP)


Conference Chairman Robin I Welch


Hosted by


Dean E. I. Rich, Department of Earth Sciences


Stanford University


In collaboration with


U.S 	 Geological Survey - EROS Program


Association of American Geographers


American Society of Photogrammetry


Dedicated to improving the teaching of remote sensing tech­

nology and related subjects for earth resource management


and environmental monitoring at colleges and universities.


Emphasis will be on teaching techniques, materials, graphics,


field exercises, curricula, faculty qualifications, and


support facilities, equipment and services.


On­
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER 
Conference of Remote Sensing Educators 
(CORSE-78) 
June 26-30, 1978 
Stanford University 
Da Time Subject 
June 26 
Kresge 
Auditorium 
9:00 ­ 9:35 a.m. 
9-35 ­ 10.00 a.m. 
Introduction/Welcome--Dr. C. A. Syvertson, Director, 
Ames Research Center, Professor Francis H. Moffitt, 
First Vice President, American Society of Photo­
grammetry; Mr. Donald T. Lauer, Chief, Applications 
Branch, EROS Data Center, USGS, Dr. John Estes, 
American Association of Geographers 
Problem Statement--Dr. Robin I. Welch, Western Regional 
Applications Program, NASA Ames Research Center 
10:00 ­ 10:15 a m. Coffee Break 
10.15 ­ 11:30 a.m. Key Note--History and Future of Remote Sensing Tech­
nology and Education;,Dr. Robert N. Colwell, 
University of California, Berkeley 
Wilbur Hall 12:00 ­ 1230 p.m. Lunch 
Kresge 
Auditorium 
1.00 ­ 2 00 p.m Attributes of a Well-trained Remote Sensing Technologist, 
Dr. John Estes, University of California, Santa 
Barbara 
2:00 ­ 2.15 p.m. Coffee Break 
2 15 - 3 15 p.m. A Multidisciplinary Approach to Remote Sensing Education, 
Dr. Philip N. Slater, University of Arizona 
3 15 - 4.00 p.m. Remote Sensing Research Activities Related to Academic 
Institutions; Dr. Victor I.Myers, South Dakota State 
University 
June 27 
Kresge 
Auditorium 
8-45 - 9.30 a.m. 
9 30 ­ 10.00 a.m. 
NASA Regional Applications and University Affairs 
Programs; Mr. Floyd I. Roberson, NASA Headquarters 
NASA Western Regional Applications Program, Dr Dale 
Lumb, NASA Ames Research Center 
10.00 - 10 15 a.m. Coffee Break 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 CORSE-78 (Continued) 
 
Day Time 
 
June 27 
(cont'd) 
( 
-
10:15 
-­
- 10:45 a.m) 
Auditorium 10:45 - 11.00 a.m. 
11:00 ­ 11:15 a.m. 
 
11:15 ­ 11:50 a.m. 
 
Wilbur Hall 12:00 ­ 12:30 p.m. 
 
Kresge 1:00 - 1:45 p.m. 
 
Auditorium 
 
1:45 - 2:30 p.m. 
 
2:30 - 2:45 p.m. 
 
2:45 - 3:45 p.m. 
 
3:45 - 4:15 p.m. 
 
Subject


NASA Western Regional Applications Program Training


Activity; Dr. C. E. Poulton, Western Regional


Applications Program, NASA Ames Research Center


NASA Central Regional Applications Program; Mr. Bob


Barlow, Earth Resources Laboratory, Slidell, LA


NASA Eastern Regional Applications Program Training


Activity; Dr. Nicholas Short, Goddard Space Flight


Center


Opportunities and Problems in Introducing or Expanding


the Teaching of Remote Sensing in Universities;


Dr. Eugene Maxwell, Colorado State University


Lunch


Developing Curricula for Remote Sensing Educators;


Dr. John Russell, West Valley Community College,


Mission Campus


The Use of Multimedia and Teaching Machines for Remote


Sensing Education; Dr. Joseph Ulliman, University


of Idaho


Coffee BreaK


Textbooks and Technical References for Remote Sensing


Education; Dr. Stanley Morain, University of New


Mexico; Dr. Robert N. Colwell, University of


California, Berkeley; Dr. John Estes, University of


California, Santa Barbara; Dr. Leonard Bowden,


University of California, Riverside; Dr. Robert Rudd,


University of Denver


Short Courses and Special Support Activities at the


EROS Data Center; Mr. Donald Lauer, Sioux Falls, SD


June 28 8:30 - 12.00 p.m. 
 
(morning) (Concurrent sessions)


Kresge Auditorium 
 
3.Henry Meyer Memorial Library,

Forum Room 
 
Workshop--Regional Academic Groups


1. Southern California, Arizona: Dr. Leonard Bowden,


University of California, Riverside, Dr. David Mouat,


University of Arizona; Dr. John'Estes, University


of California, Santa Barbara; Dr. Donald Post,


University of Arizona; Dr. William Finch, Jr.,


San Diego State University


2. Northern California, Hawaii: Dr. Larry Fox,
Humboldt State University; Dr. Robert N. Colwell,


University of California, Berkeley; Dr. Everett


Wingert, University of Hawaii; Dr. Sen-dou Chang,

University of Hawaii


Day Time 	 Subject


June 28 8:30 - 12.00 p.m. Workshop--Regional Academic Groups


(morning) (Concurrent sessions)


Tresidder Memorial Union, 3. 	 Central States--Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming:


Room 270 	 Dr. Jack Ives, University of Colorado; Dr. James


Smith, Colorado State University; Dr. Lawrence M.


Ostresh, University of Wyoming, Dr. Merrill Ridd,


University of Utah; Maj. Charles Smith, Air Force


Academy


Tresidder Memorial Union, 4. 	 Northwestern States--Alaska, Washington, Oregon,


Room 271 	 Idaho: Dr. R. Duane Shinn, University of Washington,


Mr. John Miller, University of Alaska; Dr. Barry


Schrumpf, Oregon State University; Dr. Joseph


Ulliman, University of Idaho; Dr. Bruce Frazier,


Washington State University


Tresidder Memorial Union, 5. Northeastern States--Montana, North and South Dakota-

Room 132 Dr. Frederick Gerlach, University of Montana;
 

Dr. W. A. Dando, University of North Dakota;


Dr Victor Myers, South Dakota State University,


Dr. Joseph Ashley, Montana State University


Wilbur Hall 12 00 - 12:30 p.m. Lunch


June 28 1:00 - 5:00 p m. Workshop--Data Acquisition and Reduction and Multimedia


(afternoon) Groups


& 	 (Concurrent sessions repeated at 4-hour intervals)


June 29 8:30 - 5:00 p.m.


(all day)


Kresge Auditorium 1. 	 Data Acquisition: Dr. John Estes, University of


California, Santa Barbara; Mr. John Miller, University
 

of Alaska; Dr. P. N. Slater, University of Arizona,
 

Dr. John Taylor, Montana State University


Tresidder Memorial Union, 2 Data Reduction by Computer Processing Dr Dale 
Room 270 - Lumb, Western Regional Applications Program, NASA-Ames 
Nr D Wayne ivooneyhan, Earth Resources Lab, 
Dr Nevin Bryant, Jet Propulsion Lab; Dr. R. A. 
Schowengerdt, University of Arizona 
J Henry Meyer Memorial 3 	 Data Reduction by Visual Means--Photo Interpretation-
Library, Forum Rojom 	 Dr. Robert N. Colwell, University of California,


Berkeley, Dr. Barry Schrumpf, Oregon State University,


Dr. C E. Poulton, Western Regional Applications


Program, NASA Ames Research Center
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Day Tlime 	 Subject


June 28 1:00 - 5.00 p.m. Workshop--Data Acquisition and Reduction and Multimedia


(afternoon) Groups


& 	 (Concurrent sessions repeated at 4-hour intervals)


June 29 8 30 - 5:00 p.m.


(all day)


Tresidder Memorial Union, 4. 	 Multimedia Educational Aids and Use of Machine-

Room 271 	 Aided Teaching Methods: Dr. Joseph Ulliman,
 

University of Idaho; Professor Ronald Danielson,


University of Santa Clara


June 28 6:00 - 7:00 p.m. Cocktails preceding Conference Banquet


Faculty 7:00 p.m. Conference Banquet: Banquet Speaker--Dr. Ida Hoos,


Club University of California, Berkeley, CA: "IsRemote


Sensing Far Out?"


June 30 8.30 - 2:00 p.m. Workshop--Discipline Academic Groups


(Concurrent


sessions)


Kresge Auditorium 1. Forestry, Range, Environment and Ecology: Dr. C. E.
 

Poulton, Western Regional Applications Program, NASA


Ames Research Center; Dr. Barry Schrumpf, Oregon


State University; Dr. Frederick Gerlach, University


of Montana, Dr. Paula Krebs, University of Alaska


Tresidder Memorial Union, 2. 	 Geology/Geophysics: Dr. Floyd Sabins, University


Room 271 	 of California, Los Angeles; Mr. John Miller,


University of Alaska; Dr. C. E. Glass, University


of Arizona; Dr. Joseph Lintz, Jr., University of


Nevada


J. HenryMeer Memorial Library, 3 	 Agriculture, Soils and Hydrology: Dr. Don Moore,


Forum Room 	 South Dakota Statp University; Dr. Robert N. Colwell,


University of California, Berkeley; Dr. Fred Westin,


South Dakota State University, Dr. D. F. Post,


University of Arizona


Tresidder ;,eorial Union, 4. Geography, Urban Planning, Land Use: Dr. Merrill


R--oomf Ridd, University of Utah; Dr. Nevin Bryant, Jet
-270 
 
Propulsion Lab; Dr. David A. Mouat, University of


Arizona, Dr. Sen-dou Chang, University of Hawaii;


Dr. Willard (Tim) Chow, University of Hawaii


Encina Conmons, Room 423, 5. 	 Oceanography, Water Resources: Dr. Victor T. Neal,


Fourth Floor, West Win 	 Oregon State University; Dr. John Estes, University


of California,Santa Barbara; Mr. Kenji Nishioka,


NASA Ames Research Center, Mr. Robert Wrigley,


NASA Ames Research Center


CORSE-78 5 
Day Time . Subject 
June 30 
(cont'd) 
Wilbur 12 00 - 12:30 p.m. Lunch 
Hall 
Kr 2:00 p.m. CORSE Summary and Adjourn 
Audi tori um 
----------------------------- ---'- -- -----------­
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Barlow, Mr. Robert, Code GA Frazier Dr. Bruce E.


Earth Resources Laboratory Dept. of Agronomy & Soils


1010 Gause Boulevard Washington State University


Slidell, LA 70458 Pullman, WA 99164


Bowden, Dr. Leonard W. Gerlach, Dr. Frederick L.


Department of Earth Sciences School of Forestry


University of California University of Montana


Riverside, CA 92521 Missoula, MT 59812


Bryant, Dr Nevin Glass, Dr. Charles E.


Jet Propulsion Laboratory Mines & Metallurgy 239


California Institute of Technology University of Arizona


4800 Oak Grove Drive Tucson, AZ 85721


Pasadena, CA 91103


Holmstrom, Dr. John


Chang, Dr. Sen-dou Pacific Urban Studies and


Department of Geography Planning Program


University of Hawaii University of Hawaii


Honolulu, HI 96822 Honolulu, HI 96822


Colwell, Dr. Robert N. Ives, Mr. Jack


Room 129, Mulford Hall University of Colorado


University of California Denver, CO 80210


Berkeley, CA 94720


Krebs, Dr. Paula


Dando, Dr William A. Geophysical Institute


C ,ii',,n,Dept. of Geography University of Alaska
 

L',,ve .ty of North Dakota Fairbanks, AK 99701


lr'stittfte for Remote Sensing


'iaversity Station, Box 8086 Lauer, Mr. Donald


Grand Forks, NP 98202 Chief, Applications Branch


EROS Data Center


Danielson. Or' r<onald L. Sioux Falls, SD 57198


nepartmeat of Electrical


Enginecfr ig & Computer Science Lintz, Dr. Joseph, Jr.


Univers.L" of Santa Clara Geology-Geography Department


carnta CC 'a,CA 95053 University of Nevada, Reno 
Reno, NV 89557


Estes,, hr Jack


Cepartie,' of Geography Lumb, Dr. Dale R., Chief


Univers't of California Technology Applications Branch


Santa D -mra, CA 93106 NASA Ames Research Center


Mail Stop 242-4


Finch, Di William A., Jr. Moffett Field, CA 94035 
tpartmn. of Geography 
: n Die, State University Maxwell, Dr. Eugene 
S n Dieu, CA 92182 Earth Resources Department 
Colorado State University


Fort Collins, CO 80521
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Miller, Mr. John M Poulton, Dr Charles E 
Geophysical Institute Training Officet , WRAP Program 
University of Alaska NASA Ames Research Center 
Fairbanks, AK 99701 Mail Stop 240-7 
Moffett Field, CA 94035


Moffitt, Dr. Francis H.


Room 106C, McLaughlin Hall Ridd, Dr Merrill


University of California Department of Geography


Berkeley, CA 94720 University of Utah


Salt Lake City, UT 84112


Moore, Dr Donald G.


Head, Training Roberson, Mr. Floyd, Code EI-7


Remote Sensing Institute Director, Technology Transfer Division


South Dakota State University National Aeronautics & Space


University Station Administration


Brookings, SD 57007 Washington, DC 20546


Morain, Dr. Stanley A., Director Rudd, Dr. Robert D


Technology Application Center Department of Geography


University of New Mexico University of Denver


Albuquerque, NM 87131 Denver, CO 80208


Mouat, Dr. David A. Russell, Dr. J. Johnson


Applied Remote Sensing Program West Valley Community College


Office of Arid Lands Studies Mission Campus


845 N. Park 3585 Monroe Street


University of Arizona Santa Clara, CA 95051


Tucson, AZ 85719


Sabins, Dr. Floyd F.


Myers, Dr. Victor I., Director Chevron Oil Field Research Co.


Remote Sensing Institute P. 0. Box 446


South Dakota State University La Habra, CA 90631


Brookings, South Dakota 57007


Schowengerdt, Dr Robert


Neal, Dr. Victor T. Applied Remote Sensing Program


School of Oceanography Office of Arid Lands Studies


Oregon State University University of Arizona


Corvallis, OR 97331 Tucson, AZ 85719


Nishioka, Mr Kenji Schrumpf, Dr. Barry 3


Technology Applications Branch Environmental Remote Sensing
 

NASA Ames Research Center Applications Laboratory


Mail Stop 242-4 Oregon State University


Moffett Field, CA 94035 Corvallis, OR 97331


Ostresh, Dr Lawrence M., Jr. Shinn, Dr. R. Duane


Department of Geography Department of Urban Planning, JO-40


Arts & Sciences Building University of Washington


The University of Wyoming Seattle, WA 98195


Box 3371


Laramie, WY 82071 Short, Dr Nicholas, Code 902


Goddard Space Flight Center


Post, Dr. Donald F. National Aeronuatics & Space Admin.


Agricultural Sciences 517 Greenbelt, HD 20771


University of Arizona


Tucson, AZ 85721


Slater, Dr Philip N Wrigley, Mr Robert C 
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Rciote Sensing NASA Ames Research Centei 
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University of Arizona 
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',mith, Major Charles L , USAF 
Chairman of Geography 
Department of Economics, Geo­
graphy and Management 
Department of the Air Force 
USAF Academy, CO 80840 
Smith, Dr James 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, CO 80521 
Syvertson, Mr. Clarence A. 
Director 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Mail Stop 200-2 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
Taylor, Dr. John E.


Department of Animal & Range Sciences 
MSU College of Agriculture 
Montana State University 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
Ulliman, Dr Joseph 3
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dud Range Sciences 
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Winert, Dr Everett 
Department of Geography 
University of Hawaii 
Honolulu, HI 96822 
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General Instructions for


CORSE-78


Stanford University


Registration - Crothers Hall, Sunday, June 25, 4 - 8 p m


Kresge Auditorium, Monday, June 26, 8 a.m - 3 p.m.


Papers and Workshops - Locations and times as noted in Agenda


Message Telephone Number - (415) 497-3297 
Parking on Campus at selected locations for cars with temporary passes


issued at registration. Crothers Hall parking lot is recommended.


Evening Sessions are available to view slide/cassette programs for


teaching remote sensing and related subjects. Meeting rooms in


Tresidder Memorial Union will be used. The Purdue set of slides and


cassettes as well as others will be available.


Exhibits/Trade Show is located in Rooms 281-282, Tresidder Memorial


Union, and will be open from 8 a.m to 5 p.m , Monday, June 26 through


Thursday, June 29. Class notes, exercises and other classroom materials


submitted by participants will be on display along with trade exhibits


510
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Instructions for Meal Service


CORSE-78


Stanford University


Participants with Wilbur Hall Meal Tickets


Meals must be taken during the following periods.


Breakfast 7:00 - 8:00 a.m. 
Lunch 12:00 - 12:30 p.m. 
Dinner 5:30 - 6:30 p.m. 
Conference meal service at Wilbur Hall is from Monday, June 26, breakfast,


through Friday, June 30, lunch, except Wednesday, June 28 dinner, which


will not be available because of the Conference banquet at the Stanford


Faculty Club.


Meal tickets will be issued at time of registration for faculty members


from the 14 Western States who are staying in campus residence halls--

Crothers and Stern. No individual meals will be provided...we have


arranged for meals only as a package with residence for the full week.


Participants without Meal Tickets:


Meals may be taken at your own expense at Campus facilities such as in


Tresidder Memorial Union and In Encina Commons Coffee Shop. Both facili­

ties are shown on the campus map. Encina Commons is adjacent to the


north of Crothers Hall. Tresidder Memorial Union parking lot is on


Mayfield Avenue, southwest of Crothers Hall and west of Kresge Auditorium.


Encina Conmons Coffee Shop isopen from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., serving lunch


only and coffee/pastries during the day. The main cafeteria in Tresidder


Memorial Union is open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., closed Sunday.
 

Cocktail Party and Banquet - Wednesday, June 28 at Stanford Faculty Club,


located on Lagunita Drive off Mayfield Avenue, west of Tresidder Memorial


Union.


No-Host Cocktail Party - 6:00 - 7:00 p.m.


Drink tickets available at the Facblty Club


Drinks: $1.25 Wine: 75t


No-Host Banquet - 7:00 p.m. 
By reservation - payable at registration no 
later than Monday, June 26 
1591


Multimedia Workshop


Joseph J. Ulliman


University of Idaho


Introduction


Multimedia workshop sessions were held Wednesday from 1-4 pm and Thursday


from 8.30-11:30 am. On the panel were Dr. Ronald L. Danielson, Assistant


Professor, Dept. of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University


of Santa Clara, Shirley M. Davis, Education and Training Specialist, LARS,


Purdue University, and Dr. Joseph J. Ulliman, Associate Professor, College of


Forestry, Wildlife and Range Sciences, University of Idaho, Chairman of the


Workshop. Those attending the workshop who could be identified at one time
 

or another are listed in Appendix A.


Objectives


The 	 objectives of the workshop were:


a. 	 To discuss the status and determine the availability of media in


remote sensing.


b. 	 To bring out the advantages and limitations of various multimedia


and machine aided approaches to teaching.


c. 	 To discuss problem areas.


d. 	 To determine needs.


e. 	 To discuss costs.
 

f. 	 To make recommendations to NASA.


Being an informal workshop, it was realized that not all of these objectives


would be completely met. It was understood also that many of the objectives were


pursued in the paper presented Tuesday on Multimedia and Teaching Machines in


Remote Sensing which is included elsewhere in these proceedings.


Sig


Media Demonstration


In addition to the workshop, certain media materials and devices were
 

demonstrated on Monday and Tuesday evenings and explained in some detail


during the workshop sessions. Shirley Davis and David Paine (Oregon State


University) demonstrated their slide-tape programs to a number of interested


people on those first two evenings of the conference.


Media Questionnaire


A media questionnaire was distributed during the conference to get some


idea of the use of different types of media and what media might be generally


available to the remote sensing community. There were 31 responses to the


questionnaire, the results of which are included in Appendix B.


References


Other useful reference material which came to light during the course


of the conference is listed in Appendix C.


Workshop Presentations


The workshops began with the chairman noting the objectives and emphasizing


some of the points from the multimedia paper presented Tuesday, especially


problemareas, disappointments and goals of particular media and some needs for


the future. Ron Danielson followed with a presentation on "Computer Appli­

cations in Remote Sensing Education" which is included as a separate paper in


these proceedings. Shirley Davis then discussed the media aids used in


training programs at LARS, how they are developed, and gave some advice for


individuals who wish to develop their own programs. Her presentation is also


included as a separate paper elsewhere.


Workshop Discussion


The following discussion from the workshop is transcribed partially from


written notes taken at the workshops and from recorded cassette tapes. All
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pertinent comments are recorded, although not verbatim, except those that


are not understandable on the tape. Names are associated with comments


where the person was recognized.


Key words from the objectives are associated with a comment where approp­

riate.


Wednesday, June 28


Comment: (PROBLEM) Remote sensers are so wrapped up in remote sensing they


don't have the time to develop computer expertise or capability.


R. Danielson: (PROBLEM) Computer programs or instructional material are not
 

publishable material and therefore it is not cost effective in the use


of instructor's time to develop them.
 

S. Davis: (QUESTION) If CAI and CMI material existed, would you use it9


(Some answered they would.)


J. Ulliman: (STATUS) Doing exams with the computer is one possibility.


R. Danielson: (PROBLEM) Security of exam questions and identifying the


examinee is a problem.


Comment: (STATUS) Computers can be used to grade exams.


S. Davis: (QUESTION) Does anyone else have access to PLATO? (Those from


Oregon State Univ. stated they did.)
 

R. Danielson: (STATUS/AVAILABILITY) PLATO has 1008 terminals. CDC is going


commercial with PLATO in a number of learning centers; one is in Sunny­

vale by AMES where one can go and pay for a terminal; (DISADVANTAGE/COST)


cost for contact time is high; you can get PLATO to play on CDC machines


but I don't think you can get access to the lesson material. Development


of programs by individual departments is not likely either. It takes 50


hours minimum to develop programs for one hour contact time. Funding for


such development is mainly done by major funding agencies.
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J. Ulliman: (RECOMMENDATION) A conference is a meeting where we should be


out doing the things we're talking about. Possibly NASA could fund or


assist in developing CAT programs, especially now that Ron Danielson


is working for them part time.


S. Davis: (COST) Speaking of time it takes to develop programs, we estimate
 

it takes 200-300 hours just to develop one mini-course.


Comment: 	 (ADVANTAGE) In doing mini-course type programs, there is some


advantage to having the non-specialist do the narrative portion and


thereby provide some personality identification.
 

S. Davis: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) Two or three of our mini-course tapes were


narrated by someone on our staff. We have not done a critical evaluation


of the difference but we do know that ITC people have objected to the


strong midwestern accent. For local use though, the instructor probably


should make the tape in order to personalize it for the student.


Comment: (PROBLEM/RECOMMENDATION) Some students would rather read narrative


than 	 listen to the tape; give the student an alternative by providing the


script also.


Comment: 	 (AVAILABILITY) Cassette driven Super 8 film system can be projected


as motion picture or individual frame for programmed paced instruction;


you can adjust program speed anywhere from single frame to full motion;


I do not know if anyone has done this, but it does seem to have possibil­

ities.


S. Davis: (AVAILABILITY) Purdue wiil be developing more mini-course series:


one on visual interpretation of thermal imagery; one on collection of


field data; another on geologic image and numeric interpretation of


satellite data -- this will not be a detailed how-to-do-it program but


will present concepts, principles and theories; another on the basic


principles of photo interpretation, including stereoscopy, parallax,
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scale, flight planning, etc.; and lastly one on computer processing.


(Responding to a question) Yes, it is a team effort to develop materials;
 

for example, I'll work with the geologist to develop the mini-course on


geology.


J. Ulliman: (NEEDS) Some people have expressed the need for large screen
 

displays for larger audiences.


R. Danielson. (AVAILABILITY) In fact, some are using the large 76 square foot


Advent TV screens like those used for boxing and football presentations.


R. Kiefer: (PROBLEM/ADVANTAGE) There is a great difference in users and some
 

lectures are never given twice; it is difficult for me to see how slide/


tapes, which essentially sets an established course, can be adventageous


in such circumstances. I can see where slide/tapes would be good for


student review purposes - when a student's sick or out of town, and that


the slides might provide more illustrations than a text.


S. Davis: (RECOMMENDATION) Instructors could record lecture and keep their


slides together in order to have available to students for review.


R. Kiefer: (DISADVANTAGE/ADVANTAGE) I am traditional and think you lose


personal contact with slide/tapes. One could use slide/tapes to help


explain what a conference is all about to those people who come early to


a conference.


R. Whitmore: (STATUS) I have studied the audio-visual setups at Oregon State


Univ. and Purdue and have developed a modular instructional approach for


my course on Mechanical Properties of Wood. It consists of a series of


modules which may be a combination of traditional lecture or labs, films,


video tapes, independent study materials, etc.; we put some of the programs,


including labs and demonstrations, on Super 8 film but most of it goes on


color 3/4" video tape even taping slides and movie film. We expect the
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students to master the procedures. We will also be developing a remote


sensing course using the same type of procedures.


S. Davis: (QUESTION) How has the roll of the professor changed between the


two sys'.ems9


R. Whitmore: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) My contact with the students has greatly


increased; there is much more one-to-one contact which is mainly my


doing.


S. Davis: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) The instructor actually has to work harder


and ends up with more student contact time. All these new terms -- self


paced instruction, individualized instruction, etc. -- are overlapping


terms and the techniques or methods are not a substitute for the instructor;


the instructor's role is altered but he cannot put out his sign, "Gone
 

Fishing", after developing audio-visual approaches.
 

R. Danielson" (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) In the beginning computer programming


course at the University of Illinois, 2000 students per semester use CAI;


there is one hour lecture by a Professor, two hours of CAI, one hour


lesson development, and one hour program practice along with lab sections.
 

This is an enhancement to the traditional course and is as much or more


work for the instructor than in the traditional courses.


J. Ulliman: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) In developing AV approaches, the instructor


is actually forced to do a better job; it is a very demanding process and


the instructor must be very selective as to what is put on slides or


tapes. I personally still spend much time in the lab to see how the


student is doing, approximately seven hours per week; a TA also spends
 

about 20 hours in the lab. There are some students who do not take


responsibility for their own education and these have to be led by the


hand; many of these students get behind and drop the course - up to 20%.
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I talk to all of the students who drop and almost all admit they just


did not do the work to keep up.


D. Paine: (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) I had a high (50%) dropout rate in the


AV course at first, but now have about a 75% completion rate.


R. Danielson: (ADVANTAGE) It is a good experience for anyone to sit down


and write a set of behavioral objectives for a course and develop a


programmed instruction set for a course.


R. Whltmore: (STATUS) Another thing I do which might be of interest -- I put


a rheostat in an overhead projector and using gelatin filters project


the light spectrum.


J. Ulliman: (STATUS) The paper presented Tuesday has a list of many sources


for media materials; the EROS Data Center has a list for their materials


and Purdue and NASA also have brochures. (RECOMMENDATION) Although most


slide sets are not adaptable in their entirety to a local situation,


individual slides and some sets may be appropriate. NASA could provide


individual or sets of slides on such things as the U-2 and its operations


or the LANDSAT satellite and all its systems close up.


T. Best: (PROBLEM) NASA may not have slides of such things because they are


not taking them from a teaching point of view.


J. Ulliman: (RECOMMENDATION) That's a good point; recommend NASA consider it.


G. Hull: (STATUS/PROBLEM) NASA has 2000-3000 slides at their service center and


a slide copier; how to service the community is the big question; how can


the community access the collection9


Comment: 	 (QUESTION) Is there any way in which the regional centers could be


provided a circulating set for those in the local area9


R. Danielson: (STATUS) NASA has some beautiful display materials also.
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J. Ulliman: (QUESTION) Is there any way individual instructors could look


through slide sets and request duplication of material9


Comment: (STATUS) We are not set up to do that.
 

S. Davis: (STATUS/RECOMMENDATION) EDC has slide sets available; possibly


the other centers could do likewise.


J. Ulliman: (STATUS) R. Jay Murray said he saw references to the stereo use


of overhead projectors in a Chemical Education Journal and that one


article referenced the commercial development of such projectors in


Germany. (The citations to those articles are included in the references


in Appendix C.)


Comment: 	 (STATUS) We at U.C. Santa Barbara use CCTV to zoom in on LANDSAT


scenes on CRT; this is especially good for large audience viewing.


R. Kiefer: (STATUS) When we do computer analysis for workshops and short­

courses, and especially for people coming from out of town, and the


computer goes down right in the middle of an operation led us to tape


things ahead of time; that way we know its going to work.


R. Danielson: (RECOMMENDATION) How many have access to video tape players?


(A few responded, yes.) It might be a good idea to survey what tapes are


available and make it known to the community, even if they are of different


formats.


R. Kiefer: (STATUS) Almost all campus' have some form of video tape players


available which an instructor should have access to.


J. Ulliman: (STATUS) EDC has a number of video tapes available.


R. Kiefer: (PROBLEM) This is a personal thing but I have been grappling with


the problem of providing slide sets for the line drawing and B & W and


color pictures for my forthcoming book. Will it be a service to people


or can they do it themselves; as far as I'm concerned people can take


their own pictures.
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Comment: (COSTS) If you did provide slides, they would have to be very


inexpensive.


J. Ulliman: (RECOMMENDATION) I would promote the idea of making complete


sets of both 35 mm slides and transparencies if they were inexpensive.


Comment: 	 (AVAILABILITY/COST) I have 36 slides made up from a negative for


$3.00. When I get 4 to 5 requests for an item, I take a shot of it


with Kodacolor and send the negative off to RGB Color Lab, 816 N. High­

land Ave., Hollywood, CA 90038. They make positive transparencies of it


from old outdated movie film; they use the loop film for as many copies


as needed. The negative/positive approach like this may be the way to


beat the inventory problem.


S. Davis: (STATUS) LARS set up a remote computer network project in 1975 to


6 to 8 terminals around the country for education and research purposes


to train users in the theory behind computer analysis and how to use the


computer. LARS also offers shortcourses directed to the analysis of


multispectral scanner data and numerical analysis. These are individual­

ized self-directed courses, not self-instructed, week long courses in


which a variety of media are used.


J. Manrs: (RECOMMENDATION) We have given workshops for agency people using


CAI. NASA could help by providing funding to rework programs so they


will be more institutional in nature; that would be one way for NASA to


promote remote sensing education.


Thursday, June 29


N. Short: (NEED) Can we get people familiar with the computer in three days,


possibly using video tape.


R. Danielson: (STATUS) A discipline person does not need to be a computer


programmer but should know the capabilities of the computer.
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C. Metz: (QUESTION) We have PLATO at Oregon State University in the Music


Department; could we not get on that system.


R. Danielson: (AVAILABILITY/COST) Yes. Telephone calls would be a cost and


you would have to develop your own programs; best thing would be to


contact a sales representative to develop programs. EXXON has CAI/CMI


programs also.


C. Metz: (NEED) We have slides of scenes and want to best get across an idea;


is it best to put words or a word on the slide itself?


N. Short: (STATUSIAVAILABILITY) You could have two slides - one as is and


another with a word on it. NASA has one of the largest collections of


slides in the world (and it is in the public domain) and would like to


see them utilized. It's easy to make your own slide shows; Kodak makes


a camera which fits over any 8" x 10" picture. You can produce shows by


taking a standard lecture which uses slides and where the instructor is


giving a spontaneous talk - tape record the lecture and keep the shown


slides in order; coordinate the narrative and the slides for future use.


W. Limoine: (PROBLEM) My opinion of the slides used in the conference is


pretty low.
 

Comment: (NEED) If there are any aids or guides for producing good slides


they should be given to NASA.


Comment: 	 (AVAILABILITY) Anyone can come and look at the slides NASA has;


you can also look at the slides at the USGS Menlo Park facility.


J. Ulliman: (NNED) What about people who can't get to the facility; can


provisions be made, for example a catalog of available slides ?


N. Short: (STATUS) The 1st semi-annual meeting of training officers of the
 

three NASA regional centers was held yesterday; a decision was made for


each of the three centers to prepare several master set copies of slides
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used frequently and exchange these sets with the other centers; we


would also get a brief description of each slide for a caption. 
 I


proposed a teachers guide showing B & W copies of each slide which an


instructor can look at. This is basically for in-house work but I


will look for some mechanism to get slides out to the public.


Comment: (STATUS) We do take slides to national conventions, like the


National Science Teachers Convention, for others to see.


Comment: (ADVANTAGE) After seeing a multimedia, 6 projector presentation


I was really impressed.


D. Shinn: (ADVANTAGE) Using more than one projector is useful for showing


multidate imagery or simultaneously a LANDSAT, U-2 and ground scene


image of the same area.


N. Short: (STATUS) Most national conventions are using two projector setups.


J. Ulliman: (PROBLEM) What is the amount of effort required for six-projectors


compared to the added information content or the message gotten across?


Comment: 	 (ADVANTAGE/DISADVANTAGE) I am really excited about it; you do need


lots of slides and it is used more at the entertainment level rather than


educational; it takes 20-30 minutes to set up but it really has a dramatic


impact.


S. Davis: (STATUS) Our objective at Purdue is to make a product as portable


as possible and easily used by most people.


J. Ulliman: (STATUS) Multimedia six-projector demonstrations are great for


gee-whiz presentations and for influencing opinions, etc. but have not


proven their usefulness for instructional purposes although they could


be developed for that goal.


J. Smith: (STATUS) On the life of materials - some basic material may be good


for 20 years.
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S. Davis: (STATUS/RECOIIENDATION) The life of most materials is short; we


are committed to reviewing ours in three years; I would suggest others


do the same.


N. Short: (STATUS/PROBLEM) We have made three video tapes and have only been


moderately successful; the problem is amount of time to properly develop


them. We taped our last course and duplicated the slides.


B. Schrumpf: (NEED) I would like to see some well documented 20-40 minute


color films produced on such subjects as, for example, the history of


remote sensing, the basic energy-matter relationships, and sensor


systems; some organization could do this and provide the films at a


regional lending library.


N. Short: (AVAILABILITY/PROBLEM) We tried to make a video tape history of


remote sensing and asked Bob Colwell to do it; time was a problem and


prior planning was lacking; Bob gave an excellent presentation but it


was more on "Aircraft remote sensing in California" than what we wanted -
LANDSAT; the tape of that presentation is available for anyone who wants


to borrow it. We are going to do two video tapes in the next six months


to a year; one will be a 45 minute tape on "field observations" -- there


are many people involved in developing sensors who are doing much ground


work and training site selection; the other video tape will be a case


history of an agency getting into remote sensing and developing an


operational activity. There are problems video taping lectures; slides


and other AV material must be spliced into the tape separately; its


difficult to get good close ups of items off screen.


S. Davis: (STATUS/RECOb4ENDATION) One way to solve that is to use a rear


screen projection although that presents another problem of a botspot on


the screen. Another way is for the video production managers to have
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slides under his control and another video camera to view the slides;


the lecturer can see the slides on a monitor. Another method is using


over-the-desk mounted cameras where the instructor has control over the


process. I strongly encourage those developing modules, especially


when working with others, to develop definitive objectives so that the


student knows exactly what is expected of him when finished; this can


be an excruciating experience; if two people are working together it


can be a discipline experience forcing the creators to know exactly


what they are going to do.


Comment: (RECOMMENDATION) National Geographic does some outstanding films;


that may be the type of thing you should shoot for in developing film


like Barry Schrumpf mentioned.


N. Short: (STATUS/AVAILABILITY) Through the single-handed effort of Chuck


Poulton who has gotten National Geographic into LANDSAT, the July issue


will have a beautiful LANDSAT mosaic map of the Grand Canyon; they are


starting to use LANDSAT In the ongoing National Geographic Lecture Series;


I will ask Chuck to see if National Geographic will be interested in


developing a movie. Our video facility is looking for work and I am


looking for ideas for using that facility, so if you have ideas, let me


know and I'll consider them.


D. Shinn: (STATUS) In the alternatives for the Washington program, which was


a planning rather than remote sensing effort, KWSU video taped in color
 

all the planning sessions. Tapes were used to inform other people


involved in the effort but who were not at those sessions. The tapes
 

were then edited into 8 hour long programs to be televised statewide.


Finally they produced a highly edited film which was then submitted as


one of the US entries in the UN Habitat Conference held in Vancouver.
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J. Ulliman: (ADVANTAGE) When developing programmed and self-instruction


packages it is a very rigorous process which is the best aid to improving


instruction I know of.


R. Schultz: (DISADVANTAGE) You may also run the risk of becoming so highly


organized that you go too fast in presenting material that the student


can't keep up.


S. Davis: (ADVANTAGE) It is an advantage of self-paced instruction -- many


have criticised our mini-courses because they go too fast, others have
 

appreciated the stepped up pace -- if someone misses something they can


always go back and listen to it over again. I would like to also ask


you not to forget that print is a media also; we have developed some


materials along this line.


N. Short: (AVAILABILITY) We get some requests for slides of plates from the


book Mission to Earth. About 150 of the plates are on slides. There is


a source of 8" x 10" color prints themselves in the Public Affairs


Office, NASA Headquarters, but the quality is not the best.


Comment: 	 (STATUS) We have inexpensive way of reproducing 9" x 9" B & W's.


At AV Center we made an 8!" x 11" negative using a dot screen and then


make an offset plate. We can get about 500 copies for $6.00 and of


relatively good quality. We also do this for LANDSAT scenes.


N. Short: (RECOMMENDATION) Recommend you do two things: share funding for


development of programs; and, identify a clearinghouse for obtaining


materials.


S. Davis: (NEED) What we need is an information clearinghouse.
 

N. Short: (STATUS/AVAILABILITY) There are 20-30 newsletters floating around;


two LANDSAT newsletters, one from Goddard and one from EDC, which have


fairly wide distribution; if you have an educational announcement you can
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go through me because one of the members of my carpool is the editor


and I can guarentee you instant access.


J. Ulliman: (RECOMMENDATION) Since NASA now involved in education, it might


be a good idea to have a special newsletter to get across ideas on


instructional technology, sources of matetials, etc.; each instructor


in remote sensing would get a copy of the letter and at the same time
 

could provide information for the newsletter.


Comment: 	 (PROBLEM) Such a letter though would probably be restricted to


LANDSAT.


D. Shinn: (AVAILABILITY) Robin mentioned the newsletter, "Plain Brown Wrapper".


N. Short: (RECOMMENDATION) All three centers could have their own newsletter.


J. Ulliman: (RECOMMENDATION) There should be some coordination between the


three centers and pass some information around nationally rather than


just in the region.


Comment: (ADVANTAGE) The three centers are competing and this is desirable.
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Appendix A


List of identified attendees


NAME ORGANIZATION ADDRESS TEACHING INTEREST 
Tom Best Survey, CSU Los Angeles, CA 90032 Geographic Media 
B. Michael Donahoe NASA Ames Moffett Field, CA 94035 Service to Educators 
Donald R. Floyd Calif. Polytech. San Luis Obispo, CA Geography 
State University 93401 
Garth A. Hull NASA Ames Moffett Field, CA 94035 
Ralph Kiefer Univ. of Wisconsin 1210 Engr. Bldg. RS and API 
Madison, WI 
Ken Knothe Treasure Valley Ontario, OR 97914 Applic. for Forest-
Community College Range Field Use 
Bill Lemoine Southwestern Oregon Coos Bay, OR 97420 Aerial Photos, 
Community College Forestry & RS 
Joseph Lintz Univ. of Nevada 203 Mackay Mines R/S 
Reno, NV 89517 
John Mairs ERSAL - OSU Corvallis, OR 97331 Geography, PI & RS 
Charlene Metz Oregon State Univ. Corvallis, OR 97331 Forestry & RS 
Charles Nelson Chico State Chico, CA 95929 Geography 
David Paine Forest Mgt. Dept. Corvallis, OR 97331 Biometrics, PI & RS 
Oregon State Univ., 
Barry Schrumpf ERSAL - OSU Corvallis, OR 97331 RS in Resource Anal. 
Robert J. Schultz Civil Eng. Dept. Corvallis, OR 97331 Civil Engineering 
Oregon State Univ, & Surveying, 
Duane Shinn Univ. of Washington 410 Gould Hall, JO-40 Land Use & RS 
Seattle, WA 98195 
Nick Short NASA Goddard Greenbelt, MD 20770 Training 
Jim Smith Colorado State Univ. Fort Collins, CO 80521 RS Computer Applic. 
Moyle D. Stewart US Geological Survey 345 Middlefield Rd. 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Frank Westerlund Univ. of Washington Seattle, WA 98195 RS Applica. to 
Land Use 
Roy Whitmore Dept. of Forestry Burlington, VT 05401 Forestry, PI & RS 
Univ. of Vermont 
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Appendix B


Results of the Media Questionnaire


1. 	 Use of Media


Quantitative results of the media questionnaire are included in Table


1. 	 Of those responding, it appears most everyone uses slides, stereograms


and overhead transparencies to some extent. Very few or no instructors


use videotape, models, stand-alone audio tape, and computer assisted


instruction (CAT). Apparently some do not use media materials even though


they have them available either in their own labs or somewhere within their


organizations; possibly, the materials in question are not of the proper


subject material or quality to suit the instructor because, at the same


time, most indicated they would use good quality materials if they were


available at a reasonable cost. Most respondents also specified that they


would make any media materials they developed available to others.


2. 	 Availability of Media Materials


Many respondents made some comment that their materials were locally


developed and not generally available to others because they are either


not organized, not of sufficient quality or are limited to the local


situation.


Those who have or could make materials available are:


a. 	 Department of Continuing Education, Portland State University,


Portland, OR.


Program: Forest Technician Series (1974-1975) Aerial Photogram­

metry.


b. 	 Crane S. Miller, California State Polytechnic University, 3801 W.


Temple Ave., Pomona, CA 91768. Tele. (714)598-4513 or 4516.


Dr. Crane has developed a number of 35 mm slide sets on various


aspects of remote sensing which he uses in his classes. Much of


the material is not original although many slides are original
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Table 1. MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE


(Software Only)


Number of responses: Y = yes; I = infrequent; N = no.


Media Do you use Do you have If you devel- If you do not If you do not


this media 	 this media in oped or own have or own use this type


your remote this media this media, media, would


sensing lab 	 would you make is it avail- you use it if


it available able through good quality


to others your organ- resonable


ization 	 priced items


were available


Y I N Y N Y N Y N Y N 
a. Videotapes 0 5 22 5 19 14 3 9 8 16 2 
b. Slide sets 24 5 0 26 0 23 3 7 3 9 1 
c. 	 Stereograms 17 8 5 24 3 20 5 
 6 5 	 9 2


d. 	 Models 1 7 17 
 8 15 	 14 4 4 10 
 12 3


e. 	Overhead 18 7 5 24 2 19 4 
 9 3 9 1


transpar­

encies


f. 	 Audio tape 2 4 18 5 18 14 3 6 9 11 5


g. 	 Slide/tape 5 7 
 13 12 11 17 2 9 8 
 16 2


programs


h. 	 CAI 2 2 19 3 18 
 13 2 2 8 10 4


programs


i. 	Other 0 1 13 2 8 9 2 
 3 6 9 1


programmed


instruction


sets


true and false color photos taken by his personnel. Subjects 
covered are: Overview of Remote Sensing (with cassette sound); 
Photo and Non-photo Sensors; Scale; Geomorphology; Forestry and 
Vegetation in General; Agriculture; Urban Land Use; and, Arch­
eology. Dr. Crane would be interested in further development of 
such sets for anyone interested. 
c. R. Jay Murray, ERSAL, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 
97331. Tele. (503)754-3056. 
Has developed FORTRAN programs for CDC equipment to classify 
LANDSAT data, select training sets, etc. These could be made 
available for cost of materials and copies. 
d. Robert M. Newcomb, Dept. of Geography, California State Univ., 
Northridge, CA 91330. Tele. (213)885-3532. 
For those interested, Dr. Newcomb has a list of "Selected LANDSAT 
Photographs of Denmark" available from the EROS Data Center as 
of Winter 1976/1977 with comments on coverage and quality. 
e. Floyd Sabins, (UCLA, USC, Chevron) Box 446, La Habra, CA 90631. 
Tele. (213)691-2241, Ext. 2370. 
Floyd Sabins is currently preparing a lab manual to accompany 
his new text, "Remote Sensing, Principals and Interpretation". 
He is also considering developing a slide set to accompany the 
text and a slide set to accompany the instructors guide for the 
lab manual. 
f. Duane Shinn, Urban Planning JO-40, University of Washington, 
Seattle, WA 98195. Tele. (206)543-1508 or 4190. 
Dr. Shinn has two slide sets available: 
(1) "Remote Sensing of Land Use for Noise Abatement" (USAF); 
192 color 35 mm slides developed March 1978 of variable 
quality; a case study with results of Fairchild and McChord 
AFB. 
(2) 	 "Introduction to Remote Sensing"; 160 color 35 mm slides


developed March 1978 of excellent quality; current state-of­

the-art review on PNRC Project covering sensors, data and


products.


g. 	 Everett Wingert, Dept. of Geography, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu,


HI 96822. Tele. (808)948-8463.


Has over 100 overhead transparencies, mostly of LANDSAT and


aerial images. Also has contact size negatives of these both in


halftone and continuous tone. He does not have a complete list


of the transparencies or a mechanism for reproducing them commer­

cially. If others are interested though he would make special


arrangements for getting duplicates.


3. 	 Other Possibilities


Some other instructors in remote sensing may have media materials


although they were not at the conference, nor were they surveyed to


determine exactly what they had. Their names were listed as people who


have media materials and might want that fact to be known.


a. 	 Dr. David Simonett, Dept. of Geography, UCSB.


b. 	 Dr. John Jensen, Dept. of Geography, Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA.
 

c. 	 Dr. Jon Kimmerling, Dept. of Geography, Oregon State Univ.


d. 	 John Harper and Bob Plank, Dept. of Geography, Humboldt State


Univ.


e. 	 Dr. Mel Stanley and Dr. James Huning, California State Polytechnic


Univ.


f. 	 Pacific Northwest Regional Commission Land Inventory Demonstration


Project, 1205 Washington St., Vancouver, WA 98660.
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Appendix C


1. Catalogs, Mimeographs, Pamphlets, Workbooks


Announcing a New Series of Slide-Tape Presentations on Using Aerial


Photography for Natural Resource Management. Forestry Media


Center, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon. (Pamphlet)


EROS Data Center Workshop. Exercise File. June 15, 1978. 21 pp.


(Mimeograph)


Film Catalog 1978-1979. NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA


94025. (Catalog)


Mini-Course Series on Fundamentals of Remote Sensing by the Laboratory


for Applications of Remote Sensing. Purdue University, West


Lafayette, Indiana. (Pamphlet)


NASA Educational Publications. Aug. 1976. NASA, Washington, D.C.


20546. (Pamphlet)


Secondary School Social Studies Project "What's the Use of Land?" by


the Jefferson County, Colorado, Public Schools. NASA, Wash., D.C.


20546. 57 pp. (Workbook)


2. Other References


Clarke, Paul F., Helen E. Hodgson, and Gary W. North. 1978. A Guide to


Obtaining Information from the USGS. 1978. Geological Survey
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